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Introduction and Basic Host Configuration

System administrator
A system administrator, IT systems administrator, systems administrator, or sysadmin is a person employed to
maintain and operate a computer system and/or network. System administrators may be members of an information
technology (IT) or Electronics and Communication Engineering department.
The duties of a system administrator are wide-ranging, and vary widely from one organization to another. Sysadmins
are usually charged with installing, supporting and maintaining servers or other computer systems, and planning for
and responding to service outages and other problems. Other duties may include scripting or light programming,
project management for systems-related projects, supervising or training computer operators, and being the
consultant for computer problems beyond the knowledge of technical support staff. To perform his or her job well, a
system administrator must demonstrate a blend of technical skills and responsibility.

Related fields
Many organizations staff other jobs related to system administration. In a larger company, these may all be separate
positions within a computer support or Information Services (IS) department. In a smaller group they may be shared
by a few sysadmins, or even a single person.
• A database administrator (DBA) maintains a database system, and is responsible for the integrity of the data and

the efficiency and performance of the system.
• A network administrator maintains network infrastructure such as switches and routers, and diagnoses problems

with these or with the behavior of network-attached computers.
• A security administrator is a specialist in computer and network security, including the administration of security

devices such as firewalls, as well as consulting on general security measures.
• A web administrator maintains web server services (such as Apache or IIS) that allow for internal or external

access to web sites. Tasks include managing multiple sites, administering security, and configuring necessary
components and software. Responsibilities may also include software change management.

• Technical support staff respond to individual users' difficulties with computer systems, provide instructions and
sometimes training, and diagnose and solve common problems.

• A computer operator performs routine maintenance and upkeep, such as changing backup tapes or replacing failed
drives in a RAID. Such tasks usually require physical presence in the room with the computer; and while less
skilled than sysadmin tasks require a similar level of trust, since the operator has access to possibly sensitive data.

• A postmaster is the administrator of a mail server.
In some organizations, a person may begin as a member of technical support staff or a computer operator, then gain
experience on the job to be promoted to a sysadmin position.
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Training
Unlike many other professions, there is no single path to becoming a system administrator. Many system
administrators have a degree in a related field: computer science, information technology, computer engineering,
information system management, or even a trade school program. Other schools have offshoots of their Computer
Science program specifically for system administration.
Some schools have started offering undergraduate degrees in System Administration. The first, Rochester Institute of
Technology[1] started in 1992. Others such as Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, University of New Hampshire[2],
Marist College, and Drexel University have more recently offered degrees in Information Technology. Symbiosis
Institute of Computer Studies and Research (SICSR) in Pune, India offers Masters degree in Computers Applications
with a specialization in System Administration. The University of South Carolina[3] offers an Integrated Information
Technology B.S. degree specializing in Microsoft product support.
As of 2011, only five U.S. universities, Rochester Institute of Technology [4], New York City College of
Technology, Tufts, Michigan Tech, and Florida State University [5] have graduate programs in system
administration. In Norway, there is a special English-taught MSc program organized by Oslo University College [6]
in cooperation with Oslo University, named "Masters programme in Network and System Administration."
University of Amsterdam (UvA) offers a similar program in cooperation with Hogeschool van Amsterdam (HvA)
named "Master System and Network Engineering". In Israel, the IDF's ntmm course in considered a prominent way
to train System administrators. [7] However, many other schools offer related graduate degrees in fields such as
network systems and computer security.
One of the primary difficulties with teaching system administration as a formal university discipline, is that the
industry and technology changes much faster than the typical textbook and coursework certification process. By the
time a new textbook has spent years working through approvals and committees, the specific technology for which it
is written may have changed significantly or become obsolete.
In addition, because of the practical nature of system administration and the easy availability of open-source server
software, many system administrators enter the field self-taught. Some learning institutions are reluctant to, what is
in effect, teach hacking to undergraduate level students.
Generally, a prospective will be required to have some experience with the computer system he or she is expected to
manage. In some cases, candidates are expected to possess industry certifications such as the Microsoft MCSA,
MCSE, MCITP, Red Hat RHCE, Novell CNA, CNE, Cisco CCNA or CompTIA's A+ or Network+, Sun Certified
SCNA, Linux Professional Institute among others.
Sometimes, almost exclusively in smaller sites, the role of system administrator may be given to a skilled user in
addition to or in replacement of his or her duties. For instance, it is not unusual for a mathematics or computing
teacher to serve as the system administrator of a secondary school.

Skills
Some of this section is from the Occupational Outlook Handbook [8], 2010-11 Edition, which is in the public domain
as a work of the United States Government. The subject matter of system administration includes computer systems
and the ways people use them in an organization. This entails a knowledge of operating systems and applications, as
well as hardware and software troubleshooting, but also knowledge of the purposes for which people in the
organization use the computers.
Perhaps the most important skill for a system administrator is problem solving -- frequently under various sorts of
constraints and stress. The sysadmin is on call when a computer system goes down or malfunctions, and must be able
to quickly and correctly diagnose what is wrong and how best to fix it.
System administrators are not software engineers or developers. It is not usually within their duties to design or write 
new application software. However, sysadmins must understand the behavior of software in order to deploy it and to
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troubleshoot problems, and generally know several programming languages used for scripting or automation of
routine tasks.
Particularly when dealing with Internet-facing or business-critical systems, a sysadmin must have a strong grasp of
computer security. This includes not merely deploying software patches, but also preventing break-ins and other
security problems with preventive measures. In some organizations, computer security administration is a separate
role responsible for overall security and the upkeep of firewalls and intrusion detection systems, but all sysadmins
are generally responsible for the security of computer systems.

Duties of a system administrator
A system administrator's responsibilities might include:
• Analyzing system logs and identifying potential issues with computer systems.
• Introducing and integrating new technologies into existing data center environments.
•• Performing routine audits of systems and software.
• Performing backups.
• Applying operating system updates, patches, and configuration changes.
• Installing and configuring new hardware and software.
• Adding, removing, or updating user account information, resetting passwords, etc.
•• Answering technical queries and dealing with often frustrated users.
• Responsibility for security.
• Responsibility for documenting the configuration of the system.
• Troubleshooting any reported problems.
• System performance tuning.
•• Ensuring that the network infrastructure is up and running.
In larger organizations, some tasks listed above may be divided among different system administrators or members
of different organizational groups. For example, a dedicated individual(s) may apply all system upgrades, a Quality
Assurance (QA) team may perform testing and validation, and one or more technical writers may be responsible for
all technical documentation written for a company.
In smaller organizations, the system administrator can also perform any number of duties elsewhere associated with
other fields:
•• Technical support
• Database administrator (DBA)
• Network administrator/analyst/specialist
•• Application analyst
•• Security administrator
•• Programmer
System administrators, in larger organizations, tend not to be system architects, system engineers, or system
designers. However, like many roles in this field, demarcations between system administration and other technical
roles often are not well defined in smaller organizations. Even in larger organizations, senior system administrators
often have skills in these other areas as a result of their working experience.
In smaller organizations, IT/computing specialties are less often discerned in detail, and the term system
administrator is used in a rather generic way — they are the people who know how the computer systems work and
can respond when something fails.
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System Administrator privileges
The term "system administrator" may also be used to describe a security privilege which is assigned to a user or
users of a specific computer, server, network or other IT System.
The Administrator level of system access permits that user to gain access to, and perform high level configuration
features of the system.
This user privilege level is more commonly referred to within a computer or IT system as "administrator" (without
the epithet "system"). It may also be called superuser or root.
For example a computer may have a user named "Administrator" or "Root" which has a security level sufficient to
install software, or give other users access to the system. Alternatively a user of a system may be assigned to an
"Administrators" group, membership of which grants them the same privilege as the Administrator user. These users
may be referred to as System Administrators, referring only to the system privilege level, rather than the job
function.
For security reasons, the name of an Administrator user or Administrators security group is often changed locally so
that it is less easy to guess, in order to reduce system vulnerability to access by hackers.
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Usage share of operating systems

Piechart of OS share[1]

The usage share of operating systems is the percentage market share
of the operating systems used in computers. Different categories of
computers use a wide variety of operating systems, so the total usage
share varies enormously from one category to another.

In some categories, one family of operating systems dominates. For
example, most desktop and laptop computers use Microsoft Windows
and most supercomputers use Linux. In other categories, such as
smartphones and servers, there is more diversity and competition.

Information about operating system share is difficult to obtain, since in
most of the categories below there are no reliable primary sources or
methodology for its collection.

Desktop and laptop computers
There is little openly published information on the usage share of desktop and laptop computers. Gartner publishes
estimates, but the way the estimates are calculated is not openly published. Also, sales may overstate usage. Most
computers are sold with a pre-installed OS; some users replace that OS with a different one due to personal
preference. Conversely, sales underestimate usage, by not counting pirated copies. For example, in 2009, "U.S.
research firm IDC estimated that 80% of software sold in China last year was pirated." (Windows was mentioned,
but no specific estimate for Windows was given.)[2] As another example, in 2007, the automated push of IE7 update
onto legal copies of Windows, contrasted with web browser share statistics, led one author to "estimate that
25%–35% of all Windows XP machines are illegal".[3]

Estimates for 2011
These are current-year sales estimates, not accumulative usage share for all PCs that are in use.

In August 2011, Gartner estimated Apple's PC market share in US as 10.7% for Q2 2011. Apple's worldwide market
share is not listed, because it is not in the list of top 5 computer manufacturers, and is inferred to be 5% or lower.
Gartner's numbers include netbooks, but not media tablets such as the iPad. Total units in Q2 2011 from all vendors,
~85 million.[4]

"A Gartner forecast calls for Mac OS to ship on 4.5 percent of new PCs worldwide in 2011 and 5.2 percent in 2012.
Gartner does not expect Google Chrome OS, Google Android or HP's webOS to get 'any significant market share' on
PCs in the next few years, and expects Linux operating systems to remain at less than 2 percent share over the next
several years."[5]

Analyst Charlie Wolf of Needham & Co. has stated that in 2011 Apple broke 5% of global desktop market share for
the first time.[6]

Net Applications has estimated global desktop market share of Windows 92.2%, Apple 6.36%, Linux 1.41%.[7][8]
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Older information
In a speech to investors in February 2009, Steve Ballmer of Microsoft presented a slide based on Microsoft's
research; while it showed no figures, the pie chart depicted Linux and Apple as each having roughly 5–6% of home
and business PCs.[9]

Web client usage share (see below) is often used as a proxy for desktop share, but many desktops are not used for
web access so do not get counted in these figures. The correlation between desktop share and web client share is also
being challenged by mobile web access, which rose through 1% in 2009 and 4% in 2010.[10]

Microsoft's CFO Peter Klein stated in July 2010 that Windows 7 now runs on more than 15% of all PCs
worldwide.[11] A Forrester Research study of desktop operating systems used in North American and European
companies in 2010 found Windows 7 on 10% of all commercial desktops, Windows XP on 75% and Vista on 7%.[12]

In October 2010 Tim Cook of Apple claimed that 1 in 5 of desktop/laptop computers sold in the United States is a
Mac.[13]

Web clients
The following information on web clients is obtained from the user agent information supplied to web servers by
web browsers. This is an inexact science for a variety of reasons. For a discussion on the shortcomings see Usage
share of web browsers.
The most recent data from various sources published during the last six months is summarized in the table below. All
of these sources monitor a substantial number of web sites; statistics related to one web site only are excluded.

Source Date Microsoft Windows Apple Linux kernel
based

Symbian Black-
Berry

OS

Other

7 Vista XP All
versions

OS X iOS GNU
Linux

Android

AT Internet[14] Aug.
2011

33.0% 14.7% 38.4% 87.1% 6.7% 3.7% 1.0% 0.9% — — 0.6%

Clicky Web
Analytics[15]

Oct.
2011

33.67% 10.17% 26.11% 79.53% 13.25% 3.81% 1.16% 1.77% 0.12% 0.32% 0.04%

Chitika[16] Oct.
2011

— — — 77.2% 10.2% 5.4% 2.9% 3.3% — — 1.0%

Net Market
Share[17][18]

May.
2012

37.35% 6.28% 40.93% 84.83% 6.09% 4.87% 1.03% 1.53% 0.14% 0.16% 1.35%

StatCounter Global
Stats[19][20][21]

Apr.
2012

43.02% 8.07% 28.74% 82.21% 6.92% 2.97% 0.77% 2.28% 2.73% 0.59% 1.53%

StatOwl[22] Oct.
2011

33.24% 12.91% 33.20% 78.94% 14.04% — 0.70% — — — 6.32%

W3Counter[23] Jun.
2012

43.84% 7.36% 27.59% 78.89% 8.78% 6.69% 1.80% 2.15% 0.20% 0.66% 3.49%

Webmasterpro[24] Nov.
2011

38.3% 14.1% 32.1% 85.8% 6.3% 4.4% 1.4% 1.6% 0.2% 0.02% 0.28%

Wikimedia[25] May.
2012

37.59% 7.64% 24.60% 71.30% 8.20% 9.13% 1.61% 4.22% 0.16% 0.83% 4.55%

Notes:

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Steve_Ballmer
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Microsoft
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Client_%28computing%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Forrester_Research
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=User_agent
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Usage_share_of_web_browsers%23Accuracy
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Usage_share_of_web_browsers%23Accuracy
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Apple_Inc.
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linux_kernel
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Symbian
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BlackBerry_OS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BlackBerry_OS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BlackBerry_OS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Windows_Vista
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Windows_XP
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OS_X
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IOS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=GNU
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linux
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Android_%28operating_system%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=AT_Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Net_Applications
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Net_Applications
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=StatCounter
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikimedia
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•• The 'Other' column is obtained by summing Windows 'all versions' through BlackBerry OS and subtracting from 100%. ('Other' may be quite
different between different sources. If a source does not show a value for a given OS, that OS is included in the source's 'Other' column.)

•• AT Internet measures 23 European countries.
•• Clicky Web Analytics does not publish desktop/mobile split so mean of Net Market Share and StatCounter figures (6.035% mobile) used in lieu.

Figures are averages over last 7 days of month.
• StatOwl measures desktop share and predominantly US web sites with "broad appeal".[26] Figure for XP includes Server 2003. Figures reduces

by 6.035% (see above) to allow for missing mobile usage.
•• W3Counter shows only the top ten operating systems and is based on the last 15,000 page views to each of over 50,000 web sites tracked.
•• Webmasterpro samples over 100,000 predominantly German-language sites. Figures are seven-day averages over period Nov 9-15.
•• Wikimedia uses 1:1000 sampling of its logs when deriving the usage numbers. Figure for Vista includes Server 2008; XP includes Server 2003.
•• iOS figures include iPhone, iPod and iPad.
• OS X is broken down by four of the sources listed above and all of them show that version 10.6 (Snow Leopard) is the most widely used.

Netbooks
The netbook market has been dominated by Microsoft Windows, with Linux in second place.
Initially, Linux dominated the netbook market when Asus started it with the Eee PC in October 2007, but this lead
did not last long. Asus and Acer, which accounted for 90% of the early netbook market, installed Linux on 30% of
their machines.[27]

Microsoft responded by extending the sales of Windows XP Home Edition. By February 2009, Microsoft cited data
from NPD Retail Tracking Service which showed that US market share of Windows on netbooks went from under
10% to 96%.[28]

In November 2009, an analyst at ABI said that of the 35 million netbooks to ship globally in 2009, 68% would have
Windows and 32% Linux.[29]

According to DisplaySearch, netbooks and tablets rose from just under a 14% share of the overall portable computer
market in third quarter of 2008 to around 20% in the second quarter of 2009, and remained at around 20% until the
middle of 2010. During 2010, Apple's iPad tablet computer gained a 6.5% share of this market sector in the first
quarter and DisplaySearch forecast this will rise to 30% in the second.[30]

Tablet computers
Tablet computers, or simply tablets, became a significant OS market share category starting with Apple's iOS-based
iPad in 2010. As of June 2011, ~29 million iPads sold.
2011 Sales and estimates (millions of units):

iOS: Q1: 7.3, Q2: 4.7 (limited by supply shortages)[31]

Android: "Android media tablets have collectively taken 20% market share away from the iPad in the last 12
months."[32]

"Apple is set to increase its iPad shipments at a faster rate than previously expected in 2011 and beyond, causing the
global tablet market to exceed growth expectations during the next few years, according to data from information
and analysis provider IHS. Apple will ship 44 million iPads in 2011; shipments expected to reach 120 million units
in 2015. Apple is expected to account for 74 percent of tablet shipments in 2011 and 43-44 percent in 2015."[33]

Top vendors: In Q1 2011, Apple's iOS sold 7.3 million tablets. (Q2 number not used, because was limited by supply
shortages.) Google's Android shipped on 1–2 million tablets per quarter (20% estimate by ABI).

Source Date iOS Android Microsoft Windows Other

Strategy Analysis[34] Q4 2011 57.6% 39.1% 1.5% 1.9%

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Mac_OS_X_Snow_Leopard
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Netbook
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Asus
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=ASUS_Eee_PC
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Acer_Inc.
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Windows_XP
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IPad
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tablet_computer
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IPad
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IHS_Inc.
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IOS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Android_%28operating_system%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Strategy_Analysis
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Mobile devices
Mobile operating systems that can be found on smartphones include Nokia's Symbian, Apple's iOS, Research in
Motion's BlackBerry OS, Microsoft's Windows Mobile and its successor Windows Phone 7, Google's Android,
Samsung's Bada, and HP's webOS. Android and webOS are in turn built on top of Linux, and iOS is derived from
OS X which in turn is built upon the BSD and NeXTSTEP operating systems. Linux, BSD, and NeXTSTEP are all
related to Unix.
Gartner's Q3 2011 unit numbers total 115 million with Google's Android shipping on 60 million smartphones,
Nokia's Symbian on 19 million and Apple's iOS on 17 million.[35]

Canalys' Q2 2011 unit numbers total 108 million with Google's Android shipping on 52 million smartphones,
Apple's iOS on 20 million, and Nokia's Symbian on < 20 million.[36] Nokia confirms its Q2 smartphone sales were
16.7 million units.[37][38]

Total unit forecasts for 2011: (IDC) 472 million;[39] (Gartner) 468 million.[40]

Forecasts for 2012: (Gartner): 630 million units; Android 49%, iOS 19%, BlackBerry 13%, Windows 11%, Symbian
5%, Other 3%.[40] (Taiwan/Market Intelligence Center): Android 40%, iOS 19%, Windows 17%, Other 24%.[41]

(IDC) 582 million units total.[42]

Forecasts for 2015: (Gartner): 1105 million units; Android 49%, Windows 20%, iOS 17%, BlackBerry 11%, Other
3%.[40] (IDC): 982 million units; Android 44%, Windows 20%, iOS 17%, BlackBerry 13%, Other 6%.[39]

Source Date Symbian BlackBerry iOS Android Bada Windows Other

Gartner[35] Q3 2011 16.9% 11.0% 15.0% 52.5% 2.2% 1.5% 0.9%

Canalys[36] Q2 2011 ** ** 19% 48% ** 1% **

Canalys[43] Q4 2010 31.0% 14.6% 16.2% 33.3% * 3.1% 3.0%

Kantar Worldpanel[44] Jan 2012 13.1% 18.1% 28.5% 36.9% 0.7% 2.3% 0.4%

Stat Counter[45] April 2012 28.45% 6.1% 23.85% 23.79% 0.57% 1.90%

Wikimedia[25] August 2011 2.16% 6.91% 67.09% 22.94% 0.90%

NPD Group (US only)[46] Q2 2011 11% 29% 52%

Millennial Media (US only)[47][48] August 2011 1% 13% 28% 54% * 1% 3%

Nielsen Company (US only)[49] Q4 2011 1.4% 14.9% 30% 46.3% 5.9%

Comscore (US only)[50] December 2011 1.4% 16.0% 29.6% 47.3% 4.7%

Notes:

•• The above table is share of smartphone OSs - not overall marketshare.
•• StatCounter measures share of mobile web browsing
•• Millennial Media measures share of ad impressions

(*) Included in "Other". (**) Source numbers are per device vendor; breakdown by OS is incomplete.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Mobile_operating_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Smartphone
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Symbian
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IOS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Research_in_Motion
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Research_in_Motion
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BlackBerry_OS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Windows_Mobile
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Windows_Phone
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Android_%28operating_system%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bada
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=WebOS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linux
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BSD
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=NeXTSTEP
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Unix
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Symbian
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BlackBerry_OS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IOS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Android_%28operating_system%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bada
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Windows_Mobile
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Gartner
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Kantar_Worldpanel
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wikimedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=NPD_Group
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Nielsen_Company
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Comscore
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Servers

A typical server "rack"

Server market share can be measured with statistical surveys of publicly
accessible servers, such as web servers, mail servers[51] or DNS servers on the
Internet: the operating system powering such servers is found by inspecting raw
response messages. This method gives insight only into market share of
operating systems that are publicly accessible on the Internet.

There will be differences in the result depending on how the sample is done and
observations weighted. Usually the surveys are not based on a random sample of
all ip numbers, domain names, hosts or organisations, but on servers found by
some other method. Additionally many domains and ip numbers may be served
by one host and some domains may be served by several hosts or by one host
with several ip numbers.

Source Date Method Unix, Unix like Microsoft
Windows

References

All Linux BSD Solaris

W3Techs August 2011 Units (Web) 63.90% 36.10% [52][53]

Security Space August 2009 Units (Web) >60.00% [54][55]

Notes:

• W3Techs survey in August 2011 checked the top 1 million Web servers (according to Alexa).
• Security Space survey in August 2009 checked 38,549,333 publicly accessible Web servers.
• Netcraft SSL survey[56] in January 2009 also checked 1,014,301 publicly accessible Web servers, but the survey is only valid for SSL Web

servers and it is not a good measure for our purpose.

A method to measure the overall server market, rather than subsets like publicly accessible web servers, is to count
server hardware sales, using data from server manufacturers. Using this method, market share can be measured either
in units or in revenue. In either case, the measure refers to server hardware, not to software. Units refers to the
number of physical servers running a given OS, and revenue refers to hardware revenue for physical servers running
that OS. It does not refer to software licensing or support revenue, which often varies considerably from one OS to
another.[57]

Source Date Method Microsoft Windows Unix, Unix like References

All Linux

IDC Q1 2012 Revenue 50.2% 38.9% 20.7% [57]

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ARack001.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Server_%28computing%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Market_share
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Web_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Mail_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=DNS_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Unix
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Unix_like
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linux
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BSD
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Solaris_%28operating_system%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Web_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alexa_Internet
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Web_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Netcraft
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Secure_Sockets_Layer
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Web_server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Unix
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Unix_like
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linux
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=International_Data_Corporation
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Mainframes

Nearly 95% of Fortune 1000 companies use IBM's Information Management
System.[58]

Operating systems for IBM System z generation hardware include IBM's
bundled proprietary z/OS,[58] Linux on System z and as at October 7, 2008 the
prototype OpenSolaris for System z.

Gartner reported on December 23, 2008 that Linux on System z was used on
approximately 28% of the "customer z base" and that they expected this to
increase to over 50% in the following five years.[59]

Of Linux on System z, Red Hat and Novell compete to sell RHEL and SLES
respectively.

•• Prior to 2006, Novell claimed a market share of 85% or more.
• Red Hat has since claimed 18.4% in 2007 and 37% in 2008.[60]

• Gartner reported at the end of 2008 that Novell had an 80% share of mainframe Linux.[59]

Supercomputers

Graph of supercomputer OS market share according to TOP500.[61]

The TOP500 project lists and ranks the
500 fastest supercomputers that
benchmark results are submitted for. It
then publishes the collected data twice
a year. The November 2011 figures are
below.

Source Date Linux IBM AIX Other Unix Microsoft HPCS 2008 Other References

TOP500 November 2011 91.4% 5.6% 0.4% 0.2% 2.4%. [62][63]

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Mainframe_computer
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3AIBM_System_z10.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IBM_System_z
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Z/OS
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linux_on_System_z
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OpenSolaris_for_System_z
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Gartner
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linux_on_System_z
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linux_on_System_z
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Red_Hat
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Novell
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Red_Hat_Enterprise_Linux
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SUSE_Linux_Enterprise_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3AOperating_systems_used_on_top_500_supercomputers.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=TOP500
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Supercomputer
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Linux
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=IBM_AIX
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Unix
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Windows_HPC_Server_2008
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=TOP500
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Linux distribution
A Linux distribution is a member of the family of Unix-like operating systems built on top of the Linux kernel.
Such distributions (often called distros for short) are operating systems including a large collection of software
applications such as word processors, spreadsheets, media players, and database applications. These operating
systems consist of the Linux kernel and, usually, a set of libraries and utilities from the GNU Project, with graphics
support from the X Window System. Distributions optimized for size may not contain X and tend to use more
compact alternatives to the GNU utilities, such as BusyBox, uClibc, or dietlibc. There are currently over six hundred
Linux distributions. Over three hundred of those are in active development, constantly being revised and improved.
Because most of the kernel and supporting packages are free and open source software, Linux distributions have
taken a wide variety of forms—from fully featured desktop, server, laptop, netbook, mobile phone, and tablet
operating systems as well as minimal environments (typically for use in embedded systems or for booting from a
floppy disk). Aside from certain custom software (such as installers and configuration tools), a distribution is most
simply described as a particular assortment of applications installed on top of a set of libraries married with a version
of the kernel, such that its "out-of-the-box" capabilities meet most of the needs of its particular end-user base.
One can distinguish between commercially-backed distributions, such as Fedora (Red Hat), openSUSE (Novell),
Ubuntu (Canonical Ltd.), and Mandriva Linux (Mandriva), and entirely community-driven distributions, such as
Debian and Gentoo.
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History

GNU/Linux Distro
Timeline [1], timeline

representing the
development of various

Linux distributions.

Before the first Linux distributions, a would-be Linux user was required to be something of
a Unix expert, needing to know not only what libraries and executables were required to
successfully get the system to boot and run, but also important details concerning
configuration and placement of files in the system.

Linux distributions began to appear very soon after the Linux kernel was first used by
individuals other than the original Linux programmers who were more interested in
developing the operating system than developing application programs, the user interface,
or convenient packaging.

Early distributions included:
•• H J Lu's "Boot-root" a two disk pair with the kernel and the absolute minimal tools to

get started
• MCC Interim Linux, which was made available to the public for download on the FTP

server of University of Manchester in February 1992
• TAMU, created by individuals at Texas A&M University about the same time
• SLS (Softlanding Linux System)
• Yggdrasil Linux/GNU/X, the first CD-ROM based Linux distribution
SLS was not well maintained, so Patrick Volkerding released a distribution based on SLS,
which he called Slackware, released in 1993.[2] This is the oldest distribution still in active
development.

Users were attracted to Linux distributions as alternatives to the DOS and Microsoft
Windows operating systems on the PC, Mac OS on the Apple Macintosh, and proprietary
versions of Unix. Most early adopters were familiar with Unix from work or school. They
embraced Linux for its stability, low (if any) cost, and availability of the source code for
most or all of the software included.

Originally, the distributions were simply a convenience, but today, they have become the
usual choice even for Unix or Linux experts. To date, Linux has proven more popular in the
server market, primarily for Web and database servers (see also LAMP), and in embedded devices market than in the
desktop market.

Components

components of a Linux distribution

A typical desktop Linux distribution
comprises a Linux kernel, GNU tools
and libraries, additional software,
documentation, a window system,
window manager, and a desktop
environment. Most of the included
software is free software/open-source
software which is distributed by its
maintainers both as compiled binaries
and in source code form, allowing
users to modify and compile the
original source code if they wish.
Other software included with some distributions may be proprietary and may not be available in source code form.
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Many distributions provide an installation system akin to that provided with other modern operating systems. Some
distributions like Gentoo Linux, T2, and Linux From Scratch include only binaries of a basic kernel, compilation
tools, and an installer; the installer compiles all the requested software for the specific microarchitecture of the user's
machine, using these tools and the provided source code.

Package management
Distributions are normally segmented into packages. Each package contains a specific application or service.
Examples of packages are a library for handling the PNG image format, a collection of fonts or a web browser.
The package is typically provided as compiled code, with installation and removal of packages handled by a package
management system (PMS) rather than a simple file archiver. Each package intended for such a PMS contains
meta-information such as a package description, version, and "dependencies". The package management system can
evaluate this meta-information to allow package searches, to perform an automatic upgrade to a newer version, to
check that all dependencies of a package are fulfilled, and/or to fulfill them automatically.
Although Linux distributions typically contain much more software than proprietary operating systems, it is normal
for local administrators to also install software not included in the distribution. An example would be a newer
version of a software application than that supplied with a distribution, or an alternative to that chosen by the
distribution (e.g., KDE rather than GNOME or vice versa for the user interface layer). If the additional software is
distributed in source-only form, this approach requires local compilation. However, if additional software is locally
added, the 'state' of the local system may fall out of synchronization with the state of the package manager's
database. If so, the local administrator will be required to take additional measures to ensure the entire system is kept
up to date. The package manager may no longer be able to do so automatically.
Most distributions install packages, including the kernel and other core operating system components, in a
predetermined configuration. Few now require or even permit configuration adjustments at first install time. This
makes installation less daunting, particularly for new users, but is not always acceptable. For specific requirements,
much software must be carefully configured to be useful, to work correctly with other software, or to be secure, and
local administrators are often obliged to spend time reviewing and reconfiguring assorted software.
Some distributions go to considerable lengths to specifically adjust and customize most or all of the software
included in the distribution. Not all do so. Some distributions provide configuration tools to assist in this process.
By replacing everything provided in a distribution, an administrator may reach a "distribution-less" state: everything
was retrieved, compiled, configured, and installed locally. It is possible to build such a system from scratch, avoiding
a distribution altogether. One needs a way to generate the first binaries until the system is self-hosting. This can be
done via compilation on another system capable of building binaries for the intended target (possibly by
cross-compilation). For example, see Linux From Scratch.

Types and trends
Broadly, Linux distributions may be:
•• Commercial or non-commercial;
•• Designed for enterprise users, power users, or for home users;
•• Supported on multiple types of hardware, or platform-specific, even to the extent of certification by the platform

vendor;
•• Designed for servers, desktops, or embedded devices;
•• General purpose or highly specialized toward specific machine functionalities (e.g. firewalls, network routers, and

computer clusters);
• Targeted at specific user groups, for example through language internationalization and localization, or through

inclusion of many music production or scientific computing packages;
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• Built primarily for security, usability, portability, or comprehensiveness.
The diversity of Linux distributions is due to technical, organizational, and philosophical variation among vendors
and users. The permissive licensing of free software means that any user with sufficient knowledge and interest can
customize an existing distribution or design one to suit his or her own needs.

Installation-free distributions (Live CDs)
A Live Distro or Live CD is a Linux distribution that can be booted from a compact disc or other removable medium
(such as a DVD or USB flash drive) instead of the conventional hard drive. Some minimal distributions such as
tomsrtbt can be run directly from as little as one floppy disk without needing to change the system's hard drive
contents.
When the operating system is booted from a read-only device such as a CD or DVD, if user data needs to be retained
between sessions, it cannot be stored on the boot device but must be written to some other media such as a USB flash
drive or an installed hard drive. Temporary operating system data is usually kept solely in RAM.
The portability of installation-free distributions makes them advantageous for applications such as demonstrations,
borrowing someone else's computer, rescue operations, or as installation media for a standard distribution. Many
popular distributions come in both "Live" and conventional forms (the conventional form being a network or
removable media image which is intended to be used for installation only). This includes SUSE, Ubuntu, Linux
Mint, MEPIS, Sidux, and Fedora. Some distributions, such as Knoppix, Devil-Linux, SuperGamer, and dyne:bolic
are designed primarily for Live CD, Live DVD, or USB flash drive use.

Examples

Popular distributions
Well-known Linux distributions include:
• Arch Linux, a minimalist rolling release distribution targeted at experienced Linux users, maintained by a

volunteer community and primarily based on binary packages in the tar.gz and tar.xz format.
• Debian, a non-commercial distribution maintained by a volunteer developer community with a strong

commitment to free software principles
• Knoppix, the first Live CD distribution to run completely from removable media without installation to a hard

disk, derived from Debian
• Linux Mint Debian Edition (LMDE) is based directly on Debian's testing distribution.
• Ubuntu, a popular desktop and server distribution derived from Debian, maintained by British company

Canonical Ltd.
• BackTrack, based on the Ubuntu operating system. Used for digital forensics and penetration testing.
• Kubuntu, the KDE version of Ubuntu.
• Linux Mint, a distribution based on and compatible with Ubuntu. Currently using Gnome 3 shell,

"Cinnamon", or optionally Gnome 2 fork, MATE.
• Xubuntu is the Xfce version of Ubuntu.
• Lubuntu, the LXDE version of Ubuntu, advertised as a lightweight distribution.

• Fedora, a community distribution sponsored by American company Red Hat
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux, which is a derivative of Fedora, maintained and commercially supported by Red

Hat.
• CentOS, a distribution derived from the same sources used by Red Hat, maintained by a dedicated volunteer

community of developers with both 100% Red Hat-compatible versions and an upgraded version that is not
always 100% upstream compatible
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• Oracle Enterprise Linux, which is a derivative of Red Hat Enterprise Linux, maintained and commercially
supported by Oracle.

• Mandriva, a Red Hat derivative popular in several European countries and Brazil, today maintained by the
French company of the same name.
• PCLinuxOS, a derivative of Mandriva, grew from a group of packages into a community-spawned desktop

distribution.
• Gentoo, a distribution targeted at power users, known for its FreeBSD Ports-like automated system for compiling

applications from source code
• openSUSE a community distribution mainly sponsored by American company Novell.

• SUSE Linux Enterprise, derived from openSUSE, maintained and commercially supported by Novell.
• Slackware, one of the first Linux distributions, founded in 1993, and since then actively maintained by Patrick J.

Volkerding.
• Damn Small Linux, "DSL" is a Biz-card Desktop OS
DistroWatch attempts to include every known distribution of Linux, whether currently active or not; it also maintains
a ranking of distributions based on page views, as a measure of relative popularity.

Niche distributions
Other distributions are targeted at other specific niches, such as the tiny embedded router distribution OpenWrt,
distributions for bioinformatics, the Ubuntu project to create Edubuntu for educational users, and KnoppMyth, which
wraps MythTV around Knoppix to ease building Linux-powered DVRs. Similarly, there is the XBMC Live distro
which wraps Ubuntu around XBMC Media Center ease building Linux-powered HTPC (Home Theater PC). Others
target the Apple Macintosh platform, including mkLinux, Yellow Dog Linux, and Black Lab Linux. Karoshi is a
server system based on PCLinuxOS and aimed at educational users. SuperGamer is one of the few distributions
focused solely on gaming. Trisquel is a Debian-based distribution that is composed entirely of Free Software and is
endorsed by the Free Software Foundation. Scientific Linux is commonly used for scientific computer servers and
workstations.

Interdistribution issues
The Free Standards Group is an organization formed by major software and hardware vendors that aims to improve
interoperability between different distributions. Among their proposed standards are the Linux Standard Base, which
defines a common ABI and packaging system for Linux, and the Filesystem Hierarchy Standard which recommends
a standard filenaming chart, notably the basic directory names found on the root of the tree of any Linux filesystem.
Those standards, however, see limited use, even among the distributions developed by members of the organization.
The diversity of Linux distributions means that not all software runs on all distributions, depending on what libraries
and other system attributes are required. Packaged software and software repositories are usually specific to a
particular distribution, though cross-installation is sometimes possible on closely related distributions.
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Tools for choosing a distribution
There are tools available to help people select an appropriate distribution, such as several different versions of the
Linux Distribution Chooser,[3][4] and the universal package search tool whohas.[5] There are easy ways to try out
several Linux distributions before deciding on one: Multi Distro is a Live CD that contains nine space-saving
distributions.[6] Tools are available to make such CDs and DVDs, among them Nautopia.[7]

Virtual machines such as VirtualBox and VMware Workstation permit booting of Live CD image files without
actually burning a CD.
Details and interest rankings of Linux distributions are available on DistroWatch and a fairly comprehensive list of
live CDs is available at livecdlist.com. Some websites such as OSDir.com and www.osvids.com offer screenshots
and videos as a way to get a first impression of various distributions.
Workspot provides online Linux desktop demos using Virtual Network Computing (VNC).

Installation
There are many ways to install a Linux distribution. The most common method of installing Linux is by booting
from a CD-ROM or DVD that contains the installation program and installable software. Such a CD can be burned
from a downloaded ISO image, purchased alone for a low price, provided as a cover disk with a magazine, shipped
for free by request, or obtained as part of a box set that may also include manuals and additional commercial
software. New users tend to begin by partitioning a hard drive in order to keep their previously-installed operating
system. The Linux distribution can then be installed on its own separate partition without affecting previously saved
data.
Early Linux distributions were installed using sets of floppies but this has been abandoned by all major distributions.
Nowadays most distributions offer CD and DVD sets with the vital packages on the first disc and less important
packages on later ones. They usually also allow installation over a network after booting from either a set of floppies
or a CD with only a small amount of data on it.[8]

Still another mode of installation is to install on a powerful computer to use as a servers and to use less powerful
machines (perhaps without hard drives, with less memory and slower CPUs) as thin clients over the network. Clients
can boot over the network from the server and display results and pass information to the server where all the
applications run. The clients can be ordinary PCs with the addition of a network bootloader on a drive or network
interface controller; hard disk space and processor power can be offloaded onto the client machine if desired. The
cost savings achieved by using thin clients can be invested in greater computing power or storage on the server.
In a Live CD setup, the computer boots the entire operating system from CD without first installing it on the
computer's hard disk. Some distributions have a Live CD installer, where the computer boots the operating system
from the disk, and then proceeds to install it onto the computer's hard disk, providing a seamless transition from the
OS running from the CD to the OS running from the hard disk.
Both servers and personal computers that come with Linux already installed are available from vendors including
Hewlett-Packard, Dell and System76.
On embedded devices, Linux is typically held in the device's firmware and may or may not be consumer-accessible.
Anaconda, one of the more popular installers, is used by Red Hat Enterprise Linux, Fedora and other distributions to
simplify the installation process.
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Installation via an existing operating system
Some distributions let the user install Linux on top of their current system, such as WinLinux or coLinux. Linux is
installed to the Windows hard disk partition, and can be started from inside Windows itself.
Virtual machines (such as VirtualBox or VMware) also make it possible for Linux to be run inside another OS. The
VM software simulates a separate computer onto which the Linux system is installed. After installation, the virtual
machine can be booted as if it were an independent computer.
Various tools are also available to perform full dual-boot installations from existing platforms without a CD, most
notably:
• The Wubi installer, which allows Windows users to download and install Ubuntu or its derivatives into a FAT32

or a NTFS partition without an installation CD, allowing users to easily dual boot between either operating system
on the same hard drive without losing data

• Win32-loader, which is in the process of being integrated in official Debian CDs/DVDs, and allows Windows
users to install Debian without a CD, though it performs a network installation and thereby requires
repartitioning[9]

• UNetbootin, which allows Windows and Linux users to perform similar no-CD network installations for a wide
variety of Linux distributions and additionally provides live USB creation support

Proprietary software
Some specific proprietary software products are not available in any form for Linux. This includes many popular
computer games, although in recent years some game manufacturers have begun making their software available for
Linux. Emulation and API-translation projects like Wine and CrossOver make it possible to run non-Linux-based
software on Linux systems, either by emulating a proprietary operating system or by translating proprietary API calls
(e.g., calls to Microsoft's Win32 or DirectX APIs) into native Linux API calls. A virtual machine can also be used to
run a proprietary OS (like Microsoft Windows) on top of Linux.

OEM contracts
Computer hardware is usually sold with an operating system other than Linux already installed by the original
equipment manufacturer (OEM). In the case of IBM PC compatibles the OS is usually Microsoft Windows; in the
case of Apple Macintosh computers it has always been a version of Apple's OS, currently Mac OS X; Sun
Microsystems sells SPARC hardware with Solaris installed; video game consoles such as the Xbox, PlayStation, and
Wii each have their own proprietary OS. This limits Linux's market share: consumers are unaware that an alternative
exists, they must make a conscious effort to use a different operating system, and they must either perform the actual
installation themselves, or depend on support from a friend, relative, or computer professional.
However, it is possible to buy hardware with Linux already installed. Lenovo, Hewlett-Packard, Dell, Affordy,[10]

and System76 all sell general-purpose Linux laptops,[11] and custom-order PC manufacturers will also build Linux
systems (but possibly with the Windows key on the keyboard). Fixstars Solutions (formerly Terra Soft) sells
Macintosh computers and PlayStation 3 consoles with Yellow Dog Linux installed.
It is more common to find embedded devices sold with Linux as the default manufacturer-supported OS, including
the Linksys NSLU2 NAS device, TiVo's line of personal video recorders, and Linux-based cellphones (including
Android smartphones), PDAs, and portable music players.
The end user license agreement (EULA) for Apple gives the consumer the opportunity to reject the license and 
obtain a refund. The current Microsoft Windows license lets the manufacturer determine the refund policy.[12] With 
previous versions of Windows, it was possible to obtain a refund if the manufacturer failed to provide the refund by 
litigation in the small claims courts.[13] On 15 February 1999, a group of Linux users in Orange County, California 
held a "Windows Refund Day" protest in an attempt to pressure Microsoft into issuing them refunds.[14] In France,
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the Linuxfrench and AFUL organizations along with free software activist Roberto Di Cosmo started a "Windows
Detax" movement,[15] which led to a 2006 petition against "racketiciels"[16] (translation: Racketware) and the
DGCCRF branch of the French government filing several complaints against bundled software.

Screenshots of common distributions
Note: These images do not display a preview of what the distribution looks like, but what the desktop environment
or window manager running on the distribution is.

Debian 6.0 "Squeeze" Fedora 16 "Verne" Gentoo Linux 10.1 Mandriva Linux 2010.0

openSUSE 12.1 Slackware 13.1 Ubuntu 11.10 Puppy Linux 5.2.5

Slax 6.1.2 Linux Mint 12 "Lisa" PCLinuxOS 2009.2
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Debian

Debian GNU/Linux 6.0 ("Squeeze") with GNOME
Company / developer Debian Project

OS family Unix-like

Working state Current

Source model Free and open source software

Initial release 16 August 1993

Latest stable release (12 May 2012)[1] [ ± [2]
]

Latest unstable release (13 May 2012)[3] [ ± [4]
]
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Update method APT (several front-ends available)

Package manager dpkg

Supported platforms i386, AMD64, PowerPC, SPARC, ARM, MIPS, S390, IA-64

Kernel type Monolithic (Linux, FreeBSD), Micro (Hurd)

Userland GNU

Default user interface GNOME

License Free software, mainly the GNU GPL, and other licenses[6]

Official website [www.debian.org www.debian.org]

Debian (   /ˈdɛbiən/) is a computer operating system composed of software packages released as free and open 
source software primarily under the GNU General Public License along with other free software licenses.[7] Debian 
GNU/Linux, which includes the GNU OS tools and Linux kernel,[8] is a popular and influential Linux 
distribution.[9][10] It is distributed with access to repositories containing thousands of software packages ready for
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installation and use. Debian is known for relatively strict adherence to the philosophies of Unix and free software[11]

as well as using collaborative software development and testing processes.[12] Debian can be used on a variety of
hardware, from laptops and desktops to NAS devices, phones, and servers. It focuses on stability and security and is
used as a base for many other distributions.

Organization
The Debian Project is governed by the Debian Constitution and the Social Contract which set out the governance
structure of the project and explicitly states that the goal of the project is the development of a free operating
system.[13][14] Debian is developed by over three thousand volunteers[15] from around the world and supported by
donations through several nonprofit organizations around the world. Most important of these is Software in the
Public Interest,[16] the owner of the Debian trademark and umbrella organization for various other community free
software projects.[17]

Thus, the Debian Project is an independent decentralized organization; it is not backed by a company like Linux
distributions such as Ubuntu, openSUSE, Fedora, and Mandriva. The cost of developing all the packages included in
Debian 5.0 lenny (323 million lines of code), using the COCOMO model, has been estimated to be about US$ 8
billion.[18] Ohloh estimates that the codebase (54 million lines of code), using the COCOMO model, would cost
about US$ 1 billion to develop.[19]

Features
Debian is known for an abundance of options. The current stable release includes over 29,000 software packages for
11 different computer architectures[20] using the Linux kernel. There are also packages for architectures using the
FreeBSD kernel (kfreebsd-i386 and kfreebsd-amd64). These architectures range from the Intel/AMD 32-bit/64-bit
architectures commonly found in personal computers to the ARM architecture commonly found in embedded
systems and the IBM eServer zSeries mainframes.[21] The Debian standard install makes use of the GNOME
desktop environment. It includes popular programs such as LibreOffice,[22] Iceweasel (a rebranding of Firefox),
Evolution mail, CD/DVD writing programs, music and video players, image viewers and editors, and PDF viewers.
There are pre-built CD images for KDE Software Compilation, Xfce and LXDE also.[23] The remaining discs, which
span five DVDs or over thirty CDs, contain all packages currently available and are not necessary for a standard
install. Another install method is via a net install CD, which is much smaller than a normal install CD/DVD. It
contains only the bare essentials needed to start the installer and downloads the packages selected during installation
via APT.[24] These CD/DVD images can be freely obtained by web download, BitTorrent, jigdo or from online
retailers.[25]

Package management
Debian was one of the earlier Linux distributions to compose itself from packages,[26] and robust package
management is perhaps Debian's most prominent feature. The APT package management system, repositories with
large numbers of packages, and strict policies regarding packages, promote high quality releases,[27] easy upgrades
between releases, and automated installation and removal of packages.

dpkg, installing local .deb packages

dpkg is the base of the Debian package management system. dpkg is a command-line utility to install, remove, and
provide information about local .deb packages.[28] GDebi is a tool that expands the functionality of dpkg by not only
installing local .deb packages but also fetching and installing dependencies from online repositories. GDebi can be
used both in a graphical interface and by command-line.
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APT, installing packages from online repositories

APT expands the functionality of dpkg by searching, fetching and installing packages from online repositories along
with their dependencies, either from binary files or by compiling source code. It can also upgrade packages and
upgrade the whole distribution to a new release.

Package installed with aptitude.

Graphical front-ends

• Software Center, originally developed for Ubuntu, is a GNOME
program to discover and install applications.

• Synaptic is a GTK+ front-end for APT.[29]

• Apper is KDE's front-end for Packagekit.
• Adept is a discontinued KDE front-end for APT.
• Gnome Application Installer was a GNOME program to discover

and install applications, now removed in favor of Software Center

Command-line front-ends

• apt-get is the most basic package management tool and the preferred APT front-end for non-interactive package
management. It offers a command line user interface and it is most suitable for upgrades between major
releases.[30][31]

• aptitude is the most versatile package management tool and the preferred APT front-end for interactive package
management. It offers a full screen interactive text user interface, an enhanced package resolver and an enhanced
search function. It is most suitable for daily package management.[30][31]

• dselect is an old front-end for APT, largely superseded by other front-ends.[32]

• wajig is a simplified front end, providing the functionality of apt-get, dpkg, dpkg-deb, apt-cache, and other tools.

Debian Live
A Debian Live system is a version of Debian that can be booted directly from removable media (CDs, DVDs, USB
keys) or via netboot without having to install it on the hard drive.[33] This allows the user to try out Debian before
installing it or use it as a boot-disk. There are prebuilt Debian Live images for rescue, standard, GNOME, KDE
Plasma Workspaces, Xfce and LXDE for several architectures. A hard disk installation can be achieved using the
Debian Installer included in the live image. Most of the live ISO images for the current Squeeze release no longer fit
on a 700MB CD. Customized CD images can be built using live-build.[34] Live-build can not only generate CD
Images, but also bootable DVDs, images for USB thumb drives, or netboot images. Live-magic is a GUI for
live-build. Ging is a Debian GNU/kFreeBSD Live CD.[35]

Desktop environments
Debian offers stable and testing CD images specifically built for GNOME (the default), KDE Plasma Workspaces,
Xfce and LXDE.[36] Less common window managers such as Enlightenment, Openbox, Fluxbox, GNUstep, IceWM,
Window Maker and others can also be installed.

Embedded systems
Recent releases of Debian support an increasing number of ARM-based NAS devices. The cheap NSLU2 was
supported by Debian 4.0 and 5.0[37] and can be upgraded to Debian 6.0 although there are problems with a 6.0 clean
install.[38] Debian 5.0 added support for the Buffalo Kurobox Pro,[39] and Debian 6.0 for the SheevaPlug.[40]
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Other NAS devices supported by Debian, but perhaps not so widely used by home users, include GLAN Tank[41]

and Thecus N2100 as of Debian 4.0,[42] QNAP Turbo Station (TS-109, TS-209, TS-409) and HP mv2120 as of
Debian 5.0,[39] and QNAP Turbo NAS TS-11x, TS-21x and TS-41x, OpenRD, Lanner EM7210 and Intel SS4000-e
as of Debian 6.0.[40]

History

1993–1998
Debian was first announced on 16 August 1993 by Ian Murdock,[43] who initially called the system "the Debian
Linux Release".[44] The word "Debian" was formed as a combination of the first name of his then-girlfriend Debra
Lynn and his own first name.[45] Prior to Debian's release, the Softlanding Linux System (SLS) had been the first
Linux distribution compiled from various software packages, and was a popular basis for other distributions in
1993-1994.[26] The perceived poor maintenance and prevalence of bugs in SLS[46] motivated Murdock to launch a
new distribution.
In 1993 Murdock also released the Debian Manifesto,[47] outlining his view for the new operating system. In it he
called for the creation of a distribution to be maintained in an open manner, in the spirit of Linux and GNU.
The Debian Project grew slowly at first and released the first 0.9x versions in 1994 and 1995. During this time it was
sponsored by the Free Software Foundation's GNU Project.[48] The first ports to other, non-i386 architectures began
in 1995, and the first 1.x version of Debian was released in 1996.
In 1996, Bruce Perens replaced Ian Murdock as the project leader. In the same year, Perens read a discussion
between fellow developer Ean Schuessler and Donnie Barnes of Red Hat, suggesting that Red Hat had no stated
social contract with its users which guaranteed the future freedom of the system's contents. Perens decided to create a
social contract for Debian, created a first draft, and edited suggestions from a month-long discussion on the Debian
mailing lists into the Debian Social Contract and the Debian Free Software Guidelines, defining fundamental
commitments for the development of the distribution. He also initiated the creation of the legal umbrella
organization, Software in the Public Interest.[16] Perens developed the project from 40 to 200 developers. He broke
apart the "base system", the core packages of Debian, which had been maintained by Murdock alone, and distributed
them to many maintainers. He led the conversion of the project from a.out to ELF. He created the BusyBox program
to make it possible to run a Debian installer on a single floppy, and wrote a new installer. Perens was also
responsible for many policy and design elements of Debian that persist to this day. Perens left the project in 1998.

1999–2004
The Project elected new leaders and made two more 2.x releases, each including more ports and packages. The
Advanced Packaging Tool was deployed during this time and the first port to a non-Linux kernel, Debian
GNU/Hurd, was started. The first Linux distributions based on Debian, namely Libranet, Corel Linux and Stormix's
Storm Linux, were started in 1999.[16] The 2.2 release in 2000 was dedicated to Joel Klecker, a developer who died
of Duchenne muscular dystrophy.[49]

In late 2000, the project made major changes to archive and release management, reorganizing software archive
processes with new "package pools" and creating a testing distribution as an ongoing, relatively stable staging area
for the next release. In the same year, developers began holding an annual conference called DebConf with talks and
workshops for developers and technical users.[16]

In July 2002, the Project released version 3.0, codenamed woody, (each Debian release is named after a character in
the movie Toy Story), a stable release which would see relatively few updates until the following release.[16]
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2005–present
The 3.1 sarge release was made in June 2005. There were many major changes in this release, mostly due to the long
time it took to freeze and release the distribution. Not only did this release update over 73% of the software shipped
in the prior version, but it also included much more software than prior releases, almost doubling in size with more
than 9,000 new packages.[50] A new installer replaced the aging boot-floppies installer with a modular design. This
allowed advanced installations (with RAID, XFS and LVM support) including hardware detection, making
installations easier for novice users. The installation system also boasted full internationalization support as the
software was translated into almost forty languages. An installation manual and comprehensive release notes were
released in ten and fifteen different languages respectively. This release included the efforts of the
Debian-Edu/Skolelinux, Debian-Med and Debian-Accessibility sub-projects which raised the number of packages
that were educational, had a medical affiliation, and ones made for people with disabilities.[16]

In 2006, as a result of a much-publicized dispute, Mozilla software was rebranded in Debian, with Firefox becoming
Iceweasel, Thunderbird becoming Icedove, along with other Mozilla programs. The Mozilla Corporation stated that
Debian may not use the Firefox trademark if it distributes Firefox with modifications which have not been approved
by the Mozilla Corporation. Two prominent reasons that Debian modifies the Firefox software are to change the
artwork, and to provide security patches. Debian Free Software Guidelines consider Mozilla's artwork non-free.
Debian provides long term support for older versions of Firefox in the stable release, where Mozilla prefers that old
versions are not supported. These software programs developed largely by the Mozilla Corporation were rebranded
despite having only minor differences in the source code.[51]

Debian 4.0 (etch) was released April 8, 2007 for the same number of architectures as in sarge. It included the
AMD64 port but dropped support for m68k. The m68k port was, however, still available in the unstable distribution.
There were approximately 18,200 binary packages maintained by more than 1,030 Debian developers.[16]

Debian 5.0 (lenny) was released February 14, 2009 after 22 months of development. It includes more than 25,000
software packages. Support was added for Marvell's Orion platform and for netbooks such as the Asus Eee PC, but
support was dropped for 32-bit SPARC machines.[52] The release was dedicated to Thiemo Seufer, an active
developer and member of the community who died in a car accident on December 26, 2008.[53]

On September 5, 2010, Debian officially acquired the backports service, which provides more recent versions of
some software for the stable release of Debian.[54]

Debian 6.0 (squeeze) was released February 6, 2011 after 24 months of development. For the first time, Debian
GNU/kFreeBSD was introduced with this version as a technology preview.[55]
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Project organization

Diagram of the organizational structure of the project

The Debian Project is a volunteer
organization with three foundational
documents:
• The Debian Social Contract defines a set

of basic principles by which the project
and its developers conduct affairs.[14]

• The Debian Free Software Guidelines
define the criteria for "free software" and
thus what software is permissible in the
distribution, as referenced in the Social
Contract. These guidelines have also
been adopted as the basis of the Open
Source Definition. Although it can be
considered a separate document for all
practical purposes, it formally is part of the Social Contract.[14]

• The Debian Constitution describes the organizational structure for formal decision-making within the Project,
and enumerates the powers and responsibilities of the Debian Project Leader, the Debian Project Secretary, and
the Debian Developers generally.[13]

Currently, the project includes more than a thousand developers. Each of them sustains some niche in the project, be
it package maintenance, software documentation, maintaining the project infrastructure, quality assurance, or release
coordination. Package maintainers have jurisdiction over their own packages, although packages are increasingly
co-maintained. Other tasks are usually handled by the domain of smaller, more collaborative groups of developers.
The project maintains official mailing lists and conferences for communication and coordination between
developers.[56] For issues with single packages or domains, a public bug tracking system is used by developers and
end-users. Informally, Internet Relay Chat channels (primarily on the OFTC and freenode networks) are used for
communication among developers and users also.
Together, the Developers may make binding general decisions by way of a General Resolution or election. All
voting is conducted by Cloneproof Schwartz Sequential Dropping, a Condorcet method of voting. A Project Leader
is elected once per year by a vote of the Developers; in April 2010, Stefano Zacchiroli was voted into this position,
succeeding Steve McIntyre. The Debian Project Leader has several special powers, but this power is far from
absolute and is rarely used. Under a General Resolution, the Developers may, among other things, recall the leader,
reverse a decision by him or his delegates, and amend the constitution and other foundational documents.
The Leader sometimes delegates authority to other developers in order for them to perform specialized tasks.
Generally this means that a leader delegates someone to start a new group for a new task, and gradually a team gets
formed that carries on doing the work and regularly expands or reduces their ranks as they think is best and as the
circumstances allow.
A role in Debian with a similar importance to the Project Leader's is that of a Release Manager. Release Managers
set goals for the next release, supervise the processes, and make the final decision as to when to release.[57][58]
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Project leaders
The Debian Project Leader (DPL) is the public face of the project and defines the current direction of the project.[59]

The project has had the following leaders:[60]

• Ian Murdock (August 1993 – March 1996), founder of the Debian Project
• Bruce Perens (April 1996 – December 1997)
• Ian Jackson (January 1998 – December 1998)
• Wichert Akkerman (January 1999 – March 2001)
• Ben Collins (April 2001 – April 2002)
• Bdale Garbee (April 2002 – April 2003)
• Martin Michlmayr (March 2003 – March 2005)
• Branden Robinson (April 2005 – April 2006)
• Anthony Towns (April 2006 – April 2007)
• Sam Hocevar (April 2007 – April 2008)
• Steve McIntyre (April 2008 – April 2010)
• Stefano Zacchiroli (April 2010 – present)
A supplemental position, Debian Second in Charge (2IC), was created by Anthony Towns. Steve McIntyre held the
position between April 2006 and April 2007. From April 2009 to April 2010 this position was held by Luk Claes.
Stefano Zacchiroli — the current project leader — abandoned this unofficial position when elected in April 2010.[61]

Release managers
• Brian C. White (1997–1999)
• Richard Braakman (1999–2000)
• Anthony Towns (2000–2004)
• Steve Langasek, Andreas Barth and Colin Watson (2004–2007)
• Andreas Barth and Luk Claes (2007–2008)
• Luk Claes and Marc Brockschmidt (2008–2009)
• Luk Claes and Adeodato Simó (2009–2010)
• Adam D. Barratt and Neil McGovern (2010–present)[62]

Note that this list includes the active release managers; it does not include the release assistants (first introduced in
2003) and the retiring managers ("release wizards").[57]

Developer recruitment, motivation, and resignation
The Debian project has a steady influx of applicants wishing to become developers. These applicants must undergo
an elaborate vetting process which establishes their identity, motivation, understanding of the project's goals
(embodied in the Social Contract), and technical competence.[63]

Debian Developers join the Project for a number of reasons; some that have been cited in the past include:[64]

• A desire to contribute back to the free-software community (practically all applicants are users of free software)
•• A desire to see some specific software task accomplished (some view the Debian user community as a valuable

testing or proving ground for new software)
• A desire to make, or keep, free software competitive with proprietary alternatives
• A desire to work closely with people who share some of their aptitudes, interests, and goals (there is a very strong

sense of community within the Debian project which some applicants do not experience in their paid jobs)
• A simple enjoyment of the iterative process of software development and maintenance
Debian Developers may resign their positions at any time by orphaning the packages they were responsible for and
sending a notice to the developers and the keyring maintainer (so that their upload authorization can be revoked).
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Development procedures
Software packages in development are either uploaded to the project distribution named unstable (also known as
sid), or to the experimental repository. Software packages uploaded to unstable are normally versions stable enough
to be released by the original upstream developer, but with the added Debian-specific packaging and other
modifications introduced by Debian developers. These additions may be new and untested. Software not ready yet
for the unstable distribution is typically placed in the experimental repository.[65]

After a version of a software package has remained in unstable for a certain length of time (depending on the
urgency of the software's changes), that package is automatically migrated to the testing distribution. The package's
migration to testing occurs only if no serious (release-critical) bugs in the package are reported and if other software
needed for package functionality qualifies for inclusion in testing.[65]

Since updates to Debian software packages between official releases do not contain new features, some choose to use
the testing and unstable distributions for their newer packages. However, these distributions are less tested than
stable, and unstable does not receive timely security updates. In particular, incautious upgrades to working unstable
packages can sometimes seriously break software functionality.[66] Since September 9, 2005[67] the testing
distribution's security updates have been provided by the testing security team.[68]

After the packages in testing have matured and the goals for the next release are met, the testing distribution
becomes the next stable release. The timing of the release is decided by the Release Managers, and in the past the
exact date was rarely announced earlier than a couple of weeks beforehand.[69]

Package maintenance

Flowchart of the life cycle of a Debian package

Each Debian software package has a
maintainer who keeps track of releases by
the "upstream" authors of the software and
ensures that the package is compliant with
Debian Policy, coheres with the rest of the
distribution, and meets the standards of
quality of Debian. In relations with users
and other developers, the maintainer uses
the bug tracking system to follow up on bug
reports and fix bugs. Typically, there is only
one maintainer for a single package, but,
increasingly, small teams of developers
"co-maintain" larger and more complex
packages and groups of packages.[70]

Periodically, a package maintainer makes a
release of a package by uploading it to the
"incoming" directory of the Debian package archive (or an "upload queue" which periodically batch-transmits
packages to the incoming directory). Package uploads are automatically processed to ensure that they are
well-formed (all the requisite files are in place) and that the package is digitally signed by a Debian developer using
OpenPGP-compatible software. All Debian developers have individual cryptographic key pairs.[71] Packages are
signed to be able to reject uploads from hostile outsiders to the project, and to permit accountability in the event that
a package contains a serious bug, a violation of policy, or malicious code.

If the package in incoming is found to be validly signed and well-formed, it is installed into the archive into an area 
called the "pool" and distributed every day to hundreds of mirrors worldwide. Initially, all package uploads accepted 
into the archive are only available in the "unstable" suite of packages, which contains the most up-to-date version of
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each package.
However, new code is also untried code, and those packages are only distributed with clear disclaimers. For
packages to become candidates for the next "stable" release of the Debian distribution, they first need to be included
in the "testing" suite. For a package to be included in testing:[72][73]

• It must have been in unstable for the appropriate length of time (the exact duration depends on the "urgency" of
the upload)

•• It must not have a greater number of "release-critical" bugs filed against it than the current version in testing.
Release-critical bugs are those bugs which are considered serious enough that they make the package unsuitable
for release.

•• It must be compiled for all release architectures the package claims to support (e.g.: the i386-specific package
gmod can be included in "testing")

• All of its dependencies must either be satisfiable by packages already in testing, or be satisfiable by the group of
packages which are going to be installed at the same time.

• The operation of installing the package into testing must not break any packages currently in testing.
Thus, a release-critical bug in a package on which many packages depend, such as a shared library, may prevent
many packages from entering the testing area, because that library is considered deficient.
Periodically, the Release Manager publishes guidelines to the developers in order to ready the release, and in
accordance with them eventually decides to make a release. This occurs when all important software is reasonably
up-to-date in the release-candidate suite for all architectures for which a release is planned, and when any other goals
set by the Release Manager have been met. At that time, all packages in the release-candidate suite ("testing")
become part of the released suite ("stable").
It is possible for a package, particularly an old, stable, and seldom-updated one, to belong to more than one suite at
the same time. The suites are simply collections of pointers into the package "pool" mentioned above.

Security information and policy
The Debian Project, being free software, handles security policy through public disclosure rather than through
security through obscurity. Many advisories are coordinated with other free software vendors (Debian is a member
of vendor-sec) and are published the same day a vulnerability is made public. Debian has a security audit team that
reviews the archive looking for new or unfixed security bugs. Debian also participates in security standardization
efforts: the Debian security advisories are compatible with the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
dictionary, and Debian is represented in the Board of the Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL)
project.[74]

The Debian Project offers extensive documentation and tools to harden a Debian installation both manually and
automatically.[75] SELinux (Security-Enhanced Linux) packages are installed by default though not enabled.[32]

Debian provides an optional hardening wrapper but does not compile their packages by default using gcc features
such as PIE and buffer overflow protection to harden their software, unlike Ubuntu, Fedora and Hardened Gentoo
among others.[76] These extra features greatly increase security at a performance cost of 1% in 32-bit and 0.01% in
64-bit.[77]

It is a release goal for Debian 7.0 (wheezy) "to update as many packages as possible to use security hardening build
flags via dpkg-buildflags. These flags enable various protections against security issues such as stack smashing,
predictable locations of values in memory, etc."[78]
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Releases

Debian Installer

As of February 2011, the latest stable release is version 6.0, code name
squeeze.[79] When a new version is released, the prior stable version
becomes oldstable. As of 2011, this is version 5.0, code name lenny.

In addition, a stable release gets minor updates (called point releases).
The numbering scheme for the point releases up to Debian 4.0 was to
include the letter r (for release) after the main version number (e.g.
4.0) and then the number of the point release; for example, the latest
point release of version 4.0 (etch) as of 8 December 2010 is 4.0r9.[80]

From Debian 5.0 (lenny), the numbering scheme of point releases has
been changed and conforms to the GNU version numbering standard;
so, for example, the first point release of Debian 5.0 was 5.0.1 (instead
of 5.0r1).[81]

The Debian security team releases security updates for the latest stable major release, and for the prior stable release
for one year.[66] Version 4.0 etch was released on 8 April 2007, and the security team supported version 3.1 Sarge
until 21 March 2008. For most uses it is strongly recommended to run a system which receives security updates. The
testing distribution also receives security updates, but not in as timely a manner as stable.[82]

For Debian 6.0 (squeeze) a new policy of time-based development freezes on a two-year cycle was announced.
Time-based freezes are intended to allow the Debian Project to blend the predictability of time based releases with
its policy of feature based releases. The new freeze policy aims to provide better predictability of releases for users
of the Debian distribution, and to allow Debian developers to do better long-term planning. Debian developers
expect that a two-year release cycle will give more time for disruptive changes, reducing inconveniences caused for
users. Having predictable freezes was expected to reduce overall freeze time. The squeeze cycle was intended to be
especially short to "get into the new cycle".[83] However this short freeze cycle for squeeze was abandoned.[84]

The code names of Debian releases are names of characters from the film Toy Story. The unstable, development
distribution is permanently nicknamed sid, after the emotionally unstable next-door neighbor boy who regularly
destroyed toys.[65] The release after squeeze will be named wheezy, after the rubber toy penguin in Toy Story
2.[85]The release after wheezy will be named jessie, after the cowgirl in Toy Story 2 and Toy Story 3.[86]

Release history

A Debian 4.0 Box Cover[87]

Debian has made eleven major stable releases:[16]
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Legend

Release no longer supported

Release still supported

Future release

TBA stands for to be announced.

Version Code name Release date Ports Packages Supported
until

Notes

1.1 buzz 1996-06-17 1 474 1996-09 [88]
dpkg, ELF transition, Linux 2.0[16]

1.2 rex 1996-12-12 1 848 1996 -

1.3 bo 1997-06-05 1 974 1997 -

2.0 hamm 1998-07-24 2 ≈ 1,500 1998 glibc transition, new architecture: m68k[16]

2.1 slink 1999-03-09 4 ≈ 2,250 2000-12 APT, new architectures: alpha, sparc[16]

2.2 potato 2000-08-15 6 ≈ 3,900 2003-04 New architectures: arm, powerpc[89]

3.0 woody 2002-07-19 11 ≈ 8,500 2006-08 New architectures: hppa, ia64, mips, mipsel, s390[16]

3.1 sarge 2005-06-06 11 ≈ 15,400 2008-04[66] Modular installer, semi-official amd64 support.

4.0 etch 2007-04-08 11 ≈ 18,000 2010-02-15[90] New architecture: amd64, dropped architecture: m68k.[91]

Graphical installer, udev transition, modular X.Org
transition. Final update 4.0r9 was released 2010-05-22.[92]

5.0[93] lenny[94] 2009-02-14[69] 12 ≈ 23,000[52] 2012-02-06[95] New architecture/binary ABI: armel.[96] SPARC 32-bit
hardware support dropped.[97] Full Eee PC support.[98]

Final update 5.0.10 was released 2012-03-10.[99]

6.0[100] squeeze[101] 2011-02-06[55] 9+2[A] ≈ 29,000[55] TBA New architectures/kernels: kfreebsd-i386,
kfreebsd-amd64, dropped architectures: alpha, hppa,
OABI[102] arm.[55] eglibc instead of glibc.[103]

Dependency-based boot sequence, which allows for parallel
init script processing.[104] Remove old libraries such as
GTK 1.[105] Default Linux kernel purged of non-free
firmware.[15]

7.0[85] wheezy[85] TBA (Freeze:
June 30th,

2012)[106]

TBA TBA TBA New architectures: armhf, s390x.[107] Remove old
libraries such as Qt3.[108] Introduce multiarch support.[109]

8.0[86] jessie[86] TBA TBA TBA TBA TBA

A  9 architectures with Linux kernel + 2 architectures with kernel of FreeBSD[55]

Due to an incident involving a CD vendor who made an unofficial and broken release labeled 1.0, an official 1.0
release was never made.[16]
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Kernels

Debian release Date Debian kernel Latest kernel version just before the Debian release

1.1 buzz 1996-06-17 2.0 on 9 June 1996[110]

1.2 rex 1996-12-12 2.0.27 on 1 December 1996[111]

1.3 bo 1997-06-05 2.0.29
2.0.30 [112]

for 1.3.1 also 2.0.33[112]

2.0.30 on 8 April 1997 [111]

2.1.42 on 29 May 1997[113]

2.0 hamm 1998-07-24 2.0.33
2.0.34[114]

2.0.35 on 13 July 1998[111]

2.1.110 on 21 July 1998[113]

2.1 slink 1999-03-09 2.0.35-3
2.0.36-3
2.1.125-1
2.2.1-1[115]

2.2.3 on 9 March 1999[116]

2.2 potato 2000-08-15 2.2.16[89] 2.2.16 on 7 June 2000[116]

2.3.99-pre9 on 23 May 2000[117]

3.0 woody 2002-07-19 2.2.20
2.4.18[118]

2.2.21 on 20 May 2002[116]

2.4.18 on 25 February 2002[119]

2.5.26 on 16 July 2002[120]

3.1 sarge 2005-06-06 2.4.30 on 4 April 2005 [119]

2.6.11.11 on 27 May 2005[121]

4.0 etch 2007-04-08 2.6.18[91] 2.6.20.6 on 6 April 2007[121]

5.0 lenny 2009-02-14 2.6.26[52] 2.6.28.5 on 12 February 2009[121]

6.0 squeeze 2011-02-06 Linux 2.6.32[122]

kFreeBSD 8.1
2.6.37 on 5 January 2011[121]

8.1 on 19 July 2010

Distributions
The Debian Project offers three distributions, each with different characteristics. The distributions include packages
which comply with the Debian Free Software Guidelines (DFSG), which are included inside the main
repositories.[123]

• stable, currently aliased squeeze, is the current release that has stable and well-tested software. Stable is made by
freezing testing for a few months where bugs are fixed to make the distribution as stable as possible; then the
resulting system is released as stable. It is updated only if major security or usability fixes are incorporated. After
Debian 6.0, new releases will be made every two years.[83] Stable's CDs and DVDs can be found in the Debian
web site.[123]

• testing, currently aliased wheezy, is what the next major release will be and is currently being tested. The
packages included in this distribution have had some testing in unstable but they may not be completely fit for
release yet. It contains more modern packages than stable but older than unstable. This distribution is updated
continually until it enters the "frozen" state. Security updates for testing distribution are provided by Debian
testing security team. Testing's CDs and DVDs can be found on the Debian web site.[123]

• unstable, permanently aliased sid, repository contains packages currently under development; it is updated 
continually. This repository is designed for Debian developers who participate in a project and need the latest 
libraries available, or for those who like to "live on the edge", so it will not be as stable as the other distributions.
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There are no official CDs/DVDs because it is rapidly changing and the project does not support it, although CD
and DVD images of sid are built quarterly by aptosid. Additionally, the other two distributions can be upgraded to
unstable.[123]

Additional repositories
The Debian Free Software Guidelines (DFSG) adhere to a relatively strict interpretation of free and open source
software (FOSS), although it is still not endorsed by the Free Software Foundation as it includes and supports a
proprietary repository and documentation that recommends non-free software.[124][125] In accordance with its
guidelines, a relatively small number of packages are excluded from the distributions' main repositories and included
inside the non-free and contrib repositories. These two repositories are not officially part of Debian GNU/Linux.
• non-free: repositories include packages which do not comply with the DFSG (this does usually not include

legally questionable packages, like libdvdcss).[123]

• contrib: repositories include packages which do comply with the DFSG, but may fail other requirements. For
instance, they may depend on packages which are in non-free or requires such for building them.[123]

These are other repositories available in Debian:
• experimental: is not actually a full (self-contained) development distribution, it is meant to be a temporary

staging area for highly experimental software. Dependencies missing are most likely found in unstable. Debian
warns that these packages are likely unstable or buggy and are to be used at the user's own risk.[123]

• backports: This repository provides more recent versions than stable for some software. It is mainly intended for
users of stable who need a newer version of a particular package.

• oldstable, presently aliased lenny, is the prior stable release. It is supported until 1 year after a new stable is
released. Debian recommends to update to the new stable once it has been released.

• snapshot: The snapshot repositories provide older versions of other repositories. They may be used to install a
specific older version of some software.

Third-party repositories
These repositories are not part of the Debian Project, they are maintained by third party organizations. They contain
packages that are either more modern than the ones found in stable or include packages that are not included in the
Debian Project for a variety of reasons such as: e.g. alleged possible patent infringement, binary-only/no sources, or
special too restrictive licenses. Their use requires precise configuration of the priority of the repositories to be
merged; otherwise these packages may not integrate correctly into the system, and may cause problems upgrading or
conflicts between packages from different sources. The Debian Project discourages the use of these repositories as
they are not part of the project.

Repository access
Debian provides repositories of more than 29,000 installable packages. Any of the repositories can be added or
modified by directly editing the files in /etc/apt/sources.list or modifying the settings in APT front-ends.[126] This is
an example of the contents of this file:

deb http://ftp.us.debian.org/debian squeeze main contrib non-free

deb-src http://ftp.us.debian.org/debian squeeze main contrib non-free

deb http://security.debian.org/ squeeze/updates main

deb-src http://security.debian.org/ squeeze/updates main

deb http://ftp.us.debian.org/debian squeeze-updates main contrib non-free
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deb-src http://ftp.us.debian.org/debian squeeze-updates main contrib non-free

# backports 

deb http://backports.debian.org/debian-backports squeeze-backports main

deb-src http://backports.debian.org/debian-backports squeeze-backports main

Hardware support

Hardware requirements
Debian has no hardware requirements beyond those of the Linux kernel and the GNU tool-sets (gcc, coreutils, bash,
etc.). Therefore, any architecture or platform to which these packages have been ported, and for which a Debian port
exists, can run Debian.[127]

Linux, and therefore Debian, supports the use of multiple processors in a system (symmetric multiprocessing). This
does not inhibit support for single-processor systems.[127]

Debian's recommended system requirements differ depending on the level of installation, which corresponds to
increased numbers of installed components:[128]

Install desktop RAM minimum
[128]

RAM recommended
[128]

Hard drive space used
[128]

No 64 MB 256 MB 1 GB

Yes 128 MB 512 MB 5 GB

A 1 GHz processor is the minimum recommended for desktop systems.[128]

The real minimum memory requirements are much less than the numbers listed in this table. Depending on the
architecture, it is possible to install Debian with as little as 20 MB RAM for s390 or 48 MB RAM for i386 and
AMD64. Similarly, disk space requirements, which depend on the packages to be installed, can also be reduced.[128]

Emdebian [129] (embedded Debian) improves installation to devices with minimal disk space, partially by removing
documentation and installing only needed translations. In its Grip and Baked form it is binary compatible.
It is possible to run graphical user interfaces on older or low-end systems, but the installation of window managers
instead of desktop environments is recommended, as desktop environments are more resource-intensive.[128] For
example, the LXDE desktop environment was released with lenny and has much lower processor and memory usage
compared with GNOME or KDE Plasma Desktop.[32]

Depending on the nature of the server, RAM and disk space requirements can vary widely.[128]
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Ports

Debian GNU/Linux ports timeline.

Stable ports

As of the current stable release, the
official ports are:[130]

• i386: x86 architecture designed
for Intel/AMD 32-bit PCs. Also
compatible but not recommended
on Intel/AMD 64-bit single/multi
core PCs[131]

• amd64: x86-64 architecture
designed for Intel/AMD 64-bit
single/multi core PCs

• armel: little-endian ARM architecture on RiscPC and various embedded systems (EABI)
• sparc: Sun SPARC architecture on sun4u/v systems
• powerpc: PowerPC architecture
• ia64: Intel Itanium (IA-64) architecture
• mips, mipsel: MIPS architecture (big-endian and little-endian)
• s390: IBM ESA/390 architecture and z/Architecture
and as a "technology preview":
• kfreebsd-i386: Kernel of FreeBSD on x86 architecture
• kfreebsd-amd64: Kernel of FreeBSD on x86-64 architecture

Unstable ports

In addition to the stable ports, in the official unstable distribution are:
• hurd-i386: GNU Hurd kernel on x86 architecture
• armhf[132]: ARM hard-float architecture requiring hardware with a floating-point unit (FPU)
• s390x: IBM ESA/390 architecture and z/Architecture with 64-bit userland
Unofficial ports are also available as part of the unstable distribution at http:/ / www. debian-ports. org [133]:
• alpha: DEC Alpha architecture
• hppa: HP PA-RISC architecture
• m68k: Motorola 68k architecture on Amiga, Atari, Macintosh and various embedded VME systems
• ppc64: PowerPC64 architecture supporting 64-bit PowerPC CPUs with VMX
• powerpcspe: PowerPCSPE architecture (binary-incompatible variant of the PowerPC)
• sh4: Hitachi SuperH architecture
• sparc64: Sun SPARC architecture with 64-bit userland
The m68k port was the second official one in Debian, and has been part of five stable Debian releases. Due to its
failure to meet the release criteria, it was dropped before the release of etch. The arm (OABI[102], <armv4t),
alpha and hppa ports were dropped before the release of squeeze.
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Derivatives

Debian family tree

Many distributions use one of Debian's branches as a base.

Debian distribution branch Distribution

Stable MEPIS (SimplyMEPIS), Kanotix, CrunchBang Linux, Floppix

Testing Ubuntu (long term release),[134] MEPIS (antiX), Parsix, Linux Mint (Debian edition)

Unstable Ubuntu, aptosid (former sidux), Semplice Linux

Unknown Damn Small Linux, Xandros, Knoppix, BackTrack, Linspire, LinEx, Vyatta, others [27]

Reception
Debian was ranked second only to Ubuntu (which is derived from Debian) for Most Used Linux Distribution for both
personal and organizational use in a 2007 survey by SurveyMonkey.com.[135] Debian won the 2007 poll on Server
Distribution of the Year by LinuxQuestions.org.[136]

Both the Debian distribution and their website have won various awards from different organizations. Debian was
awarded the 2004 Readers' Choice Award for Favorite Linux Distribution by the Linux Journal.[137] A total of
fifteen other awards have been awarded throughout Debian's lifetime including Best Linux Distribution.[138]

Debian has also received negative assessments. In May 2008, a Debian Developer revealed his discovery that 
changes made in 2006 to the random number generator in the version of the openSSL package distributed with 
Debian and other Debian-based distributions such as Ubuntu or Knoppix, made a variety of security keys vulnerable 
to a random number generator attack.[139][140] The security weakness was caused by changes made to the openssl 
code by another Debian Developer in response to memory debugger warnings.[141] The security hole was soon 
patched by Debian and others, but the complete resolution procedure was cumbersome for users because it involved 
regenerating all affected keys, and it drew criticism to Debian's practice of making Debian-specific changes to
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software.
Richard Stallman and the Free Software Foundation (FSF) have criticized the Debian Project for providing the
non-free repository, rather than excluding this type of software entirely,[142] an opinion also echoed by some in
Debian including the then-Project Leader Wichert Akkerman.[143] The internal dissent in the Debian Project
regarding the non-free section has persisted, but the last time it came to a vote in 2006, a large majority decided to
keep it.[144]

During the release cycles of Woody and Sarge, the Debian Project drew considerable criticism from the free software
community because of the long time between stable releases. This triggered the creation of Ubuntu in 2004. Ubuntu
has releases every 6 months which are forks of Debian's unstable distribution with bug fixes and other modifications.
However, it may be more appropriate to compare Debian releases (which continue to be supported after the release
of subsequent versions) to Ubuntu's Long Term Support releases (which are supported for five years for servers and
also for five years for desktops starting with Ubuntu 12.04 LTS);[145] Ubuntu produces a new LTS release every two
years, which is therefore similar to Debian's new two-year release cycle for post-Debian 6.0 releases.[83]

When in need of updated versions of software, it is possible to use Debian testing instead of stable as it usually
contains more modern, though slightly less stable packages. Another alternative is to use Debian backports, which
are "recompiled packages from testing (mostly) and unstable (in a few cases only, e.g. security updates), so they will
run without new libraries (wherever it is possible) on a stable Debian distribution".[146]
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Ubuntu

Ubuntu 12.04 LTS desktop (Precise Pangolin)
Company / developer Canonical Ltd. / Ubuntu Foundation

OS family Unix-like

Working state Current

Source model Open source

Initial release 20 October 2004

Latest stable release 12.04 (Precise Pangolin) / 26 April 2012[1]

Available language(s) Multilingual (more than 55)

Update method APT (front-ends available)

Package manager dpkg (front-ends like Synaptic available)

Supported platforms i386, AMD64[2], ARM[2][3][4][5][6]

Kernel type Monolithic (Linux kernel)

Userland GNU

Default user interface Unity shell on top of GNOME 3.x

License Mainly the GNU GPL and various other free software licenses

Official website [www.ubuntu.com www.ubuntu.com]

Ubuntu (   /ʊˈbʊntuː/ oo-BOON-too)[7] [8] is a computer operating system based on the Debian Linux distribution
and distributed as free and open source software, using its own desktop environment. It is named after the Southern
African philosophy of ubuntu ("humanity towards others").[9]

As of 2012, according to online surveys, Ubuntu is the most popular Linux distribution on desktop/laptop personal
computers[10][11][12][13], and most Ubuntu coverage focuses on its use in that market. However, it is also popular on
servers and for cloud computing.
Ubuntu is sponsored by the UK-based company Canonical Ltd., owned by South African entrepreneur Mark 
Shuttleworth. Canonical generates revenue by selling technical support and services related to Ubuntu, while the 
operating system itself is entirely free of charge. The Ubuntu project is committed to the principles of free software
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development; people are encouraged to use free software, improve it, and distribute it.[14]

History and development process
Ubuntu is a fork of the Debian project's codebase. The original aim of the Ubuntu developers was to create an
easy-to-use Linux desktop with new releases scheduled on a predictable six-month basis, resulting in a frequently
updated system.[8][15]

Ubuntu's first release was on 20 October 2004. Since then, Canonical has released new versions of Ubuntu every six
months[16] with commitment to support each release for eighteen months by providing security fixes, patches to
critical bugs and minor updates to programs. It was decided that every fourth release, issued on a two-year basis,
would receive long-term support (LTS).[8] LTS releases were traditionally supported for three years on the desktop
and five years on the server.[16] However with the release of Ubuntu 12.04 LTS, desktop support for LTS releases
was extended to five years (for example, Ubuntu 12.04 LTS is scheduled to be supported until April 2017). Support
was extended to better accommodate business and corporate IT users of Ubuntu who operate on longer release cycles
and are more conscious of the costs associated with frequent software upgrades.[17]

Ubuntu packages are based on packages from Debian's unstable branch: both distributions use Debian's deb package
format and package management tools (APT and Ubuntu Software Center). Debian and Ubuntu packages are not
necessarily binary compatible with each other, however, and sometimes .deb packages may need to be rebuilt from
source to be used in Ubuntu.[18] Many Ubuntu developers are also maintainers of key packages within Debian.
Ubuntu cooperates with Debian by pushing changes back to Debian,[19] although there has been criticism that this
does not happen often enough. In the past, Ian Murdock, the founder of Debian, has expressed concern about Ubuntu
packages potentially diverging too far from Debian to remain compatible.[20] Before release, packages are imported
from Debian Unstable continuously and merged with Ubuntu-specific modifications. A month before release,
imports are frozen, and packagers then work to ensure that the frozen features interoperate well together.
Ubuntu is currently funded by Canonical Ltd. On 8 July 2005, Mark Shuttleworth and Canonical Ltd. announced the
creation of the Ubuntu Foundation and provided an initial funding of US$10 million. The purpose of the foundation
is to ensure the support and development for all future versions of Ubuntu. Mark Shuttleworth describes the
foundation as an "emergency fund" (in case Canonical's involvement ends).[21]

On 12 March 2009, Ubuntu announced developer support for 3rd party cloud management platforms, such as for
those used at Amazon EC2.[22]

The latest release is Ubuntu 12.04 LTS (Precise Pangolin), released on 26 April 2012.
Mark Shuttleworth announced on 31 October 2011 that Ubuntu's support for smartphones, tablets, TVs and smart
screens is scheduled to be added by Ubuntu 14.04.[23] On 9 January 2012, Canonical announced Ubuntu TV at the
Consumer Electronics Show.[24]

Features
Ubuntu is composed of many software packages, the vast majority of which are distributed under a free software 
license. The only exceptions are some proprietary hardware drivers.[25] The main license used is the GNU General 
Public License (GNU GPL) which, along with the GNU Lesser General Public License (GNU LGPL), explicitly 
declares that users are free to run, copy, distribute, study, change, develop and improve the software. On the other 
hand, there is also proprietary software available that can run on Ubuntu. The Ubiquity installer allows Ubuntu to be 
installed to the hard disk from within the Live CD environment, without the need for restarting the computer prior to 
installation. Ubuntu also emphasizes accessibility and internationalization to reach as many people as possible. 
Beginning with 5.04, UTF-8 became the default character encoding,[26] which allows for support of a variety of 
non-Roman scripts. As a security feature, the sudo tool is used to assign temporary privileges for performing 
administrative tasks, allowing the root account to remain locked, and preventing inexperienced users from
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inadvertently making catastrophic system changes or opening security holes.[27] PolicyKit is also being widely
implemented into the desktop to further harden the system through the principle of least privilege.
Ubuntu Desktop includes a graphical desktop environment. In versions prior to 11.04 the default GUI was GNOME
Panel but it was dropped in favor of Unity, a graphical interface Canonical first developed for the Ubuntu Netbook
Edition.[28]

Ubuntu comes installed with a wide range of software that includes LibreOffice, Firefox, Thunderbird, Empathy,
Transmission, and several lightweight games (such as Sudoku and chess). Additional software that is not installed by
default (including software that used to be in the default installation such as Evolution, GIMP, Pidgin, and Synaptic)
can be downloaded and installed using the Ubuntu Software Center[29] or other apt based package management tools.
Programs in the Software Center are mostly free, but there are also paid for products, including applications and
magazines.
Ubuntu allows networking ports to be closed using its firewall, with customized port selection available. End-users
can install Gufw (GUI for Uncomplicated Firewall) and keep it enabled.[30] GNOME (the former default desktop)
offers support for more than 46 languages.[31] Ubuntu can also run many programs designed for Microsoft Windows
(such as Microsoft Office), through Wine or using a Virtual Machine (such as VMware Workstation or VirtualBox).
Ubuntu compiles their packages using gcc features such as PIE and Buffer overflow protection to harden their
software.[32] These extra features greatly increase security at the performance expense of 1% in 32 bit and 0.01% in
64 bit.[33]

System requirements
As of version 12.04, Ubuntu supports the ARM[2][3][4][5] and x86 (32 bit and 64 bit) architectures. There is unofficial
support for PowerPC.[34][35][2]

The system requirements vary among Ubuntu products. For the main Ubuntu desktop product, the official Ubuntu
Documentation recommends a 1GHz Pentium 4 with 512 megabytes of RAM and 5 gigabytes of Hard Drive space,
or better.[36] For slower computers, there are other Ubuntu products such as Lubuntu and Xubuntu.

Installation

Ubuntu running on the Nexus S, an Android smartphone

Installation of Ubuntu is generally performed with the
Live CD or can be installed via a Live USB drive. The
Ubuntu OS can run directly from the CD (although this
is usually slower than running Ubuntu from an HDD),
allowing a user to "test-drive" the OS for hardware
compatibility and driver support. The CD also contains
the Ubiquity installer,[37] which can then guide the user
through the permanent installation process. CD images
of all current and past versions are available for
download at the Ubuntu web site.[38] Installing from
the CD requires a minimum of 256 MiB of RAM.

Users can download a disk image (.iso) of the CD, which can then either be written to a physical medium (CD or
DVD), or optionally run directly from a hard drive (via UNetbootin or GRUB). Ubuntu is also available on ARM,
PowerPC, SPARC, and IA-64 platforms, although none are officially supported.[39]

Canonical offered Ubuntu[40] and Kubuntu[41] Live installation CDs of the latest distribution of the operating system
at no cost (though they now charge £5.00 for 5), including paid postage for destinations in most countries around the
world (via a service called ShipIt). Various third-party programs such as remastersys and Reconstructor are available
to create customised copies of the Ubuntu Live CDs.
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A Microsoft Windows migration tool, called Migration Assistant (introduced in April 2007),[42] can be used to
import bookmarks, desktop background (wallpaper), and various settings from an existing Windows installation into
a new Ubuntu installation.[43]

Ubuntu and Kubuntu can be booted and run from a USB Flash drive (as long as the BIOS supports booting from
USB), with the option of saving settings to the flashdrive. This allows a portable installation that can be run on any
PC which is capable of booting from a USB drive.[44] In newer versions of Ubuntu, the USB creator program is
available to install Ubuntu on a USB drive (with or without a LiveCD disc).
Wubi, which is included as an option on the Live CD,[45] allows Ubuntu to be installed and run from within a virtual
Windows loop device (as a large image file that is managed like any other Windows program via the Windows
Control Panel). This method requires no partitioning of a Windows user's hard drive. Wubi also makes use of the
Migration Assistant to import users' settings. It also incurs a slight performance loss. Hibernation is not supported
and the filesystem is more vulnerable to hard reboots.

Package classification and support
Ubuntu divides all software into four domains to reflect differences in licensing and the degree of support
available.[25] Some unsupported applications receive updates from community members, but not from Canonical
Ltd.

Free software Non-free software

Supported Main Restricted

Unsupported Universe Multiverse

Free software includes only software that has met the Ubuntu licensing requirements,[25] which roughly correspond
to the Debian Free Software Guidelines. Exceptions, however, include firmware and fonts, in the Main category,
because although they are not allowed to be modified, their distribution is otherwise unencumbered.
Non-free software is usually unsupported (Multiverse), but some exceptions (Restricted) are made for important
non-free software. Supported non-free software includes device drivers that can be used to run Ubuntu on some
current hardware, such as binary-only graphics card drivers. The level of support in the Restricted category is more
limited than that of Main, because the developers may not have access to the source code. It is intended that Main
and Restricted should contain all software needed for a complete desktop environment.[25] Alternative programs for
the same tasks and programs for specialized applications are placed in the Universe and Multiverse categories.
In addition to the above, in which the software does not receive new features after an initial release, Ubuntu
Backports is an officially recognized repository for backporting newer software from later versions of Ubuntu.[46]

The repository is not comprehensive; it consists primarily of user-requested packages, which are approved if they
meet quality guidelines. Backports receives no support at all from Canonical, and is entirely community-maintained.
The -updates repository provides stable release updates (SRU) of Ubuntu and are generally installed through
update-manager. Each release is given its own -updates repository (e.g. intrepid-updates). The repository is
supported by Canonical Ltd. for packages in main and restricted, and by the community for packages in universe and
multiverse. All updates to the repository must meet certain requirements and go through the -proposed repository
before being made available to the public.[47] Updates are scheduled to be available until the end of life for the
release.
In addition to the -updates repository, the unstable -proposed repository contains uploads which must be confirmed
before being copied into -updates. All updates must go through this process to ensure that the patch does truly fix the
bug and there is no risk of regression.[48] Updates in -proposed are confirmed by either Canonical or members of the
community.
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Canonical's partner repository lets vendors of proprietary software deliver their products to Ubuntu users at no cost
through the same familiar tools for installing and upgrading software.[49] The software in the partner repository is
officially supported with security and other important updates by its respective vendors. Canonical supports the
packaging of the software for Ubuntu[][50] and provides guidance to vendors.[49] The partner repository is disabled
by default and can be enabled by the user.[51] Some popular products distributed via the partner repository as of
November 2011 are Adobe Flash Player, Adobe Reader, Braid and Oil Rush.[52]

Availability of third-party software
Ubuntu has a certification system for third party software.[53] Some third-party software that does not limit
distribution is included in Ubuntu's multiverse component. The package ubuntu-restricted-extras additionally
contains software that may be legally restricted, including support for MP3 and DVD playback, Microsoft TrueType
core fonts, Sun's Java runtime environment, Adobe's Flash Player plugin, many common audio/video codecs, and
unrar, an unarchiver for files compressed in the RAR file format.
Additionally, third party application suites are available for purchase through the Canonical web-based store,[54]

including software for DVD playback and media codecs.

Releases

Version Code name Release date Supported until

Desktop Server

4.10 Warty Warthog 2004-10-20 2006-04-30

5.04 Hoary Hedgehog 2005-04-08 2006-10-31

5.10 Breezy Badger 2005-10-13 2007-04-13

6.06 LTS Dapper Drake 2006-06-01 2009-07-14 2011-06-01

6.10 Edgy Eft 2006-10-26 2008-04-25

7.04 Feisty Fawn 2007-04-19 2008-10-19

7.10 Gutsy Gibbon 2007-10-18 2009-04-18

8.04 LTS Hardy Heron 2008-04-24 2011-05-12 2013-04

8.10 Intrepid Ibex 2008-10-30 2010-04-30

9.04 Jaunty Jackalope 2009-04-23 2010-10-23

9.10 Karmic Koala 2009-10-29 2011-04-30

10.04 LTS Lucid Lynx 2010-04-29 2013-04 2015-04

10.10 Maverick Meerkat 2010-10-10 2012-04-10

11.04 Natty Narwhal 2011-04-28 2012-10

11.10 Oneiric Ocelot 2011-10-13 2013-04

12.04 LTS Precise Pangolin 2012-04-26 2017-04

12.10 Quantal Quetzal 2012-10-18 2014-04

Colour Meaning

Red Release no longer supported

Green Release still supported

Blue Future release
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Each Ubuntu release has a version number that consists of the year and month number of the release.[55] For
example, the first release was Ubuntu 4.10 as it was released on 20 October 2004. Version numbers for future
versions are provisional; if the release is delayed the version number changes accordingly.
Ubuntu releases are also given alliterative code names, using an adjective and an animal (e.g., "Dapper Drake" and
"Intrepid Ibex"). With the exception of the first three releases, code names are in consecutive alphabetical order,
allowing a quick determination of which release is newer. "We might skip a few letters, and we'll have to wrap
eventually." says Mark Shuttleworth while describing the naming scheme.[56] Commonly, Ubuntu releases are
referred to using only the adjective portion of the code name.
Releases are timed to be approximately one month after GNOME releases (which in turn are about one month after
releases of X.org). Consequently, every Ubuntu release comes with an updated version of both GNOME and X.
Upgrades between releases have to be done from one release to the next release (e.g. Ubuntu 10.04 to Ubuntu 10.10)
or from one LTS release to the next LTS release (e.g. Ubuntu 8.04 LTS to Ubuntu 10.04 LTS).[57]

Ubuntu 10.10 (Maverick Meerkat), was released on 10 October 2010 (10/10/10). This is a departure from the
traditional schedule of releasing at the end of October to get "the perfect 10",[58] and a playful reference to The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, since, in binary, 101010 is equal to the number 42, the "Answer to the Ultimate
Question of Life, the Universe and Everything" within the series.[59]

Ubuntu 11.04 was released on 28 April 2011, and is code named "Natty Narwhal".[60] The desktop interface of this
release significantly differs from the previous releases because Unity was introduced as the default GUI. It is easy to
switch into "classic" GUI (GNOME Panel).[61] The new GUI has received strong criticism from some users as too
different from and less capable than the previous Gnome Panel,[62][63] while other users have found they prefer the
new approach and the minimalism compared to the older desktop paradigm.[64] However, those positive about Unity
also believed there was much room for improvement.[65]

Variants

Ubuntu family tree

Official Ubuntu editions, which are created and maintained by
Canonical and the Ubuntu community and receive full support from
Canonical, its partners and the Community, are the following:[66][67]

• Ubuntu Desktop, designed for desktop and laptop PCs. (Formerly
there was also Ubuntu Netbook Edition, designed for netbooks and
other ultra-portables with screens up to 10", but it was discontinued
as its user interface and functionality was integrated into the desktop
edition.) The desktop edition can be also installed using the
alternative install CD which uses the debian-installer and allows
performing certain specialist installations of Ubuntu: setting up
automated deployments, upgrading from older installations without
network access, LVM and/or RAID partitioning, installs on systems
with less than about 256 MiB of RAM (although low-memory
systems may not be able to run a full desktop environment
reasonably).[68]

• Ubuntu Server, made for use in servers.[69] The server install CD
allows the user to install Ubuntu permanently on a computer for use
as a server. It does not install a graphical user interface.
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• Ubuntu Business Desktop Remix, a release meant for business users that comes with special enterprise software
including Adobe Flash, Canonical Landscape, OpenJDK 6 and VMware View, while removing social networking
and file sharing applications, games and development/sysadmin tools.[70] The goal of the Business Desktop
Remix is not to copy other enterprise-oriented distributions, such as Red Hat Enterprise Linux, but to make it,
according to Mark Shuttleworth's blog, "easier for institutional users to evaluate Ubuntu Desktop for their specific
needs."[71]

Ubuntu TV

• Ubuntu TV, labeled "TV for human beings" by Canonical, was
introduced at the 2012 Consumer Electronics Show.[72] Created for
SmartTVs, Ubuntu TV provides access to popular Internet services
and stream content to mobile devices running Android, iOS and
Ubuntu.[73]

• Ubuntu for Android, variant of Ubuntu designed to run on
Android phones. It is expected to come pre-loaded on several
phones.[74] Ubuntu for Android is expected to be shown at Mobile
World Congress 2012.[75]

By Precise Pangolin (12.04), Kubuntu is a
community-supported variant of the Ubuntu

distribution which uses the KDE Plasma
Workspaces.

There are many Ubuntu variants (or derivatives) based on the official
Ubuntu editions. These Ubuntu variants install a set of packages that
differ from the official Ubuntu distributions.

The variants recognized by Canonical as contributing significantly
towards the Ubuntu project are the following:[66]

• Edubuntu, a GNOME-based subproject and add-on for Ubuntu,
designed for school environments and home users.[76]

• Kubuntu, a desktop distribution using the KDE Plasma Workspaces
desktop environment.

• Lubuntu, a lightweight distribution using the LXDE desktop
environment.

• Mythbuntu, designed for creating a home theater PC with MythTV and uses the Xfce desktop environment.
• Ubuntu Studio, a distribution made for professional video and audio editing, comes with higher-end free editing

software and is a DVD .iso image unlike the Live CD the other Ubuntu distributions use.
• Xubuntu, a distribution based on the Xfce desktop environment, designed to run more efficiently on

low-specification computers.
Kubuntu, Mythbuntu, Ubuntu Studio, Xubuntu and Gobuntu are not commercially supported by Canonical.[77]

Other variants are created and maintained by individuals and organizations outside of Canonical, and they are
self-governed projects that work more or less closely with the Ubuntu community.[67]
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Ubuntu Server Edition
Ubuntu also offers its operating system in a server edition. The Ubuntu 10.04 Long Term Support (LTS) release is
scheduled to receive continued updates until April 2015. Starting with 12.04 the support of the LTS deskop variants
has been extended to match the 5 years of the server variant. Long term support include updates to support new
features of the latest computing hardware, security patches and updates to the 'Ubuntu stack' (cloud computing
infrastructure).[78]

A screenshot of the Ubuntu 12.04 Server
installation boot menu

Ubuntu 10.04 Server Edition can also run on VMware ESX Server,
Oracle's VirtualBox and VM, Citrix Systems XenServer hypervisors,
as well as Kernel-based Virtual Machine. Ubuntu uses AppArmor
security module for the Linux kernel which is turned on by default on
key software packages, and the firewall is extended to common
services used by the operating system. The home and Private
directories are also encrypted. The 10.04 server version includes
MySQL 5.1, Tomcat 6, OpenJDK 6, Samba 3.4, Nagios 3, PHP 5.3,
Python 2.6. Many of its services only take 30 minutes to configure.[78]

Ubuntu 10.04 LTS Server Edition supports two major architectures:
Intel x86 and AMD64. The server edition provides features such as
file/print services, web hosting, email hosting, etc. There are a few differences between the Ubuntu Server Edition
and the Ubuntu Desktop Edition although both use the same apt repositories. The main difference between the two
editions is the lack of a default installation of a X window environment in the server edition, although GUIs can be
installed like GNOME/Unity (Ubuntu 11.04), KDE (Kubuntu 11.04), XFCE, (Xubuntu 11.04), as well as more
resource-economical GUIs such as Fluxbox, Openbox and Blackbox. Kernel versions also differ. The server edition
uses a screen mode character-based interface for the installation, instead of a graphical installation process. The
server CD also has the option of installing Ubuntu enterprise cloud.[79]

Ubuntu Server is also distributed free of charge. Users can choose to pay for consulting and technical support.
Annual support contract with 9x5 business hour support is about $750 per server, and a contract covering 24x7 over
a year costs $1,200.[78]

Cloud computing

Eucalyptus full

Ubuntu Server Edition offers technology and resources to make a
private or public cloud. Ubuntu Enterprise Cloud (UEC) provides
virtualization capability, applications and flexibility to help deploy a
cloud within an organization. It consists of the open core Eucalyptus,
libvirt, KVM or Xen virtualization technology.[80]

Ubuntu 11.04 added support for OpenStack, with Eucalyptus to
OpenStack migration tools to be released by Canonical in Ubuntu
Server 11.10.[81] Ubuntu 11.10 is expected to focus on OpenStack as the Ubuntu's preferred IaaS offering though
Eucalyptus is also expected to be supported. Another major focus is Ubuntu Orchestra for provisioning, deploying,
hosting, managing, and orchestrating enterprise data center infrastructure services, by, with, and for the Ubuntu
Server.[82]
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Development

UDS group photo for the Ubuntu 12.04 LTS release

The Ubuntu Developer Summit (UDS) is a
gathering of software developers which
occurs prior to the release of a new public
version of Ubuntu.[83]

At the beginning of a new development
cycle, Ubuntu developers from around the
world gather to help shape and scope the
next release of Ubuntu. The summit is open
to the public, but it is not a conference,
exhibition or other audience-oriented event.
Rather, it is an opportunity for Ubuntu
developers, who usually collaborate online,
to work together in person on specific tasks.

Adoption and reception

Installed base
Chris Kenyon, vice president for OEM at Canonical Ltd., said that because of a lack of registration, any number
provided for Ubuntu usage is a "guesstimate".[84] In June 2009 ZDNet reported, "Worldwide, there are 13 million
active Ubuntu users with use growing faster than any other distribution".[85] In fall 2011 Canonical estimated that
Ubuntu had more than 20 million users worldwide.[86]

In a 2012 online poll for Linux distributions, Ubuntu and its variants received more than 51% of the overall vote,
followed by Linux Mint with less than 16%.[10]

User agent counting suggests Ubuntu is the most popular Linux distribution for web clients, generating between
0.5%[13] and 0.72%[11][12] of Internet traffic. However, these measurements are subject to sampling error and bias.
Ubuntu's popularity in web servers is rapidly increasing.[87][88][89][90] As of July 2012, Ubuntu is the third most
popular Linux distribution in that market, behind CentOS and Debian (on which Ubuntu is based)[91],
As of 2012, Ubuntu's page on DistroWatch is the second most accessed among Linux distribution pages there,
behind the page of Linux Mint.[92][93][94] However, DistroWatch is not an indication of market share or quality.

Publicized large-scale deployments

The public sector has also adopted Ubuntu. As of January 2009, the Ministry of Education and Science of Republic
of Macedonia deployed more than 180,000[95] Ubuntu based classroom desktops, and has encouraged every student
in the country to use Ubuntu-powered computer workstations[96]; the Spanish school system has 195,000 Ubuntu
desktops.[95] The French police, having already started using open source software in 2005 by replacing Microsoft
Office with OpenOffice.org, decided to transition to Ubuntu from Windows XP after the release of Windows Vista
in 2006.[97] By March 2009, the Gendarmerie Nationale had already switched 5000 workstations to Ubuntu.[97]

Based on the success of that transition, it planned to switch 15,000 more over by the end of 2009 and to have
switched all 90,000 workstations over by 2015.[97] Lt. Colonel Guimard announced that the move was very easy and
allowed for a 70% saving on the IT budget without having to reduce its capabilities.[97]

In 2011, Ubuntu 10.04 was adopted by the Indian Justice system.[98]
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The city of Munich, Germany has forked Ubuntu 10.04 LTS and created LiMux for use on the city's computers.[99]

Munich expects to have all city computers using LiMux by 2013.
In March 2012, the government of Iceland launched a project to get all public institutions using free and open-source
software. Already several government agencies and schools have adopted Ubuntu. The government cited cost
savings as a big factor for the decision, and also stated that open source software avoids vendor lock-in. A 12-month
project has launched to migrate the biggest public institutions in Iceland to open-source, and help ease the migration
for others.[100]

Critical reception
Ubuntu was awarded the Reader Award for best Linux distribution at the 2005 LinuxWorld Conference and Expo in
London,[101] received favorable reviews in online and print publications,[102] and has won InfoWorld's 2007 Bossie
Award for Best Open Source Client OS.[103] In early 2008 PC World named Ubuntu the "best all-around Linux
distribution available today", though it criticized the lack of an integrated desktop effects manager.[104] Chris
DiBona, the program manager for open-source software at Google, said “I think Ubuntu has captured people’s
imaginations around the Linux desktop,” and “If there is a hope for the Linux desktop, it would be them”. As of
January 2009, almost half of Google’s 20,000 employees used a slightly modified version of Ubuntu.[95]

Ubuntu 10.04LTS has also been criticized for its poor battery life on Laptops and Netbooks, even as OEM on
devices such as Asus's eeePC, when compared to Microsoft Windows 7, with Ubuntu having been shown to use
between 14-56% more power.[105] Ubuntu's developers have acknowledged and sought to solve the issues of power
consumption in the 12.04LTS release.[106]

In 2008, Jamie Hyneman, co-host of the American television series Mythbusters, advocated Linux (giving the
example of Ubuntu) as a solution to software bloat.[107] Other celebrity users of Ubuntu include science fiction
writer and open content proponent Cory Doctorow.[108]

Local Communities (LoCos)
In an effort to reach out to users who are less technical, and to foster a sense of community around the distribution,
Local Communities,[109] better known as "LoCos", have been established throughout the world. Originally, each
country had one LoCo Team. However, in some areas, most notably the United States, each state or province may
establish a team. A LoCo Council approves teams based upon their efforts to aid in either the development or the
promotion of Ubuntu.

Vendor support
A number of vendors offer computers with Ubuntu pre-installed, including Dell,[110] Gliese IT, Hasee, Lotus
Computers,[111] Ohava Computers,[112] Sharp Corporation[113], System76,[114] and Tesco. System76 PCs come with
Ubuntu exclusively. Dell and System76 customers are able to choose between 30-day, three-month, and yearly
Ubuntu support plans through Canonical.[115] Dell computers (running Ubuntu 10.04) include extra support for ATI
Video Graphics, Dell Wireless, Fingerprint Readers, HDMI, Bluetooth, DVD playback (using LinDVD), and
MP3/WMA/WMV.[116] Asus is also selling some Asus Eee PCs with Ubuntu pre-installed and announced that
"many more" Eee PC models running Ubuntu for 2011.[117] Vodafone has made available a notebook for the
South-African market called "Webbook".[118]

Dell sell computers (initially Inspiron 14R and 15R laptops) pre-loaded with Ubuntu in India and China, with 850
and 350 retail outlets respectively.[119][120]
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Microsoft Windows

Microsoft Windows

The latest Windows release, Windows 7, showing desktop and start menu

Company / developer Microsoft

Programmed in C, C++ and Assembly language[1]

OS family Windows 9x, Windows CE and Windows NT

Working state Publicly released

Source model Closed source / Shared source

Initial release November 20, 1985 (as Windows 1.0)

Latest stable release ], Windows Server 2008 R2
NT 6.1 (Build 7601: Service Pack 1)]  (February 22, 2011) [ ± [2]

]

Latest unstable release ]
NT 6.2 (Build 8400)]  (May 31, 2012) [ ± [3]

]

Marketing target Personal computing

Available language(s) Multilingual (listing of available Windows 7 language packs [4])

Update method Windows Update, Windows Anytime Upgrade

Supported platforms ARM, IA-32, x86-64 and Itanium

Kernel type Hybrid (Windows NT family), DOS (16-bit Windows and Windows 9x/ME series)

Default user interface Graphical (Windows Shell)

License Proprietary commercial software

Official website [windows.microsoft.com windows.microsoft.com]

Microsoft Windows is a series of graphical interface operating systems developed, marketed, and sold by Microsoft.
Microsoft introduced an operating environment named Windows on November 20, 1985 as an add-on to MS-DOS in
response to the growing interest in graphical user interfaces (GUIs).[5] Microsoft Windows came to dominate the
world's personal computer market with over 90% market share, overtaking Mac OS, which had been introduced in
1984.
The most recent client version of Windows is Windows 7; the most recent server version is Windows Server 2008
R2; the most recent mobile version is Windows Phone 7.5.
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Versions
The term Windows collectively describes any or all of several generations of Microsoft operating system products.
These products are generally categorized as follows:

Early versions
The history of Windows dates back to September 1981, when Chase Bishop, a computer scientist, designed the first
model of an electronic device and project "Interface Manager" was started. It was announced in November 1983
(after the Apple Lisa, but before the Macintosh) under the name "Windows", but Windows 1.0 was not released until
November 1985.[6] The shell of Windows 1.0 was a program known as the MS-DOS Executive. Other supplied
programs were Calculator, Calendar, Cardfile, Clipboard viewer, Clock, Control Panel, Notepad, Paint, Reversi,
Terminal, and Write. Windows 1.0 did not allow overlapping windows. Instead all windows were tiled. Only dialog
boxes could appear over other windows.
Windows 2.0 was released in October 1987 and featured several improvements to the user interface and memory
management.[6] Windows 2.0 allowed application windows to overlap each other and also introduced more
sophisticated keyboard shortcuts. It could also make use of expanded memory.
Windows 2.1 was released in two different versions: Windows/386 employed the 386 virtual 8086 mode to multitask
several DOS programs, and the paged memory model to emulate expanded memory using available extended
memory. Windows/286 (which, despite its name, would run on the 8086) still ran in real mode, but could make use
of the high memory area.
The early versions of Windows were often thought of as simply graphical user interfaces, mostly because they ran on
top of MS-DOS and used it for file system services.[7] However, even the earliest 16-bit Windows versions already
assumed many typical operating system functions; notably, having their own executable file format and providing
their own device drivers (timer, graphics, printer, mouse, keyboard and sound) for applications. Unlike MS-DOS,
Windows allowed users to execute multiple graphical applications at the same time, through cooperative
multitasking. Windows implemented an elaborate, segment-based, software virtual memory scheme, which allowed
it to run applications larger than available memory: code segments and resources were swapped in and thrown away
when memory became scarce, and data segments moved in memory when a given application had relinquished
processor control.

Windows 3.0 and 3.1
Windows 3.0 (1990) and Windows 3.1 (1992) improved the design, mostly because of virtual memory and loadable
virtual device drivers (VxDs) that allowed them to share arbitrary devices between multitasked DOS windows. Also,
Windows applications could now run in protected mode (when Windows was running in Standard or 386 Enhanced
Mode), which gave them access to several megabytes of memory and removed the obligation to participate in the
software virtual memory scheme. They still ran inside the same address space, where the segmented memory
provided a degree of protection, and multi-tasked cooperatively. For Windows 3.0, Microsoft also rewrote critical
operations from C into assembly.

Windows 95, 98, and Me
Windows 95 was released in August 1995, featuring a new object oriented user interface, support for long file names
of up to 255 characters, and the ability to automatically detect and configure installed hardware (plug and play). It
could natively run 32-bit applications, and featured several technological improvements that increased its stability
over Windows 3.1. There were several OEM Service Releases (OSR) of Windows 95, each of which was roughly
equivalent to a service pack.
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Microsoft's next release was Windows 98 in June 1998. Microsoft released a second version of Windows 98 in May
1999, named Windows 98 Second Edition (often shortened to Windows 98 SE).
In February 2000, Windows 2000 (in the NT family) was released, followed by Windows Me in September 2000
(Me standing for Millennium Edition). Windows Me updated the core from Windows 98, but adopted some aspects
of Windows 2000 and removed the "boot in DOS mode" option. It also added a new feature called System Restore,
allowing the user to set the computer's settings back to an earlier date.
Windows Millennium Edition is often confused with Windows 2000 (because of its name), and has been said to be
one of the worst operating systems Microsoft ever released.[8]

Windows NT family
The NT family of Windows systems was fashioned and marketed for higher reliability business use. The first release
was NT 3.1 (1993), numbered "3.1" to match the consumer Windows version, which was followed by NT 3.5
(1994), NT 3.51 (1995), NT 4.0 (1996), and Windows 2000, which is the last NT-based Windows release that does
not include Microsoft Product Activation. Windows NT 4.0 was the first in this line to implement the "Windows 95"
user interface (and the first to include Windows 95's built-in 32-bit runtimes).
Microsoft then moved to combine their consumer and business operating systems with Windows XP that was
released on October 25, 2001. It came both in home and professional versions (and later niche market versions for
tablet PCs and media centers); they also diverged release schedules for server operating systems. Windows Server
2003, released a year and a half after Windows XP, brought Windows Server up to date with Windows XP. After a
lengthy development process, Windows Vista was released on November 30, 2006 for volume licensing and January
30, 2007 for consumers. And its server counterpart, Windows Server 2008 was released in early 2008. On July 22,
2009, Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 were released as RTM (release to manufacturing) while the former
was released to the public 3 months later on October 22, 2009.

64-bit operating systems

Windows NT included support for several different platforms before the x86-based personal computer became
dominant in the professional world. Versions of NT from 3.1 to 4.0 variously supported PowerPC, DEC Alpha and
MIPS R4000, some of which were 64-bit processors, although the operating system treated them as 32-bit
processors.
With the introduction of the Intel Itanium architecture (also known as IA-64), Microsoft released new versions of
Windows to support it. Itanium versions of Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 were released at the same time
as their mainstream x86 (32-bit) counterparts. On April 25, 2005, Microsoft released Windows XP Professional x64
Edition and Windows Server 2003 x64 Editions to support the x86-64 (or x64 in Microsoft terminology)
architecture. Microsoft dropped support for the Itanium version of Windows XP in 2005. Windows Vista was the
first end-user version of Windows that Microsoft released simultaneously in x86 and x64 editions. Windows Vista
does not support the Itanium architecture. The modern 64-bit Windows family comprises AMD64/Intel64 versions
of Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008, in both Itanium and x64 editions. Windows Server 2008 R2 drops the
32-bit version, although Windows 7 does not.

Windows CE
Windows CE (officially known as Windows Embedded Compact), is an edition of Windows that runs on
minimalistic computers, like satellite navigation systems and some mobile phones. Windows Embedded Compact is
based on its own dedicated kernel, dubbed Windows CE kernel. Microsoft licenses Windows CE to OEMs and
device makers. The OEMs and device makers can modify and create their own user interfaces and experiences, while
Windows CE provides the technical foundation to do so.
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Windows CE was used in the Dreamcast along with Sega's own proprietary OS for the console. Windows CE is the
core from which Windows Mobile is derived. Microsoft's latest mobile OS, Windows Phone, is based on
components from both Windows CE 6.0 R3 and the current Windows CE 7.0.
Windows Embedded Compact is not to be confused with Windows XP Embedded or Windows NT 4.0 Embedded,
modular editions of Windows based on Windows NT kernel.

Future of Windows
Windows 8, the successor to Windows 7, is currently in development. Microsoft posted a blog entry in Dutch on
October 22, 2010 hinting that Windows 8 would be released in roughly two years.[9] Also, during the pre-Consumer
Electronics Show keynote, Microsoft's CEO announced that Windows 8 will also run on ARM CPUs. This Windows
version will also be more suitable for tablets and netbooks, featuring a more touch-friendly interface and a Microsoft
'App' market where the ARM versions of the software will download apps. Several new features will also be
introduced, such as support for USB 3.0 and the ability to run Windows from USB devices (like USB Hard Disks or
USB Flash drives) with Windows To Go.
Microsoft has also announced a version of Windows 8 for ARM devices, named Windows RT.[10]

History
The first version of Microsoft Windows, version 1.0, released in November 1985, lacked a degree of functionality,
achieved little popularity and was to compete with Apple's own operating system. Windows 1.0 is not a complete
operating system; rather, it extends MS-DOS. Microsoft Windows version 2.0 was released in November 1987 and
was slightly more popular than its predecessor. Windows 2.03 (release date January 1988) had changed the OS from
tiled windows to overlapping windows. The result of this change led to Apple Computer filing a suit against
Microsoft alleging infringement on Apple's copyrights.[11][12]

The Windows family tree.

Microsoft Windows version 3.0,
released in 1990, was the first
Microsoft Windows version to achieve
broad commercial success, selling 2
million copies in the first six
months.[13][14] It featured
improvements to the user interface and
to multitasking capabilities. It received
a facelift in Windows 3.1, made
generally available on March 1, 1992.
Windows 3.1 support ended on
December 31, 2001.[15]

In July 1993, Microsoft released
Windows NT based on a new kernel. Windows NT 3.1 was the first release of Windows NT. NT was considered to
be the professional OS and was the first Windows version to utilize preemptive multitasking. Windows NT would
later be retooled to also function as a home operating system, with Windows XP.

On August 24, 1995, Microsoft released Windows 95, a new, and major, consumer version that made further 
changes to the user interface, and also used preemptive multitasking. Windows 95 was designed to replace not only 
Windows 3.1, but also Windows for Workgroups, and MS-DOS. It was also the first Windows operating system to 
include object oriented document management and use Plug and Play capabilities. The changes Windows 95 brought 
to the desktop were revolutionary, as opposed to evolutionary, such as those in Windows 98 and Windows Me. 
Mainstream support for Windows 95 ended on December 31, 2000 and extended support for Windows 95 ended on
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December 31, 2001.[16]

Next in the consumer line was Microsoft Windows 98 released on June 25, 1998. It was followed with the release of
Windows 98 Second Edition (Windows 98 SE) in 1999. Mainstream support for Windows 98 ended on June 30,
2002 and extended support for Windows 98 ended on July 11, 2006.[17]

As part of its "professional" line, Microsoft released Windows 2000 in February 2000. During 2004 part of the
Source Code for Windows 2000 was leaked onto the Internet. This was bad for Microsoft as the same kernel used in
Windows 2000 was used in Windows XP. The consumer version following Windows 98 was Windows Me
(Windows Millennium Edition). Released in September 2000, Windows Me implemented a number of new
technologies for Microsoft: most notably publicized was "Universal Plug and Play". Windows Me was heavily
criticized due to slowness, freezes and hardware problems.
In October 2001, Microsoft released Windows XP, a version built on the Windows NT kernel that also retained the
consumer-oriented usability of Windows 95 and its successors. This new version was widely praised in computer
magazines.[18] It shipped in two distinct editions, "Home" and "Professional", the former lacking many of the
superior security and networking features of the Professional edition. Additionally, the first "Media Center" edition
was released in 2002,[19] with an emphasis on support for DVD and TV functionality including program recording
and a remote control. Mainstream support for Windows XP ended on April 14, 2009. Extended support will continue
until April 8, 2014.[20]

In April 2003, Windows Server 2003 was introduced, replacing the Windows 2000 line of server products with a
number of new features and a strong focus on security; this was followed in December 2005 by Windows Server
2003 R2.
On January 30, 2007, Microsoft released Windows Vista. It contains a number of new features, from a redesigned
shell and user interface to significant technical changes, with a particular focus on security features. It is available in
a number of different editions, and has been subject to some criticism.
On October 22, 2009, Microsoft released Windows 7. Unlike its predecessor, Windows Vista, which introduced a
large number of new features, Windows 7 was intended to be a more focused, incremental upgrade to the Windows
line, with the goal of being compatible with applications and hardware which Windows Vista was not at the time.[21]

Windows 7 has multi-touch support, a redesigned Windows shell with a new taskbar, referred to as the Superbar, a
home networking system called HomeGroup,[22] and performance improvements.
On February 29, 2012, Microsoft released Windows 8 Consumer Preview, the beta version of Windows 8, build
8250. For the first time since Windows 95, the Start button is no longer available on the taskbar, though the Start
screen is still triggered by clicking the bottom-left corner of the screen and by clicking Start in the Charm. Windows
president Steven Sinofsky said more than 100,000 changes had been made since the developer version went public.
In the first day of its release, Windows 8 Consumer Preview was downloaded over one million times. Microsoft
released the Windows 8 Release Preview, Build 8400 on June 1, 2012. Like the Developer Preview, the Consumer
Preview and the Release Preview are both set to expire on January 15, 2013.

Timeline of releases
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Timeline of releases

Release date Product name Current
Version / Build

Notes Last
IE

November 1985 Windows 1.01 1.01 Unsupported —

November 1987 Windows 2.03 2.03 Unsupported —

May 1988 Windows 2.10 2.10 Unsupported —

March 1989 Windows 2.11 2.11 Unsupported —

May 1990 Windows 3.0 3.0 Unsupported —

March 1992 Windows 3.1x 3.1 Unsupported 5

October 1992 Windows For Workgroups 3.1 3.1 Unsupported 5

July 1993 Windows NT 3.1 NT 3.1 Unsupported 5

December 1993
Windows For Workgroups
3.11

3.11 Unsupported 5

January 1994
Windows 3.2 (released in
Simplified Chinese only)

3.2 Unsupported 5

September 1994 Windows NT 3.5 NT 3.5 Unsupported 5

May 1995 Windows NT 3.51 NT 3.51 Unsupported 5

August 1995 Windows 95 4.0.950 Unsupported[16] 5.5

July 1996 Windows NT 4.0 NT 4.0.1381 Unsupported[23] 6

June 1998 Windows 98 4.10.1998 Unsupported[17] 6

May 1999 Windows 98 SE 4.10.2222 Unsupported[24] 6

February 2000 Windows 2000 NT 5.0.2195 Unsupported[25] 6

September 2000 Windows Me 4.90.3000 Unsupported[26] 6

October 2001
Windows XP NT 5.1.2600 Extended Support for SP3 until April 8, 2014. (RTM, SP1 and

SP2 unsupported).
8

March 2003
Windows XP 64-bit Edition
(IA-64)

NT 5.2.3790 Unsupported 6

April 2003
Windows Server 2003 NT 5.2.3790 Extended Support for SP2 until July 14, 2015. (RTM and SP1

unsupported).
8

April 2005
Windows XP Professional x64
Edition (x86-64)

NT 5.2.3790 Extended Support for SP2 until April 8, 2014. (RTM and SP1
unsupported).

8

July 2006
Windows Fundamentals for
Legacy PCs

NT 5.1.2600 Current 8

November 2006
(volume licensing)
January 2007 (retail)

Windows Vista NT 6.0.6002 Current (RTM unsupported).
Version changed to NT 6.0.6001 with SP1 (February 4, 2008)
and to NT 6.0.6002 with SP2 (April 28, 2009).

9

July 2007 Windows Home Server NT 5.2.4500 Current 8

February 2008
Windows Server 2008 NT 6.0.6002 Current

Version changed to NT 6.0.6002 with SP2 (April 28, 2009).
9

October 2009
[27]

Windows 7 and Windows
Server 2008 R2

NT 6.1.7601 Current
Version changed to NT 6.1.7601 with SP1 (February 22,
2011).

9
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April 2011 Windows Home Server 2011 NT 6.1.8400 Current 9

31st May 2012 Windows 8 NT 6.2.8400 Pre-Release/Limited Support 10

Usage share

Source Net Market Share[28] W3Counter[29] Global Stats[30]

Date June 2012 June 2012 June 2012

All versions 92.23% 78.89% 88.43%

Windows 7 41.59% 43.84% 50.2%

Windows XP 43.61% 27.59% 29.91%

Windows Vista 6.72% 7.36% 8.32%

Windows 8 0.18% 0.1% —

Windows 2000 0.08% — —

Windows NT 4.0 0.04% — —

Windows 98 0.01% — —

Security
Consumer versions of Windows were originally designed for ease-of-use on a single-user PC without a network
connection, and did not have security features built in from the outset.[31] However, Windows NT and its successors
are designed for security (including on a network) and multi-user PCs, but were not initially designed with Internet
security in mind as much, since, when it was first developed in the early 1990s, Internet use was less prevalent.[32]

These design issues combined with programming errors (e.g. buffer overflows) and the popularity of Windows
means that it is a frequent target of computer worm and virus writers. In June 2005, Bruce Schneier's Counterpane
Internet Security reported that it had seen over 1,000 new viruses and worms in the previous six months.[33] In 2005,
Kaspersky Lab found around 11,000 malicious programs—viruses, Trojans, back-doors, and exploits written for
Windows.[34]

Microsoft releases security patches through its Windows Update service approximately once a month (usually the
second Tuesday of the month), although critical updates are made available at shorter intervals when necessary.[35]

In versions of Windows after and including Windows 2000 SP3 and Windows XP, updates can be automatically
downloaded and installed if the user selects to do so. As a result, Service Pack 2 for Windows XP, as well as Service
Pack 1 for Windows Server 2003, were installed by users more quickly than it otherwise might have been.[36]

While the Windows 9x series offered the option of having profiles for multiple users, they had no concept of access
privileges, and did not allow concurrent access; and so were not true multi-user operating systems. In addition, they
implemented only partial memory protection. They were accordingly widely criticised for lack of security.
The Windows NT series of operating systems, by contrast, are true multi-user, and implement absolute memory
protection. However, a lot of the advantages of being a true multi-user operating system were nullified by the fact
that, prior to Windows Vista, the first user account created during the setup process was an administrator account,
which was also the default for new accounts. Though Windows XP did have limited accounts, the majority of home
users did not change to an account type with fewer rights – partially due to the number of programs which
unnecessarily required administrator rights – and so most home users ran as administrator all the time.
Windows Vista changes this[37] by introducing a privilege elevation system called User Account Control. When 
logging in as a standard user, a logon session is created and a token containing only the most basic privileges is
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assigned. In this way, the new logon session is incapable of making changes that would affect the entire system.
When logging in as a user in the Administrators group, two separate tokens are assigned. The first token contains all
privileges typically awarded to an administrator, and the second is a restricted token similar to what a standard user
would receive. User applications, including the Windows Shell, are then started with the restricted token, resulting in
a reduced privilege environment even under an Administrator account. When an application requests higher
privileges or "Run as administrator" is clicked, UAC will prompt for confirmation and, if consent is given (including
administrator credentials if the account requesting the elevation is not a member of the administrators group), start
the process using the unrestricted token.[38]

File permissions
All Windows versions from Windows NT 3 have been based on a file system permission system referred to as AGLP
(Accounts, Global, Local, Permissions) AGDLP which in essence where file permissions are applied to the
file/folder in the form of a 'local group' which then has other 'global groups' as members. These global groups then
hold other groups or users depending on different Windows versions used. This system varies from other vendor
products such as Linux and NetWare due to the 'static' allocation of permission being applied directory to the file or
folder. However using this process of AGLP/AGDLP/AGUDLP allows a small number of static permissions to be
applied and allows for easy changes to the account groups without reapplying the file permissions on the files and
folders.

Windows Defender
On January 6, 2005, Microsoft released a Beta version of Microsoft AntiSpyware, based upon the previously
released Giant AntiSpyware. On February 14, 2006, Microsoft AntiSpyware became Windows Defender with the
release of Beta 2. Windows Defender is a freeware program designed to protect against spyware and other unwanted
software. Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 users who have genuine copies of Microsoft Windows can freely
download the program from Microsoft's web site, and Windows Defender ships as part of Windows Vista and 7.[39]

In Windows 8, Windows Defender and Microsoft Security Essentials have been combined into a single program,
named Windows Defender. It is based on Microsoft Security Essentials borrowing its features and user interface.
Although it is enabled by default, it can be turned off to use another anti-virus solution.[40]

Third-party analysis
In an article based on a report by Symantec,[41] internetnews.com has described Microsoft Windows as having the
"fewest number of patches and the shortest average patch development time of the five operating systems it
monitored in the last six months of 2006."[42]

A study conducted by Kevin Mitnick and marketing communications firm Avantgarde in 2004 found that an
unprotected and unpatched Windows XP system with Service Pack 1 lasted only 4 minutes on the Internet before it
was compromised, and an unprotected and also unpatched Windows Server 2003 system was compromised after
being connected to the internet for 8 hours.[43] This study does not apply to Windows XP systems running the
Service Pack 2 update (released in late 2004), which vastly improved the security of Windows XP. The computer
that was running Windows XP Service Pack 2 was not compromised. The AOL National Cyber Security Alliance
Online Safety Study of October 2004 determined that 80% of Windows users were infected by at least one
spyware/adware product. Much documentation is available describing how to increase the security of Microsoft
Windows products. Typical suggestions include deploying Microsoft Windows behind a hardware or software
firewall, running anti-virus and anti-spyware software, and installing patches as they become available through
Windows Update.[44]
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Emulation software
Emulation allows the use of some Windows applications without using Microsoft Windows. These include:
• Wine – a free and open source software implementation of the Windows API, allowing one to run many

Windows applications on x86-based platforms, including Linux and Mac OS X. Wine developers refer to it as a
"compatibility layer";[45] and make use of Windows-style APIs to emulate the Windows environment.
• CrossOver – A Wine package with licensed fonts. Its developers are regular contributors to Wine, and focus on

Wine running officially supported applications.
• Cedega – TransGaming Technologies' proprietary fork of Wine, designed specifically for running games

written for Microsoft Windows under Linux. A version of Cedega known as Cider is used by some video game
publishers to allow Windows games to run on Mac OS X. Since Wine was licensed under the LGPL, Cedega
has been unable to port the improvements made to Wine to their proprietary codebase. Cedega ceased its
service in February 2011.

• Darwine – A bundling of Wine to the PowerPC Macs running OS X by running Wine on top of QEMU. Intel
Macs use the same Wine as other *NIX x86 systems.

• ReactOS – An open-source OS that is intended to run the same software as Windows, originally designed to
simulate Windows NT 4.0, now aiming at Windows XP and Vista/7 compatibility. It has been in the development
stage since 1996.
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Website www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008/en/us/default.aspx [1]

Releases

Release date RTM: February 4, 2008;
Retail: February 27, 2008 [ info [2]]

Current version 6.0 (Build 6002: Service Pack 2) (July 22, 2009) [ info [3]]

Source model Closed source / Shared source

License Proprietary commercial software

Kernel type Hybrid

Update method Windows Update, Windows Server Update Services, SCCM

Platform support IA-32, x86-64, Itanium

Preceded by Windows Server 2003

Succeeded by Windows Server 2008 R2

Support status

Mainstream support until 9 July 2013.[4]

Extended support until 10 July 2018.

Further reading

•• Features new to Windows Vista
•• Features removed from Windows Vista
•• Development of Windows Vista

Windows Server 2008 (sometimes abbreviated as "Win2K8"[5] or "W2K8") is one of Microsoft Windows' server
line of operating systems. Released to manufacturing on February 4, 2008, and officially released on February 27,
2008, it is the successor to Windows Server 2003, released nearly five years earlier. A second release, named
Windows Server 2008 R2, was released to manufacturing on July 22, 2009.[6] Like Windows Vista and Windows 7,
Windows Server 2008 is based on Windows NT 6.x.

History
Originally known as Windows Server Codename "Longhorn", Microsoft chairman Bill Gates announced its
official title (Windows Server 2008) during his keynote address at WinHEC 16 May 2007.[7]

Beta 1 was released on 27 July 2005, Beta 2 was announced and released on 23 May 2006 at WinHEC 2006 and
Beta 3 was released publicly on 25 April 2007.[8] Release Candidate 0 was released to the general public on 24
September 2007[9] and Release Candidate 1 was released to the general public on 5 December 2007. Windows
Server 2008 was released to manufacturing on 4 February 2008 and officially launched on 27 February 2008.[10]
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Features
Windows Server 2008 is built from the same code base as Windows Vista; therefore, it shares much of the same
architecture and functionality. Since the code base is common, it automatically comes with most of the technical,
security, management and administrative features new to Windows Vista such as the rewritten networking stack
(native IPv6, native wireless, speed and security improvements); improved image-based installation, deployment and
recovery; improved diagnostics, monitoring, event logging and reporting tools; new security features such as
BitLocker and ASLR (address space layout randomization); improved Windows Firewall with secure default
configuration; .NET Framework 3.0 technologies, specifically Windows Communication Foundation, Microsoft
Message Queuing and Windows Workflow Foundation; and the core kernel, memory and file system improvements.
Processors and memory devices are modeled as Plug and Play devices, to allow hot-plugging of these devices. This
allows the system resources to be partitioned dynamically using Dynamic Hardware Partitioning; each partition has
its own memory, processor and I/O host bridge devices independent of other partitions.[11]

Server Core
Windows Server 2008 includes a variation of installation called Server Core. Server Core is a significantly
scaled-back installation where no Windows Explorer shell is installed. All configuration and maintenance is done
entirely through command line interface windows, or by connecting to the machine remotely using Microsoft
Management Console. However, Notepad and some control panel applets, such as Regional Settings, are available.
Server Core does not include the .NET Framework, Internet Explorer, Windows PowerShell or many other features
not related to core server features. A Server Core machine can be configured for several basic roles: Domain
controller/Active Directory Domain Services, ADLDS (ADAM), DNS Server, DHCP Server, file server, print
server, Windows Media Server, IIS 7 Web server and Hyper-V virtual server. Server Core can also be used to create
a cluster with high availability using failover clustering or network load balancing.
Andrew Mason, a program manager on the Windows Server team, noted that a primary motivation for producing a
Server Core variant of Windows Server 2008 was to reduce the attack surface of the operating system, and that about
70% of the security vulnerabilities in Microsoft Windows from the prior five years would not have affected Server
Core.[12]

Active Directory roles
Active Directory roles are expanded with identity, certificate, and rights management services. Active Directory,
until Windows Server 2003, allowed network administrators to centrally manage connected computers, to set
policies for groups of users, and to centrally deploy new applications to multiple computers. This role of Active
Directory is being renamed as Active Directory Domain Services (ADDS).[13] A number of other additional services
are being introduced, including Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS), Active Directory Lightweight
Directory Services (AD LDS), (formerly Active Directory Application Mode, or ADAM), Active Directory
Certificate Services (ADCS), and Active Directory Rights Management Services (ADRMS). Identity and certificate
services allow administrators to manage user accounts and the digital certificates that allow them to access certain
services and systems. Federation management services enable enterprises to share credentials with trusted partners
and customers, allowing a consultant to use his company user name and password to log in on a client's network.
Identity Integration Feature Pack is included as Active Directory Metadirectory Services. Each of these services
represents a server role.
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Failover Clustering
Windows Server 2008 offers high-availability to services and applications through Failover Clustering. Most server
features and roles can be kept running with little to no downtime.
In Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2, the way clusters are qualified changed significantly with the
introduction of the cluster validation wizard.[14] The cluster validation wizard is a feature that is integrated into
failover clustering in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2. With the cluster validation wizard, an
administrator can run a set of focused tests on a collection of servers that are intended to use as nodes in a cluster.
This cluster validation process tests the underlying hardware and software directly, and individually, to obtain an
accurate assessment of how well failover clustering can be supported on a given configuration.
Note: This feature is only available in Enterprise and Datacenter editions of Windows Server.

Self-healing NTFS
In Windows versions prior to Windows Vista, if the operating system detected corruption in the file system of an
NTFS volume, it marked the volume "dirty"; to correct errors on the volume, it had to be taken offline. With
self-healing NTFS, an NTFS worker thread is spawned in the background which performs a localized fix-up of
damaged data structures, with only the corrupted files/folders remaining unavailable without locking out the entire
volume and needing the server to be taken down. The operating system now features S.M.A.R.T. detection
techniques to help determine when a hard disk may fail.[15]

Hyper-V

Hyper-V architecture

Hyper-V is hypervisor-based virtualization software, forming a
core part of Microsoft's virtualization strategy. It virtualizes
servers on an operating system's kernel layer. It can be thought of
as partitioning a single physical server into multiple small
computational partitions. Hyper-V includes the ability to act as a
Xen virtualization hypervisor host allowing Xen-enabled guest
operating systems to run virtualized.[16] A beta version of Hyper-V
shipped with certain x86-64 editions of Windows Server 2008,
prior to Microsoft's release of the final version of Hyper-V on 26
June 2008 as a free download. Also, a standalone version of
Hyper-V exists; this version supports only x86-64 architecture.[17]

While the IA-32 editions of Windows Server 2008 cannot run or install Hyper-V, they can run the MMC snap-in for
managing Hyper-V.

Windows System Resource Manager
Windows System Resource Manager (WSRM) is integrated into Windows Server 2008. It provides resource
management and can be used to control the amount of resources a process or a user can use based on business
priorities. Process Matching Criteria, which is defined by the name, type or owner of the process, enforces
restrictions on the resource usage by a process that matches the criteria. CPU time, bandwidth that it can use, number
of processors it can be run on, and allocated to a process can be restricted. Restrictions can be set to be imposed only
on certain dates as well.
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Server Manager
Server Manager is a new roles-based management tool for Windows Server 2008.[18] It is a combination of Manage
Your Server and Security Configuration Wizard from Windows Server 2003. Server Manager is an improvement of
the Configure my server dialog that launches by default on Windows Server 2003 machines. However, rather than
serve only as a starting point to configuring new roles, Server Manager gathers together all of the operations users
would want to conduct on the server, such as, getting a remote deployment method set up, adding more server roles
etc., and provides a consolidated, portal-like view about the status of each role.[19]

Other features
Other new or enhanced features include:

Core OS improvements

•• Fully multi-componentized operating system.
• Improved hot patching, a feature that allows non-kernel patches to occur without the need for a reboot.
• Support for being booted from Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI)-compliant firmware on x86-64 systems.
•• Dynamic Hardware Partitioning

•• Support for the hot-addition or replacement of processors and memory, on capable hardware.

Active Directory improvements

• Read-only domain controllers (RODCs) in Active Directory, intended for use in branch office or other scenarios
where a domain controller may reside in a low physical security environment. The RODC holds a non-writeable
copy of Active Directory, and redirects all write attempts to a Full Domain Controller. It replicates all accounts
except sensitive ones. In RODC mode, credentials are not cached by default. Moreover, only the replication
partner of the RODC needs to run Windows Server 2008. Also, local administrators can log on to the machine to
perform maintenance tasks without requiring administrative rights on the domain.

• Restartable Active Directory allows ADDS to be stopped and restarted from the Management Console or the
command-line without rebooting the domain controller. This reduces downtime for offline operations and reduces
overall DC servicing requirements with Server Core. ADDS is implemented as a Domain Controller Service in
Windows Server 2008.

Policy related improvements

• All of the Group Policy improvements from Windows Vista are included. Group Policy Management Console
(GPMC) is built-in. The Group Policy objects are indexed for search and can be commented on.[20]

• Policy-based networking with Network Access Protection, improved branch management and enhanced end user
collaboration. Policies can be created to ensure greater Quality of Service for certain applications or services that
require prioritization of network bandwidth between client and server.

•• Granular password settings within a single domain - ability to implement different password policies for
administrative accounts on a "group" and "user" basis, instead of a single set of password settings to the whole
domain.
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Disk management and file storage improvements

•• The ability to resize hard disk partitions without stopping the server, even the system partition. This applies only
to simple and spanned volumes, not to striped volumes.

• Shadow Copy based block-level backup which supports optical media, network shares and Windows Recovery
Environment.

• DFS enhancements - SYSVOL on DFS-R, Read-only Folder Replication Member. There is also support for
domain-based DFS namespaces that exceed the previous size recommendation of 5,000 folders with targets in a
namespace.[21]

• Several improvements to Failover Clustering (High-availability clusters).[22]

• Internet Storage Naming Server (iSNS) enables central registration, deregistration and queries for iSCSI hard
drives.

Protocol and cryptography improvements

• Support for 128- and 256-bit AES encryption for the Kerberos authentication protocol.
• New cryptography (CNG) API which supports elliptic curve cryptography and improved certificate management.
• Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol, a new Microsoft proprietary VPN protocol.
• AuthIP, a Microsoft proprietary extension of the IKE cryptographic protocol used in IPsec VPN networks.
• Server Message Block 2.0 protocol in the new TCP/IP stack provides a number of communication enhancements,

including greater performance when connecting to file shares over high-latency links and better security through
the use of mutual authentication and message signing.

Improvements due to client-side (Windows Vista) enhancements

• Searching Windows Server 2008 servers from Windows Vista clients delegates the query to the server, which
uses the Windows Search technology to search and transfer the results back to the client.

• In a networked environment with a print server running Windows Vista, clients can render print jobs locally
before sending them to print servers to reduce the load on the server and increase its availability.

•• Event forwarding aggregates and forwards logs of subscribed Windows Vista client computers back to a central
console. Event forwarding can be enabled on the client subscribers from the central server directly from the event
management console.

Miscellaneous improvements

• Windows Deployment Services replacing Automated Deployment Services and Remote Installation Services.
Windows Deployment Services (WDS) support an enhanced multicast feature when deploying operating system
images.[23]

• Internet Information Services 7 - Increased security, Robocopy deployment, improved diagnostic tools, delegated
administration.

• Windows Internal Database, a variant of SQL Server Express 2005, which serves as a common storage back-end
for several other components such as Windows System Resource Manager, Windows SharePoint Services and
Windows Server Update Services. It is not intended to be used by third-party applications.

• An optional "Desktop Experience" component provides the same Windows Aero user interface as Windows
Vista, both for local users, as well as remote users connecting through Remote Desktop.
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Removed features
• The Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing protocol component in Routing and Remote Access Service was

removed.[24]

• Services for Macintosh, which provided file and print sharing via the now deprecated AppleTalk protocol, has
been removed. Services for Macintosh were removed in Windows XP from client operating systems but were
available in Windows Server 2003.[24]

• NTBackup is replaced by Windows Server Backup, and no longer supports backing up to tape drives.[25] As a
result of NTBackup removal, Exchange Server 2007 does not have volume snapshot backup functionality;
however Exchange Server 2007 SP2 adds back an Exchange backup plug-in for Windows Server Backup which
restores partial functionality.[26] Windows Small Business Server and Windows Essential Business Server both
include this Exchange backup component.[27]

• The POP3 service has been removed from Internet Information Services 7.0.[28] The SMTP (Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol) service is not available as a server role in IIS 7.0, it is a server feature managed through IIS
6.0.

• NNTP (Network News Transfer Protocol) is no longer part of Internet Information Services 7.0.

Editions
Most editions of Windows Server 2008 are available in x86-64 and IA-32 versions. Windows Server 2008 for
Itanium-based Systems supports IA-64 processors. Microsoft has optimized the IA-64 version for high-workload
scenarios like database servers and Line of Business (LOB) applications. As such it is not optimized for use as a file
server or media server. Microsoft has announced that Windows Server 2008 is the last 32-bit Windows server
operating system.[29] Windows Server 2008 is available in the editions listed below,[30] similar to Windows Server
2003.
•• Windows Server 2008 Standard (IA-32 and x86-64)
•• Windows Server 2008 Enterprise (IA-32 and x86-64)
•• Windows Server 2008 Datacenter (IA-32 and x86-64)
• Windows HPC Server 2008 (Codenamed "Socrates") (replacing Windows Compute Cluster Server 2003)
•• Windows Web Server 2008 (IA-32 and x86-64)
•• Windows Storage Server 2008 (Codenamed "Magni") (IA-32 and x86-64)
• Windows Small Business Server 2008 (Codenamed "Cougar") (x86-64) for small businesses
• Windows Essential Business Server 2008 (Codenamed "Centro") (x86-64) for medium-sized businesses[31]

(Discontinued) [32]

• Windows Server 2008 for Itanium-based Systems
•• Windows Server 2008 Foundation (Codenamed "Lima")
Server Core is available in the Web, Standard, Enterprise and Datacenter editions. It is not available in the Itanium
edition. Server Core is simply an alternate installation option supported by some of the editions, and not a separate
edition by itself. Each architecture has a separate installation DVD. The 32-bit version of Windows Server 2008
Standard Edition is available to verified students for free through Microsoft's DreamSpark program.
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Service Packs
Microsoft occasionally releases service packs for its Windows operating systems to fix bugs and also add new
features.

Service Pack 2
Because Windows Server 2008 is based on the Windows NT 6.0 Service Pack 1 kernel, the RTM release is
considered to be Service Pack 1; accordingly, the first service pack is called Service Pack 2. Announced on October
24, 2008,[33] this service pack contains the same changes and improvements as the Windows Vista Service Pack 2, as
well as the final release of Hyper-V 1.0, and an approximate 10% reduction in power usage.
The first SP2 beta build was sent out in in October 2008 [34], a public beta arrived in December 2008 [35], and an
RC-escrow build was given to testers in January 2009 [36]. Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 share a single
service pack binary, reflecting the fact that their code bases were joined with the release of Server 2008. On May 26,
2009, Service Pack 2 was ready for release. It is now available in Windows Update.

Windows Server 2008 R2
A second release, Windows Server 2008 R2, was released on October 22, 2009.[37] Retail availability began
September 14, 2009.[38] Windows Server 2008 R2 reached the RTM milestone on July 22, 2009.[39] Like Windows
7, it is built on Windows NT 6.1. New features include new virtualization features, new Active Directory features,
IIS 7.5, and support for 256 logical processors. Support for 32-bit-only processors (IA-32) has been removed. On
July 22, 2009, Microsoft officially announced that they had released both Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows 7
to manufacturing. Windows Server 2008 R2 was generally available for download from MSDN and Technet on
August 19 and for retail purchase from October 22, 2009.

System requirements
System requirements for Windows Server 2008 are as follows:

Minimum for Windows Server
2008

[40]
Recommended for Windows

Server 2008
[40]

Minimum for Windows
Server 2008 R2

[41]
Recommended for

Windows Server 2008
R2

[41]

Processor 1 GHz (IA-32) or 1.4 GHz
(x86-64) or Intel Itanium 2

2 GHz or faster 1.4 GHz (x86-64 processor)
or Intel Itanium 2

2 GHz or faster

Memory 512 MB RAM (may limit
performance and some features)

2 GB RAM or higher

•• Maximum (32-bit systems):
4 GB RAM (Standard) or
64 GB RAM (Enterprise,

Datacenter)
•• Maximum (64-bit systems):

8 GB (Foundation) or 32 GB
RAM (Standard) or 2 TB RAM

(Enterprise, Datacenter and
Itanium-Based Systems)

512 MB RAM Maximum: 8 GB
(Foundation) or 32 GB

(Standard) or 2 TB
(Enterprise, Datacenter, and

Itanium-Based Systems)

Video
adapter

and
monitor

Super VGA (800 × 600) Super VGA (800 × 600) or higher
resolution

Super VGA (800 × 600) Super VGA (800 × 600) or
higher resolution
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Hard drive
disk free

space

•• Minimum (Non-Foundation
32-bit systems): 20 GB or

greater
•• Minimum (Non-Foundation

64-bit systems): 32 GB or
greater

• Foundation: 10 GB or
greater.[42]

• Computers with more than
16 GB of RAM require more

disk space for paging,
hibernation, and dump

files[41]

40 GB or higher •• 32 GB or greater for
editions other than

Foundation
•• Foundation: 10 GB or

more
• Computers with more

than 16 GB of RAM
require more disk space
for paging, hibernation,

and dump files[41]

32 GB or greater for editions
other than Foundation

•• Foundation: 10 GB or
more

• Computers with more
than 16 GB of RAM

require more disk space
for paging, hibernation,

and dump files[41]

Optical
drive

DVD-ROM

Devices Super VGA (800 × 600) or higher-resolution monitor, keyboard and mouse
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Windows 7 is the current release of Microsoft Windows, a series of operating systems produced by Microsoft for
use on personal computers, including home and business desktops, laptops, netbooks, tablet PCs, and media center
PCs.[8] Windows 7 was released to manufacturing on July 22, 2009,[9] and reached general retail availability
worldwide on October 22, 2009,[10] less than three years after the release of its predecessor, Windows Vista.
Windows 7's server counterpart, Windows Server 2008 R2, was released at the same time.
Unlike Windows Vista, which introduced a large number of new features, Windows 7 was intended to be a more
focused, incremental upgrade to the Windows line, with the goal of being compatible with applications and hardware
with which Windows Vista was already compatible.[11] Presentations given by Microsoft in 2008 focused on
multi-touch support, a redesigned Windows shell with a new taskbar, referred to as the Superbar, a home networking
system called HomeGroup,[12] and performance improvements. Some standard applications that have been included
with prior releases of Microsoft Windows, including Windows Calendar, Windows Mail, Windows Movie Maker,
and Windows Photo Gallery, are not included in Windows 7;[13][14] most are instead offered separately at no charge
as part of the Windows Live Essentials suite.[15]
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Features

New and changed features
Windows 7 includes a number of new features, such as advances in touch and handwriting recognition, support for
virtual hard disks, improved performance on multi-core processors,[16][17][18][19] improved boot performance,
DirectAccess, and kernel improvements. Windows 7 adds support for systems using multiple heterogeneous graphics
cards from different vendors (Heterogeneous Multi-adapter), a new version of Windows Media Center,[20] a Gadget
for Windows Media Center, improved media features, the XPS Essentials Pack and Windows PowerShell being
included, and a redesigned Calculator with multiline capabilities including Programmer and Statistics modes along
with unit conversion for length, weight, temperature, and several others. Many new items have been added to the
Control Panel, including ClearType Text Tuner, Display Color Calibration Wizard, Gadgets, Recovery,
Troubleshooting, Workspaces Center, Location and Other Sensors, Credential Manager, Biometric Devices, System
Icons, and Display.[21] Windows Security Center has been renamed to Windows Action Center (Windows Health
Center and Windows Solution Center in earlier builds), which encompasses both security and maintenance of the
computer. ReadyBoost on 32-bit editions now supports up to 256 gigabytes of extra allocation. The default setting
for User Account Control in Windows 7 has been criticized for allowing untrusted software to be launched with
elevated privileges without a prompt by exploiting a trusted application.[22] Microsoft's Windows kernel engineer
Mark Russinovich acknowledged the problem, but noted that malware can also compromise a system when users
agree to a prompt.[23] Windows 7 also supports images in RAW image format through the addition of Windows
Imaging Component-enabled image decoders, which enables raw image thumbnails, previewing and metadata
display in Windows Explorer, plus full-size viewing and slideshows in Windows Photo Viewer and Windows Media
Center.[24]

The taskbar has seen the biggest visual changes, where the Quick Launch toolbar has been replaced with the ability
to pin applications to the taskbar. Buttons for pinned applications are integrated with the task buttons. These buttons
also enable the Jump Lists feature to allow easy access to common tasks.[25] The revamped taskbar also allows the
reordering of taskbar buttons. To the far right of the system clock is a small rectangular button that serves as the
Show desktop icon. This button is part of the new feature in Windows 7 called Aero Peek. Hovering over this button
makes all visible windows transparent for a quick look at the desktop.[26] In touch-enabled displays such as touch
screens, tablet PCs, etc., this button is slightly wider to accommodate being pressed with a finger.[27] Clicking this
button minimizes all windows, and clicking it a second time restores them. Additionally, there is a feature named
Aero Snap, that automatically maximizes a window when it is dragged to the top of the screen.[28] Dragging
windows to the left/right edges of the screen allows users to snap documents or files on either side of the screen for
comparison between windows, such that the windows vertically take up half the screen. When a user moves
windows that were maximized using Aero Snap, the system restores their previous state automatically. This
functionality is also accomplished with keyboard shortcuts. Unlike in Windows Vista, window borders and the
taskbar do not turn opaque when a window is maximized with Windows Aero applied. Instead, they remain
translucent.
For developers, Windows 7 includes a new networking API with support for building SOAP-based web services in
native code (as opposed to .NET-based WCF web services),[29] new features to shorten application install times,
reduced UAC prompts, simplified development of installation packages,[30] and improved globalization support
through a new Extended Linguistic Services API.[31] At WinHEC 2008 Microsoft announced that color depths of
30-bit and 48-bit would be supported in Windows 7 along with the wide color gamut scRGB (which for HDMI 1.3
can be converted and output as xvYCC). The video modes supported in Windows 7 are 16-bit sRGB, 24-bit sRGB,
30-bit sRGB, 30-bit with extended color gamut sRGB, and 48-bit scRGB.[32][33] Microsoft has also implemented
better support for solid-state drives,[34] including the new TRIM command, and Windows 7 is able to identify a
solid-state drive uniquely. Microsoft is planning to support USB 3.0 in a subsequent patch, support not being
included in the initial release due to delays in the finalization of the standard.[35]
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Internet Spades, Internet Backgammon and Internet Checkers, which were removed from Windows Vista, were
restored in Windows 7. Windows 7 includes Internet Explorer 8 and Windows Media Player 12. Users are also able
to disable many more Windows components than was possible in Windows Vista. New additions to this list of
components include Internet Explorer, Windows Media Player, Windows Media Center, Windows Search, and the
Windows Gadget Platform.[36] Windows 7 includes 13 additional sound schemes, titled Afternoon, Calligraphy,
Characters, Cityscape, Delta, Festival, Garden, Heritage, Landscape, Quirky, Raga, Savanna, and Sonata.[37] A new
version of Microsoft Virtual PC, newly renamed as Windows Virtual PC was made available for Windows 7
Professional, Enterprise, and Ultimate editions.[38] It allows multiple Windows environments, including Windows XP
Mode, to run on the same machine. Windows XP Mode runs Windows XP in a virtual machine and redirects
displayed applications running in Windows XP to the Windows 7 desktop.[39] Furthermore, Windows 7 supports the
mounting of a virtual hard disk (VHD) as a normal data storage, and the bootloader delivered with Windows 7 can
boot the Windows system from a VHD; however, this ability is only available in the Enterprise and Ultimate
editions.[40] The Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) of Windows 7 is also enhanced to support real-time multimedia
application including video playback and 3D games, thus allowing use of DirectX 10 in remote desktop
environments.[41] The three application limit, previously present in the Windows Vista Starter Edition, has been
removed from Windows 7.[42] Recommendations for Windows 7 is to be on Windows Vista (Longhorn) before
upgrading to any version of Windows 7, and to have 16GB on the hard drive.

Removed features
Certain capabilities and programs that were a part of Windows Vista are no longer present or have been changed,
resulting in the removal of certain functionalities. These include the classic Start Menu user interface, some taskbar
features, Windows Explorer features, Windows Media Player features, Windows Ultimate Extras and InkBall. Four
applications bundled with Windows Vista – Windows Photo Gallery, Windows Movie Maker, Windows
Calendar[43] and Windows Mail – are not included with Windows 7, but applications with close functionality are
instead available for free in a separate package called Windows Live Essentials which can be downloaded on the
Microsoft website. Although Windows Ultimate Extras was removed, many of the extras can be installed
separately.[44] Most popular extras were Microsoft Texas Hold 'em, Microsoft Tinker, and Windows
DreamScene.[45] InkBall may also be installed into Windows 7.

Development
Originally, a version of Windows codenamed Blackcomb was planned as the successor to Windows XP (codename
Whistler) and Windows Server 2003. Major features were planned for Blackcomb, including an emphasis on
searching and querying data and an advanced storage system named WinFS to enable such scenarios. However, an
interim, minor release, codenamed "Longhorn," was announced for 2003, delaying the development of
Blackcomb.[46] By the middle of 2003, however, Longhorn had acquired some of the features originally intended for
Blackcomb. After three major viruses exploited flaws in Windows operating systems within a short time period in
2003, Microsoft changed its development priorities, putting some of Longhorn's major development work on hold
while developing new service packs for Windows XP and Windows Server 2003. Development of Longhorn
(Windows Vista) was also restarted, and thus delayed, in August 2004. A number of features were cut from
Longhorn.[47]

Blackcomb was renamed Vienna in early 2006[48] and again renamed Windows 7 in 2007.[49] In 2008, it was
announced that Windows 7 would also be the official name of the operating system.[50][51] There has been some
confusion over naming the product Windows 7,[52] while versioning it as 6.1 to indicate its similar build to Vista and
increase compatibility with applications that only check major version numbers, similar to Windows 2000 and
Windows XP both having 5.x version numbers.[53]
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The first external release to select Microsoft partners came in January 2008 with Milestone 1, build 6519.[54] At PDC
2008, Microsoft demonstrated Windows 7 with its reworked taskbar. Copies of Windows 7 build 6801 were
distributed at the end of the conference; however, the demonstrated taskbar was disabled in this build.
On December 27, 2008, the Windows 7 Beta was leaked onto the Internet via BitTorrent.[55] According to a
performance test by ZDNet,[56] Windows 7 Beta beat both Windows XP and Vista in several key areas; including
boot and shutdown time and working with files, such as loading documents. Other areas did not beat XP; including
PC Pro benchmarks for typical office activities and video editing, which remain identical to Vista and slower than
XP.[57] On January 7, 2009, the 64-bit version of the Windows 7 Beta (build 7000) was leaked onto the web, with
some torrents being infected with a trojan.[58][59] At CES 2009, Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer announced the
Windows 7 Beta, build 7000, had been made available for download to MSDN and TechNet subscribers in the
format of an ISO image.[60] The Beta was to be publicly released January 9, 2009, and Microsoft initially planned for
the download to be made available to 2.5 million people on this date. However, access to the downloads was delayed
because of high traffic.[61] The download limit was also extended, initially until January 24, then again to February
10. People who did not complete downloading the beta had two extra days to complete the download. After February
12, unfinished downloads became unable to complete. Users could still obtain product keys from Microsoft to
activate their copies of Windows 7 Beta, which expired on August 1, 2009.
The release candidate, build 7100, became available for MSDN and TechNet subscribers and Connect Program
participants on April 30, 2009. On May 5, 2009 it became available to the general public, although it had also been
leaked onto the Internet via BitTorrent.[62] The release candidate was available in five languages and expired on June
1, 2010, with shutdowns every two hours starting March 1, 2010.[63] Microsoft stated that Windows 7 would be
released to the general public on October 22, 2009. Microsoft released Windows 7 to MSDN and Technet
subscribers on August 6, 2009, at 10:00 am PDT.[64] Microsoft announced that Windows 7, along with Windows
Server 2008 R2, was released to manufacturing on July 22, 2009. Windows 7 RTM is build
7600.16385.090713-1255, which was compiled on July 13, 2009, and was declared the final RTM build after passing
all Microsoft's tests internally.[9]

An estimated 1000 developers worked on Windows 7. These were broadly divided into "core operating system" and
"Windows client experience", in turn organized into 25 teams of around 40 developers on average.[65]

Goals
Bill Gates, in an interview with Newsweek, suggested that this version of Windows would be more "user-centric".[66]

Gates later said that Windows 7 would also focus on performance improvements.[67] Steven Sinofsky later expanded
on this point, explaining in the Engineering Windows 7 blog that the company was using a variety of new tracing
tools to measure the performance of many areas of the operating system on an ongoing basis, to help locate
inefficient code paths and to help prevent performance regressions.[68]

Senior Vice President Bill Veghte stated that Windows Vista users migrating to Windows 7 would not find the kind
of device compatibility issues they encountered migrating from Windows XP.[69] Speaking about Windows 7 on
October 16, 2008, Microsoft CEO Steve Ballmer confirmed compatibility between Windows Vista and Windows 7,
indicating that Windows 7 would be a refined version of Windows Vista.[70]

Antitrust regulatory attention
As with other Microsoft operating systems, Windows 7 is being studied by United States federal regulators who
oversee the company's operations following the 2001 United States v. Microsoft settlement. According to status
reports filed, the three-member panel began assessing prototypes of the new operating system in February 2008.
Michael Gartenberg, an analyst at Jupiter Research said that, "[Microsoft's] challenge for Windows 7 will be how
can they continue to add features that consumers will want that also don't run afoul of regulators."[71]
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In order to comply with European antitrust regulations, Microsoft has proposed the use of a "ballot" screen, allowing
users to download a competing browser, thus removing the need for a version of Windows completely without
Internet Explorer, as previously planned.[72] In response to criticism involving Windows 7 E and concerns from
manufacturers about possible consumer confusion if a version of Windows 7 with Internet Explorer were shipped
later after one without Internet Explorer, Microsoft announced that it would scrap the separate version for Europe
and ship the standard upgrade and full packages worldwide.[73]

As with the previous version of Windows, an N version, which does not come with Windows Media Player, has been
released in Europe, but only for sale directly from Microsoft sales websites and selected others.[74]

Reception
In July 2009, in only eight hours, pre-orders of Windows 7 at amazon.co.uk surpassed the demand which Windows
Vista had had in its first 17 weeks.[75] It became the highest-grossing pre-order in Amazon's history, surpassing sales
of the previous record holder, the seventh Harry Potter book.[76] After 36 hours, 64-bit versions of Windows 7
Professional and Ultimate editions sold out in Japan.[77] Two weeks after its release its market share had surpassed
that of Snow Leopard, released two months previously as the most recent update to Apple's Mac OS X operating
system.[78][79] According to Net Applications, Windows 7 reached a 4% market share in less than three weeks. (In
comparison, it took Windows Vista seven months to reach the same mark.[80])
On March 4, 2010, Microsoft announced that it had sold more than 90 million Windows 7 licenses.[81] By April 23,
2010, Windows 7 had sold more than 100 million copies in six months, which made it Microsoft's fastest-selling
operating-system.[82][83] As of June 23, 2010, Windows 7 has sold 150 million copies which made it the fastest
selling operating system in history with seven copies sold every second.[83][84] Based on worldwide data taken
during June 2010 from Windows Update 46% of Windows 7 PCs run the 64-bit edition of Windows 7.[85] According
to Stephen Baker of the NPD Group during April 2010 in the United States 77% of PCs sold at retail were
pre-installed with the 64-bit edition of Windows 7.[85][86] As of July 22, 2010, Windows 7 had sold 175 million
copies.[87] On October 21, 2010, Microsoft announced that more than 240 million copies of Windows 7 had been
sold.[88] Three months later, on January 27, 2011, Microsoft announced total sales of 300 million copies of Windows
7.[89] On July 12, 2011, the sales figure was refined to over 400 million end-user licenses and business
installations.[90] As of January 19, 2012, over 525 million copies have been sold.[91]

Reviews of Windows 7 have been mostly positive, noting the increased usability and functionality when compared to
its predecessor, Windows Vista. CNET gave Windows 7 Home Premium a rating of 4.5 out of 5 stars,[92] stating that
it "is more than what Vista should have been, [and] it's where Microsoft needed to go". PC Magazine rated it a 4 out
of 5 saying that Windows 7 is a "big improvement" over Windows Vista, with fewer compatibility problems, a
retooled taskbar, simpler home networking and faster start-up.[93] Maximum PC gave Windows 7 a rating of 9 out of
10 and called Windows 7 a "massive leap forward" in usability and security, and praised the new Taskbar as "worth
the price of admission alone".[94] PC World called Windows 7 a "worthy successor" to Windows XP and said that
speed benchmarks showed Windows 7 to be slightly faster than Windows Vista.[95] PC World also named Windows
7 one of the best products of the year.[96] In its review of Windows 7, Engadget said that Microsoft had taken a
"strong step forward" with Windows 7 and reported that speed is one of Windows 7's major selling points –
particularly for the netbook sets.[97] LAPTOP Magazine gave Windows 7 a rating of 4 out of 5 stars and said that
Windows 7 makes computing more intuitive, offered better overall performance including a "modest to dramatic"
increase in battery life on laptop computers.[98] Techradar gave it a 5 star rating calling it the best version of
Windows yet.[99] The New York Times,[100] USA Today,[101] The Wall Street Journal,[102] and The Telegraph[103]

also gave Windows 7 favorable reviews.
Some Windows Vista Ultimate users have expressed concerns over Windows 7 pricing and upgrade options.[104][105] 

Windows Vista Ultimate users wanting to upgrade from Windows Vista to Windows 7 must either pay $219.99[106] 

to upgrade to Windows 7 Ultimate or perform a clean install, which requires them to reinstall all of their
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programs.[107]

Editions
Windows 7 is available in six different editions, of which the Home Premium, Professional, and Ultimate editions
are available for retail sale to consumers in most countries.[108] The other editions are not available in retail.[108] The
Starter edition is only available preinstalled by OEMs on new PCs, the Enterprise edition only by volume licensing,
and Home Basic only to certain developing countries' markets. Each edition of Windows 7 includes all of the
capabilities and features of the edition below it.[108][109][110][111][112] All editions support the IA-32 processor
architecture and all editions except Starter support the x86-64 processor architecture. The installation medium is the
same for all the consumer editions of Windows 7 that have the same processor architecture, with the license
determining the features that are activated; license upgrades permit the subsequent unlocking of features without
re-installation of the operating system.[113] This is the first time Microsoft has distributed 2 DVDs (1 DVD for IA-32
processor architecture, the other DVD for x86-64 processor architecture) for each edition of Windows 7 (Except for
Starter and Home Basic; some OEM copies have only DVD for IA-32 architecture; the installation DVD of
Windows 7 Home Basic 64-bit edition is not included but can be obtained from Microsoft.). Users who wish to
upgrade to an edition of Windows 7 with more features can then use Windows Anytime Upgrade to purchase the
upgrade, and unlock the features of those editions.[109][113][114] Some copies of Windows 7 have restrictions, in
which it must be distributed, sold, or bought and activated in the geographical region[115] specified in its front cover
box.[116]

Microsoft is offering a family pack of Windows 7 Home Premium (in select markets) that allows installation on up
to three PCs.[117] The "Family Pack" costs US$149.99 in the United States. On September 18, 2009, Microsoft said
they were to offer temporary student discounts for Windows 7. The offer ran in the US and the United Kingdom,
with similar schemes available in Canada, Australia, Korea, Mexico, France and India. Students with a valid .edu or
.ac.uk email address could apply for either Windows 7 Home Premium or Professional, priced at $30 or £30.[118][119]

Windows 7 is also currently available as an embedded version to developers (previously Windows Embedded
2011).[120]

Marketing
The different editions of Windows 7 have been designed and marketed toward people with different needs.[121] Out
of the different editions (Starter, Home Basic, Home Premium, Professional, Enterprise, and Ultimate), the Starter
edition has been designed and marketed for lower cost notebooks, Home Basic for emerging markets, Home
Premium for normal home users, Professional for businesses, Enterprise for larger businesses and corporations, and
Ultimate for enthusiasts.[121]

Hardware requirements
Microsoft has published the minimum specifications for a system to run Windows 7.[122] Requirements for the 32-bit
version are similar to that of premium editions of Vista, but are higher for 64-bit versions. Microsoft has released an
upgrade advisor that determines if a computer is compatible with Windows 7.
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 Minimum hardware requirements for Windows 7[122]

Architecture 32-bit 64-bit

Processor 1 GHz IA-32 processor 1 GHz x86-64 processor

Memory (RAM) 1 GB 2 GB

Graphics card DirectX 9 graphics processor with WDDM driver model 1.0
(Not absolutely necessary; only required for Aero)

HDD free space 16 GB of free disk space 20 GB of free disk space

Optical drive DVD-ROM drive[123] (Only to install from DVD-ROM media)

SATA AHCI support See below

Additional requirements to use certain features:[122]

• SATA AHCI support was not added to Windows until XP Service Pack 1. As a result, in most motherboards the
BIOS default for SATA support is to (emulate) IDE (ATA) rather than use AHCI (SATA). As explained here, this
setting needs to be changed before installation, and any chipset-specific AHCI or RAID drivers need to be loaded
(from a USB Flash drive, for example) at installation time.

• Windows XP Mode (Professional, Ultimate and Enterprise): Requires an additional 1 GB of RAM and additional
15 GB of available hard disk space. The requirement for a processor capable of hardware virtualization has been
lifted.[124]

• Windows Media Center (included in Home Premium, Professional, Ultimate and Enterprise), requires a TV tuner
to receive and record TV.

Physical memory limits
Maximum limits on physical memory (RAM) that Windows 7 can address vary depending on both the Windows
version and between 32-bit and 64-bit versions.[125] The following table specifies the maximum physical memory
limits supported:

 Physical memory limits for Windows 7[125]

Version Limit in 32-bit Windows Limit in 64-bit Windows

Windows 7 Ultimate 4 GB 192 GB

Windows 7 Enterprise

Windows 7 Professional

Windows 7 Home Premium 16 GB

Windows 7 Home Basic 8 GB

Windows 7 Starter 2 GB N/A
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Processor limits
The maximum total number of logical processors[126] in a PC that Windows 7 supports is: 32[127] for 32-bit, 256[128]

for 64-bit.
The maximum number of physical processors in a PC that Windows 7 supports is: 2 for Professional, Enterprise, and
Ultimate, and 1 for Starter, Home Basic, and Home Premium.[129]

Service Pack 1
Windows 7 Service Pack 1 (SP1) was announced on March 18, 2010. A beta was released on July 12,
2010.[130][131][132] The final version was released to the public on February 9, 2011.[133] At the time of release, it
was not made mandatory. Technet has information on blocking it, or getting it via Windows Update, direct
download, or by ordering the Windows 7 SP1 DVD.[134] Microsoft confirmed that the service pack is to be on a
much smaller scale than those released for previous versions of Windows, particularly Windows Vista.[135]

Windows 7 Service Pack 1 adds support for Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX), a 256-bit instruction set extension
for processors, and improves IKEv2 by adding additional identification fields such as E-mail ID to it. In addition, it
adds support for Advanced Format 512e as well as additional Identity Federation Services.[136][137] Windows 7
Service Pack 1 also resolves a bug related to HDMI audio and another related to printing XPS documents.[136]

Some programs have compatibility issues with SP1 and a limited number of programs may experience a loss of
functionality.[138]
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Command-line interface

Screenshot of a sample Bash session. GNOME Terminal 3, Fedora 15

A command-line interface (CLI) is a
means of interaction with a computer
program where the user (or client) passes
commands in the form of a line of text (a
command line).

The command-line interface evolved from a
form of dialog once conducted by humans
over teleprinter machines, in which human
operators remotely exchanged information,
usually one line of text at a time. Early
computer systems often used teleprinter
machines as the means of interaction with a
human operator. The computer became one
end of the human-to-human teleprinter
model. So instead of a human
communicating with another human over a
teleprinter, a human communicated with a computer.

In time, the actual mechanical teleprinter was replaced by a glass tty (keyboard and screen, but emulating the
teleprinter), and then by a terminal (where the computer software could address all of the screen, rather than only
print successive lines).

Due to its text-based nature, a command-line interface is sometimes confused with the text-based user interface, a
kind of user interface which uses only text, but not necessarily presented in successive lines. Text may be formatted
and appear in
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Screenshot of a sample Bash session, taken on an old release of Gentoo
Linux.

fixed locations on a computer terminal display, as
opposed to only appearing in successive lines.

The CLI was the primary means of human
interaction with most early operating
systems,Talk:Command-line interface#early
operating systems (sic) including MS-DOS, CP/M,
Unix, and Apple DOS. The interface is usually
implemented with a command line shell, which is a
program that accepts commands as text input and
converts commands to appropriate operating
system functions.

Alternatives to the command line include, but are
not limited to menus and various desktop
metaphors centered on the pointer (usually
controlled with a mouse).

Today, command-line interfaces to a computer
operating system are less widely used by casual
computer users, who favor graphical user
interfaces.

Command-line interfaces are still often preferred
by more advanced computer users, as they often
provide a more concise and powerful means to
control a program or operating system.
Programs with command-line interfaces are often
much easier to automate via scripting.

Operating System Command-Line Interfaces

Operating system command line interfaces are usually distinct programs supplied with the operating system.
A program that implements such a text interface is often called a command-line interpreter, command processor or
shell. The term 'shell', often used to describe a command-line interpreter, can be in principle any program that
constitutes the user-interface, including fully graphically oriented ones—for example, the default
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Screenshot of Windows PowerShell 1.0, running under Windows Vista

Windows GUI is created by a shell program
named EXPLORER.EXE, as defined in the
SHELL=EXPLORER.EXE line in the
WIN.INI configuration file.

Examples of command-line interpreters
include the various Unix shells (sh, ksh, csh,
tcsh, bash, etc.), the historical CP/M CCP,
and MS-DOS/IBM-DOS/DR-DOS's
COMMAND.COM, as well as the OS/2 and
the Windows CMD.EXE programs, the
latter groups being based heavily on DEC's
RSX and RSTS CLIs. Under most operating
systems, it is possible to replace the default
shell program by more specialized or
powerful alternatives; some widespread
examples include 4DOS for DOS, 4OS2 for
OS/2, and 4NT or Take Command for
Windows.

In November 2006, Microsoft released version 1.0 of Windows PowerShell (formerly codenamed Monad), which
combined features of traditional Unix shells with their object-oriented .NET Framework. MinGW and Cygwin are
open-source packages for Windows that offer a Unix-like CLI. Microsoft provides MKS Inc.'s ksh implementation
MKS Korn shell for Windows through their Services for UNIX add-on.
The latest versions of the Macintosh operating system are based on a variation of Unix called Darwin. On these
computers, users can access a Unix-like command-line interface called Terminal found in the Applications Utilities
folder. (This terminal uses bash by default.)

Application Command-Line Interfaces
Application programs (as opposed to operating systems) may also have command line interfaces.
An application program may support none, any, or all of these three major types of command line interface
mechanisms:
1.1. Commands are specified as parameters upon invocation of the program.

•• Most operating systems support a means to pass additional information to a program when it is launched.
When a program is launched from an OS command line shell, additional text provided at the shell command
line along with the program name is passed to the launched program via command line arguments.

2.2. Commands are entered via an interactive command line session controlled by the application.
•• After launch, a program may provide an operator with an independent means to enter commands in the form of

text.
3.3. Commands are entered via the operating system STDIN/STDOUT mechanism.
Some applications provide both a CLI and a GUI. In some cases, the GUI is a wrapper around a CLI application; 
other times, there is a CLI to control a GUI application. The engineering/scientific numerical computation package 
MATLAB provides no GUI for some calculations, but the CLI can handle any calculation. The
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three-dimensional-modelling program Rhinoceros 3D provides a CLI as well as a distinct scripting language. In
some computing environments, such as the Oberon or Smalltalk user interface, most of the text which appears on the
screen may be used for giving commands.
There are command-line interpreters for editing text files like ED and EDLIN, DEBUG, for disk management
DISKPART, DFSEE, calculators (PC-DOS ACALC), all of which present a usable command prompt.
Some programs have the command line separate from the action window (where the output would appear). The early
Sierra games, like KingsQuest 1-3, use commands from an internal command line to move the character around in
the graphic window. Editors like Vi and IBM PC DOS E Editor use commands typed on the command line,
switching back and forth to edit mode, a kind of graphical ED or EDLIN, as it were. (ED and EDLIN are pure
teletype programs).
The Command-Line Interface continues to co-evolve with GUIs like those provided by Microsoft Windows, Mac OS
and the X Window System. Programs that make use of external helper programs, often make use of command lines
embedded in the GUI interface or configuration. In some applications, such as MATLAB, AutoCAD or EAGLE, a
CLI is integrated with the GUI, with some benefits of both.

Usage
A CLI is used whenever a large vocabulary of commands or queries, coupled with a wide (or arbitrary) range of
options, can be entered more rapidly as text than with a pure GUI. This is typically the case with operating system
command shells. CLIs are also used by systems with insufficient resources to support a graphical user interface.
Some computer language systems (such as Python, Forth, LISP and many dialects of BASIC) provide an interactive
command-line mode to allow for experimentation.
CLIs are often used by programmers and system administrators, in engineering and scientific environments, and by
technically advanced personal computer users. CLIs are also popular among people with visual disability, since the
commands and responses can be displayed using Refreshable Braille displays.

Anatomy of a shell CLI
A CLI can generally be considered as consisting of syntax and semantics. The syntax is the grammar that all
commands must follow. In the case of operating systems (OS), MS-DOS and Unix each define their own set of rules
that all commands must follow. In the case of embedded systems, each vendor, such as Nortel, Juniper Networks or
Cisco Systems, defines their own proprietary set of rules that all commands within their CLI conform to. These rules
also dictate how a user navigates through the system of commands. The semantics define what sort of operations are
possible, on what sort of data these operations can be performed, and how the grammar represents these operations
and data—the symbolic meaning in the syntax.
Two different CLIs may agree on either syntax or semantics, but it is only when they agree on both that they can be
considered sufficiently similar to allow users to use both CLIs without needing to learn anything, as well as to enable
re-use of scripts.
A simple CLI will display a prompt, accept a "command line" typed by the user terminated by the Enter key, then
execute the specified command and provide textual display of results or error messages. Advanced CLIs will
validate, interpret and parameter-expand the command line before executing the specified command, and optionally
capture or redirect its output.
Unlike a button or menu item in a GUI, a command line is typically self-documenting, stating exactly what the user 
wants done. In addition, command lines usually include many defaults that can be changed to customize the results. 
Useful command lines can be saved by assigning a character string or alias to represent the full command, or several 
commands can be grouped to perform a more complex sequence – for instance, compile the program, install it, and 
run it — creating a single entity, called a command procedure or script which itself can be treated as a command.
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These advantages mean that a user must figure out a complex command or series of commands only once, because
they can be saved, to be used again.
The commands given to a CLI shell are often in one of the following forms:
•• doSomething how toFiles
•• doSomething how sourceFile destinationFile
• doSomething how < inputFile > outputFile
• doSomething how | doSomething how | do Something how > outputFile

where doSomething is, in effect, a verb, how an adverb (for example, should the command be executed "verbosely"
or "quietly") and toFiles an object or objects (typically one or more files) on which the command should act. The '>'
in the third example is a redirection operator, telling the command-line interpreter to send the output of the command
not to the screen but to the file named on the right of the '>'. This will overwrite the file. Using '>>' will redirect the
output and append it to the file. Another redirection operator is the vertical bar ('|'), which creates a pipeline where
the output of one command becomes the input to the next command.

CLI and resource protection
A command interpreter running in an operating system, is bound by the same restrictions as any other program
provides. These come from the operating system, file-system drivers, and network servers.
A command processor might provide further protection in preventing redirection overwriting files, or writing to
invalid types. However, this is a feature of an individual program, and is not part of the interface.
One can modify the set of available commands, by modifying which paths appear in the PATH environment. Under
UNIX, commands further need to have the 'x' attribute set to mark them as executable files. Since the path is
searched for in order, by re-ordering the path, one can run eg \OS2\MDOS\E.EXE instead of \OS2\E.EXE, when the
default is the opposite. Renaming of the executables also works: people often rename their favourite editor to EDIT,
for example.
The command line does not have a 'heirachy of commands' outside of that provided by PATH. This is an idea
associated with menu commands. Even the graphical user interface provides more commands than are present on the
menu. The tools menu usually contains a command to edit the menus, button-bars, and hot-keys to alter the heirachy.
Both the command line and the GUI allow one to restrict available commands, such as access to advanced internal
commands. The Windows CMD.EXE does this. Often, shareware programs will limit the range of commands,
including greying out commands from use, or printing a command 'your administrator has disabled running batch
files' from the prompt.
Although the command line interface does not provide for GUI features, one can add this to the console it runs
under. BASICA for example, has a list of function keys at the bottom, each of which equates to typing the text at the
prompt. There are programs that add buttons to the console in Windows, and alternate consoles, which do exactly the
same thing (TCBUTTON in TCMD32, for example).
It might be noted that the interface, either command or graphic, can reduce access to available commands. For
example, a number of GUI programs have an 'expert' mode, which makes more commands accessable from the
menus. Also, the user can configure the menus to add or remove commands to menus, button bars etc.
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Command prompt
A command prompt (or just prompt) is a sequence of (one or more) characters used in a command-line interface to
indicate readiness to accept commands. Its intent is to literally prompt the user to take action. A prompt usually ends
with one of the characters $, %, #, :, > and often includes other information, such as the path of the current working
directory.
On many Unix system and derivative systems, it is common for the prompt to end in a $ or % character if the user is
a normal user, but in a # character if the user is a superuser ("root" in Unix terminology).
It is common for prompts to be modifiable by the user. Depending on the environment, they may include colors,
special characters, and other elements like variables and functions for the current time, user, shell number or working
directory, in order, for instance, to make the prompt more informative or visually pleasing, to distinguish sessions on
various machines, or to indicate the current level of nesting of commands. On some systems, special tokens in the
definition of the prompt can be used to cause external programs to be called by the command-line interpreter while
displaying the prompt.
In DOS's COMMAND.COM and in the Windows NT's command-line interpreter cmd.exe the prompt is modifiable
by issuing a prompt command or by directly changing the value of the corresponding %PROMPT% environment
variable. The default of most modern systems, the C:\> style is obtained, for instance, with "prompt $P$G". The
default of older DOS systems, C> is obtained by just "prompt", although on some systems this produces the newer
C:\> style, unless used on floppy drives A: or B:; on those systems "prompt $N$G" can be used to override the
automatic default and explicitly switch to the older style.
On many Unix systems, the $PS1 variable can be used, although other variables also may have an impact on the
prompt (depending on what shell is being used). In the bash shell, a prompt of the form

[time] user@host: work_dir $

could be set by issuing the command
export PS1='[\t] \u@\H: \W $'

In zsh the $RPROMPT variable controls an optional "prompt" on the right hand side of the display. It is not a real
prompt in that the location of text entry does not change. It is used to display information on the same line as the
prompt, but right justified.
In RISC OS, the command prompt is a '*' symbol, and thus (OS)CLI commands are often referred to as "star
commands".[1] It is also possible to access the same commands from other command lines (such as the BBC BASIC
command line), by preceding the command with a '*'.

Arguments
A command-line argument or parameter is an argument sent to a program being called. In principle a program can
take many command-line arguments, the meaning and importance of which depend entirely upon the program.
When a command processor is active a program is typically invoked by typing its name followed by command-line
arguments (if any). For example, in Unix and Unix-like environments, an example of a command-line argument is:

rm file.s

"file.s" is a command-line argument which tells the program rm to remove the file "file.s".
Some programming languages, such as C, C++ and Java, allow a program to interpret the command-line arguments
by handling them as string parameters in the main function. Other languages, such as Python, expose these
arguments as global variables.
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Command-line option

A command-line option or simply option (also known as a flag or switch) modifies the operation of a command;
the effect is determined by the command's program. Options follow the command name on the command line,
separated by spaces. A space before the first option is not always required.
For example, in the OpenVMS operating system, the command directory is used to list the files inside a directory.
By default—that is, when the user simply types directory—it will list only the names of the files. By appending the
/owner option (to form the command directory/owner), the user can instruct the directory command to also display
the ownership of the files.
The format of options varies widely between operating systems. In most cases the syntax is by convention rather
than an operating system requirement; the entire command line is simply a string passed to a program, which can
process it in any way the programmer wants.
Uniquely, in Multics, unique abbreviations are associated command-line options and subsystem keywords, an idea
that appears to derive from the PL/I programming language with its shortened keywords (e.g., STRGE for
STRINGRANGE and DCL for DECLARE). For example, in the Multics "forum" subsystem, the -long_subject
parameter can be abbreviated -lgsj. It is also common for Multics commands to sport unique abbreviations, typically
corresponding to the initial letters of the words that are strung together with underscores to form the commands'
names, such as the use of did delete_iacl_dir.
Sometimes different programs use different syntax in the same operating system. For example:
• Options may be indicated by -, /, or either.
• They may or may not be case-sensitive.
• Sometimes options and their arguments are run together, sometimes separated by whitespace, and sometimes by a

character, typically : or =. Thus "Prog -fFilename", "Prog -f Filename", "Prog -f:Filename", "Prog -f=Filename".
•• Some programs allow single-character options to be combined; others do not. The switch "-fA" may mean the

same as "-f -A", or it may be incorrect, or it may even be a valid but different parameter.
In Unix-like systems, the ASCII hyphen-minus is commonly used to specify options. The character is usually
followed by one or more letters. An argument that is a single hyphen-minus by itself without any letters usually
specifies that a program should handle data coming from the standard input or send data to the standard output. Two
hyphen-minus characters ( -- ) are used on some programs to specify "long options" where more descriptive option
names are used. This is a common feature of GNU software.
In DOS, OS/2 and Windows the forward slash ('/') is more prevalent, although the hyphen-minus is also sometimes
used there. FlexOS, 4680 OS and 4690 OS use '-'. In many versions of DOS (MS-DOS/PC-DOS 2.xx and higher, all
versions of DR-DOS since 5.0, as well as in PTS-DOS and FreeDOS) the current switch character to be used is
defined by a value returned from a system call (INT 21/AH=37h). The default character returned by this API is '/',
but can be changed to a hyphen-minus on all above-mentioned systems (except for MS-DOS/PC-DOS 5.0 and
higher). In some of these systems (MS-DOS/PC-DOS 2.xx/3.xx, DR-DOS 7.02 and higher, and FreeDOS), the
setting can not only be controlled by programs, but also pre-configured by a SWITCHAR directive in CONFIG.SYS.
While applications should retrieve this setting before parsing command line arguments, many existing programs
don't adhere to this standard and are hardwired to use '/' only. Under DR-DOS, if the setting has been changed from
'/', the first directory separator '\' in the display of the PROMPT parameter $G will change to a forward slash '/' (also
a valid directory separator in DOS, FlexOS, 4680 OS, 4690 OS, OS/2 and Windows) as a visual clue to indicate the
change. Some command-line interpreters (including newer versions of DR-DOS COMMAND.COM and 4DOS) also
provide pseudo-environment variables named %/% or %SWITCHAR% to allow portable batchjobs to be written.
It is impossible to know what arguments a program can recognise, and what syntax to use without consulting 
program documentation. It is usual for a program to display a brief summary of its parameters when invoked with a 
command-line which is typically one of: no parameters; ?; -?; -h; /?; /h; -help; or --help. Entering a
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program name without parameters in the hope that it will display parameters can be hazardous, as some programs
and scripts execute without further ado.

The space character
In many areas of computing, but particularly in the command line, the space character can cause problems as it has
two distinct and incompatible functions: as part of a command or parameter, or as a parameter or name separator.
Ambiguity can be prevented either by prohibiting embedded spaces in file- and directory names in the first place (for
example, by substituting them with underscores '_'), or, if supported by the command-line interpreter and the
programs taking these parameters as arguments, by enclosing a name with embedded spaces between quote
characters or using a escape character before the space, usually a backslash ('\'). For example

Long path/Long program name Parameter one Parameter two ...
is ambiguous (is "program name" part of the program name, or two parameters?); however

Long_path/Long_program_name Parameter_one Parameter_two ...,
LongPath/LongProgramName ParameterOne ParameterTwo ...,
"Long path/Long program name" "Parameter one" "Parameter two" ...

and
Long\ path/Long\ program\ name Parameter\ one Parameter\ two ...

are not ambiguous. Unix-based operating systems minimize the use of embedded spaces to minimize the need for
quotes. In Microsoft Windows, one often has to use quotes because embedded spaces (such as in directory names)
are common.

Command-line interpreter
The terms command-line interpreter, command line shell, command language interpreter, or identical
abbreviation CLI, are applied to computer programs designed to interpret a sequence of lines of text which may be
entered by a user, read from a file or another kind of data stream. The context of interpretation is usually one of a
given operating system or programming language.
Command-line interpreters allow users to issue various commands in a very efficient (and often terse) way. This
requires the user to know the names of the commands and their parameters, and the syntax of the language that is
interpreted.
The unix /# and OS/2 EXTPROC commands facilitate the passing of batch files to external processors. One can use
this to write specific command processors for dedicated uses, and process external data files which reside in batch
files.
Many graphical interfaces, such as the OS/2 Presentation Manager and early versions of Microsoft Windows use
command-lines to call helper programs to open documents and programs. The commands are stored in the graphical
shell or in files like the registry or the OS/2 os2user.ini file.
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Early history
From the 1960s onwards, user interaction with computers was primarily by means of command-line interfaces,
initially on machines like the Teletype Model 33 ASR, but then on early CRT-based computer terminals such as the
VT52.
All of these devices were purely text based, with no ability to display graphic or pictures.[2] For business application
programs, text-based menus were used, but for more general interaction the command line was the interface.
From the early 1970s the Unix operating system on minicomputers pioneered the concept of a powerful
command-line environment, which Unix called the "shell", with the ability to "pipe" the output of one command in
as input to another, and to save and re-run strings of commands as "shell scripts" which acted like custom
commands.
The command-line was also the main interface for the early home computers such as the Commodore PET, Apple II
and BBC Micro – almost always in the form of a BASIC interpreter. When more powerful business oriented
microcomputers arrived with CP/M and later MSDOS computers such as the IBM PC, the command-line began to
borrow some of the syntax and features of the Unix shells such as globbing and piping of output.
The command-line was first seriously challenged by the PARC GUI approach used in the 1983 Apple Lisa and the
1984 Apple Macintosh. The majority of IBM PC users did not replace their command.com shell with a GUI until
Windows 95 was released in 1995.

Modern usage as an operating system shell
While most computer users now use a GUI almost exclusively, more advanced users have access to powerful
command-line environments:
• IBM OS/2 has the cmd.exe processor. This copies the command.com commands, with extensions to REXX.
• MS Windows users have a CLI environment named Command Prompt, which might use the CScript interface to

alternate programs. The new PowerShell program provides a command-line interface, but its applets are not
written in shell-script. Implementations of the Unix shell are also available as part of the POSIX sub-system[3],
Cygwin, and other software packages.

• Apple Mac OS X[4] and GNU/Linux have the Bash implementation of the Unix shell.
• Embedded Linux (and other embedded Unix-like) devices often use the Ash implementation of the Unix shell, as

part of Busybox.
• Android uses a Unix shell derived from Ash[5] with commands from the separate toolbox[6].
• Routers with Cisco IOS[7], Junos[8] and many others are commonly configured from the command line.

Scripting
Most command-line interpreters support scripting, to various extents. (They are, after all, interpreters of an
interpreted programming language, albeit in many cases the language is unique to the particular command-line
interpreter.) They will interpret scripts (variously termed shell scripts or batch files) written in the language that they
interpret. Some command-line interpreters also incorporate the interpreter engines of other languages, such as
REXX, in addition to their own, allowing the executing of scripts, in those languages, directly within the
command-line interpreter itself.
Conversely, scripting programming languages, in particular those with an eval function (such as REXX, Perl,
Python, Ruby or Jython), can be used to implement command-line interpreters and filters. For a few operating
systems, most notably DOS, such a command interpreter provides a more flexible command line interface than the
one supplied. In other cases, such a command interpreter can present a highly customised user interface employing
the user interface and input/output facilities of the language.
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Other Command-line interfaces
The command line provides an interface between programs as well as the user. In this sense, a command line is an
alternative to a dialog. Editors and data-bases present a command line, in which alternate command processors might
run. On the other hand, one might have options on the command line which opens a dialog box. The latest version of
'Take Command' has this feature. DBase used a dialog box to construct command lines, which could be further
edited before use.
Programs like Basic, Diskpart, Edlin, and QBasic all provide command-line interfaces, some of which use the
system shell. Basic is modeled on the default interface for 8-bit Intel computers. Calculators can be run as
command-line or dialog interfaces.
There are a number of games from the pre-mouse games, (like Kings Quest 1-3), which relied on the user typing
commands at the bottom of the screen. One controls the character by typing commands like 'get ring' or 'look'. The
program returns a dialog which describes how the character sees it, or makes the action happen. The game 'h2g2'
(hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy, based on Douglas Adam's book of the same name), is a teletype-style
command-line game.
The most notable of these interfaces is the STDIO interface, which allows the output of one command to be passed
to the input of another. Text files can serve either purpose as well. This provides the interfaces of piping, filters and
redirection. Under Unix, devices are files too, so the normal type of file for the shell used for stdin,stdout and stderr
is a tty device file.
Another command-line interface allows a shell program to launch helper programs, either to launch documents or
start a program. The command is porcessed internally by the shell, and then passed on to another program to launch
the document. The graphical interface of Windows and OS/2 rely heavily on command-lines passed through to other
programs – console or graphical, which then usually process the command line without presenting a user-console.
Programs like the OS/2 E editor and some other IBM editors, can process command-lines normally meant for the
shell, the output being placed directly in the document window.
One should remember that the 'address line' in a web browser is in fact a command line, even to the thing about
about:blank interface. One can program extra commands for a web browser, say to open the registry at a given item,
by using the reg: keyword.
On the other hand, features like command history and editing are not nesseccarily part of the command-line
interface.

Quotes
Although most users think of the shell as an interactive command interpreter, it is really a programming
language in which each statement runs a command. Because it must satisfy both the interactive and
programming aspects of command execution, it is a strange language, shaped as much by history as by design.

— Brian Kernighan & Rob Pike [9]
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Bash (Unix shell)

Bash

Screenshot of Bash and sh sessions demonstrating some features
Original author(s) Brian Fox

Initial release June 7, 1989

Stable release (February 13, 2011)[1] [ ± [2]
]

Development status Active

Programming language used C

Operating system Cross-platform

Platform GNU

Translation available English, multilingual (gettext)

Type Unix shell

License GNU General Public License version 3+[3]

Website www.gnu.org/software/bash/ [4]

Bash is a Unix shell written by Brian Fox for the GNU Project as a free software replacement for the Bourne shell
(sh).[5][6] Released in 1989,[7] it has been distributed widely as the shell for the GNU operating system and as the
default shell on Linux, Mac OS X and Darwin. It has been ported to Microsoft Windows and distributed with
Cygwin and MinGW, to DOS by the DJGPP project, to Novell NetWare and to Android via various terminal
emulation applications.
Bash is a command processor, typically run in a text window, allowing the user to type commands which cause
actions. Bash can also read commands from a file, called a script. Like all Unix shells, it supports filename
wildcarding, piping, here documents, command substitution, variables and control structures for condition-testing
and iteration.[8] The keywords, syntax and other basic features of the language were all copied from sh. Other
features, e.g., history, were copied from csh and ksh. Bash is a POSIX shell but with a number of extensions.
The name itself is an acronym, a pun and descriptive. As an acronym, it stands for Bourne-again shell, referring to
its objective as a free replacement for the Bourne shell.[9] As a pun, it expressed that objective in a phrase that
sounds similar to born again, a term for spiritual rebirth.[10][11] The name is also descriptive of what it did, bashing
together the features of sh, csh and ksh.[12]
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History
Brian Fox began coding Bash on January 10, 1988,[13] after Richard Stallman became dissatisfied with the lack of
progress being made by a prior developer.[5] Stallman and the Free Software Foundation (FSF) considered a free
shell that could run existing sh scripts so strategic to a completely free system built from BSD and GNU code that
this was one of the few projects they funded themselves, with Fox undertaking the work as an employee of
FSF.[5][14] Fox released Bash as a beta, version .99, on June 7, 1989[7] and remained the primary maintainer until
sometime between mid-1992[15] and mid-1994,[16] when he was laid off from FSF[17] and his responsibility was
transitioned to another early contributor, Chet Ramey.[18][19][20]

Features
The Bash command syntax is a superset of the Bourne shell command syntax. The vast majority of Bourne shell
scripts can be executed by Bash without modification, with the exception of Bourne shell scripts stumbling into
fringe syntax behavior interpreted differently in Bash or attempting to run a system command matching a newer
Bash builtin, etc. Bash command syntax includes ideas drawn from the Korn shell (ksh) and the C shell (csh) such as
command line editing, command history, the directory stack, the $RANDOM and $PPID variables, and POSIX
command substitution syntax $(…). When used as an interactive command shell and pressing the tab key, Bash
automatically uses command line completion to match partly typed program names, filenames and variable names.
The Bash command-line completion system is very flexible and customizable, and is often packaged with functions
that complete arguments and filenames for specific programs and tasks.
Bash's syntax has many extensions which the Bourne shell lacks. Bash can perform integer calculations without
spawning external processes, unlike the Bourne shell. Bash uses the ((…)) command and the $((…)) variable
syntax for this purpose. Bash syntax simplifies I/O redirection in ways that are not possible in the traditional Bourne
shell. For example, Bash can redirect standard output (stdout) and standard error (stderr) at the same time using the
&> operator. This is simpler to type than the Bourne shell equivalent 'command > file 2>&1'. Bash supports
process substitution using the <(command) syntax, which substitutes the output of (or input to) a command where
a filename is normally used.
When using the 'function' keyword, Bash function declarations are not compatible with Bourne/Korn/POSIX scripts
(the Korn shell has the same problem when using 'function'), but Bash accepts the same function declaration syntax
as the Bourne and Korn shells, and is POSIX conformant. Due to these and other differences, Bash shell scripts are
rarely runnable under the Bourne or Korn shell interpreters unless deliberately written with that compatibility in
mind, which is becoming less common as Linux becomes more widespread. But in POSIX mode,[21] Bash
conformance with POSIX is nearly perfect.
Bash supports here documents just as the Bourne shell always has. In addition, since version 2.05b Bash can redirect
standard input (stdin) from a "here string" using the <<< operator.
Bash 3.0 supports in-process regular expression matching using a syntax reminiscent of Perl.[22]

Bash 4.0 introduced support for associative arrays.[21][23] Associative arrays allow a fake support for
multi-dimensional (indexed) arrays, in a similar way to AWK:

declare -A a         # declare an associative array 'a' faking a 

bi-dimensional indexed array

i=1; j=2             # initialize some indices

a[$i,$j]=5           # associate value "5" to key "$i,$j" (i.e. "1,2")

echo ${a[$i,$j]}     # print the stored value at key "$i,$j"
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Brace expansion
Brace expansion, also called alternation, is a feature copied from the C shell that generates a set of alternative
combinations. The generated results need not exist as files. The results of each expanded string are not sorted and left
to right order is preserved:

echo a{p,c,d,b}e # ape ace ade abe

echo {a,b,c}{d,e,f} # ad ae af bd be bf cd ce cf

Brace expansions should not be used in portable shell scripts, because the Bourne shell will not produce the same
output.

#!/bin/sh

# A traditional shell does not produce the same output

echo a{p,c,d,b}e # a{p,c,d,b}e

When brace expansion is combined with wildcards, the braces are expanded first, and then the resulting wildcards
are substituted normally. Hence, a listing of JPEG and PNG images in the current directory could be obtained with:

ls *.{jpg,jpeg,png}    # expands to *.jpg *.jpeg *.png - after which,

                       # the wildcards are processed

Startup scripts
When Bash starts, it executes the commands in a variety of different scripts.
When started as an interactive login shell:

• Bash reads and executes the /etc/profile (if it exists).
•• (Not infrequently, /etc/profile calls /etc/bash.bashrc.)

• After reading that file, it looks for ~/.bash_profile, ~/.bash_login, and ~/.profile in that order,
and reads and executes the first one (that exists and is readable).

When a login shell exits:

• Bash reads and executes ~/.bash_logout (if it exists).
When started as an interactive shell (but not a login shell):

• Bash reads and executes ~/.bashrc (if it exists). This may be inhibited by using the --norc option. The
--rcfile file option will force Bash to read and execute commands from file instead of ~/.bashrc.

Portability
Invoking Bash with the --posix option or stating set -o posix in a script causes Bash to conform very
closely to the POSIX 1003.2 standard.[24] Bash shell scripts intended for portability should at least take into account
the Bourne shell it intends to replace. Bash has certain features that the traditional Bourne shell lacks. Among these
are[24]:
•• Certain extended invocation options
•• Command substitution using $( ) notation (this feature is part of the POSIX 1003.2 standard though)
•• Brace expansion
•• Certain array operations, and associative arrays
•• The double brackets extended test construct
•• The double-parentheses arithmetic-evaluation construct
•• Certain string manipulation operations
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•• Process substitution
•• A Regular Expression matching operator
•• Bash-specific builtins
•• Coprocesses

Keyboard shortcuts
The following shortcuts work when using default (Emacs) key bindings. Vi-bindings can be enabled by running
set -o vi.[25]

Note: For shortcuts involving Alt, you may be able to use Esc instead.
Note: Sometimes, you must use Esc instead of Alt, because the Alt shortcut conflicts with another shortcut. For
example, in Trisquel 5.0 (a distribution of Linux), pressing Alt+f will not move the cursor forward one word, but
will activate "File" in the menu of the terminal window.
• Tab ⇆ : Autocompletes from the cursor position.
• Ctrl+a : Moves the cursor to the line start (equivalent to the key Home).
• Ctrl+b : Moves the cursor back one character (equivalent to the key ←).
• Ctrl+c : Sends the signal SIGINT to the current task, which aborts and closes it.
• Ctrl+d

• Sends an EOF marker, which (unless disabled by an option) closes the current shell (equivalent to the
command exit). (Only if there is no text on the current line)

• If there is text on the current line, deletes the current character (then equivalent to the key Delete).
• Ctrl+e : (end) moves the cursor to the line end (equivalent to the key End).
• Ctrl+f : Moves the cursor forward one character (equivalent to the key →).
• Ctrl+g : Abort the research and restore the original line.
• Ctrl+h : Deletes the previous character (same as backspace).
• Ctrl+i : Equivalent to the tab key.
• Ctrl+j : Equivalent to the enter key.
• Ctrl+k : Clears the line content after the cursor and copies it into the clipboard.
• Ctrl+l : Clears the screen content (equivalent to the command clear).
• Ctrl+n : (next) recalls the next command (equivalent to the key ↓).
• Ctrl+o : Executes the found command from history, and fetch the next line relative to the current line from the

history for editing.
• Ctrl+p : (previous) recalls the prior command (equivalent to the key ↑).
• Ctrl+r : (research) recalls the last command including the specified character(s). A second Ctrl+r recalls the

next anterior command which corresponds to the research
• Ctrl+s : Go back to the next more recent command of the research (beware to not execute it from a terminal

because this command also launches its XOFF). If you changed that XOFF setting, use Ctrl+q to return.
• Ctrl+t : Transpose the previous two characters.
• Ctrl+u : Clears the line content before the cursor and copies it into the clipboard.
• Ctrl+v : If the next input is also a control sequence, type it literally (e. g. * Ctrl+v Ctrl+h types "^H", a literal

backspace.)
• Ctrl+w : Clears the word before the cursor and copies it into the clipboard.
• Ctrl+x Ctrl+e : Edits the current line in the $EDITOR program, or vi if undefined.
• Ctrl+x Ctrl+r : Read in the contents of the inputrc file, and incorporate any bindings or variable assignments

found there.
• Ctrl+x Ctrl+u : Incremental undo, separately remembered for each line.
• Ctrl+x Ctrl+v : Display version information about the current instance of bash.
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• Ctrl+x Ctrl+x : Alternates the cursor with its old position. (C-x, because x has a crossing shape).
• Ctrl+y : (yank) adds the clipboard content from the cursor position.
• Ctrl+z : Sends the signal SIGTSTP to the current task, which suspends it. To execute it in background one can

enter bg. To bring it back from background or suspension fg ['process name or job id']
(foreground) can be issued.

• Ctrl+_ : Incremental undo, separately remembered for each line.
• Alt+b : (backward) moves the cursor backward one word.
• Alt+c : Capitalizes the character under the cursor and moves to the end of the word.
• Alt+d : Cuts the word after the cursor.
• Alt+f : (forward) moves the cursor forward one word.
• Alt+l : Lowers the case of every character from the cursor's position to the end of the current word.
• Alt+r : Cancels the changes and puts back the line as it was in the history.
• Alt+u : Capitalizes every character from the cursor's position to the end of the current word.
• Alt+. : Insert the last argument to the previous command (the last word of the previous history entry).
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Batch file

Batch file

Filename extension .bat .cmd .btm

Type of format Scripting

Container for Shell scripts

In DOS, OS/2, and also Microsoft Windows, batch file is the name given to a type of script file, a text file
containing a series of commands to be executed by the command interpreter.
The commands may be built into the command processor (COPY), supplied with the operating system but not built
into it (XCOPY invokes the Microsoft DOS program XCOPY.EXE), or may be any program (cp invokes the
program cp.exe if present, an .EXE port of the Unix cp command, with essentially the same functionality as
XCOPY.EXE).
Similar to job control language and other systems on mainframe and minicomputer systems, batch files were added
to ease the work required for certain regular tasks by allowing the user to set up a script to automate them. When a
batch file is run, the shell program (usually COMMAND.COM or cmd.exe) reads the file and executes its
commands, normally line-by-line.[1] Unix-like operating systems (such as Linux) have a similar type of file called a
shell script.[2]

The filename extension .bat was used in DOS, and the Windows 9x family of operating systems. The Microsoft
Windows NT-family of operating systems and OS/2 added .cmd. Batch files for other environments may have
different extensions, e.g. .btm in 4DOS and 4NT related shells.
There have been changes to the detailed handling of batch files; some of the detail in this article is applicable to all
batch files, while other details apply only to certain versions.

Variants
Brief information on the function and parameters of commands are usually displayed by typing the command at the
command prompt followed by "/?" and pressing the Enter key. In some cases "-?", "?", or just the command name
without parameters (if parameters are required) will also elicit information. Some commands ported from Unix
require "--help".

DOS
In MS-DOS, a batch file can be started from the command line by typing its name followed by any required
parameters and pressing the "enter" key. When MS-DOS loads, the file AUTOEXEC.BAT is automatically
executed, so any commands that need to be run to set up the MS-DOS environment for use could be placed in this
file. Computer users would have the autoexec file set up the system date and time, initialize the MS-DOS
environment, load any resident programs or device drivers, or initialize network connections and assignments.
In MS-DOS, the extension ".BAT" identified a file containing commands which could be executed by the command
interpreter COMMAND.COM line by line as if it was a list of commands to be entered, with some extra
batch-file-specific commands for basic programming functionality, including a GOTO command for changing flow
of line execution.
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Early Windows
Microsoft Windows was introduced in 1985 as a GUI Operating System alternative to text-based operating and was
designed to run on MS-DOS. In order to start it, the WIN command was used and could be added to the end of the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file to allow automatic loading of Windows. In the earlier versions one could run a .bat type file
from Windows in the MS-DOS Prompt.
Windows was run from MS-DOS and used COMMAND.COM to run .bat files on the following operating systems:
• Windows 1, 2 and 3.
• Windows 95 and 98.
• Windows ME (access to real mode MS-DOS was restricted).

OS/2
The IBM OS/2 operating system supported DOS-style batch files. It also included a version of REXX, which was a
more advanced batch-file scripting language. IBM and Microsoft started developing this system, but during the
construction of it broke up after a dispute; as a result of this, IBM referred to their MS-DOS-like console shell
without mention of Microsoft, naming it just DOS, although this seemingly made no difference on the way batch
files worked from COMMAND.COM.
OS/2's batch file interpreter also supports an EXTPROC command. This passes the batch file to the program named
on the EXTPROC file as a data file. The named program can be a script file; this is similar to the #! mechanism

Windows NT
Windows versions other than the NT line of operating systems were run from MS-DOS and used the same command
interpreter, COMMAND.COM, to execute batch files. However, the operating systems in the Windows NT series
run directly from booting the hard drive; they are true operating systems, not graphical user interfaces for underlying
MS-DOS. An enhanced 32-bit command processor, cmd.exe, was introduced; it could execute scripts with either the
.CMD or .BAT extension. Cmd.exe added additional commands, and implemented existing ones in a slightly
different way, so that the same batch file (with different extension) might work differently with cmd.exe and
COMMAND.COM. In most cases operation is identical if the few unsupported commands are not used. Cmd.exe's
extensions to COMMAND.COM can be disabled for compatibility.
Microsoft released a version of cmd.exe for Windows 9x and ME called WIN95CMD to allow users of older
versions of Windows to use certain cmd.exe-style batch files.
As of Windows 8, cmd.exe is the normal command interpreter for batch files; the older COMMAND.COM can be
run from within a cmd.exe window in 32-bit versions of Windows able to run 16-bit programs[3].

Filename extensions
• .bat: The first extension used by Microsoft for batch files. This extension runs with MS-DOS and all versions of

Windows, under COMMAND.COM or cmd.exe, despite the different ways the two command interpreters execute
batch files.

• .cmd: The extension used by operating systems in the Windows NT family and sent to cmd.exe for interpretation.
It does not work on computers relying on COMMAND.COM so prevents cmd.exe scripts from being executed in
the wrong Windows environment. It is also used by IBM's OS/2 for batch files.

• .btm: The extension used by 4DOS and 4NT. The scripts that run on 4DOS and 4NT are faster, especially with
longer ones, as the script is loaded entirely ready for execution, rather than line-by-line.[4]
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Differences between .cmd and .bat execution in the Windows NT family
The only known difference between .cmd and .bat file execution is that in a .cmd file the ERRORLEVEL variable
changes even on a successful command that is affected by Command Extensions (when Command Extensions are
enabled), whereas in .bat files the ERRORLEVEL variable changes only upon errors.[5]

Example
This example batch file displays "Hello World!", prompts and waits for the user to press a key, and terminates.

@ECHO off

ECHO Hello World!

PAUSE

To execute the file it must be saved with the extension .bat (or .cmd for Windows-NT type operating systems) in
plain text format, typically created by using a text editor such as Notepad or a word processor in text mode.

Result
When executed (either from Windows Explorer or Command Prompt) this is displayed:

Hello World!

Press any key to continue . . . 

Explanation
The interpreter executes each line in turn, starting with the first. The @ symbol at the start of the line turns off the
prompt from displaying that command. The command ECHO off turns off the prompt permanently, or until it is
turned on again. Then the next line is executed, the ECHO Hello World! command outputs Hello World!,
as only off and on have special functions. Then the next line is executed, the PAUSE command displays
Press any key to continue . . . and pauses the script's execution until a key is pressed, when the
script terminates as there are no more commands. In Windows, if the script is run within a Command Prompt
window, the window remains open at the prompt as in MS-DOS, otherwise the command prompt windows closes on
termination (unless the batch file has a command to prevent this).

Advanced Windows batch example - conditional shutdown
@echo off

color 0A

title Conditional Shutdown.

:start

echo Welcome, %USERNAME%

echo What would you like to do?

echo.

echo 1. Shutdown in specified time

echo 2. Shutdown at a specified time

echo 3. Shutdown now

echo 4. Restart now

echo 5. Log off now

echo 6. Hibernate now

echo. 
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echo 0. Quit

echo.

set /p choice="Enter your choice: "

if "%choice%"=="1" goto shutdown

if "%choice%"=="2" goto shutdown-clock

if "%choice%"=="3" shutdown.exe -s -f

if "%choice%"=="4" shutdown.exe -r -f

if "%choice%"=="5" shutdown.exe -l -f

if "%choice%"=="6" shutdown.exe -h -f

if "%choice%"=="0" exit

echo Invalid choice: %choice%

echo.

pause

cls

goto start

 

:shutdown

cls

set /p sec="Minutes until shutdown: "

set /a min=60*%sec%

shutdown.exe -s -f -t %min%

echo Shutdown initiated at %time%

echo.

goto cancel

:shutdown-clock

echo.

echo the time format is HH:MM:SS (24 hour time)

echo example: 14:30:00 for 2:30 PM

echo.

set /p tmg=enter the time that you wish the computer to shutdown on: 

schtasks.exe /create /sc ONCE /tn shutdown /st %tmg% /tr "shutdown.exe -s -t 00"

echo shutdown initiated at %tmg%

echo.

:cancel

set /p cancel="Type cancel to stop shutdown: "

if not "%cancel%"=="cancel" exit

shutdown.exe -a

cls

schtasks.exe /end /tn shutdown

cls

schtasks.exe /delete /tn shutdown

cls

echo Shutdown is cancelled.

echo.
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pause

exit

When doing conditions with IF command, batch commands can use:

  EQU : Equal (=)

  NEQ : Not equal (≠)

  LSS : Less than (<)

  LEQ : Less than or Equal (≤)

GTR : Greater than (>)

  GEQ : Greater than or Equal (≥)

Limitations and exceptions

Null values in variables
Variable expansions are substituted textually into the command, and thus variables which contain nothing simply
disappear from the syntax, and variables which contain spaces turn into multiple tokens. This leads to syntax errors
or bugs.
For example:

IF %foo%==bar ECHO Equal

if %foo% is empty, parses as the erroneous construct:

IF ==bar ECHO Equal

and if %foo% contains "abc def", then the syntax is also wrong:

IF abc def==bar ECHO Equal

The usual way to prevent this problem is to surround variable expansions in quotes so that an empty variable
expands into the valid expression IF ""=="bar" instead of the invalid IF ==bar. The text that is being
compared to the variable must also be enclosed in quotes, because the quotes are not special delimiting syntax; these
characters represent themselves.

IF "%foo%"=="bar" ECHO Equal

The delayed !VARIABLE! expansion available in Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 may be used to avoid these syntactical
errors. In this case, null or multi-word variables will not fail syntactically because the value will be expanded after
the IF command is parsed:

IF !foo!==bar ECHO Equal
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Quotation marks and spaces in passed strings
•• For some commands, spaces are treated as delimiters in commands, unless those spaces are enclosed by quotation

marks. A single quotation mark (") is not included as part of the string. However, an escaped quotation mark (""")
can be part of the string.

•• For other commands, spaces are not treated as delimiters and do not need quotation marks. If quotes are included
they become part of the string.

This can cause conflicts where a string contains quotation marks, and is to be inserted into another line of text that
must also be enclosed in quotation marks:

C:\> Set foo="this string is enclosed in quotation marks"

C:\> Echo "test 1 %foo%"

"test 1 "this string is enclosed in quotation marks""

C:\> Eventcreate /T Warning /ID 1 /L System /SO "Source" /D "Example: %foo%"

ERROR: Invalid Argument/Option - 'string'.

Type "EVENTCREATE /?" for usage.

Under Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7, the solution is to replace all occurrences of one quote characters by three quotes:

C:\> Set foo="this string is enclosed in quotes"

C:\> Set foo=%foo:"="""%

C:\> Echo "test 1 %foo%"

"test 1 """this string is enclosed in quotes""""

C:\> Eventcreate /T Warning /ID 1 /L System /SO "Source" /D "Example: %foo%"

SUCCESS: A 'Warning' type event is created in the 'Source' log/source.

Escaped characters in strings
Some characters have special meaning to the command line, such as the pipe | character. These cannot be printed as
text using the ECHO command unless escaped using the caret ^ symbol:

C:\> Echo foo | bar

'bar' is not recognized as an internal or external command,

operable program or batch file.

C:\> Echo foo ^| bar

foo | bar

However, escaping does not work as expected when inserting the escaped character into an environment variable,
and the variable ends up containing a live pipe command when merely echoed. It is necessary to escape both the
caret itself and the escaped character for the character display as text in the variable:

C:\> set foo=bar | baz

'baz' is not recognized as an internal or external command,

operable program or batch file.

C:\> set foo=bar ^| baz
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C:\> echo %foo%

'baz' is not recognized as an internal or external command,

operable program or batch file.

C:\> set foo=bar ^^^| baz

C:\> echo %foo%

bar | baz

The delayed !VARIABLE! expansion available in Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 may be used to show special
characters stored in environment variables because the variable value will be expanded after the command was
parsed:

C:\> set foo=bar ^| baz

C:\> echo !foo!

bar | baz

Sleep or scripted delay
The PAUSE command halts script activity indefinitely until a key is pressed; small programs and workarounds were
written to implement a timed pause[6]. Many workarounds using scripting commands only worked in some
environments, depending upon the CHOICE function not available in older command interpreters, PING only
available if TCP/IP was installed, and so on. Simple small programs were readily available; a typical example is the
94-byte WAIT.COM[7] executable; WAIT 5 would wait for 5 seconds, then return control to the script. Most such
programs are 16-bit .COM files incompatible with 64-bit Windows, but are not needed since Windows Vista and
later introduced the TIMEOUT command.

Text output with stripped CR/LF
Normally all printed text automatically has the control characters for "carriage return" and "line feed" appended to
the end of each line.

batchtest.bat:

@echo foo

@echo bar

C:\>batchtest.bat

foo

bar

It does not matter if the two echo commands share the same command line; the CR/LF codes are inserted to break
the output onto separate lines:

C:\> @echo foo&@echo bar

foo

bar

A trick discovered with Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7 is to use the special prompt for input to output text without
CR/LF trailing the text. In this example, the CR/LF does not follow Line 1, but does follow Line 2 and Line 3:

batchtest.bat:

@echo off

set foo=Line 1
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echo y | set /p tmp="%foo%"

echo Line 2

echo Line 3

C:\>batchtest.bat

Line 1Line 2

Line 3

C:\>

This can be used to output data to a text file without CR/LF appended to the end:

C:\> echo y | set /p tmp="Line 1"> data.txt

C:\> echo y | set /p tmp="Line 2">> data.txt

C:\> echo y | set /p tmp="Line 3">> data.txt

C:\> type data.txt

Line 1Line 2Line 3

However, there is no way to inject this stripped CR/LF prompt output directly into an environment variable.

Setting a UNC working directory from a shortcut
It is not possible to have a command prompt that uses a UNC file path as the current working directory, like this:

\\server\share\directory\>

The command prompt requires the use of drive letters to assign a working directory, which makes running complex
batch files stored on a server UNC share more difficult. While a batch file can be run from a UNC file path, the
working directory will default to "C:\windows\system32\"
In Windows 2000/XP/Vista/7, a workaround is to use the PUSHD and POPD command with command extensions.
Quoting the help for PUSHD in Windows 7, If Command Extensions are enabled the PUSHD command accepts
network paths in addition to the normal drive letter and path. If a network path is specified, PUSHD will create a
temporary drive letter that points to that specified network resource and then change the current drive and directory,
using the newly defined drive letter. Temporary drive letters are allocated from Z: on down, using the first unused
drive letter found.

If not enabled by default, command extensions can be temporarily enabled using the "/E:ON" switch for the
command interpreter.
So to run a batch file on a UNC share, assign a temporary drive letter to the UNC share, and use the UNC share as
the working directory of the batch file, a Windows shortcut can be constructed that looks like this:

Target: %COMSPEC% /E:ON /C "PUSHD """\\SERVER\SHARE\DIR1\DIR2\""" & BATCHFILE.BAT & POPD"

The working directory attribute of this shortcut is ignored.
The following syntax does correctly expand to the path of the current batch script.

 %~dp0
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Character set
Batch files use a DOS character set, as defined by the computer, e.g. Code page 437. The non-ASCII parts of these
are incompatible with the Unicode or Windows character sets otherwise used in Windows so care needs to be
taken.[8] Non-English file names work only if entered through a DOS character set compatible editor. File names
with characters outside this set won't work in batch files.
To get output in Unicode into file pipes from an internal command such as dir, one can use the cmd /U
command. For example cmd /U /C dir > files.txt will create a file containing a directory listing with
correct Windows characters, in the UTF-16LE encoding.

Other Windows scripting languages
The cmd.exe command processor that interprets .cmd files is supported in all 32- and 64-bit versions of Windows up
to at least the 2011 Windows 8 preview. COMMAND.EXE, which interprets .BAT files, was supported in all 16-
and 32-bit versions up to at least Windows 8 preview.[9]

While the more powerful 2006 Windows PowerShell is favored in later versions of Windows that support it,
Microsoft was also using .cmd files as far as, at least, Window Server 2008. An example is
servermanagercmd.exe[10] which incorporates the entire set of Server Manager functions for Windows Server 2008.
There are other, later and more powerful, scripting languages produced by Microsoft for Windows:
• KiXtart (.kix) - developed by a Microsoft employee in 1991, specifically to meet the need for commands useful in

a network logon script while retaining the simple 'feel' of a .cmd file.
• Windows Script Host (.vbs and .js) - released in 1998, (consisting of cscript.exe and wscript.exe) runs scripts

written in VBScript or JScript. It can run them in windowed mode (with the wscript.exe host) or in console-based
mode (with the cscript.exe host). They have been a part of Windows since Windows 98.

• Windows PowerShell (.ps1) - released in 2006 by Microsoft and can operate with Windows XP (SP2/SP3) and
later versions. PowerShell can operate both interactively (from a command-line interface) and also via saved
scripts, and has a strong resemblance to Unix shells.[11]

Cross-platform scripting tools including Perl, Python, Ruby and Rexx are available for Windows.
Script files will run if the filename without extension is entered. There are rules of precedence governing
interpretation of, say DoThis if several of DoThis.cmd, DoThis.bat, DoThis.exe, etc. exist; by default
DoThis.com has highest priority. This default order may be modified in newer operating systems by the
user-settable PATHEXT environment variable.
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External links
• Microsoft Windows XP Batch file reference (http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ resources/ documentation/ windows/

xp/ all/ proddocs/ en-us/ batch. mspx?mfr=true)
• How Windows batch files work (http:/ / commandwindows. com/ batch. htm)
• Windows batch file command overview (http:/ / www. ss64. com/ nt/ )
• FreeDOS' FreeCOM : complete feature list (http:/ / www. freedos. org/ freecom/ )
• MS-DOS+Win../95/98/ME batch programming links (http:/ / www. netikka. net/ tsneti/ http/ tsnetihttpprog.

php#batch)
• Windows Command Line Interface script programming links (http:/ / www. netikka. net/ tsneti/ http/

tsnetihttpprog. php#cmdscript)
• scripting related information (also command line) (http:/ / www. robvanderwoude. com/ )

Windows PowerShell

Windows PowerShell

Screenshot of a PowerShell session
Developer(s) Microsoft Corporation

Initial release November 14, 2006

Stable release 2.0 / July 22, 2009

Preview release 3.0 / 19 September 2011

Development status Active

Operating system Windows XP
Windows Server 2003
Windows Vista
Windows Server 2008
Windows 7
Windows Server 2008 R2

Platform .NET Framework

Type Operating system shell

License Proprietary software; a component of Microsoft Windows

Website www.microsoft.com/powershell [1]
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PowerShell

Paradigm(s) Multi-paradigm: Imperative, pipeline, object-oriented, functional and reflective

Appeared in 2006

Designed by Jeffrey Snover, Bruce Payette, James Truher (et al.)

Developer Microsoft Corporation

Typing discipline Strong, safe, implicit and dynamic

Influenced by Ksh, Perl, C#, CL, DCL, SQL, Tcl and Tk[2]

Platform .NET Framework

OS Microsoft Windows

Windows PowerShell is Microsoft's task automation framework, consisting of a command-line shell and associated
scripting language built on top of, and integrated with the .NET Framework. PowerShell provides full access to
COM and WMI, enabling administrators to perform administrative tasks on both local and remote Windows systems.
In PowerShell, administrative tasks are generally performed by cmdlets (pronounced command-lets), specialized
.NET classes implementing a particular operation. Sets of cmdlets may be combined together in scripts, executables
(which are standalone applications), or by instantiating regular .NET classes (or WMI/COM Objects).[3][4] These
work by accessing data in different data stores, like the filesystem or registry, which are made available to the
PowerShell runtime via Windows PowerShell providers.
Windows PowerShell also provides a hosting mechanism with which the Windows PowerShell runtime can be
embedded inside other applications. These applications then leverage Windows PowerShell functionality to
implement certain operations, including those exposed via the graphical interface. This capability has been utilized
by Microsoft Exchange Server 2007[3][5] to expose its management functionality as PowerShell cmdlets and
providers and implement the graphical management tools as PowerShell hosts which invoke the necessary cmdlets.
Other Microsoft applications including Microsoft SQL Server 2008[6] also expose their management interface via
PowerShell cmdlets. With PowerShell, graphical interface-based management applications on Windows are layered
on top of Windows PowerShell. A PowerShell scripting interface for Windows products is mandated by the
Common Engineering Criteria.[7]

Windows PowerShell includes its own extensive, console-based help, similar to man pages in Unix shells via the
Get-Help cmdlet.

Background
Every released version of Microsoft DOS and Microsoft Windows for personal computers has included a
command-line interface tool (shell). These are COMMAND.COM (in installations relying on MS-DOS, including
Windows 9x) and cmd.exe (in Windows NT family operating systems). The shell is a command line interpreter
that supports a few basic commands. For other purposes, a separate console application must be invoked from the
shell. The shell also includes a scripting language (batch files), which can be used to automate various tasks.
However, the shell cannot be used to automate all facets of GUI functionality, in part because command-line
equivalents of operations exposed via the graphical interface are limited, and the scripting language is elementary
and does not allow the creation of complex scripts. In Windows Server 2003, the situation was improved,[8] but
scripting support was still considered unsatisfactory.
Microsoft attempted to address some of these shortcomings by introducing the Windows Script Host in 1998 with 
Windows 98, and its command-line based host: cscript.exe. It integrates with the Active Script engine and 
allows scripts to be written in compatible languages, such as JScript and VBScript, leveraging the APIs exposed by
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applications via COM. However, it too has its own deficiencies: it is not integrated with the shell, its documentation
is not very accessible, and it quickly gained a reputation as a system vulnerability vector after several high-profile
computer viruses exploited weaknesses in its security provisions. Different versions of Windows provided various
special-purpose command line interpreters (such as netsh and WMIC) with their own command sets. None of them
were integrated with the command shell; nor were they interoperable.
By 2002 Microsoft had started to develop a new approach to command line management, including a shell called
Monad (aka Microsoft Shell or MSH). The shell and the ideas behind it were published in August 2002 in a white
paper entitled Monad Manifesto.[9] Monad was to be a new extensible command shell with a fresh design that would
be capable of automating a full range of core administrative tasks. Microsoft first showed off Monad at the
Professional Development Conference in Los Angeles in September 2003. A private beta program began a few
months later which eventually led to a public beta program.
Microsoft published the first Monad public beta release on June 17, 2005, Beta 2 on September 11, 2005, and Beta 3
on January 10, 2006. Not much later, on April 25, 2006 Microsoft formally announced that Monad had been
renamed Windows PowerShell, positioning it as a significant part of their management technology offerings.[10]

Release Candidate 1 of PowerShell was released at the same time. A significant aspect of both the name change and
the RC was that this was now a component of Windows, and not an add-on product.
Release Candidate 2 of PowerShell version 1 was released on September 26, 2006 with final Release to the web
(RTW) on November 14, 2006 and announced at TechEd Barcelona. PowerShell for earlier versions of Windows
was released on January 30, 2007.[11]

PowerShell v2.0 development began when PowerShell v1.0 shipped. There were three community technology
preview (CTP) releases that Microsoft made available to the public. The last CTP release of Windows PowerShell
v2.0 was made available in December 2008.
PowerShell v2.0 was completed and released to manufacturing in August 2009, as an integral part of Windows 7 and
Windows Server 2008 R2. Versions of PowerShell for Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Windows Vista and
Windows Server 2008 were released in October 2009 and are available for download for both 32-bit and 64-bit
platforms.[12]

Overview
There are four kinds of commands Windows PowerShell can execute:
• cmdlets, which are .NET programs designed to interact with PowerShell
• PowerShell scripts (files suffixed by .ps1)
•• PowerShell functions
• standalone executable programs
If a command is a standalone executable program, PowerShell.exe launches it in a separate process; if it is a
cmdlet, it is executed in the PowerShell process. PowerShell also provides an interactive command line interface,
wherein the commands can be entered and their output displayed. The user interface, based on the Win32 console,
offers customizable tab completion but lacks syntax highlighting. PowerShell also enables the creation of aliases for
cmdlets, which are textually translated by PowerShell into invocations of the original commands. PowerShell also
supports both named and positional parameters for commands. In executing a cmdlet, the job of binding the
argument value to the parameter is done by PowerShell itself, but, for external executables, arguments are passed via
the argv (or equivalent) variable array to be parsed by the executable.
Another concept used by PowerShell is that of a pipeline. Like Unix pipelines, PowerShell pipelines are used to 
compose complex commands, allowing the output of one command to be passed as input to another, using the | 
operator. But unlike its Unix counterpart, the PowerShell pipeline is an object pipeline; that is, the data passed 
between cmdlets are fully typed objects, rather than character streams. When data is piped as objects, the elements
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they encapsulate retain their structure and types across cmdlets, without the need for any serialization or explicit
parsing of the stream, as would be the need if only character streams were shared. An object can also encapsulate
certain functions that work on the contained data. These also become available to the recipient command for
use.[13][14] For the last cmdlet in a pipeline, PowerShell automatically pipes its output object to the Out-Default
cmdlet, which transforms the objects into a stream of format objects and then renders those to the screen.[15][16]

Because all PowerShell objects are .NET objects, they share a .ToString() method, which retrieves the text
representation of the data in an object. Windows PowerShell uses this method to convert an object to text. In
addition, it also allows formatting definitions to be specified, so the text representation of objects may be customized
by choosing which data elements to display, and how. However, in order to maintain backwards compatibility, if an
external executable is used in a pipeline, it receives a text stream representing the object, and does not integrate with
the PowerShell type system.
The PowerShell Extended Type System (ETS) is based on the .NET type system, but with extended semantics (e.g.
propertySets and 3rd party extensibility) . For example, it enables the creation of different views of objects by
exposing only a subset of the data fields, properties, and methods, as well as specifying custom formatting and
sorting behavior. These views are mapped to the original object using XML-based configuration files.[17]

Cmdlets
Cmdlets are specialized commands in the PowerShell environment that implement specific functions. These are the
native commands in the PowerShell stack. Cmdlets follow a <verb>-<noun> naming pattern, such as
Get-ChildItem, helping to make them self-descriptive.[18] Cmdlets output their results as objects, or collections
thereof (including arrays), and can optionally receive input in that form, making them suitable for use as recipients in
a pipeline. But, whereas PowerShell allows arrays and other collections of objects to be written to the pipeline,
cmdlets always process objects individually. For collections of objects, PowerShell invokes the cmdlet on each
object in the collection, in sequence.[18]

Cmdlets are specialized .NET classes, which the PowerShell runtime instantiates and invokes when they are run.
Cmdlets derive either from Cmdlet or from PSCmdlet, the latter being used when the cmdlet needs to interact
with the PowerShell runtime.[18] These base classes specify certain methods - BeginProcessing(),
ProcessRecord() and EndProcessing() - which the cmdlet's implementation

overrides to provide the functionality. Whenever a cmdlet is run, these

methods are invoked by PowerShell in sequence, with ProcessRecord() being

called if it receives pipeline input.[19] If a collection of objects is piped,

the method is invoked for each object in the collection. The class

implementing the Cmdlet must have one .NET attribute - CmdletAttribute - which

specifies the verb and the noun that make up the name of the cmdlet. Common

verbs are provided as an enum.

If a cmdlet receives either pipeline input or command-line parameter input, there must be a corresponding property
in the class, with a mutator implementation. PowerShell invokes the mutator with the parameter value or pipeline
input, which is saved by the mutator implementation in class variables. These values are then referred to by the
methods which implement the functionality. Properties that map to command-line parameters are marked by
ParameterAttribute[20] and are set before the call to BeginProcessing(). Those which map to pipeline
input are also flanked by ParameterAttribute, but with the ValueFromPipeline attribute parameter
set.[21]

The implementation of these cmdlet classes can refer to any .NET API and may be in any .NET language. In 
addition, PowerShell makes certain APIs available, such as WriteObject(), which is used to access 
PowerShell-specific functionality, such as writing resultant objects to the pipeline. Cmdlets can use .NET data access 
APIs directly or use the PowerShell infrastructure of PowerShell Providers, which make data stores addressable
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using unique paths. Data stores are exposed using drive letters, and hierarchies within them, addressed as directories.
Windows PowerShell ships with providers for the file system, registry, the certificate store, as well as the
namespaces for command aliases, variables, and functions.[22] Windows PowerShell also includes various cmdlets
for managing various Windows systems, including the file system, or using Windows Management Instrumentation
to control Windows components. Other applications can register cmdlets with PowerShell, thus allowing it to
manage them, and, if they enclose any datastore (such as databases), they can add specific providers as well.
In PowerShell V2, a more portable version of Cmdlets called Modules have been added. The PowerShell V2 release
notes state, "Modules allow script developers and administrators to partition and organize their Windows PowerShell
code in self-contained, reusable units. Code from a module executes in its own self-contained context and does not
affect the state outside of the module. Modules also enable you to define a restricted runspace environment by using
a script."

Pipeline
PowerShell, like Unix/Linux based shells, implements a pipeline. This pipeline enables the output of one cmdlet to
be piped as input to another cmdlet. For example, the output of the Get-Process cmdlet can be piped to the
Sort-Object cmdlet (e.g. to sort the objects by handle count) and then to the Where-Object to filter any process that
has, say, less than 1 MB of paged memory, then finally to the Select-Object cmdlet to select just the first 10 (i.e. the
10 processes based on handle count).
PowerShell differs from Unix/Linux in that structured .NET objects are passed between stages in the pipeline instead
of typically unstructured text. Using objects eliminates the need to explicitly parse text output to extract data.[23]

Scripting
Windows PowerShell includes a dynamically typed scripting language which can implement complex operations
using cmdlets imperatively. The scripting language supports variables, functions, branching (if-then-else),
loops (while, do, for, and foreach), structured error/exception handling and closures/lambda expressions,[24]

as well as integration with .NET. Variables in PowerShell scripts have names that start with $; they can be assigned
any value, including the output of cmdlets. Strings can be enclosed either in single quotes or in double quotes: when
using double quotes, variables will be expanded even if they are inside the quotation marks. According to the
variable syntax, if the path to a file is enclosed in braces preceded by a dollar sign (as in ${C:\foo.txt}), it
refers to the contents of the file. If it is used as an L-value, anything assigned to it will be written to the file. When
used as an R-value, it will be read from the file. If an object is assigned, it is serialized before storing it.
Object members can be accessed using . notation, as in C# syntax. PowerShell provides special variables, such as
$args, which is an array of all the command line arguments passed to a function from the command line, and $_,
which refers to the current object in the pipeline.[25] PowerShell also provides arrays and associative arrays. The
PowerShell scripting language also evaluates arithmetic expressions entered on the command line immediately, and
it parses common abbreviations, such as GB, MB, and KB.
Using the function keyword, PowerShell provides for the creation of functions, which can take parameters. A
common problem for people new to PowerShell is that function arguments are separated by spaces, not commas:
1. <function> <param1> <param2>: Calls the function with two arguments. (These arguments may be

bound to parameters declared in the function definition or accessed by position from the $args array.)
2. <function>(<param1>, <param2>): Calls the function with a single argument, a two element array.
PowerShell allows any .NET methods to be called by providing their namespaces enclosed in brackets ([]), and
then using a pair of colons (::) to indicate the static method.[26] For example,
[System.Console]::WriteLine("PowerShell"). Objects are created using the New-Object cmdlet.
Calling methods of .NET objects is accomplished by using the regular . notation.[26]
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For error handling, PowerShell provides a .NET-based exception handling mechanism. In case of errors, objects
containing information about the error (Exception object) are thrown, which are caught using the trap
keyword. However, the action-or-error is configurable; in case of an error, PowerShell can be configured to silently
resume execution, without trapping the exception.[27]

Scripts written using PowerShell can be made to persist across sessions in a .ps1 file. Later, either the entire script
or individual functions in the script can be used. Scripts and functions are used analogously with cmdlets, in that they
can be used as commands in pipelines, and parameters can be bound to them. Pipeline objects can be passed between
functions, scripts, and cmdlets seamlessly. However, script execution is disabled by default and must be enabled
explicitly.[28] PowerShell scripts can be signed to verify their integrity, and are subject to Code Access Security.
The PowerShell scripting language supports binary prefix notation similar to the scientific notation supported by
many programming languages in the C-family.

Hosting
Another use of PowerShell is being embedded in a management application, which then uses the PowerShell runtime
to implement the management functionality. For this, PowerShell provides a managed hosting API. Via the APIs, the
application can instantiate a runspace (one instantiation of the PowerShell runtime), which runs in the application's
process and is exposed as a Runspace object.[3] The state of the runspace is encased in a SessionState
object. When the runspace is created, the Windows PowerShell runtime initializes the instantiation, including
initializing the providers and enumerating the cmdlets, and updates the SessionState object accordingly. The
Runspace then must be opened for either synchronous processing or asynchronous processing. After that it can be
used to execute commands.
To execute a command, a pipeline (represented by a Pipeline object) must be created and associated with the
runspace. The pipeline object is then populated with the cmdlets that make up the pipeline. For sequential operations
(as in a PowerShell script), a Pipeline object is created for each statement and nested inside another Pipeline
object.[3] When a pipeline is created, Windows PowerShell invokes the pipeline processor, which resolves the
cmdlets into their respective assemblies (the command processor) and adds a reference to them to the pipeline, and
associates them with an InputPipe, Outputpipe and ErrorOutputPipe objects, to represent the
connection with the pipeline. The types are verified and parameters bound using reflection.[3] Once the pipeline is set
up, the host calls the Invoke() method to run the commands, or its asynchronous equivalent -
InvokeAsync(). If the pipeline has the Write-Host cmdlet at the end of the pipeline, it writes the result onto
the console screen. If not, the results are handed over to the host, which might either apply further processing or
display it itself.
The hosting APIs are used by Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 to provide its management GUI. Each operation
exposed in the GUI is mapped to a sequence of PowerShell commands (or pipelines). The host creates the pipeline
and executes them. In fact, the interactive PowerShell console itself is a PowerShell host, which interprets the scripts
entered at command line and creates the necessary Pipeline objects and invokes them.
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Versions
Initially using the code name "Monad", PowerShell was first shown publicly at the Professional Developers
Conference in September 2003. There are currently three versions of PowerShell supported by Microsoft.[29]

Version 1.0
Version 1.0 was released in 2006 for Windows XP SP2/SP3, Windows Server 2003, and Windows Vista. For
Windows Server 2008, it is included as an optional feature.

Version 2.0
Version 2.0 is integrated with Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008 R2 and is released for Windows XP with
Service Pack 3, Windows Server 2003 with Service Pack 2 and Windows Vista with Service Pack 1.[30]

Microsoft released PowerShell 2.0 with Windows 7 and Windows 2008 R2. Windows PowerShell 2.0 is installed by
default on Windows Server 2008 R2 (except on Core installations where it is optional) and Windows 7. [31] For older
platforms it is available via the Windows Management Framework.[32] PowerShell V2 includes changes to the
scripting language and hosting API, in addition to including more than 240 new cmdlets.[33][34]

A non-exhaustive list of the new features included in PowerShell V2 is: [35] [36] [37]

• PowerShell Remoting: Using WS-Management, PowerShell 2.0 allows scripts and cmdlets to be invoked on a
remote machine or a large set of remote machines.

• Background Jobs: Also called a PSJob, it allows a command sequence (script) or pipeline to be invoked
asynchronously. Jobs can be run on the local machine or on multiple remote machines. An interactive cmdlet in a
PSJob blocks the execution of the job until user input is provided.

• Transactions: Enable cmdlet and developers can perform transactional operations. PowerShell 2.0 includes
transaction cmdlets for starting, committing, and rolling back a PSTransaction as well as features to manage and
direct the transaction to the participating cmdlet and provider operations. The PowerShell Registry provider
supports transactions.

• ScriptCmdlets: These are cmdlets written using the PowerShell scripting language. NOTE: The preferred name
for script cmdlets is now Advanced Functions.

• SteppablePipelines: This allows the user to control when the BeginProcessing(), ProcessRecord()
and EndProcessing() functions of a cmdlet are called.

• Modules: This allows script developers and administrators to organize and partition PowerShell scripts in
self-contained, reusable units. Code from a module executes in its own self-contained context and does not affect
the state outside of the module. Modules can define a restricted runspace environment by using a script. They
have a persistent state as well as public and private members.

• Data Language: A domain-specific subset of the PowerShell scripting language that allows data definitions to be
decoupled from the scripts and allows localized string resources to be imported into the script at runtime (Script
Internationalization).

• Script Debugging: It allows breakpoints to be set in a PowerShell script or function. Breakpoints can be set on
lines, line & columns, commands and read or write access of variables. It includes a set of cmdlets to control the
breakpoints via script.

• Eventing: This feature allows listening, forwarding, and acting on management and system events. Eventing
allows PowerShell hosts to be notified about state changes to their managed entities. It also enables PowerShell
scripts to subscribe to ObjectEvents, PSEvents, and WmiEvents and process them synchronously and
asynchronously.

• Windows PowerShell Integrated Scripting Environment (ISE): PowerShell 2.0 includes a GUI-based 
PowerShell host (formerly known as Graphical Windows PowerShell) that provides integrated debugger, syntax 
highlighting, tab completion and up to 8 PowerShell Unicode-enabled consoles (Runspaces) in a tabbed UI, as
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well as the ability to run only the selected parts in a script.
• Network File Transfer: Native support for prioritized, throttled, and asynchronous transfer of files between

machines using the Background Intelligent Transfer Service (BITS).[38]

• New Cmdlets: Including Out-GridView, which displays tabular data in the WPF GridView object.
• New Operators: -Split, -Join, and Splatting (@) operators.
• Exception Handling with Try-Catch-Finally: Unlike other .NET languages, this allows multiple exception

types for a single catch block.
• Nestable Here-Strings: PowerShell Here-Strings have been improved and can now nest.[39]

• Block Comments: PowerShell 2.0 supports block comments using <# and #> as delimiters.[40]

• New APIs: The new APIs range from handing more control over the PowerShell parser and runtime to the host,
to creating and managing collection of Runspaces (RunspacePools) as well as the ability to create Restricted
Runspaces which only allow a configured subset of PowerShell to be invoked. The new APIs also support
participation in a Windows PowerShell managed transaction.

Version 3.0
Version 3.0 is the next major release of Windows PowerShell, slated to be released with Windows 8 and Windows
Server 2012. Microsoft is also planning on releasing down-level versions of V3 for Windows 7 plus the server
versions (Server 2008 and Server 2008R2).[41] PowerShell V3 is part of a greater package, Windows Management
Framework 3.0, which additionally contains the WINRM service to support remoting.
There have been several Community Technology Preview versions of WMF 3. An early community technology
preview 2 (CTP 2) version of Windows Management Framework 3.0 was released by Microsoft in December,
2011.[42] Since then, updated versions have been shipped in the Windows 8/Server 2012 Beta and Release Candidate
versions. Down-level versions of those milestone releases are also available.
There are 2 separate types of changes in V3. First there are the changes to PowerShell itself, including a large
number of minor improvements (e.g. better Where-Object syntax), as well as major upgrades (Workflows, Cmdlets
from WMI Classes, etc.).

Comparison of cmdlets with similar commands
The following table contains a selection of the cmdlets that ship with PowerShell, noting the most similar commands
in other well-known command line interpreters.

PowerShell
(Cmdlet)

PowerShell
(Alias)

CMD.EXE /
COMMAND.COM

Unix shell Description

Get-ChildItem gci, dir, ls dir ls List all files / directories in the
(current) directory

Get-Content gc, type, cat type cat Get the content of a file
Get-Command gcm help help, which List available commands

Get-Help help, man help man Help on commands
Clear-Host cls, clear cls clear Clear the screen[43]

Copy-Item cpi, copy, cp copy cp Copy one or several files / a whole
directory tree

Move-Item mi, move, mv move mv Move a file / a directory to a new
location

Remove-Item ri, del, erase,
rmdir, rd, rm

del, erase, rmdir, rd rm, rmdir Delete a file / a directory
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Rename-Item rni, ren, mv ren, rename mv Rename a file / a directory
Get-Location gl, pwd cd pwd Display the current directory/present

working directory.
Pop-Location popd popd popd Change the current directory to the

directory most recently pushed onto the
stack

Push-Location pushd pushd pushd Push the current directory onto the
stack

Set-Location sl, cd, chdir cd, chdir cd Change the current directory
Tee-Object tee n/a tee Pipe input to a file or variable, then

pass the input along the pipeline
Write-Output echo, write echo echo Print strings, variables etc. to standard

output
Get-Process gps, ps tlist,[44] tasklist[45] ps List all currently running processes

Stop-Process spps, kill kill,[44] taskkill[45] kill[46] Stop a running process

Select-String — find, findstr grep Print lines matching a pattern
Set-Variable sv, set set env, export,

set, setenv
Set the value of a variable / create a

variable
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Examples
Examples are provided first using the long-form canonical syntax and then using more terse UNIX-like and
DOS-like aliases that are set up in the default configuration. For a list of all aliases, use the Get-Alias Cmdlet.
•• Stop all processes that begin with the letter p:

 PS> Get-Process p* | Stop-Process

 PS> ps p* | kill

•• Find the processes that use more than 1000 MB of memory and kill them:

 PS> Get-Process | Where-Object { $_.WS -gt 1000MB } | Stop-Process

 PS> ps | ? { $_.WS -gt 1000MB } | kill

•• Calculate the number of bytes in the files in a directory:

 PS> Get-Childitem | Measure-Object -Property Length -Sum

 PS> ls  | measure length -s

 PS> dir | measure length -s

•• Determine whether a specific process is no longer running:

 PS> $processToWatch = Get-Process Notepad

 PS> $processToWatch.WaitForExit()

 PS> (ps notepad).WaitForExit()

•• Change the case of a string from lower to upper:

 PS> 'hello, world!'.ToUpper()

•• Insert the string 'ABC' after the first character in the word 'string' to have the result 'sABCtring':

 PS> 'string'.Insert(1, 'ABC')

•• Download a specific RSS feed and show the titles of the 8 most recent entries:

 PS> $rssUrl = 'http:/ / blogs. msdn. com/ powershell/ rss. aspx'

 PS> $blog = [xml](new-object System.Net.WebClient).DownloadString($rssUrl)

 PS> $blog.rss.channel.item | select title -first 8

 PS> $x = new-object xml

 PS> $x.load('http:/ / blogs. msdn. com/ powershell/ rss. aspx')

 PS> $x.rss.channel.item | select title -f 8

•• Sets $UserProfile to the value of the UserProfile environment variable

 PS> $UserProfile = $env:UserProfile

•• Call a static method of a .Net object

 PS> [System.Math]::Sqrt(16)

 4

•• Run a command line executable with arguments:

http://blogs.msdn.com/powershell/rss.aspx'
http://blogs.msdn.com/powershell/rss.aspx')
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 PS> [Array]$arguments = '-h', '15', 'www.Wikipedia.com'

 PS> tracert $arguments

•• Get the serial number of a remote computer from WMI:

 PS> Get-WmiObject -ComputerName MyServer -Class Win32_BIOS | Select-Object SerialNumber

 PS> gwmi -co MyServer Win32_BIOS | select SerialNumber

File extensions
• PS1 – Windows PowerShell shell script
• PS1XML – Windows PowerShell format and type definitions
• PSC1 – Windows PowerShell console file
• PSD1 – Windows PowerShell data file (for Version 2)
• PSM1 – Windows PowerShell module file (for Version 2)

Application support

Snap-ins and hosts

Application Version Cmdlets Provider Management GUI

Exchange Server 2007 402 Yes Yes

Windows Server 2008 Yes Yes No

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Yes Yes No

System Center Operations Manager 2007 74 Yes No

System Center Virtual Machine Manager 2007 Yes Yes Yes

System Center Data Protection Manager 2007 Yes No No

Windows Compute Cluster Server 2007 Yes Yes No

Microsoft Transporter Suite for Lotus Domino[1] 08.02.0012 47 No No

Microsoft PowerTools for Open XML[2] 1.0 33 No No

IBM WebSphere MQ[3] 6.0.2.2 44 No No

Quest Management Shell for Active Directory[4] 1.1 40 No No

Special Operations Software Specops Command[5] 1.0 Yes No Yes

VMware PowerCLI[6] 5.0.1 293 No Yes

Internet Information Services[7] 7.0 54 Yes No

Windows 7 Troubleshooting Center[8] 6.1 Yes No Yes

Microsoft Deployment Toolkit 2010 Yes No No

NetApp Data ONTAP PowerShell Toolkit[9] 2.0 1059 Yes Yes

JAMS Scheduler - Job Access & Management System[10] 5.0 52 Yes Yes

UIAutomation[11] 0.7 325 No No

Dell Equallogic[12] 3.5 55 No No
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LOGINventory[13] 5.8 Yes Yes Yes

Alternative implementation
A project named Pash was attempted to create an open source and cross-platform implementation of PowerShell via
the Mono framework. Pash was maintained by Igor Moochnick, written in C# and was released under the GNU
General Public License. Pash development ceased in 2008 and is currently only partially complete.[14]
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Environment variable
Environment variables are a set of dynamic named values that can affect the way running processes will behave on
a computer.
They can be said in some sense to create the operating environment in which a process runs. For example, an
environment variable with a standard name can designate the location that a particular computer system uses to store
temporary files – this may vary from one computer system to another. A process which invokes the environment
variable by (standard) name can be sure that it is storing temporary information in a directory (folder) that exists and
is expected to have sufficient space.

Synopsis
In all Unix and Unix-like systems, each process has its own separate set of environment variables. By default, when
a process is created, it inherits a duplicate environment of its parent process, except for explicit changes made by the
parent when it creates the child. At API level, these changes must be done between running fork and exec.
Alternatively, from command shells such as bash, a user can change environment variables for a particular command
invocation by indirectly invoking it via env or using the ENVIRONMENT_VARIABLE=VALUE <command>
notation. All Unix operating system flavors, MS-DOS, and Microsoft Windows have environment variables;
however, they do not all use the same variable names. A running program can access the values of environment
variables for configuration purposes.
Examples of environment variables include:
• PATH - lists directories the shell searches, for the commands the user may type without having to provide the full

path.
• HOME (Unix-like) and USERPROFILE (Microsoft Windows) - indicate where a user's home directory is located

in the file system.
• HOME/{.AppName} (Unix-like) and APPDATA\{DeveloperName\AppName} (Microsoft Windows) - for 

storing application settings. Many open source programs incorrectly use USERPROFILE for application settings 
in Windows - USERPROFILE should only be used in dialogs that allow user to choose between paths like 
Documents/Pictures/Downloads/Music, for programmatic purposes APPDATA (roaming), LOCALAPPDATA or
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PROGRAMDATA (shared between users) is used.
• TERM (Unix-like) - specifies the type of computer terminal or terminal emulator being used (e.g., vt100 or

dumb).
• PS1 (Unix-like) - specifies how the prompt is displayed in the Bourne shell and variants.
• MAIL (Unix-like) - used to indicate where a user's mail is to be found.
•• TEMP - location where processes can store temporary files
Shell scripts and batch files use environment variables to communicate data and preferences to child processes. They
can also be used to store temporary values for reference later in a shell script. However, in Unix, other variables are
usually used for this.
In Unix, an environment variable that is changed in a script or compiled program will only affect that process and
possibly child processes. The parent process and any unrelated processes will not be affected. In MS-DOS, changing
or removing a variable's value inside a BATCH file will change the variable for the duration of command.com's
existence.
In Unix, the environment variables are normally initialized during system startup by the system init scripts, and
hence inherited by all other processes in the system. Users can, and often do, augment them in the profile script for
the command shell they are using. In Microsoft Windows, each environment variable's default value is stored in the
Windows registry or set in the autoexec.bat file.

Getting and setting environment variables
The variables can be used both in scripts and on the command line. They are usually referenced by putting special
symbols in front of or around the variable name. For instance, to display the user home directory, in most scripting
environments, the user has to type:

echo $HOME

On DOS, OS/2 or Windows systems, the user has to type this:

echo %HOME%

In Windows PowerShell, the user has to type this:

Write-Output $HOME

Unix
The commands env, set, and printenv display all environment variables and their values. env and set are
also used to set environment variables and are often incorporated directly into the shell. printenv can also be
used to print a single variable by giving that variable name as the sole argument to the command.
In Unix, the following commands can also be used, but are often dependent on a certain shell.

export VARIABLE=value  # for Bourne, bash, and related shells

setenv VARIABLE value  # for csh and related shells
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Working principles of environment variables

A few simple principles govern how environment variables achieve their effect.

Local to process

Environment variables are local to the process in which they were set. That means that if we spawn two shell
processes and change the value of an environment variable in one, that change will not be seen by the other.

Inheritance

When a child process is created, it inherits all the environment variables and their values from the parent process.
Usually, when a program calls another program, it first creates a child process by forking, then the child adjusts the
environment as needed and lastly the child replaces itself with the program to be called. This procedure gives the
calling program control over the environment of the called program.

Case-sensitive

In Unix and Unix-like systems the names of environment variables are case-sensitive.

Persistence

Environment variables persistence can be session-wide or system-wide.

DOS, OS/2 and Windows (Command Prompt)
In DOS, OS/2 and Windows, the set command without any arguments displays all environment variables along
with their values.
To set a variable to a particular value, use:

set VARIABLE=value

However, this is temporary. Permanent change to the environment variable can be achieved through editing the
registry (not recommended for novices) and using the Windows Resource Kit application setx.exe. With the
introduction of Windows Vista, the setx command became part of Windows.
Users of the Windows GUI can manipulate variables via <Control Panel:System:Advanced:Environment Variables>;
through the Windows Registry this is done changing the values under HKCU\Environment (for user specific
variables) and HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Session Manager\Environment (for System variables).
To set a variable whose name is in another variable, you can do:

set %VARNAME%=value

This feature allows certain interesting applications. For example, you may create a uni-dimensional array of elements
(vector) this way:

set VECTOR[%I%]=value of element subscript %I%

:MkVec

set VECNAME=%1

set i=0

:loop

    shift

    if "%1" == "" goto exitloop

    set /a i+=1

    set %VECNAME%[%i%]=%1
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    goto loop

:exitloop

exit /B %i%

call :MkVec DOWNAME=Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

To see the current value of a particular variable, use:

echo %VARIABLE%

or

set VARIABLE

Note: Please take note that doing so will print out all variables beginning with 'VARIABLE'. Another example is:

C:\> set p

Path=c:\.. ..

PATHEXT=.COM;.EXE;.BAT;

PROCESSOR_ARCHITECTURE=.. ..

PROCESSOR_IDENTIFIER=x8..

PROCESSOR_LEVEL=6..

PROCESSOR_REVISION=1706..

ProgramFiles=C:\Program.. .

PROMPT=$P$G

To see the value of an array element a double expansion is required: one for the subscript value and an additional
expansion for the array element. This may be achieved via Delayed !VARIABLE! Expansion this way:

set DOW=value of Day of Week (1..7)

echo !DOWNAME[%DOW%]!

To delete a variable, the following command is used:

set VARIABLE=

Windows PowerShell
To set a system variable:

Set-Content -Path Env:VARIABLE -value value

$Env:VARIABLE = value # alternate form

Case-insensitivity

In Windows the names of environment variables are case-insensitive.

Unexported variables
In Unix shells, variables may be assigned without the export keyword. Variables defined in this way are
displayed by the set command, but are not true environment variables, as they are stored only by the shell and not
recognized by the kernel. The printenv command will not display them, and child processes do not inherit them.

VARIABLE=value
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However, if used in front of a program to run, the variables will be exported to the environment and thus appear as
real environment variables to the program:

VARIABLE=value program_name [arguments]

The tool that gives closest parallel in Windows is the SETLOCAL/ENDLOCAL commands that prevent variables
from being set globally.

Security
On Unix, a setuid program is given an environment chosen by its caller, but it runs with different authority from its
caller. The dynamic linker will usually load code from locations specified by the environment variables
LD_LIBRARY_PATH and LD_PRELOAD and run it with the process's authority. If a setuid program did this, it
would be insecure, because its caller could get it to run arbitrary code and hence misuse its authority. For this reason,
libc unsets these environment variables at startup in a setuid process. setuid programs usually unset unknown
environment variables and check others or set them to reasonable values.

Common environment variables

Examples of Unix environment variables
$PATH
Contains a colon-separated list of directories that the shell searches for commands that do not contain a slash in their
name (commands with slashes are interpreted as file names to execute, and the shell attempts to execute the files
directly). It is equivalent to the Windows %PATH% variable. See: Path (computing).
$HOME
Contains the location of the user's home directory. Although the current user's home directory can also be found out
through the C functions getpwuid and getuid, $HOME is often used for convenience in various shell scripts
(and other contexts). Using the environment variable also gives the user the possibility to point to another directory.
$PWD
This variable points to the current directory. Equivalent to the output of the command pwd when called without
arguments.
$DISPLAY
Contains the identifier for the display that X11 programs should use by default.
$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
On many Unix systems with a dynamic linker, contains a colon-separated list of directories that the dynamic linker
should search for shared objects when building a process image after exec, before searching in any other
directories.
$LANG, $LC_ALL, $LC_...
LANG is used to set to the default locale. For example, if the locale values are pt_BR, then the language is set to
(Brazilian) Portuguese and Brazilian practice is used where relevant. Different aspects of localization are controlled
by individual LC_-variables (LC_CTYPE, LC_COLLATE, LC_DATE etc.). LC_ALL can be used to force the same
locale for all aspects.
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Examples of DOS environment variables
%COMSPEC%
This variable contains the full path to the command processor, command.com.
%PATH%
This variable contains a semicolon-delimited list of directories in which the command interpreter will search for
executable files. Equivalent to the Unix $PATH variable (although note that PATH on Windows additionally
performs the same task as LD_LIBRARY_PATH on Unix-like systems). Note that %PATH% can also be set like
this PATH=c:\dos; where SET isn't required.
%TEMP% and %TMP%
These variables contain the path to the directory where temporary files should be stored.

Examples from Microsoft Windows

Discrete value variables

These variables generally expand to discrete values, such as the current working directory, the current date, or a
random number. Some of these are true environment variables and will be expanded by all functions that handle
environment variables. Others, like %CD% simply look like environment variables and will only be expanded by
some functions and shells. They are not case sensitive.
%CD%
This variable points to the current directory. Equivalent to the output of the command cd when called without
arguments.
%DATE%
This variable expands to the current date. The date is displayed according to the current user's date format
preferences.
The following is a way of reformatting the date and time for use in file copies. The example assumes UK format of
day month year and the time is set for a 24 hour clock.

@echo off

echo %DATE% %TIME%

for /F "tokens=1-3 delims=/" %%a in ("%DATE%") do set MTH=%%a& set DAY=%%b& set YR=%%c

for /F "tokens=1-3 delims=:." %%a in ("%TIME%") do set HR=%%a& set MIN=%%b& set SEC=%%c

if "%HR:~0,1%"==" " set HR=0%HR:~1,1% 

set MYDATE=%YR%%MTH%%DAY%-%HR%%MIN%%SEC%

echo %MYDATE%

%ERRORLEVEL%
This variable points to the current error level. If there was an error in the previous command, this is what you need to
check against to find out about that.
%RANDOM%
This variable returns a random number between 0 and 32767.
%TIME%
This variable points to the current time. The time is displayed according to the current user's time format preferences.
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System path variables

These variables refer to locations of critical operating system resources, and as such generally are not
user-dependent.
%AppData%
Contains the full path to the Application Data folder of the logged-in user. Does not work on Windows NT 4.0 SP6
UK.
%LOCALAPPDATA%
This variable is the temporary files of Applications. Its uses include storing of Desktop Themes, Windows Error
Reporting, Caching and profiles of web browsers.
%ComSpec%
This variable contains the full path to the command processor; on Windows NT based operating systems this is
cmd.exe, while on Windows 9x and ME it is the DOS command processor, COMMAND.COM.
%PATH%
This variable contains a semicolon-delimited (do not put spaces in between) list of directories in which the command
interpreter will search for an executable file that matches the given command. Equivalent to the Unix $PATH
variable.
%ProgramFiles%
This variable points to Program Files directory, which stores all the installed program of Windows and others. The
default on English-language systems is C:\Program Files. In 64-bit editions of Windows (XP, 2003, Vista),
there are also %ProgramFiles(x86)% which defaults to C:\Program Files (x86) and
%ProgramW6432% which defaults to C:\Program Files. The %ProgramFiles% itself depends on whether
the process requesting the environment variable is itself 32-bit or 64-bit (this is caused by Windows-on-Windows
64-bit redirection).
%CommonProgramFiles%
This variable points to Common Files directory. The default is C:\Program Files\Common Files.
%SystemDrive%
The %SystemDrive% variable is a special system-wide environment variable found on Microsoft Windows NT and
its derivatives. Its value is the drive upon which the system folder was placed. Also see next item.
The value of %SystemDrive% is in most cases C:.
%SystemRoot%
The %SystemRoot% variable is a special system-wide environment variable found on Microsoft Windows NT and
its derivatives. Its value is the location of the system folder, including the drive and path.
The drive is the same as %SystemDrive% and the default path on a clean installation depends upon the version of the
operating system. By default, on a clean installation:
• Windows NT 5.1 (Windows XP) and newer versions use \WINDOWS
• Windows NT 5.0 (Windows 2000), Windows NT 4.0 and Windows NT 3.1 use \WINNT
• Windows NT 3.5x uses \WINNT35
• Windows NT 4.0 Terminal Server use \WTSRV
%WinDir%
This variable points to the Windows directory (on Windows NT-based operating systems it is identical to the
%SystemRoot% variable, above). If the System is on drive C: then the default values are:
• C:\WINDOWS on Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows Me, Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Windows

Vista, Windows Server 2008 and Windows 7
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• C:\WINNT for Windows NT 4, and Windows 2000
Note that Windows NT 4 Terminal Server Edition by default installs to C:\WTSRV.

User management variables

These variables store information related to resources and settings owned by various user profiles within the system.
As a general rule, these variables do not refer to critical system resources or locations that are necessary for the OS to
run.
%AllUsersProfile% (%PROGRAMDATA% for Windows Vista, Windows 7)
The %AllUsersProfile%(%PROGRAMDATA%) variable expands to the full path to the All Users profile directory.
This profile contains resources and settings that are used by all system accounts. Shortcut links copied to the All
Users' Start menu or Desktop folders will appear in every user's Start menu or Desktop, respectively.
%UserDomain%
The variable holds the name of the Workgroup or Windows Domain to which the current user belongs. The related
variable, %LOGONSERVER%, holds the hostname of the server that authenticated the current user's logon
credentials (name and password). For Home PCs, and PCs in a Workgroup, the authenticating server is usually the
PC itself. For PCs in a Windows Domain, the authenticating server is a domain controller (a primary domain
controller, or PDC, in Windows NT 4-based domains).
%UserProfile%
The %UserProfile% variable is a special system-wide environment variable found on Microsoft Windows NT and its
derivatives. Its value is the location of the current user's profile directory, in which is found that user's HKCU
registry hive (NTUSER).
Users can also use the %USERNAME% variable to determine the active users login identification.

Windows GUI forced variable expansion
In certain cases it is not possible to create file paths containing environment variables using the Windows GUI, and it
is necessary to fight with the user interface to make things work as intended.
• In Windows 7, a shortcut may not contain the variable %USERNAME% in unexpanded form. Trying to create

shortcut to \\server\share\accounts\%USERNAME% or C:\users\%USERNAME% will be silently changed to
replace %USERNAME% with the account name of the currently logged-in user, when the OK button is pressed
on the shortcut properties.
• This can only be overridden if the %USERNAME% variable is part of a parameter to some other program in

the shortcut. For example, %SYSTEMROOT%\Explorer.exe C:\Users\%USERNAME% is not expanded when
OK is clicked, but this shortcut is treated as unsafe and displays a warning when opened.

• In Group Policy Management on Server 2008 R2, a profile folder can not be redirected to a custom folder
hierarchy. For example, the desktop can not be redirected to
\\server\share\accounts\%USERNAME%\custom\path\desktop. Upon pressing OK, this is silently changed to
"Create a folder for each user in the root path" with the path \\server\share\accounts\ pointing to
"\username\desktop".
• This behavior can only be overridden if the path contains a variable or drive letter that is not currently

resolvable at the time of editing the GPO. For example if a mapping for drive O: does not exist on the server,
then the path O:\folder\%username%\CustomTarget is not expanded when OK is clicked.

•• A domain user account may not contain a profile path or home folder path containing an unexpanded
%USERNAME% variable. Upon clicking OK, this is silently replaced with the user's account name.
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• This causes problems for new user creation that is performed by copying an existing user account, if there are
additional folders listed after the username in the path. For a pre-existing account with a profile path of
\server\share\accounts\DomainUser\profile the Microsoft Management Console doesn't know which part of
the path contains the previous user's name and doesn't change the path during the copy, resulting in the new
account pointing to the other account's profile/home paths. The profile/home paths must be manually re-edited
to point to the correct location.

Default Values on Microsoft Windows

Variable Windows XP Windows Vista/7

%ALLUSERSPROFILE% and
%PROGRAMDATA%

C:\Documents and Settings\All Users C:\ProgramData

%APPDATA% C:\Documents and Settings\{username}\Application Data C:\Users\{username}\AppData\Roaming

%COMPUTERNAME% {computername} {computername}

%COMMONPROGRAMFILES% C:\Program Files\Common Files C:\Program Files\Common Files

%COMMONPROGRAMFILES(x86)% C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files

%COMSPEC% C:\Windows\System32\cmd.exe C:\Windows\System32\cmd.exe

%HOMEDRIVE% C: C:

%HOMEPATH% \Documents and Settings\{username} \Users\{username}

%LOCALAPPDATA% C:\Users\{username}\AppData\Local

%LOGONSERVER% \\{domain_logon_server} \\{domain_logon_server}

%PATH% C:\Windows\system32;C:\Windows;C:\Windows\System32\Wbem;{plus
program paths}

C:\Windows\system32;C:\Windows;C:\Windows\System32\Wbem;{plus
program paths}

%PATHEXT% .COM;.EXE;.BAT;.CMD;.VBS;.VBE;.JS;.WSF;.WSH .com;.exe;.bat;.cmd;.vbs;.vbe;.js;.jse;.wsf;.wsh;.msc

%PROGRAMDATA% %SystemDrive%\ProgramData

%PROGRAMFILES% %SystemDrive%\Program Files %SystemDrive%\Program Files

%PROGRAMFILES(X86)% %SystemDrive%\Program Files (x86) (only in 64-bit version) %SystemDrive%\Program Files (x86) (only in 64-bit version)

%PROMPT% Code for current command prompt format. Code is usually $P$G Code for current command prompt format. Code is usually $P$G

%PSModulePath% %SystemRoot%\system32\WindowsPowerShell\v1.0\Modules\

%PUBLIC% %SystemDrive%\Users\Public

{Drive}:\$Recycle.Bin C:\Recycle.Bin C:\$Recycle.Bin

%SystemDrive% C: C:

%SystemRoot% The Windows directory, usually C:\Windows, formerly C:\WINNT %SystemDrive%\Windows

%TEMP% and %TMP% %SystemDrive%\Documents and Settings\{username}\Local
Settings\Temp

%SystemDrive%\Users\{username}\AppData\Local\Temp

%USERDOMAIN% {userdomain} {userdomain}

%USERDATA% %SystemDrive%\Documents and Settings\{username} %SystemDrive%\Users\{username}

%USERNAME% {username} {username}

%USERPROFILE% %SystemDrive%\Documents and Settings\{username} %SystemDrive%\Users\{username}

%WINDIR% C:\Windows C:\Windows

In this list, there is no environment variable that refers to the location of the user's My Documents folder, so there is
no standard method for setting a program's home directory to be the My Documents folder.
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External links

Unix
• environ(7) [1]: user environment – Linux Conventions and Miscellany Manual

Windows
• Environment Variables Wiki [2] — Wiki of Windows XP, Vista & 7 environment variables
• Eveditor [3] — Modern environment variables editor for Windows
• User Environment Variables [4] — Microsoft article on User Environment Variables and User Profiles
• Environment Variable Reference [5] — Has a list showing which environment variables are for 9x WinNTx etc
• Windows XP Command Shell Overview [6] with a list of environment variables — Microsoft.com
• How To Manage Environment Variables in Windows XP [7] — Microsoft.com
• Path Manager (pathman.exe) [8] — Command line tool from Microsoft for editing PATH environment variable on

Windows
• Environment Variables in Windows XP [9] — Computer Education
• RapidEE (Rapid Environment Editor) [10] — Windows environment variables editor
• (EnvMan) Windows Environment Variables Manager [11] — Environment Variables Editor for Windows
• Getting Environment Variables in .NET [12] — How to get environment variables in .NET
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Configuration file

A configuration file for GNU GRUB being modified with gedit. This file contains a list of
Operating Systems, which GNU GRUB reads and presents to the user as a menu.

In computing, configuration files, or
config files configure the initial
settings for some computer programs.
They are used for user applications,
server processes and operating system
settings. The files are often written in
ASCII (rarely UTF-8) and
line-oriented, with lines terminated by
a newline or carriage return/line feed
pair, depending on the operating
system. They may be considered a
simple database.

Some applications provide tools to
create, modify, and verify the syntax of
their configuration files; these
sometimes have graphical interfaces. For other programs, system administrators may be expected to create and
modify files by hand using a text editor. For server processes and operating-system settings, there is often no
standard tool, but operating systems may provide their own graphical interfaces such as YaST or debconf.

Some computer programs only read their configuration files at startup. Others periodically check the configuration
files for changes. Users can instruct some programs to re-read the configuration files and apply the changes to the
current process, or indeed to read arbitrary files as a configuration file. There are no definitive standards or strong
conventions.

UNIX/Linux
Across the Unix variants hundreds of configuration-file formats exist. Each application or service may have a unique
format. Historically, Unix operating system settings were often modified only by editing configuration files. Almost
all formats allow entries to be disabled by prepending a special comment character, turning that entry into a
comment.
The configuration files on Unix-type operating systems are traditionally documented using manpages, though other
forms of online help are also used. In many cases the default configuration files distributed with a program contain
extensive internal documentation in the form of comments. It is rare for a file to be completely undocumented,
except in cases where a graphical configuration tool is the preferred method of configuring a program.
Unix user applications often create a file or directory in the home directory of the user upon startup. To hide the file
or directory from casual listing of the contents of the home directory, the name of the file or directory is prepended
with a period, giving rise to the nickname "dotfile" or "dot file". Server processes often use configuration files stored
in /etc, but they may also use their installation directory or a location defined by the system administrator.
Configuration files also do more than just modify settings, they often (in the form of an "rc file") run a set of 
commands upon startup (for example, the "rc file" for a shell might instruct the shell to change directories, run 
certain programs, delete or create files —- many things which do not involve modifying variables in the shell itself 
and so were not in the shell's dotfiles); according to the Jargon File, this convention is borrowed from "runcom files" 
on the CTSS operating system;[1] see run commands for details. This functionality can and has been extended for 
programs written in interpreted languages such that the configuration file is actually another program rewriting or
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extending or customizing the original program; Emacs is the most prominent such example. The "rc" naming
convention of "rc files" was inspired by the "runcom" facility mentioned above and does not stand for "resource
configuration" or "runtime configuration" as is often wrongly guessed.[1]

"rc" files are traditionally files which end in the ".rc" suffix and which contain data and information that is used as
configuration information for the associated program. Typically the name of that program is the first part of the rc
file's name, with the ".rc" suffix being used to indicate the file's purpose.
On UNIX variants dot files remain "hidden" from listing by default. On Mac OS X these files are sometimes called
"hidden files" although other mechanisms exist on Mac OS X to hide a file from view in various tools. The Explorer
interface of Microsoft Windows XP does not allow the user to rename a file with an initial '.' though it does allow
access to such files, and Windows' Notepad program does allow files to be saved with such names. Where Unix
programs that use dotfiles are ported to Windows, they are sometimes modified to accept some other naming
convention; for example, GNU Emacs permits its configuration file to be named _emacs instead of .emacs.[2]

IBM's AIX uses an Object Data Manager (ODM) database to store some system settings, some of which need to be
available at boot time.

Microsoft DOS
DOS primarily relies on two files called CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT. These were retained up to Windows
98SE, but were not strictly required to run Windows applications.

Microsoft Windows
The Microsoft Windows family of operating systems and their attendant applications utilize a similar system of
configuration files. Windows 3.0 had an API for INI files (from "initialization"). Many Windows programs
abandoned configuration files to use the Windows Registry to store information.

IBM OS/2
IBM's OS/2 uses a binary format, also with a .INI suffix, but this differs from the Windows versions. It contains a list
of lists of untyped key-value pairs.[3] Two files control system-wide settings: OS2.INI and OS2SYS.INI. Application
developers can choose whether to use them or create a specific file for their applications.

Configuration languages
Many language specifications have been created specifically to describe and retain configurations. These are
frequently not Turing complete (nor need to be, by definition). A notable exception is Lua, which started out
specifically as a configuration language for use in other programs. It evolved into a complete programming
language, but retains a phrasing that allows configuration descriptions to be read directly into a native, stateful,
tabulated set of variable-key pairings accessible to other programs (via a library), as well as allowing (self or
external) invocation of commands to augment configuration activities.
The class includes all markup languages. The trend in the increase of XML and YAML (among other formats) for
use as configuration-file formats is at least partially attributable to the increase in popularity of open source and
platform neutral software applications and libraries. Moreover, the specifications describing these formats are
routinely made available to the public, thus increasing the availability of parsers and emitters across programming
languages.
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External links
• libprf1 (http:/ / libprf1. tigris. org/ ) - alpha cross-platform, multi-language support for accessing the Preferences

Registry Format (PRF) 1.0 configuration files

Windows Registry
The Windows Registry is a hierarchical database that stores configuration settings and options on Microsoft
Windows operating systems. It contains settings for low-level operating system components as well as the
applications running on the platform. The kernel, device drivers, services, SAM, user interface and third party
applications all make use of the registry. The registry also provides a means to access counters for profiling system
performance.
When first introduced with Windows 3.1, the Windows registry's primary purpose was to store configuration
information for COM-based components. With the introduction of Windows 95 and Windows NT, its use was
extended to tidy up the profusion of per-program INI files that had previously been used to store configuration
settings for Windows programs.[1][2] It is not a requirement for a Windows application to use the Windows
Registry—for example, .Net Framework applications use XML files for configuration, while portable applications
usually keep their configuration data within files in the directory/folder where the application executable resides.

Rationale
Prior to the Registry, .INI files stored each program's settings into a text file, often located in a shared location that
did not allow for user-specific settings in a multi-user scenario. By contrast, the Windows registry stores all
application settings in one logical repository (but a number of discrete files) and in a standardized form. According
to Microsoft this offers several advantages over .INI files.[2][3] Since file parsing is done much more efficiently with
a binary format, it may be read from or written to more quickly than an INI file. As well, strongly typed data can be
stored in the registry, as opposed to the text information stored in .INI files. This is a benefit when editing keys
manually using regedit.exe, the built-in Windows registry editor. Because user-based registry settings are
loaded from a user-specific path rather than from a read-only system location, the registry allows multiple users to
share the same machine, and also allows programs to work for less privileged users. Backup and restoration is also
simplified as the registry can be accessed over a network connection for remote management/support, including from
scripts, using the standard set of APIs, as long as the Remote Registry service is running and firewall rules permit
this.
As the registry is constructed as a database, it offers improved system integrity with features such as atomic updates.
If two processes attempt to update the same registry value at the same time, one process's change will precede the
others and the overall consistency of the data will be maintained. Where changes are made to .INI files, such race
conditions can result in inconsistent data which doesn't match either attempted update. Windows Vista and later
operating systems provide transactional updates to the registry by means of the Kernel Transaction Manager,
extending the atomicity guarantees across multiple key and/or value changes, with traditional commit-abort
semantics. (Note however that NTFS provides such support for the file system as well, so the same guarantees could,
in theory, be obtained with traditional configuration files.)
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Structure

Keys and values
The registry contains two basic elements: keys and values.
Registry keys are similar to folders—in addition to values, each key can contain subkeys, which may contain further
subkeys, and so on. Keys are referenced with a syntax similar to Windows' path names, using backslashes to indicate
levels of hierarchy. Each subkey has a mandatory name, which is a non-empty string that cannot contain any
backslash, and whose letter case is insignificant.
The hierarchy of registry keys can only be accessed from a known root key handle (which is anonymous but whose
effective value is a constant numeric handle) that is mapped to the content of a registry key preloaded by the kernel
from a stored "hive", or to the content of a subkey within another root key, or mapped to a registered service or DLL
that provides access to its contained subkeys and values.
E.g. HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows refers to the subkey "Windows" of the subkey
"Microsoft" of the subkey "Software" of the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE root key.
There are seven predefined root keys, traditionally named according to their constant handles defined in the Win32
API, or by synonymous abbreviations (depending on applications):
•• HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE or HKLM
•• HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG or HKCC (only in Windows 9x/Me and NT-based versions of Windows)
•• HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT or HKCR
•• HKEY_CURRENT_USER or HKCU
•• HKEY_USERS or HKU
•• HKEY_PERFORMANCE_DATA (only in NT-based versions of Windows, but invisible in the Windows

Registry Editor)
•• HKEY_DYN_DATA (only in Windows 9x/Me, and visible in the Windows Registry Editor)
Like other files and services in Windows, all registry keys may be restricted by access control lists (ACLs),
depending on user privileges, or on security tokens acquired by applications, or on system security policies enforced
by the system (these restrictions may be predefined by the system itself, and configured by local system
administrators or by domain administrators). Different users, programs, services or remote systems may only see
some parts of the hierarchy or distinct hierarchies from the same root keys.
Registry values are name/data pairs stored within keys. Registry values are referenced separately from registry keys.
Each registry value stored in a registry key has a unique name whose letter case is not significant. The Windows API
functions that query and manipulate registry values take value names separately from the key path and/or handle that
identifies the parent key. Registry values may contain backslashes in their names, but doing so makes them difficult
to distinguish from their key paths when using some legacy Windows Registry API functions (whose usage is
deprecated in Win32).
The terminology is somewhat misleading, as each registry key is similar to an associative array, where standard
terminology would refer to the name part of each registry value as a "key". The terms are a holdout from the 16-bit
registry in Windows 3, in which registry keys could not contain arbitrary name/data pairs, but rather contained only
one unnamed value (which had to be a string). In this sense, the entire registry was like a single associative array
where the registry keys (in both the registry sense and dictionary sense) formed a hierarchy, and the registry values
were all strings. When the 32-bit registry was created, so was the additional capability of creating multiple named
values per key, and the meanings of the names were somewhat distorted.[4] For compatibility with the previous
behavior, each registry key may have a "default" value, whose name is the empty string.
Each value can store arbitrary data with variable length and encoding, but which is associated with a symbolic type
(defined as a numeric constant) defining how to parse this data. The standard types are:
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List of standard registry value types

Type
ID

Symbolic type name Meaning and encoding of the data stored in the registry value

0 REG_NONE No type (the stored value, if any)

1 REG_SZ A string value, normally stored and exposed in UTF-16LE (when using the Unicode
version of Win32 API functions), usually terminated by a null character

2 REG_EXPAND_SZ An "expandable" string value that can contain environment variables, normally stored
and exposed in UTF-16LE, usually terminated by a null character

3 REG_BINARY Binary data (any arbitrary data)

4 REG_DWORD /
REG_DWORD_LITTLE_ENDIAN

A DWORD value, a 32-bit unsigned integer (numbers between 0 and 4,294,967,295 [232

– 1]) (little-endian)

5 REG_DWORD_BIG_ENDIAN A DWORD value, a 32-bit unsigned integer (numbers between 0 and 4,294,967,295 [232

– 1]) (big-endian)

6 REG_LINK A symbolic link (UNICODE) to another registry key, specifying a root key and the path
to the target key

7 REG_MULTI_SZ A multi-string value, which is an ordered list of non-empty strings, normally stored and
exposed in UTF-16LE, each one terminated by a null character, the list being normally
terminated by a second null character.

8 REG_RESOURCE_LIST A resource list (used by the Plug-n-Play hardware enumeration and configuration)

9 REG_FULL_RESOURCE_DESCRIPTOR A resource descriptor (used by the Plug-n-Play hardware enumeration and
configuration)

10 REG_RESOURCE_REQUIREMENTS_LIST A resource requirements list (used by the Plug-n-Play hardware enumeration and
configuration)

11 REG_QWORD /
REG_QWORD_LITTLE_ENDIAN

A QWORD value, a 64-bit integer (either big- or little-endian, or unspecified)
(Introduced in Windows XP)

Hives
The Registry comprises a number of logical sections, or "hives"[5] (the word hive constitutes an in-joke).[6] Hives are
generally named by their Windows API definitions, which all begin "HKEY". They are frequently abbreviated to a
three- or four-letter short name starting with "HK" (e.g. HKCU and HKLM). Technically, they are predefined
handles (with known constant values) to specific keys that are either maintained in memory, or stored in hive files
stored in the local filesystem and loaded by the system kernel at boot time and then shared (with various access
rights) between all processes running on the local system, or loaded and mapped in all processes started in a user
session when the user logs on the system.
The HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE (local machine-specific configuration data) and HKEY_CURRENT_USER
(user-specific configuration data) nodes have a similar structure to each other; user applications typically look up
their settings by first checking for them in "HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Vendor's name\Application's
name\Version\Setting name", and if the setting is not found, look instead in the same location under the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE key. However, the converse may apply for administrator-enforced policy settings
where HKLM may take precedence over HKCU. The Windows Logo Program has specific requirements for where
different types of user data may be stored, and that the concept of least privilege be followed so that
administrator-level access is not required to use an application.[7][8]
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HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE (HKLM)

Abbreviated HKLM, HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE stores settings that are specific to the local computer.[9]

The key located by HKLM is actually not stored on disk, but maintained in memory by the system kernel in order to
map there all other subkeys. Applications cannot create any additional subkeys. On NT-based versions of Windows,
this key contains four subkeys, "SAM", "SECURITY", "SYSTEM", and "SOFTWARE", that are loaded at boot time
within their respective files located in the %SystemRoot%\System32\config folder. A fifth subkey, "HARDWARE",
is volatile and is created dynamically, and as such is not stored in a file (it exposes a view of all the currently
detected Plug-and-Play devices). On Windows Vista and above, a sixth subkey is mapped in memory by the kernel
and populated from boot configuration data (BCD).
• The "HKLM\SAM" key usually appears as empty for most users (unless they are granted access by administrators

of the local system or administrators of domains managing the local system). It is used to reference all "Security
Accounts Manager" (SAM) databases for all domains into which the local system has been administratively
authorized or configured (including the local domain of the running system, whose SAM database is stored a
subkey also named "SAM": other subkeys will be created as needed, one for each supplementary domain). Each
SAM database contains all builtin accounts (mostly group aliases) and configured accounts (users, groups and
their aliases, including guest accounts and administrator accounts) created and configured on the respective
domain, for each account in that domain, it notably contains the user name which can be used to log on that
domain, the internal unique user identifier in the domain, a cryptographic hash of each user's password for each
enabled authentication protocol, the location of storage of their user registry hive, various status flags (for
example if the account can be enumerated and be visible in the logon prompt screen), and the list of domains
(including the local domain) into which the account was configured.

•• The "HKLM\SECURITY" key usually appears empty for most users (unless they are granted access by users with
administrative privileges) and is linked to the Security database of the domain into which the current user is
logged on (if the user is logged on the local system domain, this key will be linked to the registry hive stored by
the local machine and managed by local system administrators or by the builtin "System" account and Windows
installers). The kernel will access it to read and enforce the security policy applicable to the current user and all
applications or operations executed by this user. It also contains a "SAM" subkey which is dynamically linked to
the SAM database of the domain onto which the current user is logged on.

•• The "HKLM\SYSTEM" key is normally only writable by users with administrative privileges on the local system.
It contains information about the Windows system setup, data for the secure random number generator (RNG),
the list of currently mounted devices containing a filesystem, several numbered "HKLM\SYSTEM\Control Sets"
containing alternative configurations for system hardware drivers and services running on the local system
(including the currently used one and a backup), a "HKLM\SYSTEM\Select" subkey containing the status of
these Control Sets, and a "HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet" which is dynamically linked at boot time to the
Control Set which is currently used on the local system. Each configured Control Set contains:
•• an "Enum" subkey enumerating all known Plug-and-Play devices and associating them with installed system

drivers (and storing the device-specific configurations of these drivers),
•• a "Services" subkey listing all installed system drivers (with non device-specific configuration, and the

enumeration of devices for which they are instantiated) and all programs running as services (how and when
they can be automatically started),

•• a "Control" subkey organizing the various hardware drivers and programs running as services and all other
system-wide configuration,

•• a "Hardware Profiles" subkey enumerating the various profiles that have been tuned (each one with "System"
or "Software" settings used to modify the default profile, either in system drivers and services or in the
applications) as well as the "Hardware Profiles\Current" subkey which is dynamically linked to one of these
profiles.
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•• The "HKLM\SOFTWARE" subkey contains software and Windows settings (in the default hardware profile). It is
mostly modified by application and system installers. It is organized by software vendor (with a subkey for each),
but also contains a "Windows" subkey for some settings of the Windows user interface, a "Classes" subkey
containing all registered associations from file extensions, MIME types, Object Classes IDs and interfaces IDs
(for OLE, COM/DCOM and ActiveX), to the installed applications or DLLs that may be handling these types on
the local machine (however these associations are configurable for each user, see below), and a "Policies" subkey
(also organized by vendor) for enforcing general usage policies on applications and system services (including the
central certificates store used for authentifying, authorizing or disallowing remote systems or services running
outside of the local network domain).

• The "HKLM\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node" key is used by 32-bit applications on a 64-bit Windows OS, and is
equivalent but separate to "HKLM\SOFTWARE". The key path is transparently presented to 32-bit applications
by WoW64 as HKLM\SOFTWARE[10] (in a similar way that 32-bit applications see %SystemRoot%\Syswow64
as %SystemRoot%\System32)

HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG (HKCC)

Abbreviated HKCC, HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG contains information gathered at runtime; information stored in
this key is not permanently stored on disk, but rather regenerated at boot time. It is a handle to the key
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Hardware Profiles\Current", which is initially empty but
populated at boot time by loading one of the other subkeys stored in
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\System\CurrentControlSet\Hardware Profiles".

HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT (HKCR)

Abbreviated HKCR, HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT contains information about registered applications, such as file
associations and OLE Object Class IDs, tying them to the applications used to handle these items. On Windows 2000
and above, HKCR is a compilation of user-based HKCU\Software\Classes and machine-based
HKLM\Software\Classes. If a given value exists in both of the subkeys above, the one in HKCU\Software\Classes
takes precedence.[11] The design allows for either machine- or user-specific registration of COM objects. The
user-specific classes hive, unlike the HKCU hive, does not form part of a roaming user profile.

HKEY_USERS (HKU)

Abbreviated HKU, HKEY_USERS contains subkeys corresponding to the HKEY_CURRENT_USER keys for each
user profile actively loaded on the machine, though user hives are usually only loaded for currently logged-in users.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER (HKCU)

Abbreviated HKCU, HKEY_CURRENT_USER stores settings that are specific to the currently logged-in user.[12]

The HKEY_CURRENT_USER key is a link to the subkey of HKEY_USERS that corresponds to the user; the same
information is accessible in both locations. On Windows NT-based systems, each user's settings are stored in their
own files called NTUSER.DAT and USRCLASS.DAT inside their own Documents and Settings subfolder (or their
own Users sub folder in Windows Vista and above). Settings in this hive follow users with a roaming profile from
machine to machine.

HKEY_PERFORMANCE_DATA

This key provides runtime information into performance data provided by either the NT kernel itself, or running
system drivers, programs and services that provide performance data. This key is not stored in any hive and not
displayed in the Registry Editor, but it is visible through the registry functions in the Windows API, or in a
simplified view via the Performance tab of the Task Manager (only for a few performance data on the local system)
or via more advanced control panels (such as the Performances Monitor or the Performances Analyzer which allows
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collecting and logging these data, including from remote systems).

HKEY_DYN_DATA

This key is used only on Windows 95, Windows 98 and Windows Me.[13] It contains information about hardware
devices, including Plug and Play and network performance statistics. The information in this hive is also not stored
on the hard drive. The Plug and Play information is gathered and configured at startup and is stored in memory.[14]

Editing

Manual editing
The Windows registry can be edited manually using programs such as regedit.exe and on older versions of Windows,
regedt32.exe, although these tools do not expose some of registry's metadata such as the last modified date. They
also implement workarounds in code that allow Registry keys to be renamed, as the underlying APIs do not support
this capability.
As a careless change could cause irreversible damage, a backup of the registry before editing is recommended by
Microsoft. Incorrect changes made to the registry with the Registry Editor can cause system-wide problems in
Windows, which may require re-installing Windows to fix.[15] Editing the registry is sometimes necessary when
working around Windows-specific issues e.g. problems when logging onto a domain can be resolved by editing the
registry.[16]

A simple implementation of the current registry tool appeared in Windows 3.x, called the "Registration Info Editor"
or "Registration Editor". This was basically just a database of applications used to edit embedded OLE objects in
documents.
Windows 9x operating systems included REGEDIT.EXE which could be used in Windows and also in real mode
MS-DOS.[17] Windows NT introduced permissions for Registry editing. Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000 were
distributed with both the Windows 9x REGEDIT.EXE program and Windows NT 3.x's REGEDT32.EXE program.
There were several differences between the two editors on these platforms:
•• REGEDIT.EXE had a left-side tree view that begins at "My Computer" and lists all loaded hives.

REGEDT32.EXE had a left-side tree view, but each hive had its own window, so the tree displays only keys.
•• REGEDIT.EXE represented the three components of a value (its name, type, and data) as separate columns of a

table. REGEDT32.EXE represented them as a list of strings.
•• REGEDIT.EXE supported right-clicking of entries in a tree view to adjust properties and other settings.

REGEDT32.EXE required all actions to be performed from the top menu bar.
•• REGEDIT.EXE supported searching for key names, values, or data throughout the entire registry, whereas

REGEDT32.EXE only supported searching for key names in one hive at a time.
•• Earlier versions of REGEDIT.EXE did not support editing permissions. Therefore, on those early versions, only

REGEDT32.EXE could access the full functionality of an NT registry. REGEDIT.EXE in Windows XP and
above supports editing permissions.

• REGEDIT.EXE only supported string (REG_SZ), binary (REG_BINARY), and DWORD (REG_DWORD)
values. REGEDT32.EXE supported those, plus expandable string (REG_EXPAND_SZ) and multi-string
(REG_MULTI_SZ). Attempting to edit unsupported key types with REGEDIT.EXE on Windows 2000 or
Windows NT 4.0 would result in irreversible conversion to a supported type.[18]

Windows XP was the first system to integrate these two programs into one, adopting the old REGEDIT.EXE
interface and adding the REGEDT32.EXE functionality. The differences listed above are not applicable on Windows
XP and newer systems; REGEDIT.EXE is the improved editor, and REGEDT32.EXE is deprecated. On Windows
XP and above, the Registry Editor also supports multiple instances if the -m switch is specified.
The Registry Editor allows users to perform the following functions:
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•• Creating, manipulating, renaming and deleting registry keys, subkeys, values and value data
• Importing and exporting .REG files, exporting data in the binary hive format
•• Loading, manipulating and unloading registry hive format files (Windows NT-based systems only)
• Setting permissions based on ACLs (Windows NT-based systems only)
•• Bookmarking user-selected registry keys as Favorites
•• Finding particular strings in key names, value names and value data
•• Remotely editing the registry on another networked computer
It is also possible to edit the registry under Linux using the open source Offline NT Password & Registry Editor to
edit the files.[19]

.REG files

.REG files (also known as Registration entries) are text-based human-readable files for exporting and importing
portions of the registry. On Windows 2000 and later NT-based operating systems, they contain the string Windows
Registry Editor Version 5.00 at the beginning and are Unicode-based. On Windows 9x and NT 4.0 systems, they
contain the string REGEDIT4 and are ANSI-based.[20] Windows 9x format .REG files are compatible with Windows
2000 and later NT-based systems. The Registry Editor on Windows on these systems also supports exporting .REG
files in Windows 9x/NT format. Data is stored in .REG files in the following syntax:[20]

[<Hive Name>\<Key Name>\<Subkey Name>]

"Value Name"=<Value type>:<Value data>

The Default Value of a key can be edited by using @ instead of "Value Name":

[<Hive Name>\<Key Name>\<Subkey Name>]

@=<Value type>:<Value data>

String values do not require a <Value type> (see example), but backslashes ("\") need to be written as a
double-backslash ("\\").
For example, to add the values "Value A", "Value B", "Value C", "Value D", "Value E", "Value F", "Value G",
"Value H", "Value I", "Value J", and "Value K" to the HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft key,

Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft]

"Value A"="<String value data>"

"Value B"=hex:<Binary data (as comma-delimited list of hexadecimal values)>

"Value C"=dword:<DWORD value integer>

"Value D"=hex(7):<Multi-string value data (as comma-delimited list of hexadecimal values)>

"Value E"=hex(2):<Expandable string value data (as comma-delimited list of hexadecimal values)>

"Value F"=hex(b):<QWORD value (as comma-delimited list of 8 hexadecimal values, in little endian byte order)>

"Value G"=hex(4):<DWORD value (as comma-delimited list of 4 hexadecimal values, in little endian byte order)>

"Value H"=hex(5):<DWORD value (as comma-delimited list of 4 hexadecimal values, in big endian byte order)>

"Value I"=hex(8):<REG_RESOURCE_LIST (as comma-delimited list of hexadecimal values)>

"Value J"=hex(a):<REG_RESOURCE_REQUIREMENTS_LIST (as comma-delimited list of hexadecimal values)>

"Value K"=hex(0):

Data from .REG files can be added/merged with the registry by double-clicking these files or using the /s switch in
the command line. .REG files can also be used to remove registry data.
To remove a key (and all subkeys, values and data), the key name must be preceded by a minus sign ("-").[20]

For example, to remove the HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft key (and all subkeys, values and data),
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[-HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft]

To remove a value (and its data), the values to be removed must have a minus sign ("-") after the equal sign ("=").[20]

For example, to remove only the "Value A" and "Value B" values (and their data) from the
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft key,

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft]

"Value A"=-

"Value B"=-

To remove only the (Default) value of the key HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft (and its data),

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft]

@=-

Lines beginning with a semicolon are considered as comments:

; This is a comment. This can be placed in any part of a .reg file

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft]

"Value"="Example string"

Command line editing
The registry can be manipulated in a number of ways from the command line. The Reg.exe and RegIni.exe
utility tools are included in Windows XP and later versions of Windows. Alternative locations for legacy versions of
Windows include the Resource Kit CDs or the original Installation CD of Windows.
Also, a .REG file can be imported from the command line with the following command:
RegEdit.exe /s file
The /s means the file will be silent merged to the Registry. If the /s parameter is omitted the user will be asked to
confirm the operation. In Windows 98, Windows 95 and at least some configurations of Windows XP the /s switch
also causes RegEdit.exe to ignore the setting in the registry that allows administrators to disable it. When using
the /s switch RegEdit.exe does not return an appropriate return code if the operation fails, unlike Reg.exe
which does.
RegEdit.exe /e file

exports the whole registry to a .REG file, while any of
RegEdit.exe /e file HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT[\<key>]

RegEdit.exe /e file HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG[\<key>]

RegEdit.exe /e file HKEY_CURRENT_USER[\<key>]

RegEdit.exe /e file HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE[\<key>]

RegEdit.exe /e file HKEY_USERS[\<key>]

export the specified (sub)key only.
The default association for .REG files in many versions of Microsoft Windows.
We can use also Reg.exe. Here is a sample to display the value of the registry value Version:
Reg.exe QUERY HKLM\Software\Microsoft\ResKit /v Version

Other command line options include a VBScript or JScript together with CScript, WMI or WMIC.exe and
Windows PowerShell.
Registry permissions can be manipulated through the command line using RegIni.exe and the 
SubInACL.exe [21] tool. For example, the permissions on the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE key can
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be displayed using:
SubInACL.exe /keyreg HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE /display

Programs or scripts
The registry can be edited through the APIs of the Advanced Windows 32 Base API Library (advapi32.dll).[22]

List of Registry API functions

RegCloseKey RegOpenKey RegConnectRegistry RegOpenKeyEx

RegCreateKey RegQueryInfoKey RegCreateKeyEx RegQueryMultipleValues

RegDeleteKey RegQueryValue RegDeleteValue RegQueryValueEx

RegEnumKey RegReplaceKey RegEnumKeyEx RegRestoreKey

RegEnumValue RegSaveKey RegFlushKey RegSetKeySecurity

RegGetKeySecurity RegSetValue RegLoadKey RegSetValueEx

RegNotifyChangeKeyValue RegUnLoadKey

Many programming languages offer built-in runtime library functions or classes that wrap the underlying Windows
APIs and thereby enable programs to store settings in the registry (e.g. Microsoft.Win32.Registry in
VB.NET and C#, or TRegistry in Delphi and Free Pascal). COM-enabled applications like Visual Basic 6 can
use the WSH WScript.Shell object. Another way is to use the Windows Resource Kit Tool, Reg.exe by
executing it from code,[23] although this is considered poor programming practice.
Similarly, scripting languages such as Perl (with Win32::TieRegistry [24]), Windows Powershell and
Windows Scripting Host also enable registry editing from scripts.

COM self-registration
Prior to the introduction of Registration-Free COM, developers were encouraged to add initialization code to
in-process and out-of-process binaries to perform the Registry configuration required for that object to work. For
in-process binaries such as .DLL and .OCX files, the modules typically exported a function called DllInstall()[25] that
could be called by installation programs or invoked manually with utilities like Regsvr32.exe;[26] out-of-process
binaries typically support the commandline arguments /Regserver and /Unregserver that created or deleted the
required Registry settings.[27] COM applications that break because of DLL Hell issues can commonly be repaired
with RegSvr32.exe or the /RegServer switch without having to re-invoke installation programs.[28]

Advanced functionality
Windows exposes APIs that allows user-mode applications to register to receive a notification event if a particular
registry key is changed.[29] APIs are also available to allow kernel-mode applications to filter and modify registry
calls made by other applications.[30]

Windows also supports remote access to the registry of another computer via the RegConnectRegistry
function[31] if the Remote Registry service is running, correctly configured and its network traffic is not
firewalled.[32]
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Locations
The Registry is physically stored in several files, which are generally obfuscated from the user-mode APIs used to
manipulate the data inside the Registry. Depending upon the version of Windows, there will be different files and
different locations for these files, but they are all on the local machine. The location for system Registry files in
Windows NT is \Windows\System32\Config; the user-specific HKEY_CURRENT_USER user registry hive is
stored in Ntuser.dat inside the user profile. There is one of these per user; if a user has a roaming profile, then
this file will be copied to and from a server at logout and login respectively. A second user-specific Registry file
named UsrClass.dat contains COM registry entries and does not roam by default.

Windows NT-based operating systems
Windows NT-based systems store the registry in a binary hive format which can be exported, loaded and unloaded
by the Registry Editor in these operating systems. The following system Registry files are stored in
%SystemRoot%\System32\Config\:
• Sam – HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SAM
• Security – HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SECURITY
• Software – HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE
• System – HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM
• Default – HKEY_USERS\.DEFAULT
• Userdiff – Not associated with a hive. Used only when upgrading operating systems.[33]

The following file is stored in each user's profile folder:
• %UserProfile%\Ntuser.dat – HKEY_USERS\<User SID> (linked to by HKEY_CURRENT_USER)
For Windows 2000, Server 2003 and Windows XP, the following additional user-specific file is used for file
associations and COM information:
• %UserProfile%\Local Settings\Application Data\Microsoft\Windows\Usrclass.dat

(path is localized) – HKEY_USERS\<User SID>_Classes (HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Classes)
For Windows Vista and later, the path was changed to:
• %UserProfile%\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\Usrclass.dat (path is not localized)

alias %LocalAppData%\Microsoft\Windows\Usrclass.dat – HKEY_USERS\<User SID>_Classes
(HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Classes)

Windows 2000 kept an alternate copy of the registry hives (.ALT) and attempts to switch to it when corruption is
detected.[34] Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 do not maintain a System.alt hive because NTLDR on
those versions of Windows can process the System.log file to bring up to date a System hive that has become
inconsistent during a shutdown or crash. In addition, the %SystemRoot%\Repair folder contains a copy of the
system's registry hives that were created after installation and the first successful startup of Windows.
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Windows 95, 98, and Me
The registry files are stored in the %WINDIR% directory under the names USER.DAT and SYSTEM.DAT with the
addition of CLASSES.DAT in Windows Me. Also, each user profile (if profiles are enabled) has its own
USER.DAT file which is located in the user's profile directory in %WINDIR%\Profiles\<username>\.

Windows 3.11
The only registry file is called REG.DAT and it is stored in the %WINDIR% directory.

Backups and recovery
Different editions of Windows have supported a number of different methods to back up and restore the registry of
the years, some of which are now deprecated:
• System Restore can back up the registry and restore it as long as Windows is bootable, or from the Windows

Recovery Environment starting with Windows Vista.
• NTBackup can back up the registry as part of the System State and restore it. Automated System Recovery in

Windows XP can also restore the registry.
• On Windows NT-based systems, the Last Known Good Configuration option in startup menu relinks the
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet key, which stores hardware and device driver information.

• Windows 98 and Windows Me include command line (Scanreg.exe) and GUI (Scanregw.exe) registry checker
tools to check and fix the integrity of the registry, create up to five automatic regular backups by default and
restore them manually or whenever corruption is detected. The registry checker tool backs up the registry, by
default, to %Windir%\Sysbckup Scanreg.exe can also run from MS-DOS.

• The Windows 95 CD-ROM included an Emergency Recovery Utility (ERU.exe) and a Configuration Backup
Tool (Cfgback.exe) to back up and restore the registry. Additionally Windows 95 backs up the registry to the files
system.da0 and user.da0 on every successful boot.

• Windows NT 4.0 included RDISK.EXE, a utility to back up and restore the entire registry.[35]

• The Windows 2000 Resource Kit contained an unsupported pair of utilities called Regback.exe and RegRest.exe
for backup and recovery of the Registry.[36]

Policy

Group policy
Windows 2000 and later versions of Windows use Group Policy to enforce Registry settings. Policy may be applied
locally to a single computer using gpedit.msc, or to multiple users and/or computers in a domain using
gpmc.msc.

Legacy systems
With Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows Me and Windows NT, administrators can use a special file to be merged
into the registry, called a policy file (POLICY.POL). The policy file allows administrators to prevent
non-administrator users from changing registry settings like, for instance, the security level of Internet Explorer and
the desktop background wallpaper. The policy file is primarily used in a business with a large number of computers
where the business needs to be protected from rogue or careless users.
The default extension for the policy file is .POL. The policy file filters the settings it enforces by user and by group
(a "group" is a defined set of users). To do that the policy file merges into the registry, preventing users from
circumventing it by simply changing back the settings. The policy file is usually distributed through a LAN, but can
be placed on the local computer.
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The policy file is created by a free tool by Microsoft that goes by the filename poledit.exe for Windows
95/Windows 98 and with a computer management module for NT-based systems. The editor requires administrative
permissions to be run on systems that uses permissions. The editor can also directly change the current registry
settings of the local computer and if the remote registry service is installed and started on another computer it can
also change the registry on that computer. The policy editor loads the settings it can change from .ADM files, of
which one is included, that contains the settings the Windows shell provides. The .ADM file is plain text and
supports easy localisation by allowing all the strings to be stored in one place.

.INI file virtualization
Windows NT kernels support redirection of INI file-related APIs into a virtual file in a Registry location such as
HKEY_CURRENT_USER using a feature called "InifileMapping".[37] This functionality was introduced to allow
legacy applications written for 16-bit versions of Windows to be able to run under Windows NT platforms on which
the System folder is no longer considered an appropriate location for user-specific data or configuration.
Non-compliant 32-bit applications can also be redirected in this manner, even though the feature was originally
intended for 16-bit applications.

Registry virtualization
Windows Vista has introduced limited Registry virtualization, whereby poorly written applications that do not
respect the principle of least privilege and instead try to write user data to a read-only system location (such as the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE hive), can be redirected to a more appropriate location, without changing the
application itself. The operation is transparent to the application, as it does not know that its Registry operations have
been directed elsewhere.
Similarly, application virtualization redirects all of an application's Registry operations to a non-Registry backed
location, such as a file. Used together with file virtualization, this approach allows applications to run without being
installed on the location machine.
Low integrity processes may also use registry virtualization. For example as Internet Explorer 7 or 8 running in
"Protected Mode" on Windows Vista and above will automatically redirect registry writes by ActiveX controls to a
sandboxed location in order to frustrate some classes of security exploits.
Lastly, the Application Compatibility Toolkit[38] provides shims that can transparently redirect
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE or HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT Registry operations to HKEY_CURRENT_USER to
address "LUA" bugs that cause applications not to work for limited users.

Disadvantages
The Windows Registry has several disadvantages. Although it is relatively easy to back up and restore the database
to the same Windows installation, moving per-program or user-specific settings to a different machine is difficult
because so many programs use settings that are dependent on the local machine.[39]

Critics have also labeled the registry in Windows 95 as a single point of failure, because re-installation of the
operating system is required if the Registry is corrupted. Windows NT introduced a transaction log to protect the
database during updates.[40]

Its centralized and hierarchical structure, while providing the many benefits discussed above, also makes the registry
a weak link in the system and an easy target for both malicious and unintentional damage by users.[40]
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Equivalents in other operating systems
In contrast to the Windows registry's binary-based database model, some other operating systems use separate
plain-text files for daemon and application configuration, but group these configurations together for ease of
management.
• Under Unix-like operating systems e.g. Linux that follow the Filesystem Hierarchy Standard, system-wide

configuration files (information similar to what would appear in HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE on Windows) are
traditionally stored in files in /etc/ and its subdirectories, or sometimes in /usr/local/etc. Per-user
information (information that would be roughly equivalent to that in HKEY_CURRENT_USER) is stored in
hidden directories and files (that start with a period/full stop) within the user's home directory. However
XDG-compliant applications should refer to the environment variables defined in the Base Directory
specification.[41]

• Applications running on Apple Inc.'s Mac OS X operating system typically store settings in property list files
which are usually stored in each user's Library folder.

• RISC OS uses directories for configuration data, which allows applications to be copied into application
directories, as opposed to the separate installation process that typifies Windows applications; this approach is
also used on the ROX Desktop for Linux.[42] This directory-based configuration also makes it possible to use
different versions of the same application, since the configuration is done "on the fly".[43] If one wishes to remove
the application, it is possible to simply delete the folder belonging to the application.[44][45] This will often not
remove configuration settings which are stored independently from the application, usually within the computer's
!Boot structure, in !Boot.Choices or potentially anywhere on a network fileserver. It is possible to copy programs
between computers running RISC OS by copying the application directories belonging to the programs, however
some programs may require re-installing, e.g. when shared files are placed outside of an application directory.[43]

• IBM AIX (a Unix variant) uses a registry component called Object Data Manager (ODM). The ODM is used to
store information about system and device configuration. An extensive set of tools and utilities provides users
with means of extending, checking, correcting the ODM database. The ODM stores its information in several
files, default location is /etc/objrepos.

• The GNOME desktop environment uses a registry-like interface called GConf for storing configuration settings
for the desktop and applications. However, in GConf, all application settings are stored in separate files, thereby
partially eliminating a single point of failure.

• The Elektra Initiative provides an alternative back-end for text configuration files for the Linux operating system,
similar to the registry.

• While not an operating system, the Wine compatibility layer, which allows Windows software to run on a
Unix-like system, also employs a Windows-like registry as text files in the WINEPREFIX folder: system.reg
(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE), user.reg (HKEY_CURRENT_USER) and userdef.reg.[46]
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Windows Management Instrumentation
Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) is a set of extensions to the Windows Driver Model that provides
an operating system interface through which instrumented components provide information and notification. WMI is
Microsoft's implementation of the Web-Based Enterprise Management (WBEM) and Common Information Model
(CIM) standards from the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF).
WMI allows scripting languages like VBScript or Windows PowerShell to manage Microsoft Windows personal
computers and servers, both locally and remotely. WMI is preinstalled in Windows 2000 and newer OSs. It is
available as a download for Windows NT,[1] Windows 95 and Windows 98.[2]

Microsoft also provides a command line interface to WMI called Windows Management Instrumentation
Command-line (WMIC).[3]

Purpose of WMI
The purpose of WMI is to define a proprietary set of environment-independent specifications which allow
management information to be shared between management applications. WMI prescribes enterprise management
standards and related technologies for Windows that work with existing management standards, such as Desktop
Management Interface (DMI) and SNMP. WMI complements these other standards by providing a uniform model.
This model represents the managed environment through which management data from any source can be accessed
in a common way.
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Development process
Because WMI abstracts the manageable entities with CIM and a collection of providers, the development of a
provider implies several steps. The major steps can be summarized as follows:
Step 1 – Create the manageable entity model
•• Define a model
•• Implement the model
Step 2 – Create the WMI Provider
•• Determine the provider type to implement
•• Determine the hosting model of the provider
•• Create the provider template with the ATL wizard
•• Implement the code logic in the provider
•• Register the provider with WMI and the system
Step 3 – Test the provider
Step 4 – Create consumer sample code

Importance of WMI providers
Since the release of the first WMI implementation during the Windows NT 4.0 SP4 era (as an out-of-band
download), Microsoft has consistently added WMI providers to Windows. Under Windows NT 4.0, Microsoft had
roughly 15 WMI providers available once WMI was installed. When Windows 2000 was released, there were 29
WMI providers as part of the operating system installation. With the release of Windows Server 2003, Microsoft
included in the platform more than 80 WMI providers. Windows Vista includes 13 new WMI providers,[4] taking the
number close to around 100 in all, and Windows Server 2008 includes some more including providers for IIS 7,
PowerShell and virtualization. This has been a sign for many customers that WMI became at Microsoft, the
“ubiquitous” management layer of Windows, even if this commitment has never been explicit from Microsoft.
During these last years, due to a constant increasing exposure of management data through WMI in Windows, more
and more people in the IT systems management field started to develop scripts and automation procedures based on
WMI. Beyond the scripting needs, most leading management software in the world, such as MOM, SMS, ADS, HP
OpenView for Windows (HPOV), BMC Software or CA, Inc. are WMI-enabled and capable to consume and provide
WMI information through various User Interfaces. This enables administrators and operators not capable of scripting
or programming on top of WMI to enjoy the benefits of WMI without even learning about it. However, if they want
to, because WMI is scriptable, it gives them the opportunity to consume WMI information from scripts or from any
Enterprise Management software that is WMI-aware.

Features
For someone willing to develop one or many WMI providers, WMI offers many features out of the box. Here are the
most important advantages:
1. Automation interfaces: Because WMI comes with a set of automation interfaces ready to use, all management

features supported by a WMI provider and its set of classes get the scripting support for free out-of-the box.
Beyond the WMI class design and the provider development, the Microsoft development and test teams are not
required to create, validate and test a scripting model as it is already available from WMI.

2. .NET Management interfaces: Because the System.Management namespace [5] relies on the existing 
COM/DCOM plumbing, the created WMI provider and its set of WMI classes becomes automatically available to 
all .NET applications independently of the language used (e.g. C#, VB.NET). Beyond the WMI class design and 
the provider development, like for scripting, the Microsoft development and test teams are not required to create,
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validate and test new assemblies to support a new namespace in the .NET Framework as this support is already
available from WMI for free.

3. C/C++ COM/DCOM programming interfaces: Like most components in Windows, COM/DCOM programmers
can leverage the features of the provider they develop at the COM/DCOM interfaces level. Like in previous
environments (scripting and .NET Framework), a COM/DCOM consumer just needs to interact with the standard
set of WMI COM interfaces to leverage the WMI provider capabilities and its set of supported WMI classes. To
make all management information available from the native APIs, the WMI provider developer just needs to
interact with a set of pre-defined WMI COM interfaces. This will make the management information available at
the WMI COM level automatically. Moreover, the scripting COM interface object model is very similar to the
COM/DCOM interface object model, which makes it easy for developers to be familiar with the scripting
experience.

4. Remoting capabilities over DCOM and SOAP: More than simply offering local COM capabilities, as
management is all about remoting, WMI offers the DCOM transport. In addition, SOAP transport will be
available in Windows Server 2003 R2 through the WS-Management initiative led by Microsoft, Intel, Sun
Microsystems and Dell. This initiative allows to run any scripts remotely or to consume WMI data through a
specific set of interfaces handling SOAP requests/responses. The advantage for the WMI provider developer is
that when he exposes all his features through WMI, Windows Remote Management/WS-Management can in turn
consume that information as well (embedded objects in WMI instances are not supported in Windows Server
2003 R2. It is however a target for Vista). All the layering to WS-Management and the mapping of the CIM data
model to SOAP comes for free out of the WMI/WS-Management solution. In the event DCOM must be used,
implementing DCOM requires the presence of a proxy DLL deployed on each client machine. As WMI is
available in the Windows operating system since Windows 2000, these issues are eliminated.

5. Support for Queries: WMI offers support for WQL[6] queries out of the box. This means that if a provider is not
designed to support queries, WMI supports it by using an enumeration technique out of the provider.

6. Eventing capabilities: WMI offers the capability to notify a subscriber for any event it is interested in. WMI uses
the WMI Query Language (WQL) to submit WQL event queries and defines the type of events to be returned.
The eventing mechanism, with all related callbacks, is part of the WMI COM/DCOM and automation interfaces.
Anyone writing a WMI provider can have the benefit of this functionality at no cost for his customers. It will be
up to the consumer to decide how it wants to consume the management information exposed by the WMI
provider and its related set of WMI classes.

7. Code template generator: To speed up the process of writing a WMI provider including all COM/DCOM
interfaces and related definitions, the WMI team developed the WMI ATL Wizard to generate the code template
implementing a provider. The code generated is based on the WMI class model initially designed by the
developer. The WMI provider developer will be able to interface the pre-defined COM/DCOM interfaces for the
WMI provider with its set of native APIs retrieving the management information to expose. The exercise consists
in filling the “gaps” in the provider code to create the desired interfacing logic.

8. Predictability: Predictability is an important concern for IT professionals because it defines the capability of
someone having an experience with a set of interfaces managing a Windows component to apply this knowledge
right away, intuitively, to any other manageable Windows component without having relearn everything from
ground up. Predictability for a customer is a real gain as it increases the Return of Investment (ROI). A person
facing such a situation simply expects things to work the same way based on his previous experience. The
constant increase of COM programming/scriptable interfaces has a huge impact on the predictability, as this
makes it difficult for customers to automate, manage Windows and leverage their existing knowledge. WMI with
CIM address this problem by always exposing the same programming object model (COM/DCOM, Automation,
.NET) whatever the manageable entity is.

9. Protect existing customer investments: Protecting customers and partners investment motivates customers to 
invest in technologies. As Microsoft did invest a lot these past years in writing WMI providers, customers and
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partners invested in tools leveraging the WMI capabilities of Windows. Therefore, they naturally continue to
exploit these capabilities instead of having to use a new set of specific interfaces for each Windows manageable
component. A specific set of interfaces means having a specific set of agents or in-house developed software
based on a new model or set of interfaces especially dedicated to a component or technology. By leveraging the
capabilities of WMI today, customers and partners can leverage the work investment made in the past while
minimizing their costs in developments, learning curves and new discoveries. This will also have a great impact
on the stability and reliability of their infrastructure as they continue to leverage an existing implementation with
an improved technology.

10. Provide a logical and unified administration model: As briefly described before in the introduction, this model
is based on an industry standard called CIM defined by the DMTF (http:/ / www. dmtf. org). The CIM class-based
schema is defined by a consortium of constructors and software developers that meets the requirements of the
industry. This implies that not only Microsoft leverages the WMI capabilities, but also any other third party
constructors or developers write their own code to fit into the model. For instance, Intel is doing this for some
their network driver adapters and software. HP is leveraging existing WMI providers and implementing their own
WMI providers in their HP Open View Enterprise Management software. IBM consumes WMI from the Tivoli
management suite, MOM and SMS are also consuming and providing WMI information. Lastly, Windows XP
SP2 leverages WMI to get information status from anti-virus software and firewalls.

WMI tools
Some WMI tools can also be useful during the design and development phases. These tools are:
• The MOF compiler (MOFComp.exe): The Managed Object Format (MOF) compiler parses a file containing

Managed Object Format statements and adds the classes and class instances defined in the file to the CIM
repository. The MOF format is a specific syntax to define CIM class representation in an ASCII file (e.g. MIB are
to SNMP what MOF files are to CIM). MOFComp.exe is included in every WMI installation. Every definition
existing in the CIM repository is initially defined in an MOF file. MOF files are located in
%SystemRoot%\System32\WBEM. During the WMI setup, they are loaded in the CIM repository.

• The WMI Administrative Tools: The WMI Administrative Tools are made of four tools: WMI CIM Studio, WMI
Object Browser, WMI Event Registration and WMI Event Viewer. WMI Administrative Tools can be
downloaded here [7]. The most important tool for a WMI provider developer is WMI CIM Studio as it helps in the
initial WMI class creation in the CIM repository. It uses a web interface to display information and relies on a
collection of ActiveX components installed on the system when it runs for the first time. WMI CIM Studio
provides the ability to:
•• Connect to a chosen system and browse the CIM repository in any namespace available.
•• Search for classes by their name, by their descriptions or by property names.
•• Review the properties, methods and associations related to a given class.
•• See the instances available for a given class of the examined system.
•• Perform Queries in the WQL language.
•• Generate an MOF file based on selected classes.
•• Compile an MOF file to load it in the CIM repository.

• WinMgmt.exe: WinMgmt.exe is not a tool; it is the executable that implements the WMI Core service. Under the
Windows NT family of operating systems, WMI runs as a service. On computers running Windows 98, Windows
95 or Windows Me, WMI runs as an application. Under the Windows NT family of operating systems, it is also
possible to run this executable as an application, in which case, the executable runs in the current user context.
For this, the WMI service must be stopped first. The executable supports some switches that can be useful when
starting WMI as a service or as an application. WMI provider developers who may want to debug their providers
essentially need to run the WMI service as an application.[8]
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• WBEMTest.exe: WBEMTest.exe is a WMI tester tool, which is delivered with WMI. This tool allows an
administrator or a developer to perform most of the tasks from a graphical interface that WMI provides at the API
level. Although available under all Windows NT-based operating systems, this tool is not officially supported by
Microsoft. WBEMTest provides the ability to:
•• Enumerate, open, create and delete classes.
•• Enumerate, open, create and delete instances of classes.
•• Select a namespace.
•• Perform data and event queries.
•• Execute methods associated to classes or instances.
•• Execute every WMI operation asynchronously, synchronously or semi-asynchronously.

• The WMI command line tool (WMIC): WMIC is a command-line tool designed to ease WMI information
retrieval about a system by using some simple keywords (aliases). WMIC.exe is only available under Windows
XP Professional, Windows Server 2003, Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008. By typing
“WMIC /?” from the command-line, a complete list of the switches and reserved keywords is available.
• There is a Linux port of WMI command line tool, written in Python, based on Samba4 called 'wmi-client' [9]

• WBEMDump.exe: WBEMDump is a tool delivered with the Platform SDK. This command line tool comes with
its own Visual C++ project. The tool can show the CIM repository classes, instances, or both. It is possible to
retrieve the same information as that retrieved with WMIC. WBEMDump.exe requires more specific knowledge
about WMI, as it doesn’t abstract WMI as WMIC. However, it runs under Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000.
It is also possible to execute methods exposed by classes or instances. Even if it is not a standard WMI tool
delivered with the system installation, this tool can be quite useful for exploring the CIM repository and WMI
features.

Wireless networking example
In the .NET framework, the ManagementClass class represents a Common Information Model (CIM) management
class. A WMI class can be a Win32_LogicalDisk in the case of a disk drive, or a Win32_Process, such as a running
program like Notepad.exe.
This example shows how "MSNdis_80211_ServiceSetIdentifier" WMI class is used to find the SSID of the Wi-Fi
network that the system is currently connected to in the language C#:

ManagementClass mc = new ManagementClass("root\\WMI", 

"MSNdis_80211_ServiceSetIdentifier", null);

ManagementObjectCollection moc = mc. GetInstances();

   

foreach (ManagementObject mo in moc)

{

   string wlanCard = (string)mo["InstanceName"];

   bool active;

   if (!bool.TryParse((string)mo["Active"], out active))

   {

      active = false;

   }

   byte[] ssid = (byte[])mo["Ndis80211SsId"];

}

The "MSNdis_80211_ServiceSetIdentifier" WMI class is only supported on Windows XP and Windows Server
2003.
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WMI driver extensions
The WMI extensions to WDM provide kernel-level instrumentation such as publishing information, configuring
device settings, supplying event notification from device drivers and allowing administrators to set data security
through a WMI provider known as the WDM provider. The extensions are part of the WDM architecture; however,
they have broad utility and can be used with other types of drivers as well (such as SCSI and NDIS). The WMI
Driver Extensions service monitors all drivers and event trace providers that are configured to publish WMI or event
trace information. Instrumented hardware data is provided by way of drivers instrumented for WMI extensions for
WDM. WMI extensions for WDM provide a set of Windows device driver interfaces for instrumenting data within
the driver models native to Windows, so OEMs and IHVs can easily extend the instrumented data set and add value
to a hardware/software solution. The WMI Driver Extensions, however, are not supported by Windows Vista and
later operating systems.[10]
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[8] WMI Tasks: Computer Software (http:/ / msdn2. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ aa394588. aspx)
[9] http:/ / packages. ubuntu. com/ hardy/ python/ wmi-client
[10] Deprecated components in Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 (http:/ / msdn2. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ aa480152.

aspx#appcomp_topic16)

External links
•• Microsoft

• WMI at the Windows Hardware Developer Central (http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ whdc/ system/ pnppwr/
wmi/ default. mspx)

• CIM terminology (http:/ / msdn2. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ ms811530. aspx)
• WMI Overview and Background (http:/ / msdn2. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ ms811553. aspx)
• WMI and CIM overview (http:/ / msdn2. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ ms811552. aspx)
• How improved support for WMI makes PowerShell the best environment to use and script WMI (http:/ / blogs.

msdn. com/ powershell/ archive/ 2006/ 06/ 26/ 647038. aspx)
• Microsoft WMI Webcast (http:/ / msevents. microsoft. com/ CUI/ WebCastEventDetails.

aspx?culture=en-US& EventID=1032290321& CountryCode=US)
•• Others

• Use Java to work with WMI from any platform (http:/ / www. j-interop. org)
• Working with WMI providers to PowerShell (http:/ / searchwincomputing. techtarget. com/ generic/

0,295582,sid68_gci1250536,00. html)
• Working with WMI using Python (includes cookbook examples) (http:/ / timgolden. me. uk/ python/ wmi.

html)
• Working with WMI using VC++ (Examples) (http:/ / www. vedivi. com/ support/ blog/

71-how-to-enable-remote-desktop-programmatically. html)
• (http:/ / srimedia. wetpaint. com)
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• WMI (and SMART) Components for Delphi (http:/ / www. magsys. co. uk/ delphi/ magwmi. asp)
• WMIC Snippets - many example queries with output shown (http:/ / quux. wiki. zoho. com/ WMIC-Snippets.

html)
• WMIC - A Hidden Gem: simple introduction to a great tool (http:/ / codeslammer. wordpress. com/ 2008/ 02/

21/ wmic-a-hidden-gem/ )
• WMI Client for Linux (http:/ / packages. ubuntu. com/ wmi-client)
• List of WMI Win32 classes divided in sections with source examples in different scripting languages (http:/ /

activexperts. com/ admin/ wmi/ )

Daemon (computing)
In Unix and other multitasking computer operating systems, a daemon (   /ˈdeɪmən/ or /ˈdiːmən/)[1] is a computer
program that runs as a background process, rather than being under the direct control of an interactive user.
Typically daemon names end with the letter d: for example, syslogd is the daemon that implements the system
logging facility and sshd is a daemon that services incoming SSH connections.
In a Unix environment, the parent process of a daemon is often, but not always, the init process. A daemon is usually
created by a process forking a child process and then immediately exiting, thus causing init to adopt the child
process. In addition, a daemon or the operating system typically must perform other operations, such as dissociating
the process from any controlling terminal (tty). Such procedures are often implemented in various convenience
routines such as daemon(3) in Unix.
Systems often start daemons at boot time: they often serve the function of responding to network requests, hardware
activity, or other programs by performing some task. Daemons can also configure hardware (like udevd on some
GNU/Linux systems), run scheduled tasks (like cron), and perform a variety of other tasks.

Terminology
The term was coined by the programmers of MIT's Project MAC. They took the name from Maxwell's demon, an
imaginary being from a famous thought experiment that constantly works in the background, sorting molecules.[2]

Unix systems inherited this terminology. Daemons are also characters in Greek mythology, some of whom handled
tasks that the gods could not be bothered with. BSD and some of its derivatives have adopted a daemon as its
mascot, although this mascot is a variation of the demons that appear in Christian artwork.
The word daemon is an alternative spelling of demon,[3] and is pronounced /ˈdiːmən/ DEE-mən. In the context of
computer software, the original pronunciation /ˈdiːmən/ has drifted to /ˈdeɪmən/ DAY-mən for some speakers.[1]

Alternate terms for daemon are service (Microsoft Windows NT), subsystem (IBM z/OS), server virtual machine
(IBM VM), ghost job (XDS UTS).
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Creation
In a strictly technical sense, a Unix-like system process is a daemon when its parent process terminates and the
daemon is assigned the init process (process number 1) as its parent process and has no controlling terminal.
However, more commonly, a daemon may be any background process, whether a child of init or not.
The common method for a process to become a daemon involves:
• Dissociating from the controlling tty
•• Becoming a session leader
• Becoming a process group leader
• Executing as a background task by forking and exiting (once or twice). This is required sometimes for the process

to become a session leader. It also allows the parent process to continue its normal execution.
• Setting the root directory ("/") as the current working directory so that the process does not keep any directory in

use that may be on a mounted file system (allowing it to be unmounted).
• Changing the umask to 0 to allow open(), creat(), et al. operating system calls to provide their own permission

masks and not to depend on the umask of the caller
• Closing all inherited files at the time of execution that are left open by the parent process, including file

descriptors 0, 1 and 2 (stdin, stdout, stderr). Required files will be opened later.
• Using a logfile, the console, or /dev/null as stdin, stdout, and stderr

Implementation in MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows
In the Microsoft DOS environment, daemon-like programs were implemented as Terminate and Stay Resident (TSR)
software. On Microsoft Windows NT systems, programs called Windows services perform the functions of daemons.
They run as processes, usually do not interact with the monitor, keyboard, and mouse, and may be launched by the
operating system at boot time. In Windows 2000 and later versions, Windows services are configured and manually
started and stopped using the Control Panel, a dedicated control/configuration program, the Service Controller
component of the Service Control Manager (sc command), or the net start and net stop commands.
However, any Windows application can perform the role of a daemon, not just a service, and some daemons for
Windows have the option of running as a normal process.

Implementation in Mac OS
On the original Mac OS, optional features and services were provided by files loaded at startup time that patched the
operating system; these were known as system extensions and control panels. Later versions of classic Mac OS
augmented these with fully fledged faceless background applications: regular applications that ran in the
background. To the user, these were still described as regular system extensions.
Mac OS X, which is a Unix-like system, has daemons. There is a category of software called services as well, but
these are different in concept from Windows services.
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Etymology
According to Fernando J. Corbato who worked on Project MAC in 1963 his team is the first to use the term daemon.
The use of the term daemon was inspired by Maxwell's demon, an imaginary agent in physics and thermodynamics
that helped to sort molecules.[4]

We fancifully began to use the word daemon to describe background processes which worked tirelessly
to perform system chores.

In the general sense, daemon is an older form of the word demon, from the Greek δαίμων. In the Unix System
Administration Handbook, Evi Nemeth states the following about daemons:[5]

Many people equate the word "daemon" with the word "demon", implying some kind of satanic
connection between UNIX and the underworld. This is an egregious misunderstanding. "Daemon" is
actually a much older form of "demon"; daemons have no particular bias towards good or evil, but rather
serve to help define a person's character or personality. The ancient Greeks' concept of a "personal
daemon" was similar to the modern concept of a "guardian angel"—eudaemonia is the state of being
helped or protected by a kindly spirit. As a rule, UNIX systems seem to be infested with both daemons
and demons. (p.403)

A further characterization of the mythological symbolism is that a daemon is something which is not visible yet is
always present and working its will. Plato's Socrates describes his own personal daemon to be something like the
modern concept of a moral conscience:

"The favour of the gods has given me a marvelous gift, which has never left me since my childhood. It is a
voice which, when it makes itself heard, deters me from what I am about to do and never urges me on."
—Character of Socrates in "Theages", Plato[6]

Notable service daemons in Unix-like systems
• amd: Berkeley Automounter
• anacron: Executed delayed cron tasks at boot time
• apmd: Advanced Power Management Daemon
• arpwatch: watches for Ethernet IP address pairings that are resolved using the ARP protocol
• atd: Runs jobs queued using the at tool
• biod: Cooperates with a remote nfsd to handle client Network File System requests
• blued: Mac OS X Bluetooth daemon
• bootparmd: Internet Bootstrap Protocol server daemon
• configd: A daemon that maintains dynamic configuration information about the computer and its environment

(mainly the network)
• crond: Task scheduler daemon
• cupsd: CUPS printer daemon
• devfsd: Device file system (devfs)
• dhcpd: Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol and Internet Bootstrap Protocol server
• fetchmail: daemon to retrieve mail from servers at regular intervals
• fingerd: Finger protocol server
• ftpd: File Transfer Protocol (FTP) server
• gated: routing daemon that handles multiple routing protocols and replaces routed and egpup
• gpm: General Purpose Mouse Daemon
• httpd: Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) daemon (web server)
• identd: Provides the identity of a user of a particular TCP connection
• inetd: Internet Superserver Daemon
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• init: Initial process that spawns other processes
• imapd: Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) server daemon
• innd: InterNetNews server daemon
• ipchains: A deprecated packet forwarding and firewall daemon
• isdn: Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) interfacing server daemon
• kerneld: Automatically loads and unloads kernel modules
• klogd: Kernel log daemon (intercepts and logs Linux kernel messages)[7]

• kswapd: Kernel page swapping daemon
• kudzu: Detects and configures new or changed hardware during boot
• launchd: Init and operating system service management implementation on Mac OS X
• lpd: Line Printer Daemon protocol
• memcached: In-memory distributed memory caching daemon
• mpd: Music Player Daemon
• mountd: Part of typical Network File System implementation
• mysql: Database server daemon
• named: A Domain Name System (DNS) server daemon
• nfsd: Network File System (NFS) daemon
• nmbd: Network Message Block Daemon; part of Samba
• ntpd: Network Time Protocol (NTP) service daemon
• pcmcia: Provides generic PCMCIA services
•• portmap
• postfix: A mail transfer agent used as a replacement for sendmail
• postgresql: Database server daemon
• retchmail: A mail retrieval agent
• rlprd: Remote line printer proxy daemon
• routed: Manages routing tables
• rpcbind: Remote Procedure Call Bind Daemon
• rquotad: Remote quota reporting, associated with Network File System
• rwalld: Allows users to write messages on remote terminals using rwall
• rwhod: Maintains the database used by the rwho and ruptime tools
• sched, swapper: Copies process regions to swap space to reclaim physical pages of memory
• sendmail: A mail transfer agent daemon
• smbd: Samba, an Server Message Block (SMB) daemon
• smtpd: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol Daemon
• snmpd: Simple Network Management Protocol Daemon
• sound: A sound server daemon
• squid: A web page caching proxy server daemon
• sshd: Secure Shell Server Daemon
• syncd: Keeps the file systems synchronized with system memory
• syslogd: Syslog daemon
• tcpd: Service wrapper restricts access to inetd based services through hosts.allow and hosts.deny
• telnetd: Telnet server daemon
• vhand: The "page stealing daemon" releases pages of memory for use by other processes
• vsftpd: "Very Secure FTP Daemon"
• webmin: Web based administration server daemon
• xfsd: X font server daemon
• xinetd: Enhanced Internet Superserver Daemon
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• ypbind: A bind server for Network Information Service ("Yellow Pages")
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Runlevel
The term runlevel refers to a mode of operation in one of the computer operating systems that implement Unix
System V-style initialization. Conventionally, seven runlevels exist, numbered from zero to six; though up to ten,
from zero to nine, may be used. S is sometimes used as a synonym for one of the levels. Only one "runlevel" is
executed on bootup - run levels are not executed sequentially, i.e. either runlevel 2 OR 3 OR 4 is executed, not 2
then 3 then 4.
"Runlevel" defines the state of the machine after boot. Different runlevels are typically assigned to:
•• single-user mode
•• multi-user mode without network services started
•• multi-user mode with network services started
•• system shutdown
•• system reboot
The exact setup of these configurations will vary from OS to OS, and from one Linux distribution to another. For
example, runlevel 4 might be multi-user, GUI, no-server on one distribution, and nothing on another. Note the
difference in the Red Hat and Slackware distributions charted in this article. However, "runlevels" do commonly
follow patterns described in this article. When installing Linux, it is best to consult that distribution's available user
guides.
In standard practice, when a computer enters runlevel zero, it halts, and when it enters runlevel six, it reboots. The
intermediate runlevels (1-5) differ in terms of which drives are mounted, and which network services are started.
Default runlevels are typically 3, 4, or 5. Lower run levels are useful for maintenance or emergency repairs, since
they usually don't offer any network services at all. The particular details of runlevel configuration differ widely
among operating systems, and also among system administrators.
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The runlevel system replaced the traditional /etc/rc script used in Version 7 Unix.

Standard runlevels

Standard runlevels

ID Name Description

0 Halt Shuts down the system.

S Single-User Mode Does not configure network interfaces or start daemons.runlevel_S_as_1

6 Reboot Reboots the system.

= Almost all systems use runlevel 1 for this purpose. This mode is intended to provide a safe environment to perform system maintenance.

Originally this runlevel provided a single terminal (console) interface running a root login shell. The increasing trend towards physical access to

the computer during the boot process has led to changes in this area.

Linux
The Linux operating system can make use of runlevels through the programs of the sysvinit project. After the Linux
kernel has booted, the init program reads the /etc/inittab file to determine the behavior for each runlevel.
Unless the user specifies another value as a kernel boot parameter, the system will attempt to enter (start) the default
runlevel.

Linux Standard Base specification
Conforming implementations are not required to provide these exact run levels or give them the meanings described
here, and may map any level described here to a different level which provides the equivalent functionality.[1]

LSB 4.1.0

ID Name Description

0 Halt Shuts down the system.

1 Single-User Mode Mode for administrative tasks.[2]behavour_of_runlevel_1

2 Multi-User Mode Does not configure network interfaces and does not export networks
services.behavour_of_runlevel_23

3 Multi-User Mode with Networking Starts the system normally.behavior_of_runlevel_23

4 Not used/User-definable For special purposes.

5 Start the system normally with appropriate display manager.
( with GUI )

As runlevel 3 + display manager.

6 Reboot Reboots the system.

= The additional behavior of this runlevel varies greatly. All distributions provide at least one virtual terminal. Some distributions start a login

shell as the superuser; some require correctly entering the superuser's password first; others provide a login prompt, allowing any user access.

= In some cases, runlevels 2 and 3 function identically; offering a Multi-User Mode with Networking.
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Debian Linux
Debian, as well as most of the distributions based on it, like early Ubuntu, does not make any distinction between
runlevels 2 to 5.

Debian Linux runlevels

ID Description

S Only run on boot (replaces /etc/rc.boot)

0 Halt

1 Single-User mode

2-5 Full Multi-User with console logins and display manager if installed

6 Reboot

Ubuntu

Ubuntu 6.10 (Edgy Eft) and later contain Upstart as a replacement for the traditional init-process, but they still use
the traditional init scripts and Upstart's SysV-rc compatibility tools to start most services and emulate runlevels.

Red Hat Linux and Fedora
Red Hat as well as most of its derivatives (such as CentOS) uses runlevels like this [3] :

Red Hat Linux/Fedora runlevels

Code Information

0 Halt

1 Single-User mode

2 Multi-user mode console logins only (without networking)

3 Multi-User mode, console logins only

4 Not used/User-definable

5 Multi-User mode, with display manager as well as console logins (X11)

6 Reboot

SUSE Linux
SUSE uses a similar setup to Red Hat:
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SUSE Linux runlevels

ID Description

0 Halt

1 or S Single-User mode

2 Multi-User mode without networking

3 Multi-User mode, console logins only

4 Not used/User-definable

5 Multi-User mode with display manager

6 Reboot

The services that run under a specific runlevel can be modified with YaST | System Services (runlevel), insserv
command or with chkconfig command like the Red Hat based distributions.

Slackware Linux
Slackware Linux uses runlevel 1 for maintenance, as on other Linux distributions; runlevels 2, 3 and 5 identically
configured for a console (with all services active); and runlevel 4 adds the X Window System.

Slackware Linux runlevels

ID Description

0 Halt

1 Single-User mode

2 Unused but configured the same as runlevel 3

3 Multi-User mode without display manager

4 Multi-User mode with display manager

5 Unused but configured the same as runlevel 3

6 Reboot

Arch Linux

Arch Linux runlevels[4]

ID Description

0 Halt

1 Single-User (Maintenance Mode)

2 Not used

3 Multi-User

4 Not used

5 Multi-User with X11

6 Reboot
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Gentoo Linux

Gentoo Linux runlevels

ID Description

0 Halt

1 or S Single-User mode

2 Multi-User mode without networking

3 Multi-User mode

4 Aliased for runlevel 3

5 Aliased for runlevel 3

6 Reboot

Unix

System V Releases 3 and 4

System V runlevels

ID Description

0 Shut down system, power-off if hardware supports it (only available from the console)

1 Single-User mode, all filesystems unmounted but root, all processes except console processes killed

2 Multi-User mode

3 Multi-User mode with RFS (and NFS in Release 4) filesystems exported

4 Multi-User, User-definable

5 Halt the operating system, go to firmware

6 Reboot

s, S Identical to 1, except current terminal acts as the system console

Solaris[5]

Solaris runlevels

ID Description

0 Operating system halted; (SPARC only) drop to OpenBoot prompt

S Single-User mode with only root filesystem mounted (as read-only)

1 Single-User mode with all local filesystems mounted (read-write)

2 Multi-User mode with most daemons started

3 Multi-User mode; identical to 2 (runlevel 3 runs both /sbin/rc2 and /sbin/rc3), with filesystems exported, plus some other network
services started.

4 Alternative Multi-User mode, User-definable

5 Shut down, power-off if hardware supports it
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6 Reboot

HP-UX

HP-UX runlevels

ID Description

0 System halted

S Single-User mode, booted to system console only, with only root filesystem mounted (as read-only)

s Single-User mode, identical to S except the current terminal acts as the system console

1 Single-User mode with local filesystems mounted (read-write)

2 Multi-User mode with most daemons started and Common Desktop Environment launched

3 Identical to runlevel 2 with NFS exported

4 Multi-User mode with VUE started instead of CDE

5, 6 Not used/User-definable

FreeBSD, OpenBSD and NetBSD
The BSD variants don't use the concept of run levels, although on some versions init(8) provides an emulation of
some of the common run levels.

AIX
AIX does not follow the System V R4 (SVR4) run level specification, with run levels from 0 to 9 available, as well
as from a to c. 0 and 1 are reserved, 2 is the default normal multi-user mode and run levels from 3 to 9 are free to be
defined by the administrator. Run levels from a to c allow the execution of processes in that run level without killing
processes started in another.

AIX runlevels

ID Name Description

0 reserved

1 reserved

2 Normal Multi-User mode default mode
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External links
• Runlevel Definition [6] - by The Linux Information Project (LINFO)
• What are run levels? [7] - LinuxQuestions.org
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Windows service
On Microsoft Windows operating systems, a Windows service is a long-running executable that performs specific
functions and it is designed not to require user intervention. Windows services can be configured to start when the
operating system is booted and run in the background as long as Windows is running, or they can be started
manually when required. They are similar in concept to a Unix daemon. Many appear in the processes list in the
Windows Task Manager, most often with a username of SYSTEM, LOCAL SERVICE or NETWORK SERVICE,
though not all processes with the SYSTEM username are services. The remaining services run through svchost.exe
as DLLs loaded into memory.

Managing services
Once a service is installed, it can be managed by launching "Services" from the Windows Control Panel →
Administrative Tools or typing "Services.msc" in the Run command on Start menu. In Windows Vista and later, it
can be started or stopped in the Services tab in Windows Task Manager, where its process can also be found. The
"Services" management console provides a brief description of the service functions and displays the path to the
service executable, its current status, startup type, dependencies and the account under which the service is running.
It enables users to:
•• Start, stop, pause or restart services.
•• Specify service parameters.
• Change the startup type which includes Automatic, Manual and Disabled:

• Automatic starts the services at system logon,
• Manual starts a service as required or when called from an application (according to definition, but only some

of the time in practice, depending on the service),
• Disabled completely disables the service and prevents it and its dependencies from running.
• Automatic (Delayed) is a new startup type introduced in Windows Vista, that starts the service a short while

after the system has finished its booting and initial busy operations, so that the system boots up faster.
•• Change the account under which the service logs on.
•• Configure recovery options upon service failure.
• Export the list of services as a text file or a CSV file.
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In Windows XP Service Pack 3 and Windows Vista, besides the Services management console, users can manipulate
services using MSConfig. The use of MSConfig to manage services, however, causes a prompt on the next startup.
MSConfig can hide all operating system services for troubleshooting. Users can also use the SC command in the
command prompt.

Developing a Windows service
A Windows Service is created using development tools such as Microsoft Visual Studio or Embarcadero Delphi.
Windows provides an interface called the Service Control Manager that manages the starting and stopping of
services. An application that wants to be a service needs to first be written in such a way that it can handle start, stop,
and pause messages from the Service Control Manager. Then, in one or more API calls, the name of the service and
other attributes such as its description are registered with the Service Control Manager. Although typically services
do not have a user interface, developers can add forms and other UI components. In this case, the "Allow service to
interact with desktop" should be checked on the Logon tab in the Service properties dialog (though care should be
taken with this approach as this can cause a security risk since any logged in user would be able to interact with the
service).

External links
• Microsoft Developer Network - Services [1]

• INSTSRV.EXE [2] - a Windows NT resource kit program that allows you to install an arbitrary application as a
service

• Registry values [3] for Start, Type & ErrorControl
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Syslog
Syslog is a standard for computer data logging. It separates the software that generates messages from the system
that stores them and the software that reports and analyzes them.
Syslog can be used for computer system management and security auditing as well as generalized informational,
analysis, and debugging messages. It is supported by a wide variety of devices (like printers and routers) and
receivers across multiple platforms. Because of this, syslog can be used to integrate log data from many different
types of systems into a central repository.
Messages refer to a facility (auth, authpriv, daemon, cron, ftp, lpr, kern, mail, news,
syslog, user, uucp, local0, ... , local7 ) and are assigned a severity (Emergency, Alert,
Critical, Error, Warning, Notice, Info or Debug) by the sender of the message.
Configuration allows directing messages to various local devices (console), files (/var/log/) or remote syslog
daemons. Care must be taken when updating the configuration as omitting or misdirecting message facilities or
severities can cause important messages to be ignored by syslog or overlooked by the administrator.
logger is a command line utility that can send messages to the syslog.
Some implementations permit the filtering and display of syslog messages.
Syslog is now standardized within the Syslog working group of the IETF.

History
Syslog was developed in the 1980s by Eric Allman as part of the Sendmail project, and was initially used solely for
Sendmail. It proved so valuable that other applications began using it as well. Syslog has since become the standard
logging solution on Unix and Unix-like systems; there have also been a variety of syslog implementations on other
operating systems and is commonly found in network devices such as routers.
Syslog functioned as a de facto standard, without any authoritative published specification, and many
implementations existed, some of which were incompatible. The Internet Engineering Task Force documented the
status quo in RFC 3164. Since then, additions to syslog have been worked on. RFC 3164 was made obsolete by RFC
5424[1]

At different points in time, various companies have attempted patent claims on syslog.[2][3] This had little effect on
the use and standardization of the protocol.

Outlook
Various groups are working on draft standards detailing the use of syslog for more than just network and security
event logging, such as its proposed application within the health care environment.
Regulations, such as SOX, PCI DSS, HIPAA, and many others are requiring organizations to implement
comprehensive security measures, which often include collecting and analyzing logs from many different sources.
Syslog has proven to be an effective format to consolidate logs, as there are many open source and proprietary tools
for reporting and analysis. Converters exist from Windows Event Log as well as other log formats to syslog.
An emerging area of managed security services is the collection and analysis of syslog records for organizations.
Companies calling themselves Managed Security Service Providers attempt to apply analytics techniques (and
sometimes artificial intelligence algorithms) to detect patterns and alert customers of problems.
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Facility Levels
The list of Facilities available:[4]

Facility Number Facility Description

0 kernel messages

1 user-level messages

2 mail system

3 system daemons

4 security/authorization messages

5 messages generated internally by syslogd

6 line printer subsystem

7 network news subsystem

8 UUCP subsystem

9 clock daemon

10 security/authorization messages

11 FTP daemon

12 NTP subsystem

13 log audit

14 log alert

15 clock daemon

16 local use 0 (local0)

17 local use 1 (local1)

18 local use 2 (local2)

19 local use 3 (local3)

20 local use 4 (local4)

21 local use 5 (local5)

22 local use 6 (local6)

23 local use 7 (local7)

Severity levels
RFC 5424 [5] defines eight severity levels:

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5424
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Code Severity Description General Description

0 Emergency System is unusable. A "panic" condition usually affecting multiple apps/servers/sites. At this level it would usually
notify all tech staff on call.

1 Alert Action must be taken
immediately.

Should be corrected immediately, therefore notify staff who can fix the problem. An example
would be the loss of a backup ISP connection.

2 Critical Critical conditions. Should be corrected immediately, but indicates failure in a primary system, an example is a loss
of primary ISP connection.

3 Error Error conditions. Non-urgent failures, these should be relayed to developers or admins; each item must be resolved
within a given time.

4 Warning Warning conditions. Warning messages, not an error, but indication that an error will occur if action is not taken, e.g.
file system 85% full - each item must be resolved within a given time.

5 Notice Normal but significant
condition.

Events that are unusual but not error conditions - might be summarized in an email to developers
or admins to spot potential problems - no immediate action required.

6 Informational Informational messages. Normal operational messages - may be harvested for reporting, measuring throughput, etc. - no
action required.

7 Debug Debug-level messages. Info useful to developers for debugging the application, not useful during operations.

Internet standards
The Domain Name System is defined by Request for Comments (RFC) documents published by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (Internet standards). The following is a list of RFCs that define the Syslog protocol:[6]

• RFC 3195 Reliable Delivery for syslog
• RFC 5424 The Syslog Protocol
• RFC 5425 TLS Transport Mapping for Syslog
• RFC 5426 Transmission of Syslog Messages over UDP
• RFC 5427 Textual Conventions for Syslog Management
• RFC 5848 Signed Syslog Messages
• RFC 6012 Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) Transport Mapping for Syslog

External links
• IETF syslog working group [7]

• SANS Paper [8] The Ins and Outs of System Logging Using Syslog
• NIST SP 800-92 Guide to Computer Security Log Management (PDF) [9]

• NetLogger [10] methodology and tools for debugging and analysis of complex distributed applications

References
[1] R. Gerhards, The Syslog Protocol, RFC 5424 (http:/ / tools. ietf. org/ html/ rfc5424)
[2] "LXer: Patent jeopardizes IETF syslog standard" (http:/ / lxer. com/ module/ newswire/ view/ 64026/ index. html). .
[3] "IETF IPR disclosure on HUAWEI's patent claims" (http:/ / datatracker. ietf. org/ public/ ipr_detail_show. cgi?ipr_id=724). .
[4] "Syslog Facilities" (http:/ / www. kiwisyslog. com/ help/ syslog/ protocol_facilities. htm). . Retrieved 15 February 2012.
[5] http:/ / tools. ietf. org/ html/ rfc5424
[6] "Security Issues in Network Event Logging (syslog)" (http:/ / datatracker. ietf. org/ wg/ syslog/ ). IETF. .
[7] http:/ / www. ietf. org/ html. charters/ syslog-charter. html
[8] http:/ / www. sans. org/ reading_room/ whitepapers/ logging/ ins-outs-system-logging-syslog_1168
[9] http:/ / csrc. nist. gov/ publications/ nistpubs/ 800-92/ SP800-92. pdf
[10] https:/ / sites. google. com/ a/ lbl. gov/ netlogger/
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Event Viewer

Event Viewer
A component of Microsoft Windows

Event Viewer in Windows Vista

Details

Type Utility software

Included
with

Windows NT and all its successors

Service name Windows Event log (eventlog)

Description This service manages events and event logs. It supports logging events, querying events, subscribing to events, archiving event
logs, and managing event metadata.

Event Viewer in Windows XP

Event Viewer, a component of Microsoft's Windows NT line of operating systems, lets administrators and users
view the event logs on a local or remote machine. In Windows Vista, Microsoft overhauled the event system.[1]

Overview
Windows NT has featured event logs since its release in 1993. Applications and operating system components can
make use of this centralized log service to report events that have taken place, such as a failure to start a component
or complete an action. The system defines three log sources: System, Application and Security.
Microsoft intends the System and Application log sources for use by the Windows operating system and Windows
applications respectively. Only the Local Security Authority Subsystem Service (lsass.exe) can directly write to the
Security log.
The Event Viewer uses event IDs to define the uniquely identifiable events that a Windows computer can encounter.
For example, when a user's authentication fails, the system may generate Event ID 672.
Windows NT 4.0 added support for defining "event sources" (i.e. the application which created the event) and
performing backups of logs.
Windows 2000 added the capability for applications to create their own log sources in addition to the three
system-defined "System", "Application", and "Security" log files. Windows 2000 also replaced NT4's Event Viewer
with a Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in.
Windows Server 2003 added the AuthzInstallSecurityEventSource() API calls so that applications
could register with the security event logs, and write security audit entries.[2]

Versions of Windows based on the Windows NT 6.0 kernel (Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008) no longer
have a 300-megabyte limit to their total size. Prior to NT 6.0, the on-disk files were opened as memory-mapped files
in kernel memory space, which used the same memory pools as other kernel components.
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Windows XP (commandline)
Windows XP provides a set of three commandline tools, useful to task automation:
•• eventquery.vbs - Official script to query, filter and output results based on the event logs. Discontinued after XP.
•• eventcreate - a command (continued in Vista and Seven) to put custom events in the logs.
•• eventtriggers - a command to create event driven tasks. Discontinued after XP, replaced by the "Attach task to this

event" feature.

Windows Vista
Event Viewer consists of a rewritten event tracing and logging architecture on Windows Vista.[1] It has been
rewritten around a structured XML log-format and a designated log type to allow applications to more precisely log
events and to help make it easier for support technicians and developers to interpret the events. The XML
representation of the event can be viewed on the Details tab in an event's properties. It is also possible to view all
potential events, their structures, registered event publishers and their configuration using the wevtutil utility, even
before the events are fired. There are a large number of different types of event logs including Administrative,
Operational, Analytic, and Debug log types. Selecting the Application Logs node in the Scope pane reveals numerous
new subcategorized event logs, including many labeled as diagnostic logs. Analytic and Debug events which are
high frequency are directly saved into a trace file while Admin and Operational events are infrequent enough to
allow additional processing without affecting system performance, so they are delivered to the Event Log service.
Events are published asynchronously to reduce the performance impact on the event publishing application. Event
attributes are also much more detailed and show EventID, Level, Task, Opcode, and Keywords properties.
Users can filter event logs by one or more criteria or by a limited XPath 1.0 expression, and custom views can be
created for one or more events. Using XPath as the query language allows viewing logs related only to a certain
subsystem or an issue with only a certain component, archiving select events and sending traces on the fly to support
technicians.

Filtering using XPath 1.0
1.1. Open Windows Event Log
2. Expand out Windows Logs
3. Select the log file that is of interest to you (In the example below, we use the Security event log)
4. Right-click on the Event Log and select Filter Current Log...
5. Change the selected tab from Filter to XML
6. Check the box to Edit query manually'
7.7. Paste your query into the text box. You will find sample queries below.
Here are examples of simple custom filters for the new Window Event Log:
1.1. Select all events in the Security Event Log where the account name involved (TargetUserName) is "JUser"

<QueryList><Query Id="0" Path="Security"><Select

Path="Security">*[EventData[Data[@Name="TargetUserName"]="JUser"]]</Select></Query></QueryList>

2.2. Select all events in the Security Event Log where any Data node of the EventData section is the string "JUser"
<QueryList><Query Id="0" Path="Security"><Select

Path="Security">*[EventData[Data="JUser"]]</Select></Query></QueryList>

3.3. Select all events in the Security Event Log where any Data node of the EventData section is "JUser" or "JDoe"
<QueryList><Query Id="0" Path="Security"><Select

Path="Security">*[EventData[Data="JUser" or

Data="JDoe"]]</Select></Query></QueryList>

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Tracing_%28software%29%23Event_logging
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4.4. Select all events in the Security Event Log where any Data node of the EventData section is "JUser" and the
Event ID is "4471"

<QueryList><Query Id="0" Path="Security"><Select

Path="Security">*[System[EventID="4771"]] and

*[EventData[Data="JUser"]]</Select></Query></QueryList>

5.5. Real world example for a package called Goldmine which has two @Names
<QueryList><Query Id="0" Path="Application"><Select

Path="Application">*[System[Provider[@Name='GoldMine' or

@Name='GMService']]]</Select></Query></QueryList>

Caveats:
• There are limitations [3] to Microsoft's implementation of Xpath[4]

• Queries using Xpath string functions will result in error[5]

Event subscribers
Major event subscribers include the Event Collector service and Task Scheduler 2.0. The Event Collector service can
automatically forward event logs to other remote systems, running Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008 or
Windows Server 2003 R2 on a configurable schedule. Event logs can also be remotely viewed from other computers
or multiple event logs can be centrally logged and monitored agentlessly and managed from a single computer.
Events can also be directly associated with tasks, which run in the redesigned Task Scheduler and trigger automated
actions when particular events take place.

References
[1] New tools for Event Management in Windows Vista (http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ technet/ technetmag/ issues/ 2006/ 11/

EventManagement/ )
[2] "AuthzInstallSecurityEventSource Function" (http:/ / msdn2. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ Aa376314. aspx). . Retrieved 2007-10-05.
[3] http:/ / msdn. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ dd996910%28VS. 85%29. aspx#limitations
[4] "Microsoft's Implementation and Limitations of XPath 1.0 in Windows Event Log" (http:/ / msdn. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/

dd996910(VS. 85). aspx#limitations). . Retrieved 2009-08-07.
[5] "filter events using an Xpath query" (http:/ / www. open-a-socket. com/ index. php/ 2009/ 04/ ). . Retrieved 2011-09-20.

External links
•• Official sources:

• Developer documentation for event logging (NT 3.1 through XP) (http:/ / msdn2. microsoft. com/ en-us/
library/ aa363652. aspx), (Windows Vista) (http:/ / msdn2. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ aa385780. aspx)

• Windows 2000 Security Event Descriptions (Part 1 of 2) (http:/ / support. microsoft. com/ ?kbid=299475),
(Part 2 of 2) (http:/ / support. microsoft. com/ ?kbid=301677)

• Windows Server 2003 Security – Threats and Countermeasures – Chapter 6: Event Log (http:/ / www.
microsoft. com/ technet/ security/ guidance/ serversecurity/ tcg/ tcgch06n. mspx) from Microsoft TechNet

• Events and Errors (http:/ / technet. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ cc754424. aspx) (Windows Server 2008) on
Microsoft TechNet

•• Other:
• Windows Eventlog Viewer (http:/ / www. tzworks. net/ prototype_page. php?proto_id=4) Free tool that can be

run on Windows, Linux or Mac OS-X
• eventid.net (http:/ / www. eventid. net/ search. asp) – Contains several thousand Windows event log entries

along with troubleshooting suggestions for each of them
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• Trap to event log with eventcreate (http:/ / www. loriotpro. com/ ServiceAndSupport/ How_to/
Create_Windows_Event_On_Trap_Receipt_EN. php)

Hardening (computing)
In computing, hardening is usually the process of securing a system by reducing its surface of vulnerability. A
system has a larger vulnerability surface the more that it does; in principle a single-function system is more secure
than a multipurpose one. Reducing available vectors of attack typically includes the removal of unnecessary
software, unnecessary usernames or logins and the disabling or removal of unnecessary services.
There are various methods of hardening Unix and Linux systems. This may involve, among other measures, applying
a patch to the kernel such as Exec Shield or PaX; closing open network ports; and setting up intrusion-detection
systems, firewalls and intrusion-prevention systems. There are also hardening scripts and tools like Bastille Linux,
JASS [1] for Solaris systems and Apache/PHP Hardener [2] that can, for example, deactivate unneeded features in
configuration files or perform various other protective measures.

External links
• IT Security Topic — Hardening [3] - www.colorado.edu
• Hardening Your Computing Assets [4]PDF - www.globalsecurity.org
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Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer

Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer

Screenshot of Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer analysis result

Developer(s) Microsoft

Initial release 16 August 2004[1]

Stable release 2.2 / 10 August 2010[2]

Operating system Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008, Windows Vista, Windows Server 2003, Windows XP and
Windows 2000[2]

Platform IA-32 and x86-64[2]

Size 1.5 ~ 1.7 MB[2]

Translation
available

English, German, French and Japanese[2]

Type Computer security

License Freeware

Website www.microsoft.com/mbsa [3]

Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer (MBSA) is a software tool released by Microsoft to determine security state
by assessing missing security updates and less-secure security settings within Microsoft Windows, Windows
components such as Internet Explorer, IIS web server, and products Microsoft SQL Server, and Microsoft Office
macro settings. Security updates are determined by the current version of MBSA using the Windows Update Agent
present on Windows computers since Windows 2000 Service Pack 3. The less-secure settings, often called
Vulnerability Assessment (VA) checks, are assessed based on a hard-coded set of registry and file checks. An
example of a VA might be that permissions for one of the directories in the /www/root folder of IIS could be set at
too low a level, allowing unwanted modification of files from outsiders.
Versions 1.2.1 and below run on NT4, Windows 2000, Windows XP, and Windows Server 2003, provide support for
IIS versions 5 through 6, SQL Server 7 and 2000, Internet Explorer 5.01 and 6.0 only, and Microsoft Office 2000
through 2003. Security update assessment is provided by an integrated version of Shavlik's HFNetChk 3.8 scan tool.
MBSA 1.2.1 was localized into English, German, French and Japanese versions and supported security assessment
for any locale.
Version 2.0 retained the hard-coded VA checks, but replaced the Shavlik security assessment engine with Microsoft
Update technologies which adds dynamic support for all Microsoft products supported by Microsoft Update. MBSA
2.0.1 was released to support the revised Windows Update (WU) offline scan file (WSUSSCN2.CAB). MBSA 2.1
added Vista and Windows Server 2008 support, a new Vista-styled GUI interface, support for the latest Windows
Update Agent (3.0), a new Remote Directory (/rd) feature and extended the VA checks to x64 platforms.
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See Also
•• Belarc Advisor
•• RSBAC
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External links
• Official website (http:/ / technet. microsoft. com/ en-us/ security/ cc184924. aspx)

• Forum (http:/ / social. technet. microsoft. com/ Forums/ en-US/ MBSA)
• Newsgroup (http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ communities/ newsgroups/ en-us/ default. aspx?dg=microsoft.

public. security. baseline_analyzer)
• Microsoft Office Visio 2007 Connector for the Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer (MBSA) 2.1 (http:/ /

technet. microsoft. com/ en-us/ security/ cc184925. aspx)

Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting is a form of problem solving, often applied to repair failed products or processes. It is a logical,
systematic search for the source of a problem so that it can be solved, and so the product or process can be made
operational again. Troubleshooting is needed to develop and maintain complex systems where the symptoms of a
problem can have many possible causes. Troubleshooting is used in many fields such as engineering, system
administration, electronics, automotive repair, and diagnostic medicine. Troubleshooting requires identification of
the malfunction(s) or symptoms within a system. Then, experience is commonly used to generate possible causes of
the symptoms. Determining which cause is most likely is often a process of elimination - eliminating potential
causes of a problem. Finally, troubleshooting requires confirmation that the solution restores the product or process
to its working state.
In general, troubleshooting is the identification of, or diagnosis of "trouble" in the management flow of a corporation
or a system caused by a failure of some kind. The problem is initially described as symptoms of malfunction, and
troubleshooting is the process of determining and remedying to the causes of these symptoms.
A system can be described in terms of its expected, desired or intended (usually, for artificial systems, its purpose).
Events or inputs to the system are expected to generate specific results or outputs. (For example selecting the "print"
option from various computer applications is intended to result in a hardcopy emerging from some specific device).
Any unexpected or undesirable behavior is a symptom. Troubleshooting is the process of isolating the specific cause
or causes of the symptom. Frequently the symptom is a failure of the product or process to produce any results.
(Nothing was printed, for example).
The methods of forensic engineering are especially useful in tracing problems in products or processes, and a wide 
range of analytical techniques are available to determine the cause or causes of specific failures. Corrective action 
can then be taken to prevent further failures of a similar kind. Preventative action is possible using failure mode and 
effects analysis (FMEA) and fault tree analysis (FTA) before full scale production, and these methods can also be
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used for failure analysis.

Aspects
Most discussion of troubleshooting, and especially training in formal troubleshooting procedures, tends to be domain
specific, even though the basic principles are universally applicable.
Usually troubleshooting is applied to something that has suddenly stopped working, since its previously working
state forms the expectations about its continued behavior. So the initial focus is often on recent changes to the system
or to the environment in which it exists. (For example a printer that "was working when it was plugged in over
there"). However, there is a well known principle that correlation does not imply causality. (For example the failure
of a device shortly after it's been plugged into a different outlet doesn't necessarily mean that the events were related.
The failure could have been a matter of coincidence.) Therefore troubleshooting demands critical thinking rather
than magical thinking.
It's useful to consider the common experiences we have with light bulbs. Light bulbs "burn out" more or less at
random; eventually the repeated heating and cooling of its filament, and fluctuations in the power supplied to it cause
the filament to crack or vaporize. The same principle applies to most other electronic devices and similar principles
apply to mechanical devices. Some failures are part of the normal wear-and-tear of components in a system.
A basic principle in troubleshooting is to start from the simplest and most probable possible problems first. This is
illustrated by the old saying "When you see hoof prints, look for horses, not zebras", or to use another maxim, use
the KISS principle. This principle results in the common complaint about help desks or manuals, that they sometimes
first ask: "Is it plugged in and does that receptacle have power?", but this should not be taken as an affront, rather it
should serve as a reminder or conditioning to always check the simple things first before calling for help.
A troubleshooter could check each component in a system one by one, substituting known good components for each
potentially suspect one. However, this process of "serial substitution" can be considered degenerate when
components are substituted without regards to a hypothesis concerning how their failure could result in the
symptoms being diagnosed.
Simple and intermediate systems are characterized by lists or trees of dependencies among their components or
subsystems. More complex systems contain cyclical dependencies or interactions (feedback loops). Such systems are
less amenable to "bisection" troubleshooting techniques.
It also helps to start from a known good state, the best example being a computer reboot. A cognitive walkthrough is
also a good thing to try. Comprehensive documentation produced by proficient technical writers is very helpful,
especially if it provides a theory of operation for the subject device or system.
A common cause of problems is bad design, for example bad human factors design, where a device could be inserted
backward or upside down due to the lack of an appropriate forcing function (behavior-shaping constraint), or a lack
of error-tolerant design. This is especially bad if accompanied by habituation, where the user just doesn't notice the
incorrect usage, for instance if two parts have different functions but share a common case so that it isn't apparent on
a casual inspection which part is being used.
Troubleshooting can also take the form of a systematic checklist, troubleshooting procedure, flowchart or table that
is made before a problem occurs. Developing troubleshooting procedures in advance allows sufficient thought about
the steps to take in troubleshooting and organizing the troubleshooting into the most efficient troubleshooting
process. Troubleshooting tables can be computerized to make them more efficient for users.
Some computerized troubleshooting services (such as Primefax, later renamed Maxserve), immediately show the top 
10 solutions with the highest probability of fixing the underlying problem. The technician can either answer 
additional questions to advance through the troubleshooting procedure, each step narrowing the list of solutions, or 
immediately implement the solution he feels will fix the problem. These services give a rebate if the technician takes 
an additional step after the problem is solved: report back the solution that actually fixed the problem. The computer
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uses these reports to update its estimates of which solutions have the highest probability of fixing that particular set
of symptoms.[1]

Half-splitting
Efficient methodical troubleshooting starts with a clear understanding of the expected behavior of the system and the
symptoms being observed. From there the troubleshooter forms hypotheses on potential causes, and devises (or
perhaps references a standardized checklist of) tests to eliminate these prospective causes. This approach is often
called "Divide and Conquer".
Two common strategies used by troubleshooters are to check for frequently encountered or easily tested conditions
first (for example, checking to ensure that a printer's light is on and that its cable is firmly seated at both ends). This
is often referred to as "milking the front panel."[2]

Then, "bisect" the system (for example in a network printing system, checking to see if the job reached the server to
determine whether a problem exists in the subsystems "towards" the user's end or "towards" the device).
This latter technique can be particularly efficient in systems with long chains of serialized dependencies or
interactions among its components. It's simply the application of a binary search across the range of dependencies
and is often referred to as "half-splitting".[3]

Reproducing symptoms
One of the core principles of troubleshooting is that reproducible problems can be reliably isolated and resolved.
Often considerable effort and emphasis in troubleshooting is placed on reproducibility ... on finding a procedure to
reliably induce the symptom to occur.
Once this is done then systematic strategies can be employed to isolate the cause or causes of a problem; and the
resolution generally involves repairing or replacing those components which are at fault.

Intermittent symptoms
Some of the most difficult troubleshooting issues relate to symptoms that are only intermittent. In electronics this
often is the result of components that are thermally sensitive (since resistance of a circuit varies with the temperature
of the conductors in it). Compressed air can be used to cool specific spots on a circuit board and a heat gun can be
used to raise the temperatures; thus troubleshooting of electronics systems frequently entails applying these tools in
order to reproduce a problem.
In computer programming race conditions often lead to intermittent symptoms which are extremely difficult to
reproduce; various techniques can be used to force the particular function or module to be called more rapidly than it
would be in normal operation (analogous to "heating up" a component in a hardware circuit) while other techniques
can be used to introduce greater delays in, or force synchronization among, other modules or interacting processes.
Intermittent issues can be thus defined:

An intermittent is a problem for which there is no known procedure to consistently reproduce its symptom.
—Steven Litt, [4]

In particular he asserts that there is a distinction between frequency of occurrence and a "known procedure to
consistently reproduce" an issue. For example knowing that an intermittent problem occurs "within" an hour of a
particular stimulus or event ... but that sometimes it happens in five minutes and other times it takes almost an hour
... does not constitute a "known procedure" even if the stimulus does increase the frequency of observable
exhibitions of the symptom.
Nevertheless, sometimes troubleshooters must resort to statistical methods ... and can only find procedures to 
increase the symptom's occurrence to a point at which serial substitution or some other technique is feasible. In such
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cases, even when the symptom seems to disappear for significantly longer periods, there is a low confidence that the
root cause has been found and that the problem is truly solved.
Also, tests may be run to stress certain components to determine if those components have failed. [5]

Multiple problems
Isolating single component failures which cause reproducible symptoms is relatively straightforward.
However, many problems only occur as a result of multiple failures or errors. This is particularly true of fault
tolerant systems, or those with built-in redundancy. Features which add redundancy, fault detection and failover to a
system may also be subject to failure, and enough different component failures in any system will "take it down."
Even in simple systems the troubleshooter must always consider the possibility that there is more than one fault.
(Replacing each component, using serial substitution, and then swapping each new component back out for the old
one when the symptom is found to persist, can fail to resolve such cases. More importantly the replacement of any
component with a defective one can actually increase the number of problems rather than eliminating them).
Note that, while we talk about "replacing components" the resolution of many problems involves adjustments or
tuning rather than "replacement." For example, intermittent breaks in conductors --- or "dirty or loose contacts"
might simply need to be cleaned and/or tightened. All discussion of "replacement" should be taken to mean
"replacement or adjustment or other maintenance."
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Software Package Management

Installation (computer programs)
Installation (or setup) of a computer program (including device drivers and plugins), is the act of making the
program ready for execution. Because the process varies for each program and each computer, programs (including
operating systems) often come with an installer, a specialized program responsible for doing whatever is needed for
their installation.
Software installation can occur on one machine at a time or can be automated through software distribution software
to update multiple computers at once. This is especially useful for large organizations where there may be hundreds
or thousands of computers needing to be updated continuously in order to operate most effectively.[1] Managing
installations and updates is a part of Software Asset Management, which is generally a subset of a company's
corporate risk management strategy.

Overview
Some computer programs can be executed by simply copying them into a folder stored on a computer and executing
them. Other programs are supplied in a form unsuitable for immediate execution and therefore need an installation
procedure. Once installed, the program can be executed again and again, without the need to reinstall before each
execution.
Common operations performed during software installations include:
• Making sure that required system requirements are present
•• Checking for existing versions of the software
• Creating or updating program files and folders
• Adding configuration data such as configuration files, Windows registry entries or environment variables
• Making the software accessible to user, for instance by creating links, shortcuts or bookmarks
• Configuring components that run automatically, such as daemons or Windows services
• Performing product activation

Necessity
As mentioned earlier, some computer program need no installation. This was once usual for many programs which
run on DOS, Mac OS, Atari TOS and AmigaOS. As the computing environment grew more complex however, the
need for tangible installation presented itself.
Nowadays, a class of modern applications that do not need installation are known as portable applications, as they
may be roamed around onto different computers and run. Similarly, there are live operating systems, which do not
need installation and can be run directly from a bootable CD, DVD, or USB flash drive. Examples are AmigaOS 4.0,
various Linux distributions, MorphOS or Mac OS versions 1.0 through 9.0. (See live CD and live USB.) Finally,
web applications, which run inside a web browser, do not need installation.
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Types
Attended installation

This is the most common form of installation. An installation process usually needs a user who attends it to
make choices, such as accepting or declining an end-user license agreement (EULA), specifying preferences
such as the installation location, supplying passwords or assisting in product activation. In graphical
environments, installers that offer a wizard-based interface are common. Attended installers may ask users to
help mitigate the errors. For instance, if the disk in which the computer program is be installed was full, the
installer may ask the user to specify another target path.

Silent installation
Installation that does not display messages or windows during its progress. "Silent installation" is not the same
as "unattended installation" (see below): All silent installations are unattended but not all unattended
installations are silent. The reason behind a silent installation may be convenience or subterfuge. Malware is
always installed silently.

Unattended installation
Installation that is performed without user interaction during its progress or with no user present at all. An
unattended installation either does not require the user to supply anything or has received all necessary input
prior to the start of installation. Such input may be in the form of command line switches or an answer file, a
file that contains all the necessary parameters. Windows XP is an example of an operating system that can be
installed with an answer file. In unattended installation, it is assumed that there is no user to help mitigate
errors. For instance, if the installation medium was faulty, the installer should fail the installation, as there is
no user to fix the fault or replace the medium. Unattended installers may record errors in a computer log for
later review.

Headless installation
Installation performed without using a computer monitor connected. In attended forms of headless installation,
another machine connects to the target machine (for instance, via a local area network) and takes over the
display output. Since a headless installation does not need a user at the location of the target computer,
unattended headless installers may be used to install a computer software on multiple machines at the same
time.

Scheduled or automated installation
An installation process that runs on a preset time or when a predefined condition transpires, as opposed to an
installation process that starts explicitly on a user's command. For instance, a system administrator willing to
install a later version of a computer program that is being used can schedule that installation to occur when
that program is not running. An operating system may automatically install a device driver for a device that the
user connects. (See plug and play.) Malware may also be installed automatically. For example, the infamous
Conficker was installed when the user plugged an infected device to his computer.

Clean installation
A clean installation is one that is done in the absence of any interfering elements such as old versions of the
computer program being installed or leftovers from a previous installation. In particular, the clean installation
of an operating system is an installation in which the target disk partition is erased before installation. Since
the interfering elements are absent, a clean installation may succeed where an unclean installation may fail or
may take significantly longer.

Network installation
An installation of a program from a shared network resource. This may simply be a copy of the original media 
but software publishers which offer site licenses for institutional customers may provide a version intended for
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installation over a network.

Installer
An installation program or installer is a computer program that installs files, such as applications, drivers, or other
software, onto a computer. Some installers are specifically made to install the files they contain; other installers are
general-purpose and work by reading the contents of the software package to be installed.
The differences between a package management system and an installer are:

Package management system Installer

Usually part of an operating system. Each product comes bundled with its own installer.

Uses one installation database. Performs its own installation, sometimes recording information about that installation in a
registry.

Can verify and manage all packages on the
system.

Works only with its bundled product.

One package management system vendor. Multiple installer vendors.

One package format. Multiple installation formats.

Bootstrapper
During the installation of computer programs it is sometimes necessary to update the installer or package manager
itself. To make this possible, a technique called bootstrapping is used. The common pattern for this is to use a small
executable file (e.g. setup.exe) which updates the installer and starts the real installation after the update. This small
executable is called bootstrapper. Sometimes the bootstrapper installs other prerequisites for the software during the
bootstrapping process too.

Common types
Cross platform installer builders that produce installers for Windows, Mac OS X and Linux include InstallAnywhere
(Flexera Software), JExpress (DeNova),[2] and InstallBuilder (BitRock Inc.).
Installers for Microsoft Windows include Windows Installer, a software installation component. Additional third
party commercial tools for creating installers for Windows include InstallShield (Flexera Software), Advanced
Installer (Caphyon Ltd),[3] InstallAware (InstallAware Software),[4] Wise Installation Studio (Wise Solutions, Inc.),
SetupBuilder (Lindersoft, Inc.),[5] Installer VISE (MindVision Software), MSI Studio (ScriptLogic Corporation),
Actual Installer (Softeza Development),[6] Smart Install Maker (InstallBuilders Company),[7] MSI Factory and Setup
Factory (Indigo Rose Software), Centurion Setup (Gammadyne Corporation).[8] Free installer-authoring tools
include NSIS, IzPack, Clickteam, InnoSetup, InstallSimple and WiX.
Mac OS X includes Installer, a native Package Manager software. Mac OS X also includes a separate software
updating application, Software Update but only supports Apple and system software. Included in the dock as of
10.6.6, the Mac App Store shares many attributes with the successful App Store for iOS devices, such as a similar
app approval process, the use of Apple ID for purchases, and automatic installation and updating. Although this is
Apple's preferred delivery method for Mac OS X,[9] previously purchased licenses can not be transferred to the Mac
App Store for downloading or automatic updating. Commercial applications for Mac OS X may also use a
third-party installer, such as Mac version of Installer VISE (MindVision Software) or InstallerMaker (StuffIt).
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External links
• The Application Deployment Information Center (http:/ / www. appdeploy. com/ )

Package management system
In software, a package management system, also called package manager, is a collection of software tools to
automate the process of installing, upgrading, configuring, and removing software packages for a computer's
operating system in a consistent manner. It typically maintains a database of software dependencies and version
information to prevent software mismatches and missing prerequisites.
Packages are distributions of software, applications and data. Packages also contain metadata, such as the software's
name, description of its purpose, version number, vendor, checksum, and a list of dependencies necessary for the
software to run properly. Upon installation, metadata is stored in a local package database.
Package management systems are designed to save organizations time and money through remote administration and
software distribution technology that eliminate the need for manual installs and updates. This can be particularly
useful for large enterprises whose operating systems are based on Linux and other Unix-like systems, typically
consisting of hundreds or even thousands of distinct software packages; in the former case, a package management
system is a convenience, in the latter case it becomes essential.[1]

Synaptic, a popular graphical frontend for package management in Linux

Impact

Ian Murdock has commented that
package management is "the single
biggest advancement Linux has
brought to the industry", that it blurs
the boundaries between operating
system and applications, and that it
makes it "easier to push new
innovations [...] into the marketplace
and [...] evolve the OS".[2]

Terminology

A package management system is often called an "install manager". This can lead to confusion between a package
management system and an installer. The differences include:
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Package management system Installer

Usually part of an operating system. Each product comes bundled with its own installer.

Uses one installation database. Performs its own installation, sometimes recording information about that installation in a
registry.

Can verify and manage all packages on the
system.

Works only with its bundled product.

One package management system vendor. Multiple installer vendors.

One package format. Multiple installation formats.

A package, for package managers, denotes a specific set of files bundled with the appropriate metadata for use by a
package manager. This can be confusing, as some programming languages often use the word "package" as a
specific form of software library. Furthermore, that software library can be distributed in a package of files bundled
for a package manager.

Functions

Illustration of a package management system being used to download new
software. Manual actions can include accepting a license agreement or selecting

some package-specific configuration options.

Package management systems are charged
with the task of organizing all of the
packages installed on a system. Typical
functions of a package management system
include:
•• Verifying file checksums to ensure

correct and complete packages;
•• Verifying digital signatures to

authenticate the origin of packages;
•• Applying file archivers to manage

encapsulated files;
• Upgrading software with latest versions,

typically from a software repository;
•• Grouping of packages by function to

reduce user confusion;
• Managing dependencies to ensure a

package is installed with all packages it requires. This resolved the problem known as Dependency Hell.

Some additional challenges are met by only a few package management systems.

Challenges with shared libraries
Computer systems which rely on dynamic library linking, instead of static library linking, share executable libraries
of machine instructions across packages and applications. In these systems, complex relationships between different
packages requiring different versions of libraries results in a challenge colloquially known as "dependency hell". On
Microsoft Windows systems, this is also called "DLL hell" when working with dynamically linked libraries. Good
package management systems become vital on these systems.[3]
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Front-ends for locally compiled packages
System administrators may install and maintain software using tools other than package management software. For
example, a local administrator may download unpackaged source code, compile it, and install it. This may cause the
state of the local system to fall out of synchronization with the state of the package manager's database. The local
administrator will be required to take additional measures, such as manually managing some dependencies or
integrating the changes into the package manager.
There are tools available to ensure that locally compiled packages are integrated with the package management. For
distributions based on .deb and .rpm files as well as Slackware Linux, there is CheckInstall, and for recipe-based
systems such as Gentoo Linux and hybrid systems such as Arch Linux, it is possible to write a recipe first, which
then ensures that the package fits into the local package database.

Maintenance of configuration
Particularly troublesome with software upgrades are upgrades of configuration files. Since package management
systems, at least on Unix systems, originated as extensions of file archiving utilities, they can usually only either
overwrite or retain configuration files, rather than applying rules to them. There are exceptions to this that usually
apply to kernel configuration (which, if broken, will render the computer unusable after a restart). Problems can be
caused if the format of configuration files changes. For instance, if the old configuration file does not explicitly
disable new options that should be disabled. Some package management systems, such as Debian's dpkg, allow
configuration during installation. In other situations, it is desirable to install packages with the default configuration
and then overwrite this configuration, for instance, in headless installations to a large number of computers. (This
kind of pre-configured installation is also supported by dpkg.)

Repositories
To give users more control over the kinds of software that they are allowing to be installed on their system (and
sometimes due to legal or convenience reasons on the distributors' side), software is often downloaded from a
number of software repositories.[4]

Upgrade suppression
When a user interacts with the package management software to bring about an upgrade, it is customary to present
the user with the list of things to be done (usually the list of packages to be upgraded, and possibly giving the old and
new version numbers), and allow the user to either accept the upgrade in bulk, or select individual packages for
upgrades. Many package management systems can be configured to never upgrade certain packages, or to upgrade
them only when critical vulnerabilities or instabilities are found in the previous version, as defined by the packager
of the software. This process is sometimes called version pinning.
For instance:
• yum supports this with the syntax exclude=openoffice*,[5]

• pacman with IgnorePkg = openoffice[6] (to suppress upgrading openoffice in both cases)
• dpkg and dselect support this partially through the hold flag in package selections
• APT extends the hold flag through the complex "pinning" mechanism[7]

• Users can also blacklist a package[8]

• aptitude has "hold" and "forbid" flags
• portage supports this through the package.mask configuration file
• DotPet from .PET packages in Puppy Linux, but is efficient in console and lightweight
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Cascading package removal
Some of the more advanced package management features offer "cascading package removal",[6] in which all
packages that depend on the target package and all packages that only the target package depends on, are also
removed.

Common package management systems and formats

Package formats
Each package manager relies on the format and metadata of the packages it can manage. That is, package managers
need groups of files to be bundled for the specific package manager along with appropriate metadata, such as
dependencies. Often, a core set of utilities manages the basic installation from these packages and multiple package
managers use these utilities to provide additional functionality.
For example, yum relies on rpm as a backend. Yum extends the functionality of the backend by adding features such
as simple configuration for maintaining a network of systems. As another example, the Synaptic Package Manager
provides a graphical user interface by using the Advanced Packaging Tool (apt) library, which, in turn, relies on
dpkg for core functionality.
Alien is a program that converts between different Linux package formats. It supports conversion between Linux
Standard Base conform RPM, deb, Stampede (.slp) and Slackware (tgz) packages.

Free and open source software systems
By the nature of free and open source software, packages under similar and compatible licenses are available for use
on a number of operating systems. These packages can be combined and distributed using configurable and
internally complex packaging systems to handle many permutations of software and manage version-specific
dependencies and conflicts. Some packaging systems of free and open source software are also themselves released
as free and open source software. One typical difference between package management in proprietary operating
systems, such as Mac OS X and Windows, and those in free and open source software, such as Linux, is that free and
open source software systems permit third-party packages to also be installed and upgraded through the same
mechanism, whereas the package management systems of Mac OS X and Windows will only upgrade software
provided by Apple and Microsoft, respectively (with the exception of some third party drivers in Windows). The
ability to continuously upgrade third party software is typically added by adding the URL of the corresponding
repository to the package management's configuration file.

Application-level package managers
Besides the systems-level application managers, there are some add-on package managers for operating systems with
limited capabilities and for programming languages where developers need the latest libraries.
In contrast to systems-level application managers, application-level package managers focus on a small part of the
software system. They typically reside within a directory tree that is not maintained by the systems-level package
manager (like c:\cygwin or /usr/local/fink). However, this is not the case for the package managers that deal with
programming libraries. This leads to a conflict as both package managers claim to "own" a file and might break
upgrades.
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Advanced Packaging Tool

Advanced Packaging Tools

apt-get requesting confirmation before an installation
Initial release 16 August 1998[1]

Stable release 0.8.10.3[2] / April 15, 2011

Preview release 0.8.16~exp13 / March 13, 2012

Programming language used C++

Operating system Cross-platform

Platform Unix and Unix-like operating systems

Type Package management system

License GNU General Public License

Website wiki.debian.org/Apt [3] wiki.debian.org/Teams/Apt [4]

The Advanced Packaging Tool, or APT, is a free user interface that works with core libraries to handle the
installation and removal of software on the Debian GNU/Linux distribution and its variants.[5] APT simplifies the
process of managing software on Unix-like computer systems by automating the retrieval, configuration and
installation of software packages, either from binary files or by compiling source code.[5]

APT was originally designed as a front-end for dpkg to work with Debian's .deb packages, but it has since been
modified to also work with the RPM Package Manager system via apt-rpm.[6] The Fink project has ported APT to
Mac OS X for some of its own package management tasks, and APT is also available in OpenSolaris (included in the
Nexenta OS distribution).[7] Cydia is a package manager for jailbroken iOS partially based on APT (ported to iOS as
part of the related Telesphoreo project).[8][9]

Usage
There is no single "apt" program; apt is itself the package name containing the set of tools (and requiring the 
libraries) that support its functionality. A significant part of apt is a C++ library of functions (another package known 
as libapt) which are used by these related front-end programs for dealing with packages, such as apt-get and 
apt-cache. They are commonly used in examples due to their simplicity and ubiquity; apt-get and apt-cache are 
of "important" priority in all current Debian releases, and are therefore installed in a default Debian installation. Apt 
can be functionally considered to be a front-end to dpkg, and a friendlier front end to this than dselect. While
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dpkg performs actions on individual packages, apt tools manage relations (especially dependencies) between them,
as well as sourcing and management of higher-level versioning decisions (release tracking and version pinning).
APT is often hailed as one of Debian's best features.[10][11][12][13] It is remarked that this quality comes from the
strict quality controls of Debian policy.[14][15]

A major feature in APT is the way it calls dpkg — it does topological sorting of the list of packages to be installed or
removed and calls dpkg in the best possible sequence. In some cases, it utilizes the --force options in dpkg.
However, it only does this when it is unable to calculate how to avoid the reason dpkg requires the action to be
forced.

Installation of software
An install directive is followed by the name of one or more packages desired for installation. Each package name is
phrased as just the name portion of the package, not a fully qualified filename (for instance, in a Debian GNU/Linux
system, libc6 would be the argument provided, not libc6_1.9.6-2.deb). Notably, all packages containing
dependencies required by the package(s) specified for installation will also be automatically retrieved and installed.
This was an original distinguishing characteristic of apt-based package management systems whereby software
installation failure due to missing dependencies, a type of dependency hell, was specifically avoided.
Another such distinction is remote repository retrieval of packages. A location configuration file
(/etc/apt/sources.list) is used to locate the desired packages and retrieve them, and also obtain
information about available (but uninstalled) packages.
Other command option features (switches) may be used to override decisions made by apt-get's conflict resolution
system. If a hyphen is appended to the package name (with no intervening space), the identified package will be
removed if it is installed. Similarly, a plus sign can be used to designate a package to install. A specific version of a
package can be selected for installation by following the package name with an equals and the version of the package
to select. This will cause that version to be located and selected for install. Alternatively a specific distribution can be
selected by following the package name with a slash and the version of the distribution or the archive name (stable,
testing, unstable).
Both of the version selection mechanisms can downgrade packages and must be used with care.
Finally, the apt_preferences mechanism allows creating an alternative installation policy for individual
packages.
If no package matches the given expression and the expression contains one of '.', '?' or '*', it is assumed to be a
POSIX regular expression and it is applied to all package names in the database. Any matches are then installed (or
removed). Note that matching is done by substring, so "lo.*" matches "how-lo" and "lowest". If this is undesired,
the regular expression can be anchored with a '^' or '$' character, or a more specific regular expression can be
created.

Update, upgrade and dist-upgrade
• update is used to resynchronize the package index files from their sources. The lists of available packages are

fetched from the location(s) specified in /etc/apt/sources.list. For example, when using a Debian
archive, this command retrieves and scans the Packages.gz files, so that information about new and updated
packages is available. An update should always be performed before a safe-upgrade or dist-upgrade. Be aware
that the overall progress meter will not always be correct as the size of the package files cannot be known in
advance.

• upgrade is used to install the newest versions of all packages currently installed on the system from the sources 
enumerated in /etc/apt/sources.list. Packages currently installed with new versions available are 
retrieved and upgraded; under no circumstances are currently installed packages removed, or packages not
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already installed retrieved and installed. New versions of currently installed packages that cannot be upgraded
without changing the install status of another package will be left at their current version. An update must be
performed first, so that apt-get knows that new versions of packages are available.

• dist-upgrade, in addition to performing the function of upgrade, also intelligently handles changing dependencies
with new versions of packages; apt-get has a "smart" conflict resolution system, and it will attempt to upgrade the
most important packages at the expense of less important ones if necessary. The /etc/apt/sources.list
file contains a list of locations from which to retrieve desired package files.[16] aptitude has a smarter dist-upgrade
feature called full-upgrade.[17]

Configuration and files
/etc/apt has the apt configuration folders and files.
apt-config is the APT Configuration Query program.[18] apt-config dump shows the configuration.[19]

Files
• /etc/apt/sources.list: Locations to fetch packages from.
• /etc/apt/sources.list.d/: Additional source list fragments.
• /etc/apt/apt.conf: APT configuration file.
• /etc/apt/apt.conf.d/: APT configuration file fragments.
• /etc/apt/preferences: version preferences file. This is where you would specify "pinning", i.e. a

preference to get certain packages from a separate source or from a different version of a distribution.
• /var/cache/apt/archives/: storage area for retrieved package files.
• /var/cache/apt/archives/partial/: storage area for package files in transit.
• /var/lib/apt/lists/: storage area for state information for each package resource specified in
sources.list

• /var/lib/apt/lists/partial/: storage area for state information in transit.

Sources
APT relies on the concept of repositories in order to find software and resolve dependencies. For apt, a repository is
a directory containing packages along with an index file. This can be specified as a networked or CDROM location.
The Debian project keeps a central repository of over 25,000 software packages ready for download and installation.
For extra packages, any number of additional repositories can be added to APT's sources.list configuration file
(/etc/apt/sources.list) and then be queried by APT. Graphical front-ends often allow modifying
sources.list more simply (apt-setup). Once a package repository has been specified (like during the system
installation), packages in that repository can be installed without specifying a source.
In addition to network repositories, compact discs and other storage media (USB keydrive, hard disks...) can be used
as well, using apt-cdrom [20] or adding file:/[21] to the source list file. Apt-cdrom can specify a different folder
than a cd-rom, using the -d option (i.e. a hard disk or a USB keydrive). The Debian CDs available for download
contain Debian repositories. This allows non-networked machines to be upgraded. Also one can use apt-zip.
Problems may appear when several sources offer the same package(s). Systems that have such possibly conflicting
sources can use APT pinning to control which sources should be preferred.
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APT pinning
The APT pinning feature allows administrators to force APT to choose particular versions of packages which may be
available in different versions from different repositories. This allows administrators to ensure that packages are not
upgraded to versions which may conflict with other packages on the system, or that have not been sufficiently tested
for unwelcome changes.
In order to do this, the pins in APT's preferences file (/etc/apt/preferences) must be modified,[22] although
graphical front-ends often make pinning simpler.

Front-ends

Synaptic Package Manager is one of the frontends available for APT

Several other front-ends to APT exist, which
provide more advanced installation
functions and more intuitive interfaces.
These include:

• Synaptic Package Manager, a GTK+
graphical user interface

• Ubuntu Software Center, a GTK+
graphical user interface replacement for
Synaptic

• aptitude, a versatile alternative to dselect
• KPackage, part of KDE
• Adept Package Manager, a graphical

user interface for KDE (deb, rpm, bsd)
• PackageKit, a freedesktop.org frontend.
• GDebi, a GTK-based tool sponsored for Ubuntu. (There is also a Qt version, available in the Ubuntu repositories

a gdebi-kde.)
• apt-cdrom, a way to add a new CDROM to APT's list of available sources.lists (list of available repositories). It is

necessary to use apt-cdrom to add CDs to the APT system, it cannot be done by hand.
• apt-zip, a way to use apt with removable media, specifically USB flash drives.
• apt:foo, an interface for downloading and installing software by clicking on a web-link (experimental) [23]

• gnome-apt, a gtk/GNOME-widget-based graphical front-end.
• Cydia, a package manager for jailbroken iOS partially based on APT (ported to iOS as part of the Telesphoreo

project).[24][25]

• Hildon Application Manager (Maemo Application), a Maemo front-end
• APT Daemon, a front-end that runs as a service to allow standard users to install software through PolicyKit and

is in turn the framework that the Ubuntu Software Center (along with the Linux Mint Software Manager) uses to
not be root and still run.

APT front-ends can:
•• Search for new packages.
•• Upgrade packages.
•• Install or remove packages.
•• Upgrade the whole system to a new release.
APT front-ends can list the dependencies of packages being installed or upgraded, ask the administrator if packages
recommended or suggested by newly installed packages should be installed too, automatically install dependencies
and perform other operations on the system such as removing obsolete files and packages.
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History
The original effort that led to the apt-get program was the dselect replacement project known by its codename
deity.[26] This project was commissioned by Brian White, the Debian Release Manager at the time. The very first
functional version of apt-get was called dpkg-get and was only intended to be a test program for the core library
functions that would underpin the new UI.[27]

Much of the original development of APT was done on IRC, so records have been lost. The 'Deity Creation Team'
mailing list archives include only the major highlights.
The Deity name was abandoned as the official name for the project due to concerns over the religious nature of the
name. The APT name was eventually decided after considerable internal and public discussion. Ultimately the name
was proposed on IRC, accepted and then finalized on the mailing lists.[28] As originally used, APT is not an
acronym, but a proper name. The name gained mindshare during IRC discussions due to the variety of possible
acronym expansions and it was ultimately decided that the official use of APT would be as a proper name and no
official expansion would ever be presented by the team.
APT was introduced in 1998 and original test builds were circulated on IRC. The first Debian version that included it
was Debian 2.1, released on 9 March 1999.[29]

In the end the original goal of the Deity project of replacing the dselect UI was a failure. Work on the user interface
(UI) portion of the project was abandoned (the UI directories were removed from the CVS system) after the first
public release of apt-get. The response to APT as a dselect method and a command line utility was so great and
positive that all development efforts focused on maintaining and improving the tool. It was not until much later that
several independent people built UIs on top of the capable libapt-pkg.
The final push of the first APT era was to build a complete dpkg replacement (libapt-inst). This project was also a
failure, however the partial code found a use as part of the secretive 'Project Betsy' program, which resulted in the
highly efficient apt-ftparchive and libapt python bindings. After this, the original author faded away and
maintainership of APT languished.
Eventually, a new team picked up the project, began to build new features and released version 0.6 of APT which
introduced the Secure APT feature, using strong cryptographic signing to authenticate the package repositories.[30]
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dpkg

Original author(s) Ian Murdock

Developer(s) The dpkg team

Stable release 1.15.8.11

Preview release 1.16.2

Programming language used C, C++, Perl[1]

Operating system Unix-like, POSIX

Type Package management system

License GNU General Public License

Website www.debian.org/doc/FAQ/ch-pkgtools.en.html [2]

dpkg is the software at the base of the Debian package management system. dpkg is used to install, remove, and
provide information about .deb packages.
dpkg itself is a low level tool; higher level tools, such as APT, are used to fetch packages from remote locations or
deal with complex package relations. Tools like aptitude or synaptic are more commonly used than dpkg on its
own, as they have a more sophisticated way of dealing with package relationships and a friendlier interface.
The Debian package "dpkg" provides the dpkg program, as well as several other programs necessary for run-time
functioning of the packaging system, including dpkg-statoverride, dpkg-divert and
update-alternatives. It also includes the programs such as start-stop-daemon and install-info, and the latter
is kept mostly due to backwards compatibility (it is developed and distributed separately nowadays). The Debian
package "dpkg-dev" includes the numerous build tools described below.

History
dpkg was originally created by Matt Welsh, Carl Streeter and Ian Murdock, first as a Perl program, and then later the
main part was rewritten in C by Ian Jackson in 1993. The name dpkg was originally the short for "Debian package",
but the meaning of that phrase has evolved significantly, as dpkg the software is orthogonal to the deb package
format as well as the Debian Policy which defines how Debian packages behave.

Example use
To install a .deb package:

dpkg -i debFileName

where debFileName is the name of the Debian software package.
The list of installed packages can be obtained with:

dpkg -l [optional pattern]

To remove an installed package:

dpkg -r packagename
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Development tools
dpkg-dev contains a series of development tools required to unpack, build and upload Debian source packages.
These include:
• dpkg-source packs and unpacks the source files of a Debian package.
• dpkg-gencontrol reads the information from an unpacked Debian tree source and generates a binary package

control package, creating an entry for this in Debian/files.
• dpkg-shlibdeps calculates the dependencies of runs with respect to libraries.
• dpkg-genchanges reads the information from an unpacked Debian tree source that once constructed creates a

control file (.changes).
• dpkg-buildpackage is a control script that can be used to construct the package automatically.
• dpkg-distaddfile adds a file input to debian/files.
• dpkg-parsechangelog reads the changes file (changelog) of an unpacked Debian tree source and creates a

conveniently prepared output with the information for those changes.
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Windows Installer

Windows Installer

Help screen of Windows Installer 5.0 running on Windows 7

Original author(s) Microsoft

Stable release 5.0

Operating system Microsoft Windows

Type Installer

License Proprietary

Windows Installer Package[1]

Filename extension .msi, .msp

Internet media type application/x-ole-storage, text/mspg-legacyinfo

Developed by Microsoft

Extended from Cabinet (file format)

Open format? No

The Windows Installer (previously known as Microsoft Installer[2]) is a software component used for the
installation, maintenance, and removal of software on modern Microsoft Windows systems. The installation
information, and often the files themselves, are packaged in installation packages, loosely relational databases
structured as COM Structured Storages and commonly known as "MSI files", from their default file extension.
Windows Installer contains significant changes from its predecessor, Setup API. New features include a GUI
framework and automatic generation of the uninstallation sequence. Windows Installer is positioned as an alternative
to stand-alone executable installer frameworks such as older versions of InstallShield and NSIS.
Microsoft encourages third parties to use Windows Installer as the basis for installation frameworks, so that they
synchronize correctly with other installers and keep the internal database of installed products consistent. Important
features such as rollback and versioning depend on a consistent internal database for reliable operation. Furthermore,
Windows Installer facilitates the principle of least privilege by performing software installations by proxy for
unprivileged users.

Logical structure of packages
A package describes the installation of one or more full products (Windows Installer does not handle dependencies
between products) and is universally identified by a GUID (the PackageCode property). A product is made up of
components, grouped into features.

Products
A single, installed, working program (or set of programs) is a product. A product is identified by a unique GUID (the
ProductCode property) providing an authoritative identity throughout the world. The GUID, in combination with the
version number (ProductVersion property) allow for release management of the software's files and registry keys. A
product is not the same as a package: a package is identified by a unique GUID (stored in the Summary Information
Stream) and provides identity and release management for all the contents of the .MSI file. Release management of a
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Product pertains only to changes in the files and registry keys that make up a software application. Release
management of a package includes the package logic and other meta data that relates to how the package executes
when running. For example, changing an EXE in the software application may require the ProductCode and/or
ProductVersion to be changed for release management of the software application. Only adding a launch condition
(with the software application remaining exactly the same as the previous version) would still require the
PackageCode to change for release management of the .MSI file itself.

Features
A feature is a hierarchical group of components—a feature can contain any number of components and other
features (a feature contained in another feature is called a "subfeature"). Many software packages only involve one
feature. More complex installation programs usually display a "custom setup" dialog box at run time, from which the
end user can select which features to install or remove.
The package author defines the product features. A word-processing program, for example, might provide features
for the main program executable, the program's help files, and optional spelling checker and stationery modules.

Components
A component is the basic unit of a product—each component is treated by Windows Installer as a unit: the install
developer cannot, for example, use a condition to specify to install just part of a component. Components can contain
files, directories, COM components, registry keys, shortcuts, and other data. The end user does not directly interact
with components.
Components are identified globally by GUIDs, thus the same component can be shared among several features of the
same package or multiple packages, ideally through the use of Merge Modules (although, for this to work correctly,
different components should not share any sub-components).

Key paths
A key path is a specific file, registry key, or ODBC data source that the package author specifies as critical for a
given component. Because a file is the most common type of key path, the term key file is commonly used. A
component can contain at most one key path; if a component has no explicit key path, the component's destination
directory is taken to be the key path. When an MSI-based application is launched, Windows Installer checks the
existence of these critical files or registry keys (that is, the key paths). If there is a mismatch between the current
system state and the value specified in the MSI package (e.g., a key file is missing), then the related feature is
re-installed. This process is also known as self-healing or self-repair. No two components should use the same key
path.

Setup phases

User interface
The user interface phase typically queries the target system and displays an installation wizard and enables the user
to change various options that will affect the installation.
However, the user interface sequence should not make any changes to the system. Three reasons for this are as
follows.
1.1. A user can install an MSI package in quiet mode, bypassing this phase entirely, by running the msiexec.exe

command-line utility with the /qn (or /qb or /qr) option and specifying on the command line all the information
that the wizard would normally gather. Therefore, any actions that occur in the user interface sequence will not be
performed during a silent installation.
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2. Similarly, clicking the Remove button in the Add or Remove Programs panel runs a product's uninstaller with a
basic user interface, again with the result that any actions that occur in the user interface sequence will not be
performed.

3.3. Actions that make system changes should not be scheduled in the user interface sequence as the user interface
sequence runs with user privileges, and not with elevated privileges, as described in the following section.

Actions in the user interface sequence of a normal installation are defined in the InstallUISequence table. Similarly,
there is an AdminUISequence in which can be placed dialog boxes and actions to display and perform from within
an administrative installation wizard.

Execute
When the user clicks the Finish or Install button in a typical MSI installation wizard, installation proceeds to the
Execute phase, in which software components are actually installed. The Execute phase makes system changes, but
does not display any user-interface elements.
Execute phase happens in two steps:
Immediate mode. In this phase, Windows Installer receives instructions, either from a user or an application, to
install or uninstall features of a product. The requests cause the execution of sequences of actions, which query the
installation database to build an internal script describing the execution phase in detail.
Deferred mode. In this phase, the script built in immediate mode is executed in the context of the privileged
Windows Installer service (specifically, the LocalSystem account). The script must be executed by a privileged
account because of the heterogeneity of the scenarios in which a setup operation is initiated—for example, elevated
privileges are necessary to serve on-demand installation requests from non-privileged users. (In order to run with
elevated privileges, however, the package must be deployed by a local administrator or advertised by a system
administrator using Group Policy.)
Execute sequence actions for a normal installation are stored in the InstallExecuteSequence table. An MSI database
can also contain AdminExecuteSequence and AdvtExecuteSequence tables to define actions to perform for
administrative and advertised installations.

Rollback
All installation operations are transactional.[3] For each operation that Windows Installer performs, it generates an
equivalent undo operation that would undo the change made to the system. In case any script action fails during
deferred execution, or the operation is cancelled by the user, all the actions performed until that point are rolled back,
restoring the system to its original state. Standard Windows Installer actions automatically write information into a
rollback script; package authors who create custom actions that change the target system should also create
corresponding rollback actions (as well as uninstallation actions and uninstallation-rollback actions). As a design
feature, if applied correctly this mechanism will also rollback a failed uninstall of an application to a good working
state.

Other features

Advertisement
Windows Installer can advertise a product rather than actually installing it.[4] The product will appear installed to the 
user, but it will not actually be installed until it is run for the first time by triggering an entry point (by means of a 
Start menu shortcut, by opening a document that the product is configured to handle, or by invoking an advertised 
COM class). A package can be advertised by an administrator using Group Policy or other deployment mechanism, 
or by running the msiexec executable with the /jm (for per-machine advertisement) or /ju (for per-user
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advertisement) switch. It should also be noted that some MSI packages authored in Installshield may prevent the use
of these and other Native MSI features.
The user must have administrator privileges to complete the advertised installation; in most workplaces, end users
are not administrators and this method of distribution will fail. Microsoft created a workaround via Group Policies to
"Elevate user privileges" during MSI installations. This is often seen by system administrators as compromising
security since any MSI would automatically gain administrator privileges.

Installation on demand
Similar to advertisement, it consists in the installation of features as soon as the user tries to use them.[5]

Administrative installation
An administrative installation creates an uncompressed source image for a product, typically to be used for installing
or running an application from a network location.[6] An administrative installation is not a typical installation, in
that it does not create any shortcuts, register COM servers, create an Add or Remove Programs entry, and so on.
Often an administrative installation enables a user to install the product in such a way that its features run from the
uncompressed installation source.
Administrative installations are also useful when creating a Windows Installer patch, which requires uncompressed
images of the earlier and current versions of a product in order to compute binary file differences. An administrative
installation is performed by running the msiexec executable with the /a switch.

Custom actions
The developer of an installer package may write code to serve their own purpose, delivered in a DLL. This can be
executed during the installation sequences, including when the user clicks a button in the user interface, or during the
InstallExecuteSequence. Custom Actions typically validate product license keys, or initialise more complex services.
Developers should normally provide inverse custom actions for use during uninstallation...
Msiexec provides a way to break after loading a specified custom action DLL but before invoking the action.[7]

Merge modules and nested executables
A Windows Installer package may contain another package to be installed at the same time. These are ideally
provided as a .msm file component, but may also be a separate executable program which will be unpacked from the
installer package during the InstallExecuteSequence and can be run immediately. The file can then optionally be
deleted before the end of the InstallExecuteSequence, and so is ideal for using with older installers.

Miscellaneous
Windows Installer allows applications to run directly from a network share, without the need for a local copy (run
from source); it can repair broken installations by restoring damaged or deleted files, registry entries and application
shortcuts; it supports per-user installation of applications; it can resolve component identifiers into paths, allowing
applications to avoid hard-coded file paths; and it natively supports patches (.msp files made out of patch creation
properties) and other customizations of packages through manipulations (transforms or .mst files) of a package's
relational database. Version 2.0 onwards, it supports digital signatures and version 3.0 onwards, delta compression
for patches.
It is also unique among installation software frameworks for Windows in that it is highly transparent. The full API
and all command-line options are documented; packages are freely viewable and editable, both with free tools and
programmatically (as opposed to the proprietary and even weakly encrypted packages of InstallShield); and the
format for file archives is the well documented cabinet file format.
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File extraction only
Individual files can be extracted from a .MSI file without carrying out a full installation, either by using the Installer
with an appropriate command line[8] [9] or by certain third-party software such as 7-Zip. NOTE: Not all files can be
extracted using these methods such as different version of a file getting installed based on option will fail to be
properly extracted

Windows Vista
Windows Installer 4.0, which was shipped with Windows Vista, incorporates new capabilities to take advantage of
Vista's User Account Control architecture. MSI packages can be marked as not requiring elevated privileges to
install, thus allowing a package to install without prompting the user for Administrator credentials (provided that the
installation does not write to any areas that a regular user does not have access to, including Program Files).
Windows Installer also works in conjunction with the Restart Manager; when installing or updating an application or
system component with "full" user interface mode, the user will be displayed a list of affected applications that can
be shut down, and then restarted after files have been updated. Installer actions running in silent mode perform these
application restarts automatically. System services and tray applications can also be restarted in this manner.

Developing installer packages
Creating an installer package for a new application is non-trivial. It is necessary to specify which files must be
installed, to where, with what registry keys. Any non-standard operations can be done using Custom Actions, which
are typically developed in DLLs. There are a number of commercial and freeware products to assist in creating MSI
packages, including Visual Studio, InstallShield and WiX. To varying degrees, the user interface and behavior in less
common situations such as unattended installation, may be configured. Once prepared, an installer package is
"compiled" by reading the instructions and files from the developer's local machine, and creating the .msi file.
The user interface (dialog boxes) presented at the start of installation can be changed or configured by the setup
engineer developing a new installer. There is a limited language of buttons, textfields and labels which can be
arranged in a sequence of dialogue boxes. An installer package should be capable of running without any UI, for
what is called "unattended installation".

ICE validation
Microsoft provides a set of Internal Consistency Evaluators, or ICEs, that can be used to detect potential problems
with an MSI database.[10] The ICE rules are combined into CUB files, which are stripped-down MSI files containing
custom actions that test the target MSI database's contents for validation warnings and errors. ICE validation can be
performed with the Platform SDK tools Orca and msival2, or with validation tools that ship with the various
authoring environments.
For example, some of the ICE rules are:
•• ICE09: Validates that any component destined for the System folder is marked as being permanent.
•• ICE24: Validates that the product code, product version, and product language have appropriate formats.
•• ICE33: Validates that the Registry table is not used for data better suited for another table (Class, Extension,

Verb, and so on).
Addressing ICE validation warnings and errors is an important step in the release process.
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Versions

Version Included with
[11] Also available for

1.0 Office 2000

1.1 Windows 2000 RTM, SP1, SP2 Windows 95/98
Windows NT 4.0 SP6

1.2 Windows Me

2.0 Windows XP RTM, SP1
Windows 2000 SP3, SP4
Windows Server 2003 RTM

Windows 95/98/Me
Windows NT 4.0 SP6
Windows 2000 RTM, SP1, SP2

3.0 Windows XP SP2 Windows 2000 SP3, SP4
Windows XP RTM, SP1
Windows Server 2003 RTM

3.1 Windows XP SP3
Windows Server 2003 SP1, SP2
Windows XP Professional x64 Edition RTM, SP2

Windows 2000 SP3, SP4
Windows XP RTM, SP1, SP2
Windows Server 2003 RTM

4.0 Windows Vista RTM, SP1
Windows Server 2008 RTM

4.5[12] Windows Vista SP2
Windows Server 2008 SP2

Windows XP SP2, SP3
Windows Server 2003 SP1, SP2
Windows XP Professional x64 Edition RTM,
SP2
Windows Vista RTM, SP1
Windows Server 2008 RTM[13]

5.0 Windows 7 RTM
Windows Server 2008 R2 RTM

Version may be checked by running msiexec.exe. (See screenshot at the top.)

Tools

Name Publisher Description License Website

Advanced
Installer

Caphyon Ltd. An installer that features one freeware edition and four
commercial editions. Can create, validate and edit .msi packages. Freemium www.advancedinstaller.com

[14]

InstallAware InstallAware
Software

A commercial setup creator that comes in four commercial
editions

Shareware
[www.installaware.com
www.installaware.com]

InstallShield Flexera
Software

InstallShield is a software tool for creating installers or software
packages primarily used for installing software for Microsoft
Windows desktop and server platforms.

Shareware
[www.installshield.com
www.installshield.com]

InstEdit Google Code InstEd is a free .msi editor. Paid version with more features
available also.

Freeware
[www.instedit.com
www.instedit.com]

IsWiX CodePlex Industrial Strength Windows Installer XML (IsWiX) is a
document editor based on the Fireworks Application Framework.
IsWiX enables non-setup developers to collaborate with setup
developers using WiX projects.

Microsoft
Public

License

iswix.codeplex.com [15]

Microsoft
Visual Studio

Microsoft Microsoft Visual Studio is capable of building Windows Installer
Deployment projects that can create installer packages.[16] Shareware www.microsoft.com/vstudio

[17]
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MSI Studio ScriptLogic An .msi editor aim towards system administrators who wish to
repackage installation packages or optimize the installation for
their own environment/needs.

Shareware
www.scriptlogic.com [18]

WiX CodePlex WiX (Windows Installer XML) is a free and open-source set of
tools that helps build a Windows Installer packages from an
XML document. It can be either used from command-line or
integrated into Microsoft Visual Studio. SharpDevelop, a free
and open-source alternative to Visual Studio has adopted
WiX.[19]

Common
Public

License

[wix.codeplex.com
wix.codeplex.com]

7-Zip SourceForge 7-Zip is an open source file archiver utility, and can extract the
contents of MSI files.[20]

GNU Lesser
General
Public

License

[www.7-zip.org
www.7-zip.org]
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External links
• Windows installer start page (http:/ / msdn. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ cc185688(VS. 85). aspx)
• Windows Installer Team Blog (http:/ / blogs. msdn. com/ windows_installer_team/ ) at MSDN.

• Windows Installer 4.5 expected around Q2-2008 (blog) (http:/ / blogs. msdn. com/ windows_installer_team/
archive/ 2007/ 12/ 10/ release-date-for-msi-4-5-now-looks-like-q2-ish. aspx)

• InstallSite.org (http:/ / installsite. org/ ) "Resources for Setup Developers": This site publishes a useful released
MSI version matrix (http:/ / installsite. org/ pages/ en/ msifaq/ a/ 1001. htm#matrix).

• Windows Installer 4.5 Software Development Kit (http:/ / download. microsoft. com/ download/ 7/ c/ 4/
7c426dfc-46e2-4ded-bab4-3b33600ad7d1/ msi45sdk. msi) standalone version, XP & Vista

• Windows Installer 5.0 Software Development Kit (http:/ / blogs. msdn. com/ windows_installer_team/ archive/ 
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integrated with Windows 7 SDK
• MSI frequently asked questions (http:/ / sourceforge. net/ projects/ mayadeploy/ files/ FAQ/ )

Windows Update

Windows Update
A component of Microsoft Windows

Windows Update running on Windows 7

Details

Type Network service

Included with Windows 98 and later

Description Windows Update

Related components

BITS, Windows Installer, Internet Explorer, Windows Genuine Advantage

Windows Update is a service provided by Microsoft that provides updates for the Microsoft Windows operating
system and its installed components, including Internet Explorer. An optional feature disables access to Windows
Update, enabling instead access to Microsoft Update, an expanded version of the service which provides updates
not just for the operating system and Internet Explorer, but also for other Microsoft software running under
Windows, such as Microsoft Office, Windows Live applications, and Microsoft Expression Studio. Updates are
normally provided over an Internet connection, although there is provision for updates to be installed on computers
without an Internet connection.
There are different kinds of updates. Security updates or critical updates protect against vulnerabilities to malware
and security exploits. Other updates correct errors that aren't related to security, or enhance functionality.
Security updates are routinely provided on the second Tuesday of each month, Patch Tuesday, but can be provided
whenever a new update is urgently required to prevent a newly discovered or prevalent exploit targeting Windows
users. Windows Update can be configured to install critical updates automatically so long as the computer is
connected to the Internet, without the user needing to install them manually, or even be aware that an update is
required.
Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows 8, and Windows Server
2012 provide a Control Panel to configure update settings and check for updates. The Windows Update Control
Panel is also the means to download Windows Ultimate Extras, optional software for Windows Vista Ultimate
Edition. For previous versions of Microsoft Windows, updates can be downloaded from the Windows Update
website, using Internet Explorer.

History

Windows Update web site
Windows Update was introduced as an Internet web site with the launch of Windows 95. A link to Windows Update 
on the Start Menu gave access to additional downloads for the operating system. At the time of Windows 98's release 
Windows Update offered additional desktop themes, games, device driver updates, and optional components such as 
NetMeeting.[1] Windows 95 and Windows NT 4 were retroactively given the ability to access the Windows Update 
website, and download updates designed for those operating systems, starting with the release of versions of Internet
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Explorer 4 for those operating systems. The initial focus of Windows Update was on free add-ons and new
technologies for Windows; security fixes for Outlook Express, Internet Explorer and other applications appeared
later, as did access to beta versions of upcoming Microsoft software, most notably Internet Explorer 5. Fixes to
Windows 98 to resolve the Year 2000 problem were distributed using Windows Update in December 1998.
Microsoft attributed the sales success of Windows 98 in part to Windows Update.[2]

Windows Update requires Internet Explorer or a third-party web browser that uses Microsoft's MSHTML layout
engine, as it must support the use of an ActiveX control to house the software that is executed on the user's
computer. While details have changed from version to version, it has always scanned the computer to find what
operating system components and software are installed, and compared the versions of those components with the
latest available versions. The ActiveX component then interfaces with Windows Installer to install or update those
components, and to report the success or failure of those installations back to Microsoft's servers.
The first version of the Windows Update web site (usually referred to as "v3") did not require any
personally-identifiable information to be sent to Microsoft. In order for the v3 ActiveX control to determine what
updates were needed, the entire list of available software on Windows Update was downloaded to the user's
computer when they visited the Windows Update web site. As the number of updates offered by Windows Update
grew, this resulted in performance concerns. Arie Slob, writing for the Windows-help.net newsletter in March 2003,
noted that the size of the update list had exceeded 400KB, which caused delays of more than a minute for dial-up
users.[3]

Windows Update v4, released in conjunction with Windows XP in 2001, changed this by having the ActiveX control
submit a list of the hardware components to Microsoft's servers, which then returns a list of only those device drivers
available for that machine. It also narrowed down the list of available updates for the operating system and related
components by sending details of what operating system version, service pack, and locale are installed. German
technology web site tecchannel.de published an analysis of the Windows Update communication protocol in
February 2003, which received wide attention on technology web sites. The report, which was the first to contain
extensive details of how the Windows Update communication protocol worked, also discovered that the make and
model of the computer, the amount of free disk space, and the Windows product key, were sent.[4]

Critical Update Notification Tool/Utility
Shortly after the release of Windows 98, Microsoft released a Critical Update Notification Tool (later called
Critical Update Notification Utility) through Windows Update, which installed a background tool on the user's
computer that checked the Windows Update web site on a regular schedule for new updates that have been marked
as "Critical". By default, this check occurred every five minutes, and when Internet Explorer was started, though the
user could configure the next check to occur only at certain times of the day or on certain days of the week. The
check was performed by querying the server for a file, "cucif.cab", which contains a list of all the critical updates
released for the user's operating system. The Critical Update Notification Tool then compared this list with the list of
installed updates on the user's machine, and displayed a message to the user informing them of new critical updates
if they were available. Once the check executed, any custom schedule defined by the user was reverted to the default;
Microsoft stated that this was by design in order to ensure that users received notification of critical updates in a
timely manner.[5]

An analysis done by security researcher H D Moore in early 1999 was critical of this approach, describing it as
"horribly inefficient" and susceptible to attacks. In a posting to BugTraq, he explained that, "every single Windows
98 computer that wishes to get an update has to rely on a single host for the security. If that one server got
compromised one day, or an attacker cracks the MS DNS server again, there could be millions of users installing
trojans every hour. The scope of this attack is big enough to attract crackers who actually know what they are
doing..."[6]
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The Critical Update Notification tool continued to be promoted by Microsoft through 1999 and the first half of 2000.
Initial releases of Windows 2000 shipped with the tool, but Windows 95 and Windows NT 4.0 were not supported. It
was superseded by Automatic Updates in Windows Me and Windows 2000 SP4.

Automatic Updates

Windows Update v4 in Windows Me.

With the release of Windows Me in 2000, Microsoft introduced
Automatic Updates as a replacement for the Critical Update
Notification tool. Unlike its predecessor, Automatic Updates includes
the ability to download and install updates without using a web
browser. Instead of the five minute schedule used by its predecessor,
the Automatic Updates client checks the Windows Update servers once
a day. The user is given the option to download available updates then
prompt the user to install them, or to notify the user prior to
downloading any available updates. After Windows Me is installed, the
user is prompted via a notification balloon to configure the Automatic
Updates client.

The Windows Update web site itself was significantly updated to match the visual style of Windows XP.
Windows XP and Windows 2000 Service Pack 3 include Background Intelligent Transfer Service, a protocol for
transferring files in the background without user interaction. As a system component, it is capable of monitoring the
user's Internet usage, and throttling its own bandwidth usage in order to prioritize user-initiated activities. The
Automatic Updates client for these operating systems was updated to use this system service.

Microsoft Update
At the February 2005 RSA Conference, Microsoft announced the first beta of Microsoft Update, an optional
replacement for Windows Update that provides security patches, service packs and other updates for both Windows
and other Microsoft software.[7] The initial release in June 2005 provided support for Microsoft Office 2003,
Exchange 2003, and SQL Server 2000, running on Windows 2000, XP, and Server 2003. Over time, the list has
expanded to include other Microsoft products, such as Windows Live, Windows Defender, Visual Studio, runtimes
and redistributables, Zune Software, Virtual PC and Virtual Server, CAPICOM, Microsoft Lync, and other server
products. It also offers Silverlight and Windows Media Player as optional downloads if applicable to the operating
system. A persistent bug in Microsoft Update affecting XP computers with limited internal memory is that it allows
the update programs wuauclt.exe and svchost.exe to claim 100% of the computers' memory for extended periods of
time (up to hours) making affected computers unusable.

MS Office Update

Microsoft Office Update was a free online service that allowed users to detect and install updates for certain
Microsoft Office products. This update service supported Office 2000, Office XP, Office 2003, and Office 2007. On
1 August 2009, Microsoft decommissioned the service.[8] Users are now required to use Microsoft Update. However,
as Microsoft Update does not work with Office 2000, Office 2000 users no longer have any method of automatically
detecting and installing updates. This is not a limitation for existing installations of Office 2000, because the product
is no longer supported and so no new updates are being produced. However, it is a serious limitation for anyone
re-installing MS Office 2000.
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Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008, and Windows 7
In Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008 and later, the web site is no longer used to provide a user interface for
selecting and downloading updates. In its place, the Automatic Updates control panel has been expanded to provide
similar functionality. Support for Microsoft Update is also built into the operating system, but is turned off by
default. The revised Windows Update can also be set to automatically download and install both Important and
Recommended updates. In prior versions of Windows, such updates were only available through the Windows
Update web site.
In versions of Windows prior to Vista, updates requiring a reboot would pop up a dialog box every number of
specified minutes requesting that users reboot their machines.[9] This dialog box was changed to allow the user to
select a longer period of time (up to 4 hours) before being prompted again. The revised dialog box also displays
under other applications, instead of on top of them.
In Windows 7 and Vista[10] once automatic updates have finished, the computer will be shut down after a
countdown, sometimes causing the countdown to finish and the system to reboot while the user is in the middle of
using the computer (or away from the computer and not wanting it to reboot for various reasons), possibly losing
data, gameplay advancement, etc.
Windows Update makes use of Transactional NTFS, a file system feature introduced with Windows Vista, when
performing updates to Windows system files. This feature helps Windows recover cleanly in the event of an
unexpected shut-down during an update, as the transactioning system will ensure that changes are committed to the
file system (in particular, to the persistent files of the registry) in an atomic fashion.[11]

Statistics
At the beginning of 2005, Windows Update was being accessed by about 150 million people,[12] with about 112
million of those using Automatic Updates.[13]

As of 2008, Windows Update had about 500 million clients, processed about 350 million unique scans per day, and
maintained an average of 1.5 million simultaneous connections to client machines. On Patch Tuesday, the day
Microsoft typically releases new software updates, outbound traffic could exceed 500 gigabits per second.[14]

Approximately 90% of all clients used automatic updates to initiate software updates, with the remaining 10% using
the Windows Update web site. The web site is built using ASP.NET, and processes an average of 90,000 page
requests per second.
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Windows Server Update Services

Windows Server Update Services (WSUS)

WSUS can display precise information about which updates each client needs

Developer(s) Microsoft Corporation

Stable release 3.0 SP2 / August 25, 2009[]

Operating system Windows Server 2008 R2
Windows Server 2008 SP1 or later
Windows Server 2003 SP2 or later
Windows Small Business Server 2011
Windows Small Business Server 2008
Windows Small Business Server 2003[]

Platform Hardware: IA-32 and x86-64
Software: .NET Framework 2.0 and Microsoft Management Console

Size 80 MB (almost)[]

Translation available English[]

Type Remote administration

License Freeware

Website www.microsoft.com/wsus [1]

Windows Server Update Services (WSUS), previously known as Software Update Services (SUS), is a computer
program developed by Microsoft Corporation that enables administrators to manage the distribution of updates and
hotfixes released for Microsoft products to computers in a corporate environment. WSUS downloads these updates
from the Microsoft Update website and then distributes them to computers on a network. WSUS runs on Windows
Server and is free to licensed Microsoft customers.

History
The first version of WSUS was known as Software Update Services (SUS).[2] It only delivered hotfixes and patches
for Microsoft operating systems. SUS ran on a Windows Server operating system and downloaded updates for the
specified versions of Windows from the remote Windows Update site, operated by Microsoft. Clients could then
download updates from this internal server, rather than connecting directly to Windows Update.[3] Support for SUS
by Microsoft was originally planned to end on December 6, 2006, but based on user feedback, the date was extended
to July 10, 2007.[4]

WSUS builds on SUS by expanding the range of software it can update. The WSUS infrastructure allows automatic
downloads of updates, hotfixes, service packs, device drivers and feature packs to clients in an organization from a
central server(s).
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Operation
Windows Server Update Services 2.0 and above comprise a repository of update packages from Microsoft. It allows
administrators to approve or decline updates before release, to force updates to install by a given date, and to obtain
extensive reports on what updates each machine requires. System administrators can also configure WSUS to
approve certain classes of updates automatically (critical updates, security updates, service packs, drivers, etc.). One
can also approve updates for "detection" only, allowing an administrator to see what machines will require a given
update without also installing that update.
Administrators can use WSUS with Group Policy for client-side configuration of the Automatic Updates client,
ensuring that end-users can't disable or circumvent corporate update policies. WSUS does not require the use of
Active Directory; client configuration can also be applied by local group policy or by modifying the Windows
registry.
WSUS uses .NET Framework, Microsoft Management Console and Internet Information Services. WSUS 3.0 uses
either SQL Server Express or Windows Internal Database as its database engine. WSUS 2.0 used MSDE. System
Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) interoperates with WSUS, and is able to import third party security updates
into the product.[5]

Version history

Version Date Comments

2.0 Release Candidate March 22,
2005

2.0 RTW June 6, 2005

2.0 Service Pack 1 May 31, 2006 Adds support for Windows Vista clients, additional client languages, and using Microsoft SQL Server
2005 as a database backend, as well as performance improvements with the web-based user interface

3.0 beta 2 August 14,
2006

MMC based UI and loads of new features

3.0 Release Candidate February 12,
2007

3.0 RTW April 30,
2007

WSUS 3.0 and WSUS Client 3.0 were made available via WSUS on 22 May 2007[6]

3.0 Service Pack 1
Release Candidate

November 1,
2007

3.0 Service Pack 1
RTW[7]

February 7,
2008

3.0 Service Pack 2
RTW

August 25,
2009

Included as a role within Server 2008 R2
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WiX

Windows Installer XML toolset

Original author(s) Rob Mensching

Developer(s) Microsoft

Stable release 3.5.2519 / Jan 31, 2011

Preview release 3.6 (updated weekly)

Programming language used C++, C#

Operating system Windows

Type Software development tools

License Common Public License

Website wixtoolset.org [1]

The Windows Installer XML (WiX, pronounced "wicks"), is a free software toolset that builds Windows Installer
(MSI) packages from an XML document. It supports a command-line environment that developers may integrate
into their build processes to build MSI and MSM setup packages. WiX was the first software released by Microsoft
under an open-source license called Common Public License.
The WiX distribution includes Votive, a Visual Studio add-in that allows creating and building WiX setup projects
using the Visual Studio IDE. Votive supports syntax highlighting and IntelliSense for .WXS source files and adds a
WiX setup project type to Visual Studio.

Internal structure
WiX is composed of components, whose names derive from a play on words on the "wick(s)" of a candle.

Candle
Candle, the compiler, is used to compile the XML documents to object files that contain symbols and references to
symbols.

Light
Light, the linker, takes one or more object files and links the references in the object files to the appropriate symbols
in other object files. Light is also responsible for collecting all of the binaries, packaging them appropriately, and
generating the final MSI or MSM file.
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Lit
Lit, the library tool, is an optional tool that can be used to combine multiple object files into libraries that can be
parsed by Light.

Dark
Dark, the decompiler, takes existing MSI and MSM files and generates XML documents that represent the package.

Tallow/Heat
Tallow is a tool for generating WiX filelist code by traversing directory trees. It produces a WiX "fragment" which
can be incorporated with other WiX source files at compile time. It is replaced in WiX 3.0 by a more general
"harvesting" tool known as Heat. There is also an unofficial version of Tallow known as Mallow,[2] which adds
synchronization capabilities and improved component id generation.
There is also a new tool called Paraffin,[3] which provides support for initial creation of a fragment and
synchronization.

Pyro
Pyro is the WiX tool to create Patch files (msp) without the Windows Installer SDK.

Burn
As of version 3.5, Burn, a prerequisite bootstrapper and installer chainer tool is under development.[4] Planned
features include small size, proper elevation support for Vista/7, a very customizable UI and progress indicators, and
automatic downloads of required. The old Burn source code was abandoned in July 2009 and reimplemented based
on NETFX4 bootstrapper. [5] The new code is released in WiX 3.6 on September 2010. [6] [7]

History
On April 5, 2004, WiX was the first Microsoft project to be released under an externally created Open Source
license, the Common Public License. It was also the first Microsoft Shared Source project to be hosted externally (on
SourceForge).
Rob Mensching, the original author and lead developer of WiX, works on WiX in his spare time. At the time of
release he said, "I did not feel that many people inside Microsoft understood what the Open Source community was
really about and I wanted to improve that understanding by providing an example."
As of 2006, several other Microsoft employees from various product divisions of the company work on WiX with
Mensching, meeting after business hours once a week to coordinate development efforts and write code. WiX has
proven to be so popular with Microsoft development teams that many of Microsoft's software products, such as SQL
Server 2005, Office 2007, and Microsoft Codename Oslo are packaged using WiX.
As of 2007, WiX version 2.0 is considered stable and production quality, and is no longer being developed.
As of July 4, 2009, WiX version 3.0 is considered release quality.
WiX version 3.5 was released January 31, 2011.
WiX version 3.6 is the version currently being developed, which concentrates on Burn.
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Automatic Installations

Preboot Execution Environment
The Preboot eXecution Environment (PXE, also known as Pre-Execution Environment; sometimes pronounced
"pixie") is an environment to boot computers using a network interface independently of data storage devices (like
hard disks) or installed operating systems.
PXE was introduced as part of the Wired for Management framework by Intel and is described in the specification
(version 2.1) published by Intel and Systemsoft on September 20, 1999.[1] It makes use of several network protocols
like Internet Protocol (IPv4), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) and
Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) and of concepts like Globally Unique Identifier (GUID), Universally Unique
Identifier (UUID) and Universal Network Device Interface and extends the firmware of the PXE client (the computer
to be bootstrapped via PXE) with a set of predefined Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).

Chain
The firmware on the client tries to locate a PXE redirection service on the network (Proxy DHCP) in order to receive
information about available PXE boot servers. After parsing the answer, the firmware will ask an appropriate boot
server for the file path of a network bootstrap program (NBP), download it into the computer's random-access
memory (RAM) using TFTP, possibly verify it, and finally execute it. If only one NBP is used among all PXE
clients it could be specified using BOOTP without any need of a proxy DHCP, but a TFTP boot server is still
required.

Availability
PXE was designed to be applicable to many system architectures. The 2.1 version of the specification assigns
architecture identifiers to six system types, including IA-64 and DEC Alpha. However, the specification only
completely covers IA-32. Intel included PXE in the EFI for IA-64, creating a de-facto standard with the
implementation.

Protocol
The PXE protocol is approximately a combination of DHCP and TFTP, albeit with subtle modifications to both.
DHCP is used to locate the appropriate boot server or servers, with TFTP used to download the initial bootstrap
program and additional files.
To initiate a PXE bootstrap session the PXE firmware broadcasts a DHCPDISCOVER packet extended with
PXE-specific options (extended DHCPDISCOVER) to port 67/UDP (DHCP server port). The PXE options identify
the firmware as capable of PXE, but they will be ignored by standard DHCP servers. If the firmware receives
DHCPOFFERs from such servers, it may configure itself by requesting one of the offered configurations.
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Proxy DHCP
If a PXE redirection service (Proxy DHCP) receives an extended DHCPDISCOVER, it replies with an extended
DHCPOFFER to the client's port 68/UDP (DHCP client port).
An extended DHCPOFFER contains mainly:
• a PXE Discovery Control field to recommend multicasting, broadcasting, or unicasting to contact PXE boot

servers
•• a list of IP addresses of each available PXE Boot Server Type
•• a PXE Boot Menu with each entry representing a PXE Boot Server Type
•• a PXE Boot Prompt telling the user to press a certain key to see the boot menu
•• a timeout to launch the first boot menu entry if it expires
The Proxy DHCP service may also run on the same host as the standard DHCP service. Since two services cannot
share port 67/UDP, the Proxy DHCP runs on port 4011/UDP and expects the extended DHCPDISCOVER packets
from PXE Clients to be DHCPREQUESTs. The standard DHCP service has to send a special combination of PXE
options in its DHCPOFFER, so the PXE client knows to look for a Proxy DHCP on the same host, port 4011/UDP.

Boot server contact
To contact a PXE Boot Server the booting system must have an IP address (perhaps from a DHCP server).
It multicasts or unicasts a DHCPREQUEST packet extended with PXE-specific options (extended DHCPREQUEST) to
port 4011/UDP or broadcasts it to port 67/UDP. This packet contains the PXE Boot Server type and the PXE Boot
Layer, allowing multiple boot server types to run from one daemon. The extended DHCPREQUEST may be a
DHCPINFORM.
A PXE Boot Server receiving an extended DHCPREQUEST configured for the requested type and client architecture
responds with an extended DHCPACK including:
•• the complete file path to download the NBP via TFTP.
• PXE Boot Server type and PXE Boot Layer it answered
•• the multicast TFTP configuration, if MTFTP as described in the PXE specification should be used.
The booting system accepts information from only one extended DHCPOFFER.
A 2.1 version PXE Boot Server supports "Boot Integrity Services" ([2]) allowing the Client to verify downloaded
NBPs using a checksum file which is downloaded from the same boot server as the NBP.
To get the file path of this credentials file another exchange of extended DHCPREQUEST and extended DHCPACK is
required.

Network bootstrap program
After receiving the requested extended DHCPACK, the Network Bootstrap Program is uploaded into RAM and after
it is verified or if verification is not required, the NBP will be executed. It has access to the APIs of the PXE
firmware extension (Pre-boot, UDP, TFTP, Universal Network Device Interface (UNDI)). Its functions or tasks are
not described in the PXE specification.

Integration
The PXE Client/Server Protocol was designed so:
•• it can be used in the same network as an existing DHCP environment without interference
•• it can be integrated completely into standard DHCP services
• it can be easily extended at the most important points without a call for papers
•• every service (DHCP, Proxy DHCP, Boot Server) can be implemented standalone or in any combination of them.
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Additionally the PXE firmware extension was designed as an Option ROM for the IA-32 BIOS so you can make a
personal computer (PC) PXE-capable by installing a NIC that provides a PXE Option ROM. Note, this procedure
also applies to the newer AMD64 processor standard for PC.
The design goal of utilizing existing DHCP and TFTP servers cannot be achieved in a strictly conforming
implementation. Some aspects of the PXE protocol require that the DHCP and TFTP servers be modified and
communicate. One specific example is using multicast, where DHCP packets provide the multicast group
information rather than an opening RFC-2090 multicast TFTP exchange. The impact of this is minimal as the most
common PXE client implementation (written by Intel and provided at no cost as a linkable IA32 binary module)
interoperates with a combination of isolated DHCP and unicast TFTP servers.

Resources
Specifications, RFCs and other documents about PXE:
• PXE specification [3] - The Preboot Execution Environment specification v2.1 published by Intel & Systemsoft.
• BIS specification [4] - The Boot Integrity Services specification v1.0 published by Intel.
• Remote Boot Protocol Draft [5] - draft of the PXE Client/Server Protocol included in the PXE specification.
• LTSP - Linux Terminal Server Project
• Lan Core [6] - Open Source Thin Client solution.
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• PXE, aka Pre-Execution Environment (http:/ / www. itstuff. ca/ 2007/ 09/
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• PXE, aka Pre-Execution Environment (http:/ / www. itstuff. ca/ 2007/ 12/
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• How To: Debian PXE Install using Serva (http:/ / www. vercot. com/ ~serva/ howto/ DebianPXE1. html)
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Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

A DHCP Server settings tab

The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP) is a network protocol that is used to
configure network devices so that they can
communicate on an IP network. A DHCP
client uses the DHCP protocol to acquire
configuration information, such as an IP
address, a default route and one or more DNS
server addresses from a DHCP server. The
DHCP client then uses this information to
configure its host. Once the configuration
process is complete, the host is able to
communicate on the internet.

The DHCP server maintains a database of
available IP addresses and configuration
information. When it receives a request from a
client, the DHCP server determines the
network to which the DHCP client is
connected, and then allocates an IP address or
prefix that is appropriate for the client, and
sends configuration information appropriate
for that client.
Because the DHCP protocol must work
correctly even before DHCP clients have been
configured, the DHCP server and DHCP client
must be connected to the same network link. In larger networks, this is not practical. On such networks, each
network link contains one or more DHCP relay agents. These DHCP relay agents receive messages from DHCP
clients and forward them to DHCP servers. DHCP servers send responses back to the relay agent, and the relay agent
then sends these responses to the DHCP client on the local network link.

DHCP servers typically grant IP addresses to clients only for a limited interval. DHCP clients are responsible for
renewing their IP address before that interval has expired, and must stop using the address once the interval has
expired, if they have not been able to renew it.
DHCP is used for IPv4 and IPv6. While both versions serve much the same purpose, the details of the protocol for
IPv4 and IPv6 are sufficiently different that they may be considered separate protocols.[1]

Hosts that do not use DHCP for address configuration may still use it to obtain other configuration information.
Alternatively, IPv6 hosts may use stateless address autoconfiguration. IPv4 hosts may use link-local addressing to
achieve limited local connectivity.
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History
DHCP was first defined as a standards track protocol in RFC 1531 in October 1993, as an extension to the Bootstrap
Protocol (BOOTP). The motivation for extending BOOTP was that BOOTP required manual intervention to add
configuration information for each client, and did not provide a mechanism for reclaiming disused IP addresses.
Many worked to clarify the protocol as it gained popularity, and in 1997 RFC 2131 was released, and remains as of
2011 the standard for IPv4 networks. DHCPv6 is documented in RFC 3315. RFC 3633 added a DHCPv6 mechanism
for prefix delegation. DHCPv6 was further extended to provide configuration information to clients configured using
stateless address autoconfiguration in RFC 3736.
The BOOTP protocol itself was first defined in RFC 951 as a replacement for the Reverse Address Resolution
Protocol RARP. The primary motivation for replacing RARP with BOOTP was that RARP was a data link layer
protocol. This made implementation difficult on many server platforms, and required that a server be present on each
individual network link. BOOTP introduced the innovation of a relay agent, which allowed the forwarding of
BOOTP packets off the local network using standard IP routing, thus one central BOOTP server could serve hosts on
many IP subnets.[2]

Technical overview
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol automates network-parameter assignment to network devices from one or
more DHCP servers. Even in small networks, DHCP is useful because it makes it easy to add new machines to the
network.
When a DHCP-configured client (a computer or any other network-aware device) connects to a network, the DHCP
client sends a broadcast query requesting necessary information to a DHCP server. The DHCP server manages a
pool of IP addresses and information about client configuration parameters such as default gateway, domain name,
the name servers, other servers such as time servers, and so forth. On receiving a valid request, the server assigns the
computer an IP address, a lease (length of time the allocation is valid), and other IP configuration parameters, such
as the subnet mask and the default gateway. The query is typically initiated immediately after booting, and must
complete before the client can initiate IP-based communication with other hosts. Upon disconnecting, the IP address
is returned to the pool for use by another computer. This way, many other computers can use the same IP address
within minutes of each other.
Depending on implementation, the DHCP server may have three methods of allocating IP-addresses:
• dynamic allocation: A network administrator assigns a range of IP addresses to DHCP, and each client computer

on the LAN is configured to request an IP address from the DHCP server during network initialization. The
request-and-grant process uses a lease concept with a controllable time period, allowing the DHCP server to
reclaim (and then reallocate) IP addresses that are not renewed.

• automatic allocation: The DHCP server permanently assigns a free IP address to a requesting client from the
range defined by the administrator. This is like dynamic allocation, but the DHCP server keeps a table of past IP
address assignments, so that it can preferentially assign to a client the same IP address that the client previously
had.

• static allocation: The DHCP server allocates an IP address based on a table with MAC address/IP address pairs,
which are manually filled in (perhaps by a network administrator). [Only requesting clients with a MAC address
listed in this table will be allocated an IP address]. This feature (which is not supported by all DHCP servers) is
variously called Static DHCP Asignment (by DD-WRT), fixed-address (by the dhcpd documentation), Address
Reservation (by Netgear), DHCP reservation or Static DHCP (by Cisco/Linksys), and IP reservation or MAC/IP
binding (by various other router manufacturers).
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Technical details
DHCP uses the same two ports assigned by IANA for BOOTP: destination UDP port 67 for sending data to the
server, and UDP port 68 for data to the client. DHCP communications are connectionless in nature.
DHCP operations fall into four basic phases: IP discovery, IP lease offer, IP request, and IP lease acknowledgement.
These points are often abbreviated as DORA (Discovery, Offer, Request, Acknowledgement).
DHCP clients and servers on the same subnet communicate via UDP broadcasts, initially. If the client and server are
on different subnets, a DHCP Helper or DHCP Relay Agent may be used. Clients requesting renewal of an existing
lease may communicate directly via UDP unicast, since the client already has an established IP address at that point.

DHCP discovery
The client broadcasts messages on the physical subnet to discover available DHCP servers. Network administrators
can configure a local router to forward DHCP packets to a DHCP server from a different subnet. This
client-implementation creates a User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packet with the broadcast destination of
255.255.255.255 or the specific subnet broadcast address.
A DHCP client can also request its last-known IP address (in the example below, 192.168.1.100). If the client
remains connected to a network for which this IP is valid, the server may grant the request. Otherwise, it depends
whether the server is set up as authoritative or not. An authoritative server will deny the request, making the client
ask for a new IP address immediately. A non-authoritative server simply ignores the request, leading to an
implementation-dependent timeout for the client to give up on the request and ask for a new IP address.

DHCPDISCOVER

UDP Src=0.0.0.0 sPort=68
Dest=255.255.255.255 dPort=67

OP HTYPE HLEN HOPS

0x01 0x01 0x06 0x00

XID

0x3903F326

SECS FLAGS

0x0000 0x0000

CIADDR (Client IP Address)

0x00000000

YIADDR (Your IP Address)

0x00000000

SIADDR (Server IP Address)

0x00000000

GIADDR (Gateway IP Address)

0x00000000

CHADDR (Client Hardware Address)

0x00053C04

0x8D590000

0x00000000

0x00000000
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192 octets of 0s, or overflow space for additional options. BOOTP legacy

Magic Cookie

0x63825363

DHCP Options

DHCP option 53: DHCP Discover

DHCP option 50: 192.168.1.100 requested

DHCP option 55: Parameter Request List: Request Subnet Mask (1), Router (3), Domain Name (15), Domain Name Server (6)

DHCP offer
When a DHCP server receives an IP lease request from a client, it reserves an IP address for the client and extends
an IP lease offer by sending a DHCPOFFER message to the client. This message contains the client's MAC address,
the IP address that the server is offering, the subnet mask, the lease duration, and the IP address of the DHCP server
making the offer.
The server determines the configuration based on the client's hardware address as specified in the CHADDR (Client
Hardware Address) field. Here the server, 192.168.1.1, specifies the IP address in the YIADDR (Your IP Address)
field.

DHCPOFFER

UDP Src=192.168.1.1 sPort=67
Dest=255.255.255.255 dPort=68

OP HTYPE HLEN HOPS

0x02 0x01 0x06 0x00

0x00000000

YIADDR (Your IP Address)

0xC0A80164

SIADDR (Server IP Address)

0xC0A80101

GIADDR (Gateway IP Address)

0x00000000

CHADDR (Client Hardware Address)

0x00053C04

0x8D590000

0x00000000

0x00000000

192 octets of 0s. BOOTP legacy

Magic Cookie

0x63825363

DHCP Options

DHCP option 53: DHCP Offer

DHCP option 1: 255.255.255.0 subnet mask
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DHCP option 3: 192.168.1.1 router

DHCP option 51: 86400s (1 day) IP lease time

DHCP option 54: 192.168.1.1 DHCP server

DHCP option 6: DNS servers 9.7.10.15, 9.7.10.16, 9.7.10.18

DHCP request
In response to the offer Client requests the server. The client replies DHCPRequest, unicast to the server, requesting
the offered address. A client can receive DHCP offers from multiple servers, but it will accept only one DHCP offer.
Based on the Transaction ID field in the request, servers are informed whose offer the client has accepted. When
other DHCP servers receive this message, they withdraw any offers that they might have made to the client and
return the offered address to the pool of available addresses. In some cases DHCP request message is broadcast,
instead of being unicast to a particular DHCP server, because the DHCP client has still not received an IP address.
Also, this way one message can let all other DHCP servers know that another server will be supplying the IP address
without missing any of the servers with a series of unicast messages.

DHCPREQUEST

UDP Src=0.0.0.0 sPort=68
Dest=255.255.255.255 dPort=67

OP HTYPE HLEN HOPS

0x01 0x01 0x06 0x00

XID

0x3903F326

SECS FLAGS

0x0000 0x0000

CIADDR (Client IP Address)

0x00000000

YIADDR (Your IP Address)

0x00000000

SIADDR (Server IP Address)

0xC0A80101

GIADDR (Gateway IP Address)

0x00000000

CHADDR (Client Hardware Address)

0x00053C04

0x8D590000

0x00000000

0x00000000

192 octets of 0s. BOOTP legacy

Magic Cookie

0x63825363

DHCP Options

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BOOTP
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DHCP option 53: DHCP Request

DHCP option 50: 192.168.1.100 requested

DHCP option 54: 192.168.1.1 DHCP server.

DHCP acknowledgement
When the DHCP server receives the DHCPREQUEST message from the client, the configuration process enters its
final phase. The acknowledgement phase involves sending a DHCPACK packet to the client. This packet includes
the lease duration and any other configuration information that the client might have requested. At this point, the IP
configuration process is completed.
The protocol expects the DHCP client to configure its network interface with the negotiated parameters.

DHCPACK

UDP Src=192.168.1.1 sPort=67
Dest=255.255.255.255 dPort=68

OP HTYPE HLEN HOPS

0x02 0x01 0x06 0x00

XID

0x3903F326

SECS FLAGS

0x0000 0x0000

CIADDR (Client IP Address)

0x00000000

YIADDR (Your IP Address)

0xC0A80164

SIADDR (Server IP Address)

0xC0A80101

GIADDR (Gateway IP Address switched by relay)

0x00000000

CHADDR (Client Hardware Address)

0x00053C04

0x8D590000

0x00000000

0x00000000

192 octets of 0s. BOOTP legacy

Magic Cookie

0x63825363

DHCP Options

DHCP option 53: DHCP ACK

DHCP option 1: 255.255.255.0 subnet mask

DHCP option 3: 192.168.1.1 router

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=BOOTP
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DHCP option 51: 86400s (1 day) IP lease time

DHCP option 54: 192.168.1.1 DHCP server

DHCP option 6: DNS servers 9.7.10.15, 9.7.10.16, 9.7.10.18

After the client obtains an IP address, the client may use the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) to prevent IP
conflicts caused by overlapping address pools of DHCP servers.

DHCP information
A DHCP client may request more information than the server sent with the original DHCPOFFER. The client may
also request repeat data for a particular application. For example, browsers use DHCP Inform to obtain web proxy
settings via WPAD. Such queries do not cause the DHCP server to refresh the IP expiry time in its database.

DHCP releasing
The client sends a request to the DHCP server to release the DHCP information and the client deactivates its IP
address. As client devices usually do not know when users may unplug them from the network, the protocol does not
mandate the sending of DHCP Release.

Client configuration parameters in DHCP
A DHCP server can provide optional configuration parameters to the client. RFC 2132 describes the available DHCP
options defined by Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) - DHCP and BOOTP PARAMETERS [3].
A DHCP client can select, manipulate and overwrite parameters provided by a DHCP server.[4]

DHCP options
The following tables list the available DHCP options, as stated in RFC2132.[5]

RFC1497 vendor extensions[6]

Code Name Length Notes

0 Pad[7] 1 octet Can be used to pad other options so that they are aligned to the word boundary

1 Subnet Mask[8] 4 octets Must be sent after the router option (option 3) if both are included

2 Time Offset[9] 4 octets

3 Router multiples of 4 octets Available routers, should be listed in order of preference

4 Time Server multiples of 4 octets Available time servers to synchronise with, should be listed in order of preference

5 Name Server multiples of 4 octets Available IEN116 name servers, should be listed in order of preference

6 Domain Name Server multiples of 4 octets Available DNS servers, should be listed in order of preference

7 Log Server multiples of 4 octets Available log servers, should be listed in order of preference.

8 Cookie Server multiples of 4 octets

9 LPR Server multiples of 4 octets

10 Impress Server multiples of 4 octets

11 Resource Location Server multiples of 4 octets

12 Host Name minimum of 1 octet

13 Boot File Size 2 octets Length of the boot image in 4KiB blocks

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Address_Resolution_Protocol
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14 Merit Dump File minimum of 1 octet Path where crash dumps should be stored

15 Domain Name minimum of 1 octet

16 Swap Server 4 octets

17 Root Path minimum of 1 octet

18 Extensions Path minimum of 1 octet

255 End 1 octet Used to mark the end of the vendor option field

IP Layer Parameters per Host[10]

Code Name Length Notes

19 IP Forwarding Enable/Disable 1 octet

20 Non-Local Source Routing Enable/Disable 1 octet

21 Policy Filter multiples of 8 octets

22 Maximum Datagram Reassembly Size 2 octets

23 Default IP Time-to-live 1 octet

24 Path MTU Aging Timeout 4 octets

25 Path MTU Plateau Table multiples of 2 octets

IP Layer Parameters per Interface[11]

Code Name Length Notes

26 Interface MTU 2 octets

27 All Subnets are Local 1 octet

28 Broadcast Address 4 octets

29 Perform Mask Discovery 1 octet

30 Mask Supplier 1 octet

31 Perform Router Discovery 1 octet

32 Router Solicitation Address 4 octets

33 Static Route multiples of 8 octets A list of destination/router pairs

Link Layer Parameters per Interface[12]

Code Name Length Notes

34 Trailer Encapsulation Option 1 octet

35 ARP Cache Timeout 4 octets

36 Ethernet Encapsulation 1 octet
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TCP Parameters[13]

Code Name Length Notes

37 TCP Default TTL 1 octet

38 TCP Keepalive Interval 4 octets

39 TCP Keepalive Garbage 1 octet

Application and Service Parameters[14]

Code Name Length Notes

40 Network Information Service Domain minimum of 1 octet

41 Network Information Servers multiples of 4 octets

42 Network Time Protocol Servers multiples of 4 octets

43 Vendor Specific Information minimum of 1 octets

44 NetBIOS over TCP/IP Name Server multiples of 4 octets

45 NetBIOS over TCP/IP Datagram Distribution Server multiples of 4 octets

46 NetBIOS over TCP/IP Node Type 1 octet

47 NetBIOS over TCP/IP Scope minimum of 1 octet

48 X Window System Font Server multiples of 4 octets

49 X Window System Display Manager multiples of 4 octets

64 Network Information Service+ Domain minimum of 1 octet

65 Network Information Service+ Servers multiples of 4 octets

68 Mobile IP Home Agent multiples of 4 octets

69 Simple Mail Transport Protocol (SMTP) Server multiples of 4 octets

70 Post Office Protocol (POP3) Server multiples of 4 octets

71 Network News Transport Protocol (NNTP) Server multiples of 4 octets

72 Default World Wide Web (WWW) Server) multiples of 4 octets

73 Default Finger Server multiples of 4 octets

74 Default Internet Relay Chat (IRC) Server multiples of 4 octets

75 StreetTalk Server multiples of 4 octets

76 StreetTalk Directory Assistance (STDA) Server multiples of 4 octets
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DHCP Extensions[15]

Code Name Length Notes

50 Requested IP Address 4 octets

51 IP Address Lease Time 4 octets

52 Option Overload 1 octet

66 TFTP server name minimum of 1 octet

67 Bootfile name minimum of 1 octet

53 DHCP Message Type 1 octet

54 Server Identifier 4 octets

55 Parameter Request List minimum of 1 octet

56 Message minimum of 1 octet

57 Maximum DHCP Message Size 2 octets

58 Renewal (T1) Time Value 4 octets

59 Rebinding (T2) Time Value 4 octets

60 Vendor class identifier minimum of 1 octet

61 Client-identifier minimum of 2 octets

Vendor identification

An option exists to identify the vendor and functionality of a DHCP client. The information is a variable-length
string of characters or octets which has a meaning specified by the vendor of the DHCP client. One method that a
DHCP client can utilize to communicate to the server that it is using a certain type of hardware or firmware is to set a
value in its DHCP requests called the Vendor Class Identifier (VCI) (Option 60). This method allows a DHCP server
to differentiate between the two kinds of client machines and process the requests from the two types of modems
appropriately. Some types of set-top boxes also set the VCI (Option 60) to inform the DHCP server about the
hardware type and functionality of the device. The value that this option is set to give the DHCP server a hint about
any required extra information that this client needs in a DHCP response.

DHCP relaying
In small networks, where only one IP subnet is being managed, DHCP clients communicate directly with DHCP
servers. However, DHCP servers can also provide IP addresses for multiple subnets. In this case, a DHCP client that
has not yet acquired an IP address cannot communicate directly with the DHCP server using IP routing, because it
doesn't have a routable IP address, nor does it know the IP address of a router. In order to allow DHCP clients on
subnets not directly served by DHCP servers to communicate with DHCP servers, DHCP relay agents can be
installed on these subnets. The DHCP client broadcasts on the local link; the relay agent receives the broadcast and
transmits it to one or more DHCP servers using unicast. The relay agent stores its own IP address in the GIADDR
field of the DHCP packet. The DHCP server uses the GIADDR to determine the subnet on which the relay agent
received the broadcast, and allocates an IP address on that subnet. When the DHCP server replies to the client, it
sends the reply to the GIADDR address, again using unicast. The relay agent then retransmits the response on the
local network.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Unicast
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Reliability
The DHCP protocol provides reliability in several ways: periodic renewal, rebinding, and failover. DHCP clients are
allocated leases that last for some period of time. Clients begin to attempt to renew their leases once half the lease
interval has expired. They do this by sending a unicast DHCPREQUEST message to the DHCP server that granted
the original lease. If that server is down or unreachable, it will fail to respond to the DHCPREQUEST. However, the
DHCPREQUEST will be repeated by the client from time to time, so when the DHCP server comes back up or
becomes reachable again, the DHCP client will succeed in contacting it, and renew its lease.
If the DHCP server is unreachable for an extended period of time, the DHCP client will attempt to rebind, by
broadcasting its DHCPREQUEST rather than unicasting it. Because it is broadcast, the DHCPREQUEST message
will reach all available DHCP servers. If some other DHCP server is able to renew the lease, it will do so at this
time.
In order for rebinding to work, when the client successfully contacts a backup DHCP server, that server must have
accurate information about the client's binding. Maintaining accurate binding information between two servers is a
complicated problem; if both servers are able to update the same lease database, there must be a mechanism to avoid
conflicts between updates on the independent servers. A standard for implementing fault-tolerant DHCP servers was
developed at the Internet Engineering Task Force.[16][17]

If rebinding fails, the lease will eventually expire. When the lease expires, the client must stop using the IP address
granted to it in its lease. At that time, it will restart the DHCP process from the beginning by broadcasting a
DHCPDISCOVER message. Since its lease has expired, it will accept any IP address offered to it. Once it has a new
IP address, presumably from a different DHCP server, it will once again be able to use the network. However, since
its IP address has changed, any ongoing connections will be broken.

Security
The base DHCP protocol does not include any mechanism for authentication.[18] Because of this, it is vulnerable to a
variety of attacks. These attacks fall into three main categories:
• Unauthorized DHCP servers providing false information to clients.[19]

• Unauthorized clients gaining access to resources.[19]

• Resource exhaustion attacks from malicious DHCP clients.[19]

Because the client has no way to validate the identity of a DHCP server, unauthorized DHCP servers can be operated
on networks, providing incorrect information to DHCP clients. This can serve either as a denial-of-service attack,
preventing the client from gaining access to network connectivity, or as a man-in-the-middle attack. Because the
DHCP server provides the DHCP client with server IP addresses, such as the IP address of one or more DNS
servers,[19] an attacker can convince a DHCP client to do its DNS lookups through its own DNS server, and can
therefore provide its own answers to DNS queries from the client.[20] This in turn allows the attacker to redirect
network traffic through itself, allowing it to eavesdrop on connections between the client and network servers it
contacts, or to simply replace those network servers with its own.[20]

Because the DHCP server has no secure mechanism for authenticating the client, clients can gain unauthorized
access to IP addresses by presenting credentials, such as client identifiers, that belong to other DHCP clients. This
also allows DHCP clients to exhaust the DHCP server's store of IP addresses—by presenting new credentials each
time it asks for an address, the client can consume all the available IP addresses on a particular network link,
preventing other DHCP clients from getting service.
DHCP does provide some mechanisms for mitigating these problems. The Relay Agent Information Option protocol 
extension (RFC 3046) allows network operators to attach tags to DHCP messages as these messages arrive on the 
network operator's trusted network. This tag is then used as an authorization token to control the client's access to 
network resources. Because the client has no access to the network upstream of the relay agent, the lack of
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authentication does not prevent the DHCP server operator from relying on the authorization token.[18]

Another extension, Authentication for DHCP Messages (RFC 3118), provides a mechanism for authenticating
DHCP messages. Unfortunately RFC 3118 has not seen widespread adoption because of the problems of managing
keys for large numbers of DHCP clients.[21]
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Trivial File Transfer Protocol
Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) is a file transfer protocol notable for its simplicity. It is generally used for
automated transfer of configuration or boot files between machines in a local environment. Compared to FTP, TFTP
is extremely limited, providing no authentication, and is rarely used interactively by a user.
Due to its simple design, TFTP could be implemented using a very small amount of memory. It is therefore useful
for booting computers such as routers which may not have any data storage devices. It is an element of the Preboot
Execution Environment (PXE) network boot protocol, where it is implemented in the firmware ROM / NVRAM of
the host's network card.
It is also used to transfer small amounts of data between hosts on a network, such as IP phone firmware or operating
system images when a remote X Window System terminal or any other thin client boots from a network host or
server. The initial stages of some network based installation systems (such as Solaris Jumpstart, Red Hat Kickstart,
Symantec Ghost and Windows NT's Remote Installation Services) use TFTP to load a basic kernel that performs the
actual installation. It was used for saving router configurations on Cisco routers, but was later augmented by other
protocols.[1]

TFTP was first defined in 1980 by IEN 133.[2] It is currently defined by RFC 1350. There have been some
extensions to the TFTP protocol documented in later RFC's (see the section on Extensions, below). TFTP is based in
part on the earlier protocol EFTP, which was part of the PUP protocol suite. TFTP support appeared first as part of
4.3 BSD.
Due to the lack of security, it is dangerous to use it over the Internet. Thus, TFTP is generally only used on private,
local networks.

Overview
Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) is a simple protocol to transfer files. It has been implemented on top of the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) using port number 69. TFTP is designed to be small and easy to implement, and
therefore it lacks most of the features of a regular FTP. TFTP only reads and writes files (or mail) from/to a remote
server. It cannot list directories, and currently has no provisions for user authentication.
In TFTP, any transfer begins with a request to read or write a file, which also serves to request a connection. If the 
server grants the request, the connection is opened and the file is sent in fixed length blocks of 512 bytes. Each data 
packet contains one block of data, and must be acknowledged by an acknowledgment packet before the next packet 
can be sent. A data packet of less than 512 bytes signals termination of a transfer. If a packet gets lost in the network, 
the intended recipient will timeout and may retransmit his last packet (which may be data or an acknowledgment), 
thus causing the sender of the lost packet to retransmit that lost packet. The sender has to keep just one packet on
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hand for retransmission, since the lock step acknowledgment guarantees that all older packets have been received.
Notice that both machines involved in a transfer are considered senders and receivers. One sends data and receives
acknowledgments, the other sends acknowledgments and receives data.
TFTP typically uses UDP as its transport protocol, but it is not a requirement. Data transfer is initiated on port 69,
but the data transfer ports are chosen independently by the sender and receiver during initialization of the
connection. The ports are chosen at random according to the parameters of the networking stack, typically from the
range of Ephemeral ports.[3]

TFTP defines three modes of transfer: netascii, octet, and mail. Netascii is a modified form of ASCII, defined in
RFC 764. It consists of an 8-bit extension of the 7-bit ASCII character space from 0x20 to 0x7F (the printable
characters and the space) and eight of the control characters. The allowed control characters include the null (0x00),
the line feed (LF, 0x0A), and the carriage return (CR, 0x0D). Netascii also requires that the end of line marker on a
host be translated to the character pair CR LF for transmission, and that any CR must be followed by either a LF or
the null.
Octet allows for the transfer of arbitrary 8-bit bytes, with the received file identical to the sent file. More correctly, if
a host receives an octet file and then returns it, the returned file must be identical to the original.[4] The Mail transfer
mode uses Netascii transfer, but the file is sent to an email recipient by specifying that recipient's email address as
the file name. RFC 1350 declared this mode of transfer obsolete.
No security or authentication is provided by the protocol specification. Unix implementations often restrict file
transfers to a single configured directory, and only to read from files with world readability, and only write to
already existing files that have world writeability.

Protocol walkthrough

(W1) Host A requests to write

(W2) Server S acknowledges request

1.1. The initiating host A sends an RRQ (read request)
or WRQ (write request) packet to host S at port
number 69, containing the filename and transfer
mode.

2. S replies with an ACK (acknowledgement) packet
to WRQ and directly with a DATA packet to RRQ.
Packet is sent from a freshly allocated ephemeral
port, and all future packets to host S should be to
this port.

3.3. The source host sends numbered DATA packets to
the destination host, all but the last containing a
full-sized block of data (512 bytes). The destination
host replies with numbered ACK packets for all
DATA packets.

4.4. The final DATA packet must contain less than a
full-sized block of data to signal that it is the last. If
the size of the transferred file is an exact multiple of
the block-size, the source sends a final DATA
packet containing 0 bytes of data.

5.5. Receiver responds to each DATA with associated numbered ACK. Sender responds to the first received ACK of
a block with DATA of the next block.
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(W3) Host A sends numbered data packets

(R1) Host A requests to read

(R2) Server S sends data packet 1

(R3) Host A acknowledges data packet 1

6.6. If an ACK is not eventually received, a retransmit
timer resends DATA packet.

Additional details

• The original versions of TFTP, prior to RFC 1350,
displayed a particularly bad protocol flaw which was
named Sorcerer's Apprentice Syndrome (after "The
Sorcerer's Apprentice" segment of Fantasia) when it
was discovered.

• In the early days of work on the TCP/IP protocol
suite, TFTP was often the first protocol
implemented on a new host type, because it was so
simple.

Extensions

•• The original protocol has a file size limit of 32 MB.
In 1998 this limit was extended to 4 GB by RFC
2347 which introduced option negotiation and RFC
2348 which introduced block-size negotiation. If the
server and client support block number wraparound,
file size is essentially unlimited.

• Since TFTP utilizes UDP, it has to supply its own
transport and session support. Each file transferred
via TFTP constitutes an independent exchange.
Classically, this transfer is performed in lock-step,
with only one packet (either a block of data, or an
'acknowledgement') ever in flight on the network at
any time. Due to this lack of windowing, TFTP
provides low throughput over high latency links.
Note that Windows 2008 introduced pipelined TFTP
as part of Windows Deployment Services (WDS)
and uses an 8 packet window by default. This
dramatically improves performance for things like
PXE booting.

Known TFTP implementations

GNU inetutils [5]

the GNU project network suite includes a TFTP client/server implementation
tftp-hpa

An opensource TFTP host published under BSD license.
atftp [6]

a GPL client/server implementation of the TFTP protocol for Linux
tftp-server

a GPL, multi-threaded TFTP server for Linux
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TFTP Server [7]

a free mobile TFTP server for Apple iPhone and iPad
TFTP Server [8]

TFTP server for OS X
Tftpd32 [9]

an opensource (EUPL) IPv6 ready TFTP and DHCP server/service for Windows
haneWIN DHCP [10]

a shareware TFTP and DHCP server/service for Windows
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Disk cloning
Disk cloning is the process of copying the contents of one computer hard disk to another disk or to an "image" file.
This may be done straight from one disk to another, but more often, the contents of the first disk are written to an
image file as an intermediate step, then the second disk is loaded with the contents of the image. Typically, this is
done for archiving purposes, to restore lost or damaged data, or to move wanted data into a new disk, though other
reasons also exist.
Unlike standard copying functions, disk cloning involves copying hidden and in-use files, and thus presents special
challenges, as those types of files are typically not available for copying. Additional complications arise when the
process is used for networked computers, as the network must be able to distinguish between different computers.
Post-cloning operations may be necessary to address these and other issues.

Common Uses
There are a number of notable uses for disk cloning software. These include:
• Reboot and restore – a technique in which the disk of a computer is automatically wiped and restored from a

"clean", master image, which should be in full working order and should have been swept for viruses. This is used
by some cybercafes and some training and educational institutes, and helps ensure that even if a user does
misconfigure something, downloads inappropriate content or programs, or infects a computer with a virus, the
computer will be restored to a clean, working state. The reboot and restore process can either take place
irregularly when a computer shows signs of malfunctioning, on a regular basis (e.g., nightly) or even, in some
cases, every time a user logs off, which is the safest approach (although that does involve some downtime).

• Provisioning new computers – Provisioning with a standard set of software so that a new user is ready to go
straight away with a complete application suite and does not have to waste time installing individual applications.
This is often done by original equipment manufacturers and larger companies.

• Hard drive upgrade – An individual user may use disk copying (cloning) to upgrade to a new, usually larger,
hard disk.

• Full system backup – A user may create a comprehensive backup of their operating system and installed
software.

• System recovery – An OEM can provide media that can restore a computer to its original factory software
configuration.

• Transfer to another user – A system sold or given to another person may be reset by reloading a known,
previously-saved image that contains no personal files or information.

How it works
This article is specific to disk cloning on the x86 platform; specific details may not apply to other platforms.
To provision the hard disk of a computer without using disk cloning software, the following steps are generally
required for each computer:
1. Create one or more partitions on the disk
2. Format each partition to create a file system on it
3. Install the operating system
4. Install device drivers for the particular hardware
5. Install application software
With disk cloning, this is simplified to:
1.1. Install the first computer, as above.
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2.2. Create an image of the hard disk (optional)
3.3. Clone the first disk, or its image, to the remaining computers.
This can be referred to simply as a recovery disc.

History
Before Windows 95, some computer manufacturers used hardware disk copying machines to copy software. This
had the disadvantages of copying not just the used data on the disk, but also unused sectors, as the hardware used
was not aware of the structures on the disks. A larger hard disk could not be copied to a smaller one, and copying a
smaller one to a larger left the remaining space on the new disk unused. The two disks required identical geometries.
Other manufacturers and companies partitioned and formatted disks manually, then used file copy utilities or
archiving utilities, such as tar or zip to copy files. It is not sufficient simply to copy all files from one disk to another,
because there are special boot files or boot tracks which must be specifically placed for an operating system to run,
so additional manual steps were required.
Windows 95 compounded the problems because it was larger than earlier popular operating systems, and thus took
more time to install. The long filenames added to the FAT filesystem by Microsoft in Windows 95 were not
supported by most copy programs, and the introduction of the FAT32 filesystem in 1997 caused problems for others.
The growth of the personal computer market at this time also made a more efficient solution desirable.
Ghost was introduced in 1996 by Binary Research. It initially supported only FAT filesystems directly, but it could
copy but not resize other filesystems by performing a sector copy on them. Ghost added support for the NTFS
filesystem later that year, and also provided a program to change the Security Identifier (SID) which made Windows
NT systems distinguishable from each other. Support for the ext2 filesystem was added in 1999.
Competitors to Ghost soon arose, and a features war has carried on to the present day. Many disk cloning programs
now offer features which go beyond simple disk cloning, such as asset management and user settings migration.
On UNIX based computer systems, dd was more commonplace due to the lack of filesystem support in Ghost.

Post-cloning operations
Two machines with identical names are said not to be allowed on the same network, and, for Windows NT and its
successors, two machines with identical security IDs (SIDs, aka Security Identifier) are said not to be allowed on the
same Active Directory domain.[1][2][3] A disk cloning program should change these as part of copying the disk or
restoring the image. Some operating systems are also not well suited to changes in hardware, so that a clone of
Windows XP for example may object to being booted on a machine with a different motherboard, graphics card and
network card, especially if non-generic drivers are used. Microsoft's solution to this is Sysprep, a utility which runs
hardware detection scans and sets the SID and computer name freshly when the machine boots. Microsoft
recommends that Sysprep be set up on all machines before cloning, rather than allow third party programs to
configure them. Similarly, Linux systems simply require the necessary kernel modules to be available (or compiled
directly into the kernel), in order to support new hardware when the machine boots. However there are ways to help
make images for cloning with Windows more portable. One such example would be a product called Universal
Imaging Utility [4] from Binary Research (original developers of Symantec's Ghost) which incorporates a large
number of hardware device drivers into the sysprep routine.
When it comes to "Domain SID", the Domain SID is recomputed each time a computer enters a domain. Thus, all
the "post-cloning operations" that are based on "leave the domain and then rejoin the domain" will actually cause a
re-creation of the Domain SID for the computer that joins the domain.
In other words, duplicated SIDs are usually not a problem with Microsoft Windows systems
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There are files in some Microsoft operating systems (called BOOTSECT.*) which are copies of the Boot Partition
Block (BPB) used by alternate operating systems that Microsoft Windows loader (NTLDR) can load. BOOTSECT.*
files may have to be altered if partition sizes or layouts are changed during the clone.
Linux systems usually boot using either the LILO or GRUB bootloaders. These contain lists of absolute disk sectors
in their MBR, which must be altered by the cloning program as the files they refer to are likely not to be in the same
location of the destination disk. For example, if the original boot loader script points to the system being on a disk on
channel 0 and the system being of the second partition, the target computer will need to have the same configuration.

Operating environment
A disk cloning program needs to be able to read even protected operating system files on the source disk, and must
guarantee that the system is in a consistent state at the time of reading. It must also overwrite any operating system
already present on the destination disk. To simplify these tasks, most disk cloning programs can run under an
operating system different from the native operating system of the host computer, for example, MS-DOS or an
equivalent such as PC-DOS or DR-DOS, or Linux. The computer is booted from this operating system, the cloning
program is loaded and copies the Windows file system. Many programs (e.g. Acronis True Image) can clone a disk,
or make an image, from within Windows, with special provision for copying open files; but an image cannot be
restored onto the Windows System Drive under Windows.
A disc cloning program running under non-Windows operating systems must have device drivers or equivalent for
all devices used. The manufacturers of some devices do not provide suitable drivers, so the manufacturers of disk
cloning software must write their own drivers, or include device access functionality in some other way. This applies
to tape drives, CD and DVD readers and writers, and USB and FireWire drives. Cloning software contains its own
TCP/IP stack for multicast transfer of data where required.

Image transfer
The simplest method of cloning a disk is to have both the source and destination disks present in the same machine,
but this is often not possible. Disk cloning programs can link two computers by a parallel cable, or save and load
images to an external USB drive or network drive. As disk images tend to be very large (usually a minimum of
several hundred MB), performing several clones at a time puts excessive stress on a network. The solution is to use
multicast technology. This allows a single image to be sent simultaneously to many machines without putting greater
stress on the network than sending an image to a single machine.

Image manipulation
Although disk cloning programs are not primarily backup programs, they are sometimes used as such. A key feature
of a backup program is to allow the retrieval of individual files without needing to restore the entire backup. Disk
cloning programs either provide a Windows Explorer-like program to browse image files and extract individual files
from them, or allow an image file to be mounted as a read-only filesystem within Windows Explorer.
Some such programs allow deletion of files from images, and addition of new files.
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Notes
[1] What are the problems with workstations having the same SID? (http:/ / www. windowsitpro. com/ article/ articleid/ 14919/

what-are-the-problems-with-workstations-having-the-same-sid. html)
[2] Problems With Duplicate SIDs (http:/ / web. archive. org/ web/ 20070212020819/ http:/ / appdeploy. com/ articles/ sids. shtml), archived

from the original (http:/ / www. appdeploy. com/ articles/ sids. shtml) on 20070212,
[3] The problem with duplicated SIDs in a Workgroup of computers running Windows NT/2K/XP is only related to different user accounts

having the same SID. This could lead to unexpected access to shared files or files stored on a removable storage: If some ACLs (Access
control lists) are set on a file, the actual permissions can be associated with a user SID. If this user SID is duplicated on a cloned computer
(because the computer SID is duplicated and because the user SIDs are built based on the computer SID + a sequential number), a user of a
second computer (cloned from the first one) could have access to the files that the user of a first computer has protected.

[4] http:/ / www. binaryresearch. net/ products/ the_universal_imaging_utility

References

Preseed
Preseeding is a method for automating the installation of the Debian GNU/Linux operating system and its
derivatives. Answers to installation questions, which would normally be answered interactively by an operator, are
predetermined and supplied via a configuration file (and sometimes boot parameters). This is similar to unattended
installations of Windows operating systems using an answer file (see Installation (computer programs)).
Many Debian-based operating systems support preseed, because it is a feature of the Debian-Installer (also known as
"d-i"). For instance, although Ubuntu is commonly installed via the user-friendly Ubiquity installer, preseeding the
d-i is the recommended method for automating Ubuntu installations [1] and for customizing install CDs [2].
Note that preseeding automates the operating system installation, but it does not necessarily continue to detailed
configuration or application installation in the same way as Fully Automatic Installation

References
[1] "Automating the installation using preseeding" (https:/ / help. ubuntu. com/ 8. 04/ installation-guide/ powerpc/ appendix-preseed. html).

Ubuntu documentation team. . Retrieved 2009-11-20.
[2] "InstallCDCustomization" (https:/ / help. ubuntu. com/ community/ InstallCDCustomization). Ubuntu documentation team. . Retrieved

2009-11-20.

External links
• Preseeding the d-i (http:/ / wiki. debian. org/ DebianInstaller/ Preseed)
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Windows Deployment Services
Windows Deployment Services is a technology from Microsoft for network-based installation of Windows
operating systems. It is the successor to Remote Installation Services.[1] WDS is intended to be used for remotely
deploying Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Windows Server 2008, but also supports other operating systems because
unlike its predecessor RIS, which was a method of automating the installation process, WDS uses disk imaging, in
particular the Windows Imaging Format (WIM). WDS is included as a Server Role in all 32-bit and 64-bit versions
of Windows Server 2008, and is included as an optionally installable component with Windows Server 2003 Service
Pack 2.

Overview
The Windows Deployment Service is the combined updated and redesigned versions of Remote Installation Service
(RIS) and Automated Deployment Services (ADS). The deployment of Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows
Server 2008, Windows Server 2003, and Windows XP can be fully automated and customized through the use of
unattended installation scripting files. Tasks that can be made automatic include naming the machine, having the
machine join a domain, adding or removing programs and features, and installing server roles (in the case of
Windows Server 2008). Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 are installed from a set of source files on the
server, often copied from the product's installation media.
WDS expands upon simple scripted installation by giving the technician the ability to capture, store, and deploy
image-based installation packages. A major new feature available in the Windows Server 2008 versions of WDS is
that it supports IP Multicast deployments. Multicasting allows new clients to join an existing multicast deployment
that has already started; the WDS server will wrap the multicast so that any client who joined the deployment after it
started can receive data it is missing. WDS's multicast uses the standard internet protocol IGMP. WDS also supports
x64-based computers with Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI).
WDS contains the ability to deploy other operating systems such as Windows PE, Windows XP, and Windows 2000,
but the installation of these operating systems cannot be performed with source files or controlled with unattended
scripts. The unsupported operating system to be deployed must first be installed and configured on a workstation; an
image of the finished operating system configuration is then captured with the Windows Automated Installation Kit,
and this captured image can be deployed through WDS.
There are also several types of Windows 7 Migration Software that conduct an in-depth analysis of what is present
on the machine. These software back up existing software, then asess and prepare for new software by conducting
hardware and software inventories, deploy the software along with pre and post installation tasks, and distribute
maintenance updates as part of a patch management strategy.[2]

Automated image capture and apply
WDS functions in conjunction with the Preboot Execution Environment (PXE) to load a miniature version of
Windows known as Windows PE for installation and maintenance tasks. WDS functions as both a storage repository
for the PXE network boot images as well as a repository for the actual operating system images to be installed on the
target computer.
When multiple boot images are available, PXE booting via WDS will present the end-user with a boot menu to select
the image to load.
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Windows PE automation using WAIK
To simplify the tasks of capturing and applying images, two special scripted Windows PE boot images can be
created which automate these tasks. These scripted Windows PE boot images are created using the Windows
Automated Installation Kit, in combination with Windows 7 installation media containing the source WIM images,
and then added to the WDS server's boot image repository. The Windows PE boot images may be either 32- or
64-bit, but 32-bit tends to be more universally compatible across all potential hardware types.
A difficulty of Windows PE booting is that it needs to include network drivers and disk controller drivers intended to
work with the target hardware to be imaged. The process of adding drivers to the Windows PE boot image can be
automated using the WDS server console:
1.1. Select the source WIM image, which may be either a new one created from original Windows 7 installation

DVDs (32- or 64-bit), or a previously configured WIM.
2.2. Select the drivers to install into the WIM
3.3. WDS mounts the WIM to a virtual path, adds drivers to the virtual path, and generates a new WIM
4.4. The updated WIM image is added to the boot image section of the WDS repository
This process can be repeated at a later time when a new system type needs to be captured but the current Windows
PE Capture boot image does not include network drivers for it. The boot image is updated with the additional drivers
using the WDS interface and automatically re-added to the WDS boot image collection to replace the original.
For specialty one-off systems this WIM driver update process is not necessary if the hard drive of the target system
to be captured is removed from the source system after sysprepping, and is either installed in a computer with
supported network drivers, or attached to the supported system using an external "USB to hard drive" adapter.

Automated capture process
Using the Windows PE Capture boot image, the general imaging process is:
1.1. Build the original source OS, which may be Windows XP, Vista, or Windows 7.
2. Run Sysprep on the source OS, and reboot. Sysprep can be run by itself, or can use an auto-installation script to

automate the image's first-run setup
3.3. As the computer starts, enter the boot menu and select network booting
4.4. Run the Windows PE Capture boot image
5.5. Select the sysprepped drive to be imaged (the automated Windows PE capture tool will not allow capture of

systems that have not been sysprepped)
6.6. Enter a name and description for the image, where to store the WIM locally and what to call the image file.
7.7. If desired, upload the image to a WDS server after imaging completes. Enter the server name, and log on.
8.8. Start the capture
The image creation process involves first creating a compressed WIM locally before it is uploaded to the WDS
repository. This requires enough local free space on the source system to fully compress the operating system and all
programs before the upload occurs. For laptops and portables with limited storage, an external USB drive can be
used for temporary WIM storage. As designed, Microsoft does not allow the WIM to be written to a temporary
network storage location before upload to WDS.
The automated capture process uses a mechanism called data deduplication to significantly reduce the amount of
space needed on a file server for captured images. Two WIMs are used to store each uploaded WDS image:
•• a special "Resource.WIM" shared across all images
•• a second WIM containing the specific file names, dates, and filesystem structure for each individual system
The upload process involves comparing the single captured WIM with the data already stored in the Resource.WIM
on the WDS server, and generating the secondary WIM containing the specific differences between the captured
WIM and the data already in the Resource.WIM. Disk storage for all images may be reduced by 50% to 95%
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depending on the amount of operating system and program data duplicated across the images.

Automated apply process
Applying a captured image involves running a second Windows PE "Apply" boot image on the target system to
receive the image. This boot image also needs the appropriate network and disk controller drivers as with the
Windows PE Capture boot image.
1.1. The system is booted using PXE network booting and the Windows PE Apply image is loaded.
2.2. The operator logs on to the domain, and selects the boot image to apply.
3.3. A disk partitioning screen appears and the location for the target image is selected. If the target storage is

unformatted, a default partition set is created. For Vista and Windows 7, a small 100 megabyte boot partition is
created for storing bootloader data separate from the rest of the system partition. This boot partition is normally
hidden from the Windows Vista/7 user.

4.4. The image data is applied to the selected partition, and the system reboots, either running the Sysprep manual
mini-setup process or following the script created during the initial Sysprepping.

The WDS image creator may optionally select a separate WAIK / Sysprep installation script to be applied to the
image during the first boot. This alternate script is selected within WDS by viewing the properties of each uploaded
system image.

WDS automation and dual-boot systems
WDS automated capture and apply do not directly support dual-boot operating systems. Only one operating system
at a time can be captured and deployed, and the automated capture process only deals with single partitions
containing a sysprepped Windows OS installation. It will not capture data-only partitions.
However, WDS automated capture and apply can be used to duplicate and create dual-boot systems, if each OS is
captured and applied separately. Generally, Windows XP and older operating systems need to be applied to the target
system before Vista or Windows 7, due to the different boot loaders used by the newer operating systems.

Manual image capture and deploy
It is technically possible to create scripts that manually perform the imaging, capture, and apply processes, using
command line tools provided by Microsoft. However, the methods for doing this are complex and difficult.
In general, the tools involved are:
• dism - Deployment Image Servicing and Management, used to add drivers to Windows PE boot images.
• imagex - used to capture and apply images. Creates either a single WIM structure, or can deduplicate data using a

second shared resource WIM. Does not require a Windows Deployment Server to capture or apply images, and
can work solely with a logged-on network share or mapped drive letter.

• wdsutil - used to manage the WDS server without the graphical user interface, and to add captured images to the
repository.

Using imagex to manually create a WIM does not require the source operating system to be sysprepped or for the
source partition to contain a Windows operating system. Any type of Windows-accessible file system can be imaged,
including MSDOS, but the source system either needs to be able to run Windows PE or the source system's hard
drive is moved into a newer system that supports Windows PE.
Microsoft generally requires Windows 2000, XP, Vista, and Windows 7 to be sysprepped before imaging, due to
certain security-related disk data that Microsoft requires to be unique across duplicated system images. Sysprep
randomizes this data when the image is applied to a new system.
Imagex does not have any disk formatting and partitioning capabilities. Separate Windows command line tools such
as diskpart are needed to define partitions on the target system for imagex to use.
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Configuration Management: One Host

CFEngine

CFEngine

Developer(s) Mark Burgess, CFEngine AS [1]

Stable release 3.3.4 / June 21, 2012

Operating system Cross-platform

Platform Unix, Linux, Windows

Type Configuration management System administration Network management

License GNU General Public License

Website www.cfengine.com [1]

CFEngine is a popular open source configuration management system, written by Mark Burgess. Its primary
function is to provide automated configuration and maintenance of large-scale computer systems, including the
unified management of servers, desktops, embedded networked devices, mobile smartphones, and tablet computers.

History: CFEngine 1 & CFEngine 2
The CFEngine project began in 1993 as a way for author Mark Burgess (then a post-doctoral fellow of the Royal
Society at Oslo University, Norway) to get his work done by automating the management of a small group of
workstations in the Department of Theoretical Physics. Like many post-docs and PhD students, Burgess ended up
with the task of managing Unix workstations, scripting and fixing problems for users manually. Scripting took too
much time, the flavours of Unix were significantly different, and scripts had to be maintained for multiple platforms,
drowning in exception logic.
After discussing the problems with a colleague, Burgess wrote the first version of CFEngine (the configuration
engine) which was published as an internal report [2] and presented at the CERN computing conference. It gained
significant attention from a wider community because it was able to hide platform differences using a
domain-specific language.
A year later, Burgess finished his post-doc but decided to stay in Oslo and took at job lecturing at Oslo University
College. Here he realized that there was little or no research being done into configuration management, and he set
about applying the principles of scientific modelling to understanding computer systems. In a short space of time, he
developed the notion of convergent operators, which remains a core of CFEngine.
In 1998, dissatisfied with the level of understanding in the area and the ad hoc discussions of computer security at
the time, Burgess wrote "Computer Immunology" [3], a paper at the USENIX/LISA08 conference. It laid out a
manifesto for creating self-healing systems, reiterated a few years later by at IBM in their form of Autonomic
Computing. This started a research effort which led to a major re-write, CFEngine 2, which added features for
machine learning, anomaly detection and secure communications.
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CFEngine 3: Promise Theory
Between 1998 and 2004, CFEngine grew in adoption along with the popularity of Linux as a computing platform.
During this time, Mark Burgess developed Promise Theory, a model of distributed cooperation for self-healing
automation.[4]

In 2008, after more than five years of research, CFEngine 3 was introduced, which incorporated Promise Theory as
"a way to make CFEngine both simpler and more powerful at the same time", according to Burgess. The most
significant re-write of the project to date, CFEngine 3 also integrated knowledge management and discovery
mechanisms—allowing configuration management to scale to automate enterprise-class infrastructure.

Portability
CFEngine provides an operating system-independent interface to Unix-like host configuration. It requires some
expert knowledge to deal with peculiarities of different operating systems, but has the power to perform maintenance
actions across multiple Unix-like hosts. CFEngine can be used on Windows hosts, and is widely used for managing
large numbers of Unix hosts that run heterogeneous operating systems e.g. Solaris, Linux, AIX, and HPUX.
Statistics collected by the supporting commercial company CFEngine AS [5] indicate hundreds of thousands of hosts
running cfengine, with the largest sites recorded at 50,000.

Research-based
Shortly after its inception, CFEngine inspired a field of research into automated configuration management. The
CFEngine project claims to attempt to place the problem of configuration management in a scientific framework. Its
author Mark Burgess has developed a range of theoretical tools and results to talk about the problem, and has written
several text books and monographs explaining them.

Commercialization
In June 2008 the company CFEngine AS [1] was formed as a collaboration between author Mark Burgess, Oslo
University College and the Oslo Innovation Centre in order to support users of CFEngine. In April 2009, the
company launched the first commercial version of CFEngine - CFEngine Nova [6]. Current version of CFEngine
Nova is 3. February 2011, the company received its first round of funding, from FERD Capital [7]. The company has
offices in Oslo, Norway and Palo Alto, California, United States of America. Haavard Nord, one of the founders of
Qt, is the chairman, Thomas Ryd the CEO, and Mark Burgess acts as the CTO.

Convergence
One of the main ideas in CFEngine is that changes in computer configuration should be carried out in a convergent
manner.[8][9] This means that each change operation made by the agent should have the character of a fixed point.
Rather than describing the steps needed to make a change, CFEngine language describes the final state in which one
wants to end up. The agent then ensures that the necessary steps are taken to end up in this "policy compliant state".
Thus, CFEngine can be run again and again, whatever the initial state of a system, and it will end up with a
predictable result. CFEngine supports the item of statistical compliance with policy, meaning that a system can never
guarantee to be exactly in an ideal or desired state, rather one approaches (converges) towards the desired state by
best-effort, at a rate that is determined by the ratio of the frequency of environmental change to the rate of CFEngine
execution.[10]
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User base
CFEngine is used in both large and small companies, as well as in many universities and governmental institutions.
Sites as large as 50,000 machines are reported, while sites of several thousand hosts running under cfengine are
common. According to statistics from the Cfengine AS [1], probably several million computers run CFEngine around
the world, and users from more than 100 countries have been registered. Facebook is also a user of CFEngine.
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Infrastructure Basics: DHCP and DNS

Network Time Protocol
Network Time Protocol (NTP) is a networking protocol for clock synchronization between computer systems over
packet-switched, variable-latency data networks.
In operation since before 1985, NTP is one of the oldest Internet protocols in use. NTP was originally designed by
David L. Mills of the University of Delaware, who still develops and maintains it with a team of volunteers.
NTP uses the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) on port number 123.

Overview
NTP provides Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) including scheduled leap second adjustments. No information
about time zones or daylight saving time is transmitted; this information is outside its scope and must be obtained
separately.
NTP uses Marzullo's algorithm and is designed to resist the effects of variable latency. NTP can usually maintain
time to within tens of milliseconds over the public Internet,[1] and can achieve 1 millisecond accuracy in local area
networks under ideal conditions.[2]

As of June 2010, the current reference implementation is version 4 (NTPv4), which is a proposed standard as
documented in RFC 5905. It succeeds version 3, specified in RFC 1305.
The protocol uses the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) on port number 123.[3]

A less complex implementation of NTP, using the same protocol but without requiring the storage of state over
extended periods of time, is known as the Simple Network Time Protocol (SNTP). It is used in some embedded
devices and in applications where high accuracy timing is not required (RFC 1361, RFC 1769, RFC 2030, RFC 4330
and RFC 5905).

NTP software implementations

Unix
For modern Unix systems, the NTP client is implemented as a daemon process that runs continuously in user space
(ntpd). Because of sensitivity to timing, however, it is important to have the standard NTP clock phase-locked loop
implemented in kernel space. All recent versions of Linux, BSD, Mac OS X, Solaris and AIX are implemented in
this manner.
The NTP packet is a UDP datagram, carried on port 123.[4]
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Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 did not come with an NTP implementation. The reference implementation of NTP can
be used on NT4 systems.[5]

All Microsoft Windows versions since Windows 2000 and Windows XP include the Windows Time Service
("w32time"),[6] which has the ability to sync the computer clock to an NTP server. The version in Windows 2000
and Windows XP only implements Simple NTP, and violates several aspects of the NTP version 3 standard.[7]

Beginning with Windows Server 2003 and Windows Vista, a compliant implementation of full NTP is included.[8] "
However, Microsoft does not guarantee that the Windows Time Service will be particularly accurate and will not
support even 1-second accuracy:

The W32Time service is not a full-featured NTP solution that meets time-sensitive application needs. The
W32Time service is primarily designed to do the following:

• Make the Kerberos version 5 authentication protocol work.
•• Provide loose sync time for client computers.

The W32Time service cannot reliably maintain sync time to the range of 1 to 2 seconds. Such tolerances are
outside the design specification of the W32Time service.[9]

Clock strata

Yellow arrows indicate a direct connection; red arrows indicate a network connection.

NTP uses a hierarchical, semi-layered
system of levels of clock sources. Each
level of this hierarchy is termed a
stratum and is assigned a layer number
starting with 0 (zero) at the top. The
stratum level defines its distance from
the reference clock and exists to
prevent cyclical dependencies in the
hierarchy. It is important to note that
the stratum is not an indication of
quality or reliability, it is common to
find stratum 3 time sources that are
higher quality than other stratum 2
time sources. This definition of
stratum is also different from the
notion of clock strata used in
telecommunication systems.

Stratum 0
These are devices such as atomic
(caesium, rubidium) clocks, GPS clocks or other radio clocks. Stratum-0 devices are traditionally not attached
to the network; instead they are locally connected to computers (e.g., via an RS-232 connection using a pulse
per second signal).
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The U.S. Naval Observatory Alternate Master Clock at Schriever AFB (Colorado) is a
Stratum 0 source for NTP

Stratum 1
These are computers attached to
Stratum 0 devices. Normally
they act as servers for timing
requests from Stratum 2 servers
via NTP. These computers are
also referred to as time servers.

Stratum 2
These are computers that send
NTP requests to Stratum 1
servers. Normally a Stratum 2
computer will reference a
number of Stratum 1 servers and
use the NTP algorithm to gather
the best data sample, dropping
any Stratum 1 servers that seem
obviously wrong. Stratum 2 computers will peer with other Stratum 2 computers to provide more stable and
robust time for all devices in the peer group. Stratum 2 computers normally act as servers for Stratum 3 NTP
requests.

Stratum 3
These computers employ exactly the same NTP functions of peering and data sampling as Stratum 2, and can
themselves act as servers for lower strata.

While NTP (depending on what version of NTP protocol in use) supports up to 256 strata, only the first 16 are
employed and any device at Stratum 16 is considered to be unsynchronized.

NTP timestamps
The 64-bit timestamps used by NTP consist of a 32-bit part for seconds and a 32-bit part for fractional second, giving
NTP a time scale that rolls over every 232 seconds (136 years) and a theoretical resolution of 2−32 seconds (233
picoseconds). NTP uses an epoch of January 1, 1900. The first rollover occurs in 2036, prior to the UNIX year 2038
problem.
Implementations should disambiguate NTP time using a knowledge of the approximate time from other sources.
Since NTP only works with the differences between timestamps and never their absolute values, the wraparound is
invisible as long as the timestamps are within 68 years of each other. This means that the rollover will be invisible
for most running systems, since they will have the correct time to within a very small tolerance. However, systems
that are starting up need to know the date within no more than 68 years. Given the large allowed error, it is not
expected that this is too onerous a requirement. One suggested method is to set the clock to no earlier than the
system build date. Many systems use a battery powered hardware clock to avoid this problem.
Even so, future versions of NTP may extend the time representation to 128 bits: 64 bits for the second and 64 bits for
the fractional-second. The current NTP4 format has support for Era Number and Era Offset, that when used properly
should aid fixing date rollover issues. According to Mills, "The 64 bit value for the fraction is enough to resolve the
amount of time it takes a photon to pass an electron at the speed of light. The 64 bit second value is enough to
provide unambiguous time representation until the universe goes dim."[10][11]
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Clock synchronization algorithm
To synchronize its clock with a remote server, the NTP client must compute the round-trip delay time and the offset.
The round-trip delay is computed as , where is the time of the request packet
transmission, is the time of the request packet reception, is the time of the response packet transmission and 
is the time of the response packet reception. is the time elapsed on the client side between the emission of
the request packet and the reception of the response packet, while is the time the server waited before

sending the answer. The offset is given by .[12]

The NTP synchronization is correct when both the incoming and outgoing routes between the client and the server
have symmetrical nominal delay. If the routes do not have a common nominal delay, the synchronization has a
systematic bias of half the difference between the forward and backward travel times.[13]

Leap seconds
NTP delivers UTC time. UTC is subject to scheduled leap seconds to synchronize the timescale to the rotation of the
earth. When a leap second is added, NTP is suspended for 1 second. Because NTP has no mechanism for
remembering the history of leap seconds, leap seconds cause the entire NTP timescale to shift by 1 second.[14][15]

Security concerns
Only a few security problems have been identified in the reference implementation of the NTP codebase in its 25+
year history.[16][17] The protocol has been undergoing revision and review over its entire history. As of January
2011, there are no security revisions in the NTP specification and no reports at CERT.[18] The current codebase for
the reference implementation has been undergoing security audits from several sources for several years now, and
there are no known high-risk vulnerabilities in the current released software.[19]
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Domain Name System
The Domain Name System (DNS) is a hierarchical distributed naming system for computers, services, or any
resource connected to the Internet or a private network. It associates various information with domain names
assigned to each of the participating entities. A Domain Name Service resolves queries for these names into IP
addresses for the purpose of locating computer services and devices worldwide. By providing a worldwide,
distributed keyword-based redirection service, the Domain Name System is an essential component of the
functionality of the Internet.
An often-used analogy to explain the Domain Name System is that it serves as the phone book for the Internet by
translating human-friendly computer hostnames into IP addresses. For example, the domain name
www.example.com translates to the addresses 192.0.43.10 (IPv4) and 2620:0:2d0:200::10 (IPv6).
Unlike a phone book, however, DNS can be quickly updated and these updates distributed, allowing a service's
location on the network to change without affecting the end users, who continue to use the same hostname. Users
take advantage of this when they recite meaningful Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) and e-mail addresses
without having to know how the computer actually locates the services.
The Domain Name System distributes the responsibility of assigning domain names and mapping those names to IP
addresses by designating authoritative name servers for each domain. Authoritative name servers are assigned to be
responsible for their particular domains, and in turn can assign other authoritative name servers for their
sub-domains. This mechanism has made the DNS distributed and fault tolerant and has helped avoid the need for a
single central register to be continually consulted and updated. Additionally, the responsibility for maintaining and
updating the master record for the domains is spread among many domain name registrars, who compete for the
end-user's, domain-owner's, business. Domains can be moved from registrar to registrar at any time.
The Domain Name System also specifies the technical functionality of this database service. It defines the DNS
protocol, a detailed specification of the data structures and communication exchanges used in DNS, as part of the
Internet Protocol Suite.

Overview
The Internet maintains two principal namespaces, the domain name hierarchy[1] and the Internet Protocol (IP)
address spaces.[2] The Domain Name System maintains the domain name hierarchy and provides translation services
between it and the address spaces. Internet name servers and a communication protocol implement the Domain
Name System.[3] A DNS name server is a server that stores the DNS records for a domain name, such as address (A)
records, name server (NS) records, and mail exchanger (MX) records (see also list of DNS record types); a DNS
name server responds with answers to queries against its database.

History
The practice of using a name as a simpler, more memorable abstraction of a host's numerical address on a network
dates back to the ARPANET era. Before the DNS was invented in 1982, each computer on the network retrieved a
file called HOSTS.TXT from a computer at SRI (now SRI International).[4][5] The HOSTS.TXT file mapped names
to numerical addresses. A hosts file still exists on most modern operating systems by default and generally contains a
mapping of "localhost" to the IP address 127.0.0.1. Many operating systems use name resolution logic that allows
the administrator to configure selection priorities for available name resolution methods.
The rapid growth of the network made a centrally maintained, hand-crafted HOSTS.TXT file unsustainable; it
became necessary to implement a more scalable system capable of automatically disseminating the requisite
information.
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At the request of Jon Postel, Paul Mockapetris invented the Domain Name System in 1983 and wrote the first
implementation. The original specifications were published by the Internet Engineering Task Force in RFC 882 and
RFC 883, which were superseded in November 1987 by RFC 1034[1] and RFC 1035.[3] Several additional Request
for Comments have proposed various extensions to the core DNS protocols.
In 1984, four Berkeley students—Douglas Terry, Mark Painter, David Riggle, and Songnian Zhou—wrote the first
Unix implementation, called The Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND) Server.[6] In 1985, Kevin Dunlap of DEC
significantly re-wrote the DNS implementation. Mike Karels, Phil Almquist, and Paul Vixie have maintained BIND
since then. BIND was ported to the Windows NT platform in the early 1990s.
BIND was widely distributed, especially on Unix systems, and is the dominant DNS software in use on the
Internet.[7] With the heavy use and resulting scrutiny of its open-source code, as well as increasingly more
sophisticated attack methods, many security flaws were discovered in BIND. This contributed to the development of
a number of alternative name server and resolver programs. BIND version 9 was written from scratch and now has a
security record comparable to other modern DNS software.

Structure

Domain name space
The domain name space consists of a tree of domain names. Each node or leaf in the tree has zero or more resource
records, which hold information associated with the domain name. The tree sub-divides into zones beginning at the
root zone. A DNS zone may consist of only one domain, or may consist of many domains and sub-domains,
depending on the administrative authority delegated to the manager.

The hierarchical Domain Name System, organized into zones, each served by a name
server

Administrative responsibility over any
zone may be divided by creating
additional zones. Authority is said to
be delegated for a portion of the old
space, usually in the form of
sub-domains, to another nameserver
and administrative entity. The old zone
ceases to be authoritative for the new
zone.

Domain name syntax

The definitive descriptions of the rules
for forming domain names appear in
RFC 1035, RFC 1123, and RFC 2181.
A domain name consists of one or
more parts, technically called labels,
that are conventionally concatenated,
and delimited by dots, such as
example.com.

• The right-most label conveys the top-level domain; for example, the domain name www.example.com
belongs to the top-level domain com.

• The hierarchy of domains descends from right to left; each label to the left specifies a subdivision, or subdomain
of the domain to the right. For example: the label example specifies a subdomain of the com domain, and
www is a sub domain of example.com. This tree of subdivisions may have up to 127 levels.
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• Each label may contain up to 63 characters. The full domain name may not exceed a total length of 253 characters
in its external dotted-label specification.[8] In the internal binary representation of the DNS the maximum length
requires 255 octets of storage.[1] In practice, some domain registries may have shorter limits.

• DNS names may technically consist of any character representable in an octet. However, the allowed formulation
of domain names in the DNS root zone, and most other sub domains, uses a preferred format and character set.
The characters allowed in a label are a subset of the ASCII character set, and includes the characters a through z,
A through Z, digits 0 through 9, and the hyphen. This rule is known as the LDH rule (letters, digits, hyphen).
Domain names are interpreted in case-independent manner.[9] Labels may not start or end with a hyphen.[10]

• A hostname is a domain name that has at least one IP address associated. For example, the domain names
www.example.com and example.com are also hostnames, whereas the com domain is not.

Internationalized domain names
The permitted character set of the DNS prevented the representation of names and words of many languages in their
native alphabets or scripts. ICANN has approved the Internationalizing Domain Names in Applications (IDNA)
system, which maps Unicode strings into the valid DNS character set using Punycode. In 2009 ICANN approved the
installation of IDN country code top-level domains. In addition, many registries of the existing top level domain
names (TLD)s have adopted IDNA.

Name servers
The Domain Name System is maintained by a distributed database system, which uses the client-server model. The
nodes of this database are the name servers. Each domain has at least one authoritative DNS server that publishes
information about that domain and the name servers of any domains subordinate to it. The top of the hierarchy is
served by the root nameservers, the servers to query when looking up (resolving) a TLD.

Authoritative name server

An authoritative name server is a name server that gives answers that have been configured by an original source,
for example, the domain administrator or by dynamic DNS methods, in contrast to answers that were obtained via a
regular DNS query to another name server. An authoritative-only name server only returns answers to queries about
domain names that have been specifically configured by the administrator.
An authoritative name server can either be a master server or a slave server. A master server is a server that stores
the original (master) copies of all zone records. A slave server uses an automatic updating mechanism of the DNS
protocol in communication with its master to maintain an identical copy of the master records.
Every DNS zone must be assigned a set of authoritative name servers that are installed in NS records in the parent
zone, and should be installed (to be authoritative records) as self-referential NS records on the authoritative name
servers.
When domain names are registered with a domain name registrar, their installation at the domain registry of a top
level domain requires the assignment of a primary name server and at least one secondary name server. The
requirement of multiple name servers aims to make the domain still functional even if one name server becomes
inaccessible or inoperable.[11] The designation of a primary name server is solely determined by the priority given to
the domain name registrar. For this purpose, generally only the fully qualified domain name of the name server is
required, unless the servers are contained in the registered domain, in which case the corresponding IP address is
needed as well.
Primary name servers are often master name servers, while secondary name server may be implemented as slave
servers.
An authoritative server indicates its status of supplying definitive answers, deemed authoritative, by setting a 
software flag (a protocol structure bit), called the Authoritative Answer (AA) bit in its responses.[3] This flag is
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usually reproduced prominently in the output of DNS administration query tools (such as dig) to indicate that the
responding name server is an authority for the domain name in question.[3]

Operation

Address resolution mechanism
Domain name resolvers determine the appropriate domain name servers responsible for the domain name in question
by a sequence of queries starting with the right-most (top-level) domain label.

A DNS recursor consults three nameservers to resolve the address www.wikipedia.org.

The process entails:
1. A network host is configured with

an initial cache (so called hints) of
the known addresses of the root
nameservers. Such a hint file is
updated periodically by an
administrator from a reliable source.

2.2. A query to one of the root servers
to find the server authoritative for
the top-level domain.

3.3. A query to the obtained TLD server for the address of a DNS server authoritative for the second-level domain.
4.4. Repetition of the previous step to process each domain name label in sequence, until the final step which returns

the IP address of the host sought.
The diagram illustrates this process for the host www.wikipedia.org.
The mechanism in this simple form would place a large operating burden on the root servers, with every search for
an address starting by querying one of them. Being as critical as they are to the overall function of the system, such
heavy use would create an insurmountable bottleneck for trillions of queries placed every day. In practice caching is
used in DNS servers to overcome this problem, and as a result, root nameservers actually are involved with very
little of the total traffic.

Recursive and caching name server

In principle, authoritative name servers are sufficient for the operation of the Internet. However, with only
authoritative name servers operating, every DNS query must start with recursive queries at the root zone of the
Domain Name System and each user system must implement resolver software capable of recursive operation.
To improve efficiency, reduce DNS traffic across the Internet, and increase performance in end-user applications, the
Domain Name System supports DNS cache servers which store DNS query results for a period of time determined in
the configuration (time-to-live) of the domain name record in question. Typically, such caching DNS servers, also
called DNS caches, also implement the recursive algorithm necessary to resolve a given name starting with the DNS
root through to the authoritative name servers of the queried domain. With this function implemented in the name
server, user applications gain efficiency in design and operation.
The combination of DNS caching and recursive functions in a name server is not mandatory; the functions can be
implemented independently in servers for special purposes.
Internet service providers typically provide recursive and caching name servers for their customers. In addition,
many home networking routers implement DNS caches and recursors to improve efficiency in the local network.
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DNS resolvers
The client-side of the DNS is called a DNS resolver. It is responsible for initiating and sequencing the queries that
ultimately lead to a full resolution (translation) of the resource sought, e.g., translation of a domain name into an IP
address.
A DNS query may be either a non-recursive query or a recursive query:
• A non-recursive query is one in which the DNS server provides a record for a domain for which it is authoritative

itself, or it provides a partial result without querying other servers.
• A recursive query is one for which the DNS server will fully answer the query (or give an error) by querying

other name servers as needed. DNS servers are not required to support recursive queries.
The resolver, or another DNS server acting recursively on behalf of the resolver, negotiates use of recursive service
using bits in the query headers.
Resolving usually entails iterating through several name servers to find the needed information. However, some
resolvers function more simply by communicating only with a single name server. These simple resolvers (called
"stub resolvers") rely on a recursive name server to perform the work of finding information for them.

Circular dependencies and glue records
Name servers in delegations are identified by name, rather than by IP address. This means that a resolving name
server must issue another DNS request to find out the IP address of the server to which it has been referred. If the
name given in the delegation is a subdomain of the domain for which the delegation is being provided, there is a
circular dependency. In this case the nameserver providing the delegation must also provide one or more IP
addresses for the authoritative nameserver mentioned in the delegation. This information is called glue. The
delegating name server provides this glue in the form of records in the additional section of the DNS response, and
provides the delegation in the answer section of the response.
For example, if the authoritative name server for example.org is ns1.example.org, a computer trying to
resolve www.example.org first resolves ns1.example.org. Since ns1 is contained in example.org,
this requires resolving example.org first, which presents a circular dependency. To break the dependency, the
nameserver for the org top level domain includes glue along with the delegation for example.org. The glue
records are address records that provide IP addresses for ns1.example.org. The resolver uses one or more of
these IP addresses to query one of domain's authoritative servers, which allows it to complete the DNS query.

Record caching
The DNS Resolution Process reduces the load on individual servers by caching DNS request records for a period of
time after a response. This entails the local recording and subsequent consultation of the copy instead of initiating a
new request upstream. The time for which a resolver caches a DNS response is determined by a value called the time
to live (TTL) associated with every record. The TTL is set by the administrator of the DNS server handing out the
authoritative response. The period of validity may vary from just seconds to days or even weeks.
As a noteworthy consequence of this distributed and caching architecture, changes to DNS records do not propagate
throughout the network immediately, but require all caches to expire and refresh after the TTL. RFC 1912 conveys
basic rules for determining appropriate TTL values.
Some resolvers may override TTL values, as the protocol supports caching for up to 68 years or no caching at all.
Negative caching, i.e. the caching of the fact of non-existence of a record, is determined by name servers
authoritative for a zone which must include the Start of Authority (SOA) record when reporting no data of the
requested type exists. The value of the MINIMUM field of the SOA record and the TTL of the SOA itself is used to
establish the TTL for the negative answer.
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Reverse lookup
A reverse lookup is a query of the DNS for domain names when the IP address is known. Multiple domain names
may be associated with an IP address. The DNS stores IP addresses in the form of domain names as specially
formatted names in pointer (PTR) records within the infrastructure top-level domain arpa. For IPv4, the domain is
in-addr.arpa. For IPv6, the reverse lookup domain is ip6.arpa. The IP address is represented as a name in
reverse-ordered octet representation for IPv4, and reverse-ordered nibble representation for IPv6.
When performing a reverse lookup, the DNS client converts the address into these formats, and then queries the
name for a PTR record following the delegation chain as for any DNS query. For example, assume the IPv4 address
208.80.152.2 is assigned to Wikimedia. It is represented as a DNS name in reverse order like this:
2.152.80.208.in-addr.arpa. When the DNS resolver gets a PTR (reverse-lookup) request, it begins by
querying the root servers (which point to ARIN's servers for the 208.in-addr.arpa zone). On ARIN's servers,
152.80.208.in-addr.arpa is assigned to Wikimedia, so the resolver sends another query to the Wikimedia
nameserver for 2.152.80.208.in-addr.arpa, which results in an authoritative response.

Client lookup

DNS resolution sequence

Users generally do not communicate
directly with a DNS resolver. Instead
DNS resolution takes place
transparently in applications such as
web browsers, e-mail clients, and other
Internet applications. When an
application makes a request that
requires a domain name lookup, such
programs send a resolution request to
the DNS resolver in the local operating
system, which in turn handles the communications required.

The DNS resolver will almost invariably have a cache (see above) containing recent lookups. If the cache can
provide the answer to the request, the resolver will return the value in the cache to the program that made the request.
If the cache does not contain the answer, the resolver will send the request to one or more designated DNS servers.
In the case of most home users, the Internet service provider to which the machine connects will usually supply this
DNS server: such a user will either have configured that server's address manually or allowed DHCP to set it;
however, where systems administrators have configured systems to use their own DNS servers, their DNS resolvers
point to separately maintained nameservers of the organization. In any event, the name server thus queried will
follow the process outlined above, until it either successfully finds a result or does not. It then returns its results to
the DNS resolver; assuming it has found a result, the resolver duly caches that result for future use, and hands the
result back to the software which initiated the request.
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Broken resolvers

An additional level of complexity emerges when resolvers violate the rules of the DNS protocol. A number of large
ISPs have configured their DNS servers to violate rules (presumably to allow them to run on less-expensive
hardware than a fully compliant resolver), such as by disobeying TTLs, or by indicating that a domain name does not
exist just because one of its name servers does not respond.[12]

As a final level of complexity, some applications (such as web-browsers) also have their own DNS cache, in order to
reduce the use of the DNS resolver library itself. This practice can add extra difficulty when debugging DNS issues,
as it obscures the freshness of data, and/or what data comes from which cache. These caches typically use very short
caching times—on the order of one minute.[13]

Internet Explorer represents a notable exception: versions up to IE 3.x cache DNS records for 24 hours by default.
Internet Explorer 4.x and later versions (up to IE 8) decrease the default time out value to half an hour, which may be
changed in corresponding registry keys.[14]

Other applications
The system outlined above provides a somewhat simplified scenario. The Domain Name System includes several
other functions:
• Hostnames and IP addresses do not necessarily match on a one-to-one basis. Multiple hostnames may correspond

to a single IP address: combined with virtual hosting, this allows a single machine to serve many web sites.
Alternatively, a single hostname may correspond to many IP addresses: this can facilitate fault tolerance and load
distribution, and also allows a site to move physical locations seamlessly.

• There are many uses of DNS besides translating names to IP addresses. For instance, Mail transfer agents use
DNS to find out where to deliver e-mail for a particular address. The domain to mail exchanger mapping provided
by MX records accommodates another layer of fault tolerance and load distribution on top of the name to IP
address mapping.

•• E-mail Blacklists: The DNS system is used for efficient storage and distribution of IP addresses of blacklisted
e-mail hosts. The usual method is putting the IP address of the subject host into the sub-domain of a higher level
domain name, and resolve that name to different records to indicate a positive or a negative. Here is a
hypothetical example blacklist:
• 102.3.4.5 is blacklisted => Creates 5.4.3.102.blacklist.example and resolves to 127.0.0.1
• 102.3.4.6 is not => 6.4.3.102.blacklist.example is not found, or default to 127.0.0.2
•• E-mail servers can then query blacklist.example through the DNS mechanism to find out if a specific host

connecting to them is in the blacklist. Today many of such blacklists, either free or subscription-based, are
available mainly for use by email administrators and anti-spam software.

• Sender Policy Framework and DomainKeys, instead of creating their own record types, were designed to take
advantage of another DNS record type, the TXT record.

• To provide resilience in the event of computer failure, multiple DNS servers are usually provided for coverage of
each domain, and at the top level, thirteen very powerful root servers exist, with additional "copies" of several of
them distributed worldwide via Anycast.

• Dynamic DNS (sometimes called DDNS) allows clients to update their DNS entry as their IP address changes, as
it does, for example, when moving between ISPs or mobile hot spots.
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Protocol details
DNS primarily uses User Datagram Protocol (UDP) on port number 53 to serve requests.[3] DNS queries consist of a
single UDP request from the client followed by a single UDP reply from the server. The Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) is used when the response data size exceeds 512 bytes, or for tasks such as zone transfers. Some
resolver implementations use TCP for all queries.

DNS resource records
A Resource Record (RR) is the basic data element in the domain name system. Each record has a type (A, MX, etc.),
an expiration time limit, a class, and some type-specific data. Resource records of the same type define a resource
record set (RRset). The order of resource records in a set, returned by a resolver to an application, is undefined, but
often servers implement round-robin ordering to achieve Global Server Load Balancing. DNSSEC, however, works
on complete resource record sets in a canonical order.
When sent over an IP network, all records use the common format specified in RFC 1035:[15]

RR (Resource record) fields

Field Description Length (octets)

NAME Name of the node to which this record pertains (variable)

TYPE Type of RR in numeric form (e.g. 15 for MX RRs) 2

CLASS Class code 2

TTL Count of seconds that the RR stays valid (The maximum is 231-1, which is about 68 years.) 4

RDLENGTH Length of RDATA field 2

RDATA Additional RR-specific data (variable)

NAME is the fully qualified domain name of the node in the tree. On the wire, the name may be shortened using label
compression where ends of domain names mentioned earlier in the packet can be substituted for the end of the
current domain name.
TYPE is the record type. It indicates the format of the data and it gives a hint of its intended use. For example, the A
record is used to translate from a domain name to an IPv4 address, the NS record lists which name servers can
answer lookups on a DNS zone, and the MX record specifies the mail server used to handle mail for a domain
specified in an e-mail address (see also List of DNS record types).
RDATA is data of type-specific relevance, such as the IP address for address records, or the priority and hostname for
MX records. Well known record types may use label compression in the RDATA field, but "unknown" record types
must not (RFC 3597).
The CLASS of a record is set to IN (for Internet) for common DNS records involving Internet hostnames, servers,
or IP addresses. In addition, the classes Chaos (CH) and Hesiod (HS) exist.[16] Each class is an independent name
space with potentially different delegations of DNS zones.
In addition to resource records defined in a zone file, the domain name system also defines several request types that
are used only in communication with other DNS nodes (on the wire), such as when performing zone transfers
(AXFR/IXFR) or for EDNS (OPT).
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Wildcard DNS records
The domain name system supports wildcard domain names which are names that start with the asterisk label, '*',
e.g., *.example.[1][17] DNS records belonging to wildcard domain names specify rules for generating resource
records within a single DNS zone by substituting whole labels with matching components of the query name,
including any specified descendants. For example, in the DNS zone x.example, the following configuration specifies
that all subdomains (including subdomains of subdomains) of x.example use the mail exchanger a.x.example. The
records for a.x.example are needed to specify the mail exchanger. As this has the result of excluding this domain
name and its subdomains from the wildcard matches, all subdomains of a.x.example must be defined in a separate
wildcard statement.
The role of wildcard records was refined in RFC 4592, because the original definition in RFC 1034 was incomplete
and resulted in misinterpretations by implementers.[17]

Protocol extensions
The original DNS protocol had limited provisions for extension with new features. In 1999, Paul Vixie published in
RFC 2671 an extension mechanism, called Extension mechanisms for DNS (EDNS) that introduced optional
protocol elements without increasing overhead when not in use. This was accomplished through the OPT
pseudo-resource record that only exists in wire transmissions of the protocol, but not in any zone files. Initial
extensions were also suggested (EDNS0), such as increasing the DNS message size in UDP datagrams.

Dynamic zone updates
Dynamic DNS updates use the UPDATE DNS opcode to add or remove resource records dynamically from a zone
data base maintained on an authoritative DNS server. The feature is described in RFC 2136. This facility is useful to
register network clients into the DNS when they boot or become otherwise available on the network. Since a booting
client may be assigned a different IP address each time from a DHCP server, it is not possible to provide static DNS
assignments for such clients.

Security issues
Originally, security concerns were not major design considerations for DNS software or any software for
deployment on the early Internet, as the network was not open for participation by the general public. However, the
expansion of the Internet into the commercial sector in the 1990s changed the requirements for security measures to
protect data integrity and user authentication.
Several vulnerability issues were discovered and exploited by malicious users. One such issue is DNS cache
poisoning, in which data is distributed to caching resolvers under the pretense of being an authoritative origin server,
thereby polluting the data store with potentially false information and long expiration times (time-to-live).
Subsequently, legitimate application requests may be redirected to network hosts operated with malicious intent.
DNS responses are traditionally not cryptographically signed, leading to many attack possibilities; the Domain Name
System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) modify DNS to add support for cryptographically signed responses. Several
extensions have been devised to secure zone transfers as well.
Some domain names may be used to achieve spoofing effects. For example, paypal.com and paypa1.com are
different names, yet users may be unable to distinguish them in a graphical user interface depending on the user's
chosen typeface. In many fonts the letter l and the numeral 1 look very similar or even identical. This problem is
acute in systems that support internationalized domain names, since many character codes in ISO 10646, may appear
identical on typical computer screens. This vulnerability is occasionally exploited in phishing.[18]

Techniques such as forward-confirmed reverse DNS can also be used to help validate DNS results.
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Domain name registration
The right to use a domain name is delegated by domain name registrars which are accredited by the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), the organization charged with overseeing the name and
number systems of the Internet. In addition to ICANN, each top-level domain (TLD) is maintained and serviced
technically by an administrative organization, operating a registry. A registry is responsible for maintaining the
database of names registered within the TLD it administers. The registry receives registration information from each
domain name registrar authorized to assign names in the corresponding TLD and publishes the information using a
special service, the whois protocol.
ICANN publishes the complete list of TLD registries and domain name registrars. Registrant information associated
with domain names is maintained in an online database accessible with the WHOIS service. For most of the more
than 240 country code top-level domains (ccTLDs), the domain registries maintain the WHOIS (Registrant, name
servers, expiration dates, etc.) information. For instance, DENIC, Germany NIC, holds the DE domain data. Since
about 2001, most gTLD registries have adopted this so-called thick registry approach, i.e. keeping the WHOIS data
in central registries instead of registrar databases.
For COM and NET domain names, a thin registry model is used: the domain registry (e.g. VeriSign) holds basic
WHOIS (registrar and name servers, etc.) data. One can find the detailed WHOIS (registrant, name servers, expiry
dates, etc.) at the registrars.
Some domain name registries, often called network information centers (NIC), also function as registrars to
end-users. The major generic top-level domain registries, such as for the COM, NET, ORG, INFO domains, use a
registry-registrar model consisting of many domain name registrars.[19][20] In this method of management, the
registry only manages the domain name database and the relationship with the registrars. The registrants (users of a
domain name) are customers of the registrar, in some cases through additional layers of resellers.

Internet standards
The Domain Name System is defined by Request for Comments (RFC) documents published by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (Internet standards). The following is a list of RFCs that define the DNS protocol.
• RFC 920, Domain Requirements – Specified original top-level domains
• RFC 1032, Domain Administrators Guide
• RFC 1033, Domain Administrators Operations Guide
• RFC 1034, Domain Names - Concepts and Facilities
• RFC 1035, Domain Names - Implementation and Specification
• RFC 1101, DNS Encodings of Network Names and Other Types
• RFC 1123, Requirements for Internet Hosts—Application and Support
• RFC 1178, Choosing a Name for Your Computer (FYI 5)
• RFC 1183, New DNS RR Definitions
• RFC 1591, Domain Name System Structure and Delegation (Informational)
• RFC 1912, Common DNS Operational and Configuration Errors
• RFC 1995, Incremental Zone Transfer in DNS
• RFC 1996, A Mechanism for Prompt Notification of Zone Changes (DNS NOTIFY)
• RFC 2100, The Naming of Hosts (Informational)
• RFC 2136, Dynamic Updates in the domain name system (DNS UPDATE)
• RFC 2181, Clarifications to the DNS Specification
• RFC 2182, Selection and Operation of Secondary DNS Servers
• RFC 2308, Negative Caching of DNS Queries (DNS NCACHE)
• RFC 2317, Classless IN-ADDR.ARPA delegation (BCP 20)
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• RFC 2671, Extension Mechanisms for DNS (EDNS0)
• RFC 2672, Non-Terminal DNS Name Redirection
• RFC 2845, Secret Key Transaction Authentication for DNS (TSIG)
• RFC 3225, Indicating Resolver Support of DNSSEC
• RFC 3226, DNSSEC and IPv6 A6 aware server/resolver message size requirements
• RFC 3597, Handling of Unknown DNS Resource Record (RR) Types
• RFC 3696, Application Techniques for Checking and Transformation of Names (Informational)
• RFC 4343, Domain Name System (DNS) Case Insensitivity Clarification
• RFC 4592, The Role of Wildcards in the Domain Name System
• RFC 4635, HMAC SHA TSIG Algorithm Identifiers
• RFC 4892, Requirements for a Mechanism Identifying a Name Server Instance (Informational)
• RFC 5001, DNS Name Server Identifier (NSID) Option
• RFC 5452, Measures for Making DNS More Resilient against Forged Answers
• RFC 5625, DNS Proxy Implementation Guidelines (BCP 152)
• RFC 5890, Internationalized Domain Names for Applications (IDNA):Definitions and Document Framework
• RFC 5891, Internationalized Domain Names in Applications (IDNA): Protocol
• RFC 5892, The Unicode Code Points and Internationalized Domain Names for Applications (IDNA)
• RFC 5893, Right-to-Left Scripts for Internationalized Domain Names for Applications (IDNA)
• RFC 5894, Internationalized Domain Names for Applications (IDNA):Background, Explanation, and Rationale

(Informational)
• RFC 5895, Mapping Characters for Internationalized Domain Names in Applications (IDNA) 2008

(Informational)
• RFC 5966, DNS Transport over TCP - Implementation Requirements
• RFC 6195, Domain Name System (DNS) IANA Considerations (BCP 42)

Security
• RFC 4033, DNS Security Introduction and Requirements
• RFC 4034, Resource Records for the DNS Security Extensions
• RFC 4035, Protocol Modifications for the DNS Security Extensions
• RFC 4509, Use of SHA-256 in DNSSEC Delegation Signer (DS) Resource Records
• RFC 4470, Minimally Covering NSEC Records and DNSSEC On-line Signing
• RFC 5011, Automated Updates of DNS Security (DNSSEC) Trust Anchors
• RFC 5155, DNS Security (DNSSEC) Hashed Authenticated Denial of Existence
• RFC 5702, Use of SHA-2 Algorithms with RSA in DNSKEY and RRSIG Resource Records for DNSSEC
• RFC 5910, Domain Name System (DNS) Security Extensions Mapping for the Extensible Provisioning Protocol

(EPP)
• RFC 5933, Use of GOST Signature Algorithms in DNSKEY and RRSIG Resource Records for DNSSEC
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Root name server

A Cisco 7301 router, part of the AMS-IX mirror of the K root-server.

A root name server is a name server for the
Domain Name System's root zone. It directly
answers requests for records in the root zone
and answers other requests returning a list of
the designated authoritative name servers for
the appropriate top-level domain (TLD). The
root name servers are a critical part of the
Internet because they are the first step in
translating (resolving) human readable host
names into IP addresses that are used in
communication between Internet hosts.

A combination of limits in the DNS and
certain protocols, namely the practical size of
unfragmented User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
packets, resulted in a limited number of root
server addresses that can be accommodated in DNS name query responses. This limit has determined the number of
name server installations at (currently) 13 clusters, serving the needs of the entire public Internet worldwide.

Root domain
The Domain Name System is a hierarchical naming system for computers, services, or any resource participating in
the Internet. The top of that hierarchy is the root domain. The root domain does not have a formal name and its label
in the DNS hierarchy is an empty string. All fully qualified domain names (FQDNs) on the Internet can be regarded
as ending with this empty string for the root domain, and therefore ending in a full stop character (the label
delimiter), e.g., www.example.com.. This is generally implied rather than explicit, as modern DNS software does
not actually require that the terminating dot be included when attempting to translate a domain name to an IP
address.
The root domain contains all top-level domains of the Internet. As of June 2009, there are 20 generic top-level
domains (gTLDs) and 248 country code top-level domains (ccTLDs) in the root domain.[1] In addition, the ARPA
domain is used for technical name spaces in the management of Internet addressing and other resources. A TEST
domain is used for testing internationalized domain names.

Resolver operation
When a computer on the Internet needs to resolve a domain name, it uses resolver software to perform the lookup. A
resolver breaks the name up into its labels from right to left. The first component (TLD) is queried using a root
server to obtain the responsible authoritative server. Queries for each label return more specific name servers until a
name server returns the answer of the original query.
In practice, most of this information does not change very often over a period of hours and therefore it is cached by 
intermediate name servers or by a name cache built into the user's application. DNS lookups to the root nameservers 
may therefore be relatively infrequent. A survey in 2003 [2] reports that only 2% of all queries to the root servers 
were legitimate. Incorrect or non-existent caching was responsible for 75% of the queries, 12.5% were for unknown 
TLDs, 7% were for lookups using IP addresses as if they were domain names, etc. Some misconfigured desktop 
computers even tried to update the root server records for the TLDs. A similar list of observed problems and
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recommended fixes has been published in RFC 4697.
Although any local implementation of DNS can implement its own private root name servers, the term "root name
server" is generally used to describe the thirteen well-known root name servers that implement the root name space
domain for the Internet's official global implementation of the Domain Name System.

Root server addresses
There are currently 13 root name servers specified, with names in the form letter.root-servers.net, where
letter ranges from A to M. This does not mean there are 13 physical servers; each operator uses redundant
computer equipment to provide reliable service even if failure of hardware or software occur. Additionally, nine of
the servers operate in multiple geographical locations using a routing technique called anycast, providing increased
performance and even more fault tolerance.
Ten servers were originally in the United States; some are now operated via anycast. Three servers were originally
located in Stockholm (I), Amsterdam (K), and Tokyo (M).

Letter IPv4 address IPv6 address AS-number
[3] Old name Operator Location

#sites
(global/local)

[4]

Software

A 198.41.0.4 2001:503:ba3e::2:30 AS26415 ns.internic.net Verisign Distributed using
anycast
6/0

BIND

B 192.228.79.201 (since
January 2004;
originally was
128.9.0.107)[5]

2001:478:65::53 (not
in root zone yet)

AS4 ns1.isi.edu USC-ISI Marina Del Rey,
California, U.S.
0/1

BIND

C 
[6] 192.33.4.12 2001:500:2::c (not in

root zone yet)
AS2149 c.psi.net Cogent

Communications
Distributed using
anycast
6/0

BIND

D 
[7] 128.8.10.90 2001:500:2d::d AS27 terp.umd.edu University of

Maryland
College Park,
Maryland, U.S.
1/0

BIND

E 192.203.230.10
N/A

AS297 [8] ns.nasa.gov NASA Mountain View,
California, U.S.
1/0

BIND

F 
[9] 192.5.5.241 2001:500:2f::f AS3557 ns.isc.org Internet Systems

Consortium
Distributed using
anycast
2/47

BIND
9[10]

G
[11]

192.112.36.4
N/A

AS5927 ns.nic.ddn.mil Defense
Information
Systems Agency

Distributed using
anycast
6/0

BIND

H
[12]

128.63.2.53 2001:500:1::803f:235 AS13 aos.arl.army.mil U.S. Army
Research Lab

Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland,
U.S.
2/0

NSD

I 
[13] 192.36.148.17 2001:7fe::53 AS29216 nic.nordu.net Autonomica Distributed using

anycast
38

BIND
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J 192.58.128.30 (since
November 2002;
originally was
198.41.0.10)

2001:503:c27::2:30 AS26415 Verisign Distributed using
anycast
63/7

BIND

K 
[14] 193.0.14.129 2001:7fd::1 AS25152 [15] RIPE NCC Distributed using

anycast
5/13

NSD[16]

L 
[17] 199.7.83.42 (since

November 2007;
originally was
198.32.64.12)[18]

2001:500:3::42 AS20144 [19] ICANN Distributed using
anycast
107

NSD[20]

M
[21]

202.12.27.33 2001:dc3::35 AS7500 [22] WIDE Project distributed using
anycast
5/1

BIND

Older servers had their own name before the policy of using similar names was established.
The choice of 13 nameservers was made because of limitations in the original DNS specification, which specifies a
maximum packet size of 512 bytes when using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP).[23] The addition of IPv6
addresses for the root nameservers requires more than 512 bytes, which is facilitated by the EDNS0 extension to the
DNS standard.[24] While only 13 names are used for the root nameservers, there are many more physical servers; A,
C, F, G, I, J, K, L and M servers now exist in multiple locations on different continents, using anycast address
announcements to provide decentralized service. As a result most of the physical root servers are now outside the
United States, allowing for high performance worldwide.

At the end of 2006 there were a total of 13 root nameservers, including Anycast servers.

There are also several alternative
namespace systems with an alternative
DNS root using their own set of root
nameservers that exist in parallel to the
mainstream nameservers. The first,
AlterNIC, generated a substantial
amount of press.

The function of a root name server
may also be implemented locally, or on
a provider network. Such servers are
synchronized with the official root
zone file as published [25] by ICANN, and do not constitute an alternate root.

As the root nameservers are an important part of the Internet, they have come under attack several times, although
none of the attacks have ever been serious enough to severely affect the performance of the Internet.
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Root server supervision
The DNS Root Server System Advisory Committee is an ICANN committee. However, the root zone is controlled
by the United States Department of Commerce who must approve all changes to the root zone file requested by
ICANN. ICANN's bylaws[26] assign authority over the operation of the root nameservers of the Domain Name
System to the DNS Root Server System Advisory Committee.

Root zone file
The root zone file is a small (about 200 kB) data set[27] whose publication is the primary purpose of root
nameservers.
The root zone file is at the apex of a hierarchical distributed database called the Domain Name System (DNS). This
database is used by almost all Internet applications to translate worldwide unique names like www.wikipedia.org
into other identifiers such as IP addresses.
The contents of the root zone file is a list of names and numeric IP addresses of the authoritative DNS servers for all
top-level domains (TLDs) such as com, org, edu, or the country code top-level domains. On 12 December 2004,
there were 258 TLDs and 773 different authoritative servers for those TLDs listed. Other name servers forward
queries for which they do not have any information about authoritative servers to a root name server. The root name
server, using its root zone file, answers with a referral to the authoritative servers for the appropriate TLD or with an
indication that no such TLD exists.[28]
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Notes
• Root Server Technical Operations Association (http:/ / www. root-servers. org/ )
• Root Servers' Geographical Locations on Google Maps (http:/ / www. circleid. com/ posts/

dns_root_servers_google_maps/ )
• DNS Root Server System Advisory Committee (http:/ / www. rssac. org/ )
• DNS Root Name Servers Explained For Non-Experts (http:/ / www. isoc. org/ briefings/ 019/ )
• DNS Root Name Servers Frequently Asked Questions (http:/ / www. isoc. org/ briefings/ 020/ )
• Location of Root servers in Asia-Pacific (http:/ / www. apnic. net/ services/ rootserver/ )
• Bogus Queries received at the Root Servers (http:/ / www. bind9. net/ dnshealth/ )
• ORSN, Open Root Server Network with IPv6 support in europe (http:/ / www. orsn. org/ )
•• RFC 2826 - IAB Technical Comment on the Unique DNS Root
•• RFC 2870 - Root Name Server Operational Requirements
•• RFC 4697 - Observed DNS Resolution Misbehavior (from observations on the Root Servers)

External links
• Root Server Technical Operations Association (http:/ / www. root-servers. org/ )
• ftp:/ / ftp. internic. net/ domain/
• http:/ / private. dnsstuff. com/ info/ roottimes. htm Root Server response times
• DNS root nameservers explained for non-experts (http:/ / www. isoc. org/ briefings/ 019/ )

Dynamic DNS
Dynamic DNS or DDNS is a method of updating, in real time, a Domain Name System (DNS) to point to a
changing IP address on the Internet. This is used to provide a persistent domain name for a resource that may change
location on the network.
There are two very different mechanisms the term is used to describe. At the administration levels of the internet,
"dynamic DNS updating" refers to systems that are used to update traditional DNS records without manual editing.
These mechanisms are explained in RFC 2136 and use the TSIG mechanism to provide security. The second sort of
DDNS is a particular type of DNS server that allows lightweight and immediate updates to its local database, often
using a web-based form. These are used by individuals and small systems

Background
The Internet uses an IP address to refer to all resources on the Internet in a fashion similar to phone numbers. Like
phone numbers, most IP addresses cannot be easily remembered, and are looked up in the internet equivalent of a
phone book. This is the Domain Name System, or DNS. DNS automatically translates human-readable hostnames
like "wikipedia.org" into the corresponding IP address, 208.80.152.201.
DNS is based on a distributed database that takes some time to update globally. When DNS was first introduced, the
database was small and could be easily maintained by hand. As the system grew this task became difficult for any
one site to handle, and a new management structure was introduced to spread out the updates among many domain
name registrars. Registrars today offer end-user updating to their account information, typically using a web-based
form, and the registrar then pushes out update information to other DNS servers.
Due to the distributed nature of the DNS systems and its registrars, updates to the global DNS system may take hours 
to distribute. Thus DNS is only suitable for services that do not change their IP address very often, as is the case for 
most large services like the Wikipedia or Google. Smaller services, however, are generally much more likely to
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move from host to host over shorter periods of time. Servers being run on certain types of internet service provider,
cable modems in particular, are likely to change their IP address over very short periods of time, on the order of days
or hours.

DDNS
Dynamic DNS is a system that addresses the problem of rapid updates. The term is used in two contexts which,
while technically similar, have very different purposes and user populations.
Administrators who maintain the internet, and those who are associated with domains, use devices such as routers,
gateways and computer systems using the Internet Protocol Suite, to keep DNS server information up to date. This
process is dynamic DNS updating, and is often controlled directly by the domain owner by functionality presented
by their registrar. This is the basic updating methodology of the modern DNS system, and has the slow-update
problems noted above.
Standard users of the internet who connect to it via an Internet Service Provider (ISP) will be allocated a numeric IP
address by the ISP. The address may either be constant ("static"), or may change from one session on the internet to
the next ("dynamic"). If it is necessary to be able to access the computer from another location, a numeric address is
inconvenient to remember, and an address which changes unpredictably makes connection next to impossible.
For these users there are a number of providers who use the same protocols as administrators to provide a Dynamic
DNS service for end users. These are generally implemented in the user's router or computer, which notices changes
to its IP address and automatically sends an update message to the DDNS service provider. The communication
between the user's computer and the DDNS provider is not standardised, varying from one provider to another,
although a few standard web-based methods of updating have emerged over time.

RFC 2136 dynamic DNS update
The standardized method of dynamically updating nameserver records is prescribed by RFC 2136, commonly known
as 'Dynamic DNS Update' or 'DDNS'. Unlike updates through a DDNS provider, RFC 2136 is a protocol in its own
right, with its own security mechanisms, and for use with managed nameservers. While RFC 2136 supports all DNS
record types (including zone and user), it is most commonly used for dynamic hosts. In this form it is used primarily
as an extension of the DHCP system, and in which the authorized DHCP servers register the clients' records with the
nameserver(s) (Windows servers are an exception: by default, Windows servers only register 'A' records and the
DHCP clients are expected to register the reverse pointers). This form of support for RFC 2136 is provided by a
plethora of client and server software, including those that are components of most current operating systems.
Support for RFC 2136 is also an integral part of many directory services, including LDAP and Windows' Active
Directory domains.

History
In the initial stages of the Internet (ARPANET) addressing of hosts on the network was achieved by static translation 
tables that mapped hostnames to IP addresses. The tables were maintained manually in form of the hosts file. The 
Domain Name System brought a method of distributing the same address information automatically online through 
recursive queries to remote databases configured for each network, or domain. Even this DNS facility still used static 
lookup tables at each participating node. IP addresses, once assigned to a particular host, rarely changed and the 
mechanism was initially sufficient. However, the rapid growth of the Internet and the proliferation of personal 
computers in the workplace and in homes created the substantial burden for administrators of keeping track of 
assigned IP addresses and managing their address space. The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) allowed 
enterprises and Internet service providers (ISPs) to assign addresses to computers automatically as they powered up. 
In addition, this helped conserve the address space available, since not all devices might be actively used at all times
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and addresses could be assigned as needed. This feature required that DNS servers be kept current automatically as
well. The first implementations of dynamic DNS fulfilled this purpose: Host computers gained the feature to notify
their respective DNS server of the address they had received from a DHCP server or through self-configuration. This
protocol-based DNS update method was documented and standardized in IETF publication RFC 2136 in 1997 and
has become a standard part of the DNS protocol (see also nsupdate program).
The explosive growth and proliferation of the Internet into people's homes brought a growing shortage of available
IP addresses. DHCP became an important tool for ISPs as well to manage their address spaces for connecting home
and small-business end-users with a single IP address each by implementing network address translation (NAT) at
the customer premise router. The private network behind these routers uses address space set aside for these
purposes (RFC 1918), masqueraded by the NAT device. This, however, broke the end-to-end principle of Internet
architecture and methods were required to allow private networks, with frequently changing external IP addresses, to
discover their public address and insert it into the Domain Name System in order to participate in Internet
communications more fully. Today, numerous providers, called Dynamic DNS service providers, offer such
technology and services on the Internet.

Function
In Microsoft Windows networks, dynamic DNS is an integral part of Active Directory, because domain controllers
register their network service types in DNS so that other computers in the Domain (or Forest) can access them.
Increasing efforts to secure Internet communications today involve encryption of all dynamic updates via the public
Internet, as these public dynamic DNS services have been abused increasingly to design security breaches.
Standards-based methods within the DNSSEC protocol suite, such as TSIG, have been developed to secure DNS
updates, but are not widely in use. Microsoft developed alternative technology (GSS-TSIG) based on Kerberos
authentication.
Some freeware DNS server software supports a different dynamic update procedure. They have a built-in DHCP
server which automatically updates or adds the DNS data internally with entries about addresses dynamically allotted
by the DHCP server, without the user needing to configure dynamic updates. One such server is Dual DHCP DNS
[1].

DDNS for ISP users
Dynamic DNS providers offer a software client program that automates the discovery and registration of the client
system's public IP addresses. The client program is executed on a computer or device in the private network. It
connects to the DDNS provider's systems with a unique login name; the provider uses the name to link the
discovered public IP address of the home network with a hostname in the domain name system. Depending on the
provider, the hostname is registered within a domain owned by the provider, or within the customer's own domain
name. These services can function by a number of mechanisms. Often they use an HTTP service request since even
restrictive environments usually allow HTTP service. The provider might use RFC 2136 to update the DNS servers.
Many home networking modem/routers have clients for several DDNS providers built into their firmware.
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DDNS for Security Appliance Manufacturers
Dynamic DNS is an expected feature or even requirement for IP based security appliances like DVRs and IP
cameras. Many options are available for today's manufacturer, and these include the use of existing DDNS services
like dyn.com or no-ip.com or the use of custom services hosted by the manufacturer themselves. A manufacturer
may choose to develop their own DDNS software or use a readymade software product like MintDNS or GNUDIP.
In almost all cases, a simple http based update API is used as it allows for easy integration of a DDNS client into a
device's firmware. There are many pre-made tools that exist that can help to ease the burden of client development
even further like cURL or Inadyn. Most web-based DDNS services use a standard user name and password security
schema. This requires that a user first create an account at the DDNS server website and then configure their device
to send updates to the DDNS server whenever an IP address change is detected. This is the method used by almost
all web based DDNS services.
Some device manufacturers go a step further by only allowing their DDNS Service to be used by the devices they
manufacture, and also eliminate the need for user names and passwords altogether. Generally this is accomplished by
encrypting the device's MAC address using an encryption algorithm kept secret on both the DDNS server and within
the device's firmware. The resulting decryption or decryption failure is used to secure or deny updates. Resources for
the development of custom DDNS services are generally limited and involve a full software development cycle to
design and field a secure and robust DDNS server. Some pre-made software products are available, though, and a
few companies that specialize in the development of secure custom DDNS services do exist.

External links
• Dynamic DNS Services [2] at the Open Directory Project
• List of Dynamic DNS Providers [3]
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Microsoft DNS
Microsoft DNS is the name given to the implementation of domain name system services provided in Microsoft
Windows operating systems.

Overview
The Domain Name System support in Microsoft Windows NT, and thus its derivatives Windows 2000, Windows
XP, and Windows Server 2003, comprises two clients and a server. Every Microsoft Windows machine has a DNS
lookup client, to perform ordinary DNS lookups. Some machines have a Dynamic DNS client, to perform Dynamic
DNS Update transactions, registering the machines' names and IP addresses. Some machines run a DNS server, to
publish DNS data, to service DNS lookup requests from DNS lookup clients, and to service DNS update requests
from DNS update clients.
The server software is only supplied with the server versions of Windows.

DNS lookup client
Applications perform DNS lookups with the aid of a DLL. They call library functions in the DLL, which in turn
handle all communications with DNS servers (over UDP or TCP) and return the final results of the lookup back to
the applications.
Microsoft's DNS client also has optional support for local caching, in the form of a DNS Client service (also known
as DNSCACHE). Before they attempt to directly communicate with DNS servers, the library routines first attempt to
make a local IPC connection to the DNS Client service on the machine. If there is one, and if such a connection can
be made, they hand the actual work of dealing with the lookup over to the DNS Client service. The DNS Client
service itself communicates with DNS servers, and caches the results that it receives.
Microsoft's DNS client is capable of talking to multiple DNS servers. The exact algorithm varies according to the
version, and service pack level, of the operating system; but in general all communication is with a preferred DNS
server until it fails to answer, whereupon communication switches to one of several alternative DNS servers.

The effects of running the DNS Client service
There are several minor differences in system behavior depending on whether the DNS Client service is started:
• Parsing of the "hosts" file: The lookup functions read only the hosts file if they cannot off-load their task onto

the DNS Client service and have to fall back to communicating with DNS servers themselves. In turn, the DNS
Client service reads the "hosts" file once, at startup, and only re-reads it if it notices that the last modification
timestamp of the file has changed since it last read it. Thus:
•• With the DNS Client service running: The "hosts" file is read and parsed only a few times, once at service

startup, and thereafter whenever the DNS Client service notices that it has been modified.
•• Without the DNS Client service running: The "hosts" file is read and parsed repeatedly, by each individual

application program as it makes a DNS lookup.
• The effect of multiple answers in the "hosts" file: The DNS Client service does not use the "hosts" file directly

when performing lookups. Instead, it (initially) populates its cache from it, and then performs lookups using the
data in its cache. When the lookup functions fall back to doing the work themselves, however, they scan the
"hosts" file directly and sequentially, stopping when the first answer is found. Thus:
•• With the DNS Client service running: If the "hosts" file contains multiple lines denoting multiple answers for a

given lookup, all of the answers in the cache will be returned.
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•• Without the DNS Client service running: If the "hosts" file contains multiple lines denoting multiple answers
for a given lookup, only the first answer found will be returned.

• Fallback from preferred to alternative DNS servers: The fallback from the preferred DNS server to the
alternative DNS servers is done by whatever entity, the DNS Client service or the library functions themselves, is
actually performing the communication with them. Thus:
•• With the DNS Client service running: Fallback to the alternative DNS servers happens globally. If the

preferred DNS server fails to answer, all subsequent communication is with the alternative DNS servers.
•• Without the DNS Client service running: Any fallback to the alternative DNS servers happen locally, within

each individual process that is making DNS queries. Different processes may be in different states, some
talking to the preferred DNS server and some talking to alternative DNS servers.

Differences from other systems
Linux distributions and various versions of Unix have a generalized name resolver layer. The resolver can be
controlled to use a hosts file or Network Information Service (NIS), by configuring the Name Service Switch.

Dynamic DNS Update client
Whilst DNS lookups read DNS data, DNS updates write them. Both workstations and servers running Windows
attempt to send Dynamic DNS update requests to DNS servers.
Workstations running Windows attempt to register their names and their IP addresses with DNS servers, so that
other machines may locate them by name. Prior to Windows Vista (and Windows Server 2008) this registration is
performed by the DHCP Client service. It is thus necessary to run the DHCP Client service on pre-Vista machines,
even if DHCP isn't being used to configure the machine in order to dynamically register a machine's name and
address for DNS lookup. The DHCP Client service registers name and address data whenever they are changed
(either manually by an administrator or automatically by the granting or revocation of a DHCP lease). In Windows
Vista (and Windows Server 2008) Microsoft moved the registration functionallity from the DHCP Client service to
the DNS Client service.
Servers running Microsoft Windows also attempt to register other information, in addition to their names and IP
addresses, such as the locations of the LDAP and Kerberos services that they provide.

DNS server
Microsoft Windows server operating systems can run the DNS Server service. This is a monolithic DNS server that
provides many types of DNS service, including caching, Dynamic DNS update, zone transfer, and DNS notification.
DNS notification implements a push mechanism for notifying a select set of secondary servers for a zone when it is
updated.
Microsoft's "DNS Server" service was first introduced in Windows NT 3.51 as an add-on with Microsoft's collection
of BackOffice services (at the time was marked to be used for testing purposes only). Some sources claim that the
DNS server implementation in Windows NT 3.51 was a fork of ISC's BIND version 4.3, but this is not true. The
DNS server implementation in Windows NT 3.51 was written by Microsoft. The DNS server component in all
subsequent releases of Windows Server have built upon that initial implementation and do not use BIND source
code. However, Microsoft has taken care to ensure good interoperability with BIND and other implementations in
terms of zone file format, zone transfer, and other DNS protocol details.
As of 2004, it was the fourth most popular DNS server (counting BIND version 9 separately from versions 8 and 4)
for the publication of DNS data.[1]

Like various other DNS servers, Microsoft's DNS server supports different database back ends. Microsoft's DNS 
server supports two such back ends. DNS data can be stored either in master files (also known as zone files) or in the
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Active Directory database itself. In the latter case, since Active Directory (rather than the DNS server) handles the
actual replication of the database across multiple machines, the database can be modified on any server
("multiple-master replication"), and the addition or removal of a zone will be immediately propagated to all other
DNS servers within the appropriate Active Directory "replication scope". (Contrast this with BIND, where when
such changes are made, the list of zones, in the /etc/named.conf file, has to be explicitly updated on each
individual server.)
Microsoft's DNS server can be administered using either a graphical user interface, the "DNS Management
Console", or a command line interface, the dnscmd utility. New to Windows Server 2012 is a fully featured
PowerShell provider for DNS server management.

Common issues
Prior to Windows Server 2003 and Microsoft Windows 2000 Service Pack 3, the most common problem
encountered with Microsoft's DNS server was cache pollution. Although Microsoft's DNS Server had a mechanism
for properly dealing with cache pollution, the mechanism was turned off by default.[2]

In 2004, a common problem involved the feature of the Windows Server 2003 version of Microsoft's DNS server to
use EDNS0, which a large number of firewalls could not cope with.[3]
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Active Directory
Active Directory (AD) is a directory service created by Microsoft for Windows domain networks. It is included in
most Windows Server operating systems.
Active Directory provides a central location for network administration and security. Server computers that run
Active Directory are called domain controllers. An AD domain controller authenticates and authorizes all users and
computers in a Windows domain type network—assigning and enforcing security policies for all computers and
installing or updating software. For example, when a user logs into a computer that is part of a Windows domain,
Active Directory checks the submitted password and determines whether the user is a system administrator or
normal user.[1]

Active Directory makes use of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) versions 2 and 3, Kerberos and DNS.

History
Active Directory was previewed in 1999, released first with Windows NT server,Then Windows 2000 Server
edition, and revised to extend functionality and improve administration in Windows Server 2003. Additional
improvements were made in Windows Server 2003 R2, Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2, and
with the release of the later the domain controller role was renamed Active Directory Domain Services.

Structure

Objects
An Active Directory structure is a hierarchical arrangement of information about objects. The objects fall into two
broad categories: resources (e.g., printers) and security principals (user or computer accounts and groups). Security
principals are assigned unique security identifiers (SIDs).
Each object represents a single entity—whether a user, a computer, a printer, or a group—and its attributes. Certain
objects can contain other objects. An object is uniquely identified by its name and has a set of attributes—the
characteristics and information that the object represents— defined by a schema, which also determines the kinds of
objects that can be stored in Active Directory.
The schema object lets administrators extend or modify the schema when necessary. However, because each schema
object is integral to the definition of Active Directory objects, deactivating or changing these objects can
fundamentally change or disrupt a deployment. Schema changes automatically propagate throughout the system.
Once created, an object can only be deactivated—not deleted. Changing the schema usually requires planning.[2]

Sites

A Site object in Active Directory represents a geographic location that hosts networks.[3]

Forests, trees, and domains
The Active Directory framework that holds the objects can be viewed at a number of levels. The forest, tree, and
domain are the logical divisions in an Active Directory network.
Within a deployment, objects are grouped into domains. The objects for a single domain are stored in a single
database (which can be replicated). Domains are identified by their DNS name structure, the namespace.
A tree is a collection of one or more domains and domain trees in a contiguous namespace, linked in a transitive trust
hierarchy.
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At the top of the structure is the forest. A forest is a collection of trees that share a common global catalog, directory
schema, logical structure, and directory configuration. The forest represents the security boundary within which
users, computers, groups, and other objects are accessible.

Forest-Widgets Corp

Tree-Eastern

Domain-Boston

Domain-New York

Domain-Philly

Tree-Southern

Domain-Atlanta

Domain-Dallas

Domain-Dallas

OU-Marketing

Hewitt

Aon

Steve

OU-Sales

Bill

Ralph

Example of the geographical organizing of zones of interest within trees and domains.

Organizational units

The objects held within a domain can be grouped into Organizational Units (OUs).[4] OUs can provide hierarchy to a
domain, ease its administration, and can resemble the organization's structure in managerial or geographical terms.
OUs can contain other OUs—domains are containers in this sense. Microsoft recommends using OUs rather than
domains for structure and to simplify the implementation of policies and administration. The OU is the
recommended level at which to apply group policies, which are Active Directory objects formally named Group
Policy Objects (GPOs), although policies can also be applied to domains or sites (see below). The OU is the level at
which administrative powers are commonly delegated, but delegation can be performed on individual objects or
attributes as well.
Organizational Units are an abstraction for the administrator and do not function as containers; the underlying
domain is the true container. It is not possible, for example, to create user accounts with an identical username
(sAMAccountName) in separate OUs, such as "fred.staff-ou.domain" and "fred.student-ou.domain", where
"staff-ou" and "student-ou" are the OUs. This is so because sAMAccountName, a user object attribute, must be
unique within the domain. However, two users in different OUs can have the same Common Name (CN), the first
component of the Distinguished Name (DN) of the user. Thus from the point of view of the DN, OUs do function as
containers.
As the number of users in a domain increases, conventions such as "first initial, middle initial, last name" (Western
order) or the reverse (Eastern order) fail for common family names like Li (李), Smith or Garcia. Workarounds
include adding a digit to the end of the username. Alternatives include creating a separate ID system of unique
employee/student id numbers to use as account names in place of actual user's names, and allowing users to
nominate their preferred word sequence within an acceptable use policy.
Because duplicate usernames cannot exist within a domain, account name generation poses a significant challenge
for large organizations that cannot be easily subdivided into separate domains, such as students in a public school
system or university who must be able to use any computer across the network.
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Shadow groups

In Microsoft's Active Directory, OUs do not confer access permissions, and objects placed within OUs are not
automatically assigned access privileges based on their containing OU. This is a design limitation specific to Active
Directory. Other competing directories such as Novell NDS are able to assign access privileges through object
placement within an OU.
Active Directory requires a separate step for an administrator to assign an object in an OU as a member of a group
also within that OU. Relying on OU location alone to determine access permissions is unreliable, because the object
may not have been assigned to the group object for that OU.
A common workaround for an Active Directory administrator is to write a custom PowerShell or Visual Basic script
to automatically create and maintain a user group for each OU in their directory. The scripts are run periodically to
update the group to match the OU's account membership, but are unable to instantly update the security groups
anytime the directory changes, as occurs in competing directories where security is directly implemented into the
directory itself. Such groups are known as Shadow Groups. Once created, these shadow groups are selectable in
place of the OU in the administrative tools.
Microsoft refers to shadow groups in the Server 2008 Reference documentation, but does not explain how to create
them. There are no built-in server methods or console snap-ins for managing shadow groups.[5]

The division of an organization's information infrastructure into a hierarchy of one or more domains and top-level
OUs is a key decision. Common models are by business unit, by geographical location, by IT Service, or by object
type and hybrids of these. OUs should be structured primarily to facilitate administrative delegation, and secondarily,
to facilitate group policy application. Although OUs form an administrative boundary, the only true security
boundary is the forest itself and an administrator of any domain in the forest must be trusted across all domains in the
forest.[6]

Physical matters
Sites are physical (rather than logical) groupings defined by one or more IP subnets.[7] AD also holds the definitions
of connections, distinguishing low-speed (e.g., WAN, VPN) from high-speed (e.g., LAN) links. Site definitions are
independent of the domain and OU structure and are common across the forest. Sites are used to control network
traffic generated by replication and also to refer clients to the nearest domain controllers. Microsoft Exchange Server
2007 uses the site topology for mail routing. Policies can also be defined at the site level.
Physically the Active Directory information is held on one or more peer domain controllers (DCs), replacing the NT
PDC/BDC model. Each DC has a copy of the Active Directory. Servers joined to Active Directory that are not
domain controllers are called Member Servers.[8]

The Active Directory database is organized in partitions, each holding specific object types and following a specific 
replication pattern. AD synchronizes changes using multi-master replication.[9] Microsoft often refers to these 
partitions as 'naming contexts'.[10] The 'Schema' partition contains the definition of object classes and attributes 
within the Forest. The 'Configuration' partition contains information on the physical structure and configuration of 
the forest (such as the site topology). Both replicate to all domain controllers in the Forest. The 'Domain' partition 
holds all objects created in that domain and replicates only to Domain Controllers within its domain. So, for 
example, a user created in Domain X would be listed only in Domain X's domain controllers. A subset of objects in 
the domain partition replicate to domain controllers that are configured as global catalogs. Global catalog (GC) 
servers provide a global listing of all objects in the Forest.[11] Global Catalog servers replicate to themselves all 
objects from all domains and hence, provide a global listing of objects in the forest. However, to minimize 
replication traffic and keep the GC's database small, only selected attributes of each object are replicated. This is 
called the partial attribute set (PAS). The PAS can be modified by modifying the schema and marking attributes for 
replication to the GC.[12] Earlier versions of Windows used NetBIOS to communicate. Active Directory is fully
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integrated with DNS and requires TCP/IP—DNS. To be fully functional, the DNS server must support SRV resource
records or service records.

Replication
Active Directory replication is 'pull' rather than 'push', meaning that replicas pull changes from the server where the
change was effected.[13] The Knowledge Consistency Checker (KCC) creates a replication topology of site links
using the defined sites to manage traffic. Intrasite replication is frequent and automatic as a result of change
notification, which triggers peers to begin a pull replication cycle. Intersite replication intervals are typically less
frequent and do not use change notification by default, although this is configurable and can be made identical to
intrasite replication.
Each link can have a 'cost' (e.g., DS3, T1, ISDN etc.) and the KCC alters the site link topology accordingly.
Replication may occur transitively through several site links on same-protocol site link bridges, if the cost is low,
although KCC automatically costs a direct site-to-site link lower than transitive connections. Site-to-site replication
can be configured to occur between a bridgehead server in each site, which then replicates the changes to other DCs
within the site. Replication for Active Directory zones is automatically configured when DNS is activated in the
domain based by site.
Replication of Active Directory uses Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) over IP (RPC/IP). Between Sites SMTP can be
used for replication, but only for changes in the Schema, Configuration, or Partial Attribute Set (Global Catalog)
NCs. SMTP cannot be used for replicating the default Domain partition.[14]

Database
The Active Directory database, the directory store, in Windows 2000 Server uses the JET Blue-based Extensible
Storage Engine (ESE98) and is limited to 16 terabytes and 2 billion objects (but only 1 billion security principals) in
each domain controller's database. Microsoft has created NTDS databases with more than 2 billion objects.[15]

(NT4's Security Account Manager could support no more than 40,000 objects). Called NTDS.DIT, it has two main
tables: the data table and the link table. In Windows Server 2003 a third main table was added for security descriptor
single instancing.<ref name="blogs.technet.com"/

Programmatic interface
The features of Active Directory may be accessed programmatically via the COM interfaces provided by Active
Directory Service Interfaces.[16]

Single server operations
Flexible Single Master Operations Roles (FSMO, sometimes pronounced "fizz-mo") operations are also known as
operations master roles. Although domain controllers allow simultaneous updates in multiple places, certain
operations are supported only on a single server. These operations are performed using the roles listed below:
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Role Name Scope Description

Schema Master 1 per forest Schema modifications

Domain
Naming Master

1 per forest Addition and removal of domains if present in root domain

PDC Emulator 1 per domain Provides backwards compatibility for NT4 clients for PDC operations (like password changes). The PDC
runs domain specific processes such as the Security Descriptor Propagator (SDPROP), and is the master time
server within the domain. It also handles external trusts, the DFS consistency check, holds current passwords
and manages all GPOs as default server.

RID Master 1 per domain Allocates pools of unique identifiers to domain controllers for use when creating objects

Infrastructure
Master

1 per
domain/partition

Synchronizes cross-domain group membership changes. The infrastructure master cannot run on a global
catalog server (GCS) (unless all DCs are also GCs, or environment consists of a single domain).

Trusting
To allow users in one domain to access resources in another, Active Directory uses trusts.[17]

Trusts inside a forest are automatically created when domains are created. The forest sets the default boundaries of
trust, and implicit, transitive trust is automatic for all domains within a forest.

Terminology
One-way trust

One domain allows access to users on another domain, but the other domain does not allow access to users on
the first domain.

Two-way trust
Two domains allow access to users on both domains.

Trusting domain
The domain that allows access to users from a trusted domain.

Trusted domain
The domain that is trusted; whose users have access to the trusting domain.

Transitive trust
A trust that can extend beyond two domains to other trusted domains in the forest.

Intransitive trust
A one way trust that does not extend beyond two domains.

Explicit trust
A trust that an admin creates. It is not transitive and is one way only.

Cross-link trust
An explicit trust between domains in different trees or in the same tree when a descendant/ancestor
(child/parent) relationship does not exist between the two domains.

Shortcut
Joins two domains in different trees, transitive, one- or two-way.

Forest
Applies to the entire forest. Transitive, one- or two-way

Realm
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Can be transitive or nontransitive, one- or two-way
External

Connect to other forests or non-AD domains. Nontransitive, one- or two-way.[18]

Windows Server 2003 introduced the forest root trust. This trust can be used to connect Windows Server 2003
forests if they are operating at the 2003 forest functional level. Authentication across this type of trust is Kerberos
based (as opposed to NTLM). Forest trusts are transitive for all the domains in the trusted forests. Forest trusts,
however, are not transitive at a forest level. So where domains inside two trusting forests trust each other, forests A
that trusts Forest B will not automatically trust Forest C because it is trusted by forest B. In that sense forest A will
not automatically (transatively) trust forest C.

Lightweight Directory Service
Active Directory Lightweight Directory Service (AD LDS), formerly known as Active Directory Application Mode
(ADAM),[19] is a light-weight implementation of Active Directory. AD LDS is capable of running as a service on
computers running Microsoft Windows Server. AD LDS shares the code base with Active Directory and provides
the same functionality as Active Directory, including an identical API, but does not require the creation of domains
or domain controllers.
Like Active Directory, AD LDS provides a Data Store for storage of directory data and a Directory Service with an
LDAP Directory Service Interface. Unlike Active Directory, however, multiple AD LDS instances can be run on the
same server.

Unix integration
Varying levels of interoperability with Active Directory can be achieved on most Unix-like operating systems
through standards-compliant LDAP clients, but these systems usually do not interpret many attributes associated
with Windows components, such as Group Policy and support for one-way trusts.
Third-parties offer Active Directory integration for Unix platforms (including UNIX, Linux, Mac OS X, and a
number of Java- and UNIX-based applications), including:
• Centrify DirectControl (Centrify Corporation) – Active Directory-compatible centralized authentication and

access control[20]

• Centrify Express (Centrify Corporation) – A suite of free Active Directory-compliant services for centralized
authentication, monitoring, file-sharing and remote access

• UNAB (Computer Associates)
• TrustBroker (CyberSafe Limited) – An implementation of Kerberos
• PowerBroker Identity Services, formerly Likewise (BeyondTrust, formerly Likewise Software) – Allows a

non-Windows client to join Active Directory[20]

• Authentication Services (Quest Software)
• ADmitMac (Thursby Software Systems)[20]

• Samba – Can act as a domain controller[21][22]

The schema additions shipped with Windows Server 2003 R2 include attributes that map closely enough to RFC
2307 to be generally usable. The reference implementation of RFC 2307, nss_ldap and pam_ldap provided by
PADL.com, support these attributes directly. The default schema for group membership complies with RFC 2307bis
(proposed).[23] Windows Server 2003 R2 includes a Microsoft Management Console snap-in that creates and edits
the attributes.
An alternate option is to use another directory service such as 389 Directory Server (formerly Fedora Directory 
Server, FDS), eB2Bcom ViewDS v7.1 XML Enabled Directory or Sun Microsystems Sun Java System Directory 
Server, which can perform two-way synchronization with AD and thus provide a "deflected" integration, as Unix and
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Linux clients authenticate to this while Windows Clients authenticate to AD. Another option is to use OpenLDAP
with its translucent overlay, which can extend entries in any remote LDAP server with additional attributes stored in
a local database. Clients pointed at the local database see entries containing both the remote and local attributes,
while the remote database remains completely untouched.
Administration (querying, modifying, and monitoring) of Active Directory can be achieved via many scripting
languages, including PowerShell, VBScript, JScript/JavaScript, Perl, Python, and Ruby.[24][25][26][27]
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Cloud computing logical diagram

Cloud computing is the delivery of
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service [2] to a community of
end-recipients. The name comes from
the use of a cloud-shaped symbol[3] as
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infrastructure it contains in system
diagrams[4]. Cloud computing entrusts
services with a user's data, software
and computation over a network.

There are three types of cloud
computing:[5]

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
• Platform as a Service (PaaS), and
• Software as a Service (SaaS).
Using Software as a Service, users also
rent application software and
databases. The cloud providers manage
the infrastructure and platforms on
which the applications run.
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End users access cloud-based applications through a web browser or a light-weight desktop or mobile app while the
business software and user's data are stored on servers at a remote location. Proponents claim that cloud computing
allows enterprises to get their applications up and running faster, with improved manageability and less maintenance,
and enables IT to more rapidly adjust resources to meet fluctuating and unpredictable business demand.[6][7]

Cloud computing relies on sharing of resources to achieve coherence and economies of scale similar to a utility (like
the electricity grid) over a network (typically the Internet).[8] At the foundation of cloud computing is the broader
concept of converged infrastructure and shared services.[9]

History
The origin of the term cloud computing is obscure, but it appears to derive from the practice of using drawings of
stylized clouds to denote networks in diagrams of computing and communications systems. The word cloud is used
as a metaphor for the Internet, based on the standardized use of a cloud-like shape to denote a network on telephony
schematics and later to depict the Internet in computer network diagrams as an abstraction of the underlying
infrastructure it represents. In the 1990s, telecommunications companies who previously offered primarily dedicated
point-to-point data circuits, began offering virtual private network (VPN) services with comparable quality of service
but at a much lower cost. By switching traffic to balance utilization as they saw fit, they were able to utilize their
overall network bandwidth more effectively. The cloud symbol was used to denote the demarcation point between
that which was the responsibility of the provider and that which was the responsibility of the users. Cloud computing
extends this boundary to cover servers as well as the network infrastructure.[10]

The underlying concept of cloud computing dates back to the 1950s; when large-scale mainframe became available
in academia and corporations, accessible via thin clients / terminal computers. Because it was costly to buy a
mainframe, it became important to find ways to get the greatest return on the investment in them, allowing multiple
users to share both the physical access to the computer from multiple terminals as well as to share the CPU time,
eliminating periods of inactivity, which became known in the industry as time-sharing.[11].
As computers became more prevalent, scientists and technologists explored ways to make large-scale computing
power available to more users through time sharing, experimenting with algorithms to provide the optimal use of the
infrastructure, platform and applications with prioritized access to the CPU and efficiency for the end users.[12].
John McCarthy opined in the 1960s that "computation may someday be organized as a public utility." Almost all the
modern-day characteristics of cloud computing (elastic provision, provided as a utility, online, illusion of infinite
supply), the comparison to the electricity industry and the use of public, private, government, and community forms,
were thoroughly explored in Douglas Parkhill's 1966 book, The Challenge of the Computer Utility. Other scholars
have shown that cloud computing's roots go all the way back to the 1950s when scientist Herb Grosch (the author of
Grosch's law) postulated that the entire world would operate on dumb terminals powered by about 15 large data
centers.[13] Due to the expense of these powerful computers, many corporations and other entities could avail
themselves of computing capability through time sharing and several organizations, such as GE's GEISCO, IBM
subsidiary The Service Bureau Corporation, Tymshare (founded in 1966), National CSS (founded in 1967 and
bought by Dun & Bradstreet in 1979), Dial Data (bought by Tymshare in 1968), and Bolt, Beranek and Newman
marketed time sharing as a commercial venture.
The ubiquitous availability of high capacity networks, low cost computers and storage devices as well as the
widespread adoption of hardware virtualization, service-oriented architecture, autonomic, and utility computing have
led to a tremendous growth in cloud computing.[14][15][16]

After the dot-com bubble, Amazon played a key role in the development of cloud computing by modernizing their 
data centers, which, like most computer networks, were using as little as 10% of their capacity at any one time, just 
to leave room for occasional spikes. Having found that the new cloud architecture resulted in significant internal 
efficiency improvements whereby small, fast-moving "two-pizza teams" could add new features faster and more 
easily, Amazon initiated a new product development effort to provide cloud computing to external customers, and
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launched Amazon Web Service (AWS) on a utility computing basis in 2006.[17][18]

In early 2008, Eucalyptus became the first open-source, AWS API-compatible platform for deploying private clouds.
In early 2008, OpenNebula, enhanced in the RESERVOIR European Commission-funded project, became the first
open-source software for deploying private and hybrid clouds, and for the federation of clouds.[19] In the same year,
efforts were focused on providing quality of service guarantees (as required by real-time interactive applications) to
cloud-based infrastructures, in the framework of the IRMOS European Commission-funded project, resulting to a
real-time cloud environment.[20] By mid-2008, Gartner saw an opportunity for cloud computing "to shape the
relationship among consumers of IT services, those who use IT services and those who sell them"[21] and observed
that "organisations are switching from company-owned hardware and software assets to per-use service-based
models" so that the "projected shift to computing... will result in dramatic growth in IT products in some areas and
significant reductions in other areas."[22]

On March 1, 2011, IBM announced the Smarter Computing [23] framework to support Smarter Planet.[24] Among the
various components of the Smarter Computing foundation, cloud computing is a critical piece.
In 2012, Dr. Biju John and Dr. Souheil Khaddaj incorporated the semantic term into the cloud "Cloud computing is a
universal collection of data which extends over the internet in the form of resources (such as information hardware,
various platforms, services etc.) and forms individual units within the virtualization environment. Held together by
infrastructure providers, service providers and the consumer, then it is semantically accessed by various users."
(CLUSE 2012), Bangalore, April 2012[25]

Similar systems and concepts
Cloud computing shares characteristics with:
• Autonomic computing — Computer systems capable of self-management.[26]

• Client–server model — Client–server computing refers broadly to any distributed application that distinguishes
between service providers (servers) and service requesters (clients).[27]

• Grid computing — "A form of distributed and parallel computing, whereby a 'super and virtual computer' is
composed of a cluster of networked, loosely coupled computers acting in concert to perform very large tasks."

• Mainframe computer — Powerful computers used mainly by large organizations for critical applications,
typically bulk data processing such as census, industry and consumer statistics, police and secret intelligence
services, enterprise resource planning, and financial transaction processing.[28]

• Utility computing — The "packaging of computing resources, such as computation and storage, as a metered
service similar to a traditional public utility, such as electricity."[29][30]

• Peer-to-peer — Distributed architecture without the need for central coordination, with participants being at the
same time both suppliers and consumers of resources (in contrast to the traditional client–server model).

• Cloud gaming - Also called On-demand gaming is a way of delivering to games to computers. The gaming data
will be stored in the provider's server, so that gaming will be independent of client computers used to play the
game.

Characteristics
Cloud computing exhibits the following key characteristics:
• Agility improves with users' ability to re-provision technological infrastructure resources.
• Application programming interface (API) accessibility to software that enables machines to interact with cloud

software in the same way the user interface facilitates interaction between humans and computers. Cloud
computing systems typically use REST-based APIs.

• Cost is claimed to be reduced and in a public cloud delivery model capital expenditure is converted to operational 
expenditure.[31] This is purported to lower barriers to entry, as infrastructure is typically provided by a third-party
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and does not need to be purchased for one-time or infrequent intensive computing tasks. Pricing on a utility
computing basis is fine-grained with usage-based options and fewer IT skills are required for implementation
(in-house).[32] The e-FISCAL project's state of the art repository[33] contains several articles looking into cost
aspects in more detail, most of them concluding that costs savings depend on the type of activities supported and
the type of infrastructure available in-house.

• Device and location independence[34] enable users to access systems using a web browser regardless of their
location or what device they are using (e.g., PC, mobile phone). As infrastructure is off-site (typically provided by
a third-party) and accessed via the Internet, users can connect from anywhere.[32]

• Virtualization technology allows servers and storage devices to be shared and utilization be increased.
Applications can be easily migrated from one physical server to another.

• Multitenancy enables sharing of resources and costs across a large pool of users thus allowing for:
• Centralization of infrastructure in locations with lower costs (such as real estate, electricity, etc.)
• Peak-load capacity increases (users need not engineer for highest possible load-levels)
• Utilisation and efficiency improvements for systems that are often only 10–20% utilised.[17]

• Reliability is improved if multiple redundant sites are used, which makes well-designed cloud computing suitable
for business continuity and disaster recovery.[35]

• Scalability and Elasticity via dynamic ("on-demand") provisioning of resources on a fine-grained, self-service
basis near real-time, without users having to engineer for peak loads.[36][37]

• Performance is monitored, and consistent and loosely coupled architectures are constructed using web services
as the system interface.[32]

• Security could improve due to centralization of data, increased security-focused resources, etc., but concerns can
persist about loss of control over certain sensitive data, and the lack of security for stored kernels.[38] Security is
often as good as or better than other traditional systems, in part because providers are able to devote resources to
solving security issues that many customers cannot afford.[39] However, the complexity of security is greatly
increased when data is distributed over a wider area or greater number of devices and in multi-tenant systems that
are being shared by unrelated users. In addition, user access to security audit logs may be difficult or impossible.
Private cloud installations are in part motivated by users' desire to retain control over the infrastructure and avoid
losing control of information security.

• Maintenance of cloud computing applications is easier, because they do not need to be installed on each user's
computer and can be accessed from different places.
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Service models
Cloud computing providers offer their services according to three fundamental models:[8][40] Infrastructure as a
service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS) where IaaS is the most basic and each
higher model abstracts from the details of the lower models.

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)

In this most basic cloud service model, cloud providers offer
computers, as physical or more often as virtual machines, and other
resources. The virtual machines are run as guests by a hypervisor, such
as Xen or KVM. Management of pools of hypervisors by the cloud
operational support system leads to the ability to scale to support a
large numbers of virtual machines. Other resources in IaaS clouds
include images in a virtual machine image library, raw (block) and
file-based storage, firewalls, load balancers, IP addresses, virtual local
area networks (VLANs), and software bundles[41]. IaaS cloud
providers supply these resources on demand from their large pools
installed in data centers. For wide area connectivity, the Internet can be used or -- in carrier clouds -- dedicated
virtual private networks can be configured.

To deploy their applications, cloud users then install operating system images on the machines as well as their
application software. In this model, it is the cloud user who is responsible for patching and maintaining the operating
systems and application software. Cloud providers typically bill IaaS services on a utility computing basis, that is,
cost will reflect the amount of resources allocated and consumed.
IaaS refers not to a machine that does all the work, but simply to a facility given to businesses that offers users the
leverage of extra storage space in servers and data centers.
Examples of IaaS include: Amazon CloudFormation (and underlying services such as Amazon EC2), Rackspace
Cloud, Google Compute Engine, and RightScale.

Platform as a service (PaaS)
In the PaaS model, cloud providers deliver a computing platform typically including operating system, programming
language execution environment, database, and web server. Application developers can develop and run their
software solutions on a cloud platform without the cost and complexity of buying and managing the underlying
hardware and software layers. With some PaaS offers, the underlying computer and storage resources scale
automatically to match application demand such that cloud user does not have to allocate resources manually.
Examples of PaaS include: Amazon Elastic Beanstalk, Heroku, EngineYard, Google App Engine, and Microsoft
Azure.

Software as a service (SaaS)
In this model, cloud providers install and operate application software in the cloud and cloud users access the 
software from cloud clients. The cloud users do not manage the cloud infrastructure and platform on which the 
application is running. This eliminates the need to install and run the application on the cloud user's own computers 
simplifying maintenance and support. What makes a cloud application different from other applications is its 
elasticity. This can be achieved by cloning tasks onto multiple virtual machines at run-time to meet the changing 
work demand.[42] Load balancers distribute the work over the set of virtual machines. This process is inconspicuous 
to the cloud user who sees only a single access point. To accommodate a large number of cloud users, cloud 
applications can be multitenant, that is, any machine serves more than one cloud user organization. It is common to
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refer to special types of cloud based application software with a similar naming convention: desktop as a service,
business process as a service, Test Environment as a Service, communication as a service.
The pricing model for SaaS applications is typically a monthly or yearly flat fee per user.[43]

Examples of SaaS include: Google Apps, Quickbooks Online and Salesforce.com.

Cloud clients
Users access cloud computing using networked client devices, such as desktop computers, laptops, tablets and
smartphones. Some of these devices - cloud clients - rely on cloud computing for all or a majority of their
applications so as to be essentially useless without it. Examples are thin clients and the browser-based Chromebook.
Many cloud applications do not require specific software on the client and instead use a web browser to interact with
the cloud application. With Ajax and HTML5 these Web user interfaces can achieve a similar or even better look
and feel as native applications. Some cloud applications, however, support specific client software dedicated to these
applications (e.g., virtual desktop clients and most email clients). Some legacy applications (line of business
applications that until now have been prevalent in thin client Windows computing) are delivered via a screen-sharing
technology.

Deployment models

Cloud computing types

Public cloud

Public cloud applications, storage, and
other resources are made available to
the general public by a service
provider. These services are free or
offered on a pay-per-use model.
Generally, public cloud service
providers like Amazon AWS,
Microsoft and Google own and operate
the infrastructure and offer access only
via Internet (direct connectivity is not
offered).[32]

Community cloud
Community cloud shares infrastructure between several organizations from a specific community with common
concerns (security, compliance, jurisdiction, etc.), whether managed internally or by a third-party and hosted
internally or externally. The costs are spread over fewer users than a public cloud (but more than a private cloud), so
only some of the cost savings potential of cloud computing are realized.[8]

Hybrid cloud
Hybrid cloud is a composition of two or more clouds (private, community or public) that remain unique entities but
are bound together, offering the benefits of multiple deployment models.[8]

By utilizing "hybrid cloud" architecture, companies and individuals are able to obtain degrees of fault tolerance
combined with locally immediate usability without dependency on internet connectivity. Hybrid Cloud architecture
requires both on-premises resources and off-site (remote) server based cloud infrastructure.
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Hybrid clouds lack the flexibility, security and certainty of in-house applications.[44] Hybrid cloud provides the
flexibility of in house applications with the fault tolerance and scalability of cloud based services.

Private cloud
Private cloud is cloud infrastructure operated solely for a single organization, whether managed internally or by a
third-party and hosted internally or externally.[8] Undertaking a private cloud project requires a significant level and
degree of engagement to virtualize the business environment, and it will require the organization to reevaluate
decisions about existing resources. When it is done right, it can have a positive impact on a business, but every one
of the steps in the project raises security issues that must be addressed in order to avoid serious vulnerabilities.[45]

They have attracted criticism because users "still have to buy, build, and manage them" and thus do not benefit from
less hands-on management,[46] essentially "[lacking] the economic model that makes cloud computing such an
intriguing concept".[47][48]

Architecture

Cloud computing sample architecture

Cloud architecture,[49] the systems
architecture of the software systems
involved in the delivery of cloud
computing, typically involves multiple
cloud components communicating with
each other over a loose coupling
mechanism such as a messaging queue.
Elastic provision implies intelligence
in the use of tight or loose coupling as
applied to mechanisms such as these
and others.

The Intercloud

The Intercloud[50] is an interconnected
global "cloud of clouds"[51][52] and an
extension of the Internet "network of networks" on which it is based.[53][54][55]

Cloud engineering
Cloud engineering is the application of engineering disciplines to cloud computing. It brings a systematic approach
to the high-level concerns of commercialisation, standardisation, and governance in conceiving, developing,
operating and maintaining cloud computing systems. It is a multidisciplinary method encompassing contributions
from diverse areas such as systems, software, web, performance, information, security, platform, risk, and quality
engineering.

Issues

Privacy
The cloud model has been criticised by privacy advocates for the greater ease in which the companies hosting the 
cloud services control, thus, can monitor at will, lawfully or unlawfully, the communication and data stored between 
the user and the host company. Instances such as the secret NSA program, working with AT&T, and Verizon, which 
recorded over 10 million phone calls between American citizens, causes uncertainty among privacy advocates, and
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the greater powers it gives to telecommunication companies to monitor user activity.[56] Using a cloud service
provider (CSP) can complicate privacy of data because of the extent to which virtualization for cloud processing
(virtual machines) and cloud storage are used to implement cloud service.[57] The point is that CSP operations,
customer or tenant data may not remain on the same system, or in the same data center or even within the same
provider's cloud. This can lead to legal concerns over jurisdiction. While there have been efforts (such as US-EU
Safe Harbor) to "harmonise" the legal environment, providers such as Amazon still cater to major markets (typically
the United States and the European Union) by deploying local infrastructure and allowing customers to select
"availability zones."[58] Cloud computing poses privacy concerns because the service provider may access the data
that is on the cloud at any point in time. They could accidentally or deliberately alter or even delete information.[59]

Compliance
In order to obtain compliance with regulations including FISMA, HIPAA, and SOX in the United States, the Data
Protection Directive in the EU and the credit card industry's PCI DSS, users may have to adopt community or hybrid
deployment modes that are typically more expensive and may offer restricted benefits. This is how Google is able to
"manage and meet additional government policy requirements beyond FISMA"[60][61] and Rackspace Cloud or
QubeSpace are able to claim PCI compliance.[62]

Many providers also obtain a SAS 70 Type II audit, but this has been criticised on the grounds that the hand-picked
set of goals and standards determined by the auditor and the auditee are often not disclosed and can vary widely.[63]

Providers typically make this information available on request, under non-disclosure agreement.[64][65]

Customers in the EU contracting with cloud providers outside the EU/EEA have to adhere to the EU regulations on
export of personal data.[66]

U.S. Federal Agencies have been directed by the Office of Management and Budget to use a process called
FedRAMP (Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program) to assess and authorize cloud products and
services. Federal CIO Steven VanRoekel issued a memorandum to federal agency Chief Information Officers on
December 8, 2011 defining how federal agencies should use FedRAMP. FedRAMP consists of a subset of NIST
Special Publication 800-53 security controls specifically selected to provide protection in cloud environments. A
subset has been defined for the FIPS 199 low categorization and the FIPS 199 moderate categorization. The
FedRAMP program has also established a Joint Acceditation Board (JAB) consisting of Chief Information Officers
from DoD, DHS and GSA. The JAB is responsible for establishing accreditation standards for 3rd party
organizations who will perform the assessments of cloud solutions. The JAB will also review authorization packages
and may grant provisional authorization (to operate). The federal agency consuming the service will still have the
final responsibility for final authority to operate.[67]

Legal
As can be expected with any revolutionary change in the landscape of global computing, certain legal issues arise;
everything from trademark infringement, security concerns to the sharing of propriety data resources .

Open source
Open-source software has provided the foundation for many cloud computing implementations, one prominent
example being the Hadoop framework.[68] In November 2007, the Free Software Foundation released the Affero
General Public License, a version of GPLv3 intended to close a perceived legal loophole associated with free
software designed to be run over a network.[69]
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Open standards
Most cloud providers expose APIs that are typically well-documented (often under a Creative Commons license[70])
but also unique to their implementation and thus not interoperable. Some vendors have adopted others' APIs and
there are a number of open standards under development, with a view to delivering interoperability and
portability.[71]

Security
As cloud computing is achieving increased popularity, concerns are being voiced about the security issues
introduced through adoption of this new model. The effectiveness and efficiency of traditional protection
mechanisms are being reconsidered as the characteristics of this innovative deployment model can differ widely
from those of traditional architectures.[72] An alternative perspective on the topic of cloud security is that this is but
another, although quite broad, case of "applied security" and that similar security principles that apply in shared
multi-user mainframe security models apply with cloud security.[73]

The relative security of cloud computing services is a contentious issue that may be delaying its adoption.[74]

Physical control of the Private Cloud equipment is more secure than having the equipment off site and under
someone else’s control. Physical control and the ability to visually inspect the data links and access ports is required
in order to ensure data links are not compromised. Issues barring the adoption of cloud computing are due in large
part to the private and public sectors' unease surrounding the external management of security-based services. It is
the very nature of cloud computing-based services, private or public, that promote external management of provided
services. This delivers great incentive to cloud computing service providers to prioritize building and maintaining
strong management of secure services.[75] Security issues have been categorised into sensitive data access, data
segregation, privacy, bug exploitation, recovery, accountability, malicious insiders, management console security,
account control, and multi-tenancy issues. Solutions to various cloud security issues vary, from cryptography,
particularly public key infrastructure (PKI), to use of multiple cloud providers, standardisation of APIs, and
improving virtual machine support and legal support.[72][76][77]

Cloud computing offers many benefits, but it also is vulnerable to threats. As the uses of cloud computing increase, it
is highly likely that more criminals will try to find new ways to exploit vulnerabilities in the system. There are many
underlying challenges and risks in cloud computing that increase the threat of data being compromised. To help
mitigate the threat, cloud computing stakeholders should invest heavily in risk assessment to ensure that the system
encrypts to protect data; establishes trusted foundation to secure the platform and infrastructure; and builds higher
assurance into auditing to strengthen compliance. Security concerns must be addressed in order to establish trust in
cloud computing technology.

Sustainability
Although cloud computing is often assumed to be a form of "green computing", there is no published study to
substantiate this assumption.[78] Siting the servers affects the environmental effects of cloud computing. In areas
where climate favors natural cooling and renewable electricity is readily available, the environmental effects will be
more moderate. (The same holds true for "traditional" data centers.) Thus countries with favorable conditions, such
as Finland,[79] Sweden and Switzerland,[80] are trying to attract cloud computing data centers. Energy efficiency in
cloud computing can result from energy-aware scheduling and server consolidation.[81] However, in the case of
distributed clouds over data centers with different source of energies including renewable source of energies, a small
compromise on energy consumption reduction could result in high carbon footprint reduction.[82]
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Abuse
As with privately purchased hardware, customers can purchase the services of cloud computing for nefarious
purposes. This includes password cracking and launching attacks using the purchased services.[83] In 2009, a
banking trojan illegally used the popular Amazon service as a command and control channel that issued software
updates and malicious instructions to PCs that were infected by the malware.[84]

Research
Many universities, vendors and government organisations are investing in research around the topic of cloud
computing:[85][86]

• In October 2007, the Academic Cloud Computing Initiative (ACCI) was announced as a multi-university project
designed to enhance students' technical knowledge to address the challenges of cloud computing.[87]

• In April 2009, UC Santa Barbara released the first open source platform-as-a-service, AppScale, which is capable
of running Google App Engine applications at scale on a multitude of infrastructures.

• In April 2009, the St Andrews Cloud Computing Co-laboratory was launched, focusing on research in the
important new area of cloud computing. Unique in the UK, StACC aims to become an international centre of
excellence for research and teaching in cloud computing and will provide advice and information to businesses
interested in using cloud-based services.[88]

• In October 2010, the TClouds (Trustworthy Clouds) project was started, funded by the European Commission's
7th Framework Programme. The project's goal is to research and inspect the legal foundation and architectural
design to build a resilient and trustworthy cloud-of-cloud infrastructure on top of that. The project also develops a
prototype to demonstrate its results.[89]

• In December 2010, the TrustCloud research project [90][91] was started by HP Labs Singapore to address
transparency and accountability of cloud computing via detective, data-centric approaches[92] encapsulated in a
five-layer TrustCloud Framework. The team identified the need for monitoring data life cycles and transfers in the
cloud,[90] leading to the tackling of key cloud computing security issues such as cloud data leakages, cloud
accountability and cross-national data transfers in transnational clouds.

•• In July 2011, the High Performance Computing Cloud (HPCCLoud) project was kicked-off aiming at finding out
the possibilities of enhancing performance on cloud environments while running the scientific applications -
development of HPCCLoud Performance Analysis Toolkit which was funded by CIM-Returning Experts
Programme - under the coordination of Prof. Dr. Shajulin Benedict.

• In June 2011, the Telecommunications Industry Association developed a Cloud Computing White Paper, to
analyze the integration challenges and opportunities between cloud services and traditional U.S.
telecommunications standards.[93]

• In 2011, FEMhub launched NCLab, a free SaaS application for science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM). NCLab has more than 10,000 users as of July 2012.
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Configuration Management: Many Hosts

Secure Shell
Secure Shell (SSH) is a network protocol for secure data communication, remote shell services or command
execution and other secure network services between two networked computers that it connects via a secure channel
over an insecure network: a server and a client (running SSH server and SSH client programs, respectively).[1] The
protocol specification distinguishes two major versions that are referred to as SSH-1 and SSH-2.
The best-known application of the protocol is for access to shell accounts on Unix-like operating systems. It was
designed as a replacement for Telnet and other insecure remote shell protocols such as the Berkeley rsh and rexec
protocols, which send information, notably passwords, in plaintext, rendering them susceptible to interception and
disclosure using packet analysis.[2] The encryption used by SSH is intended to provide confidentiality and integrity
of data over an unsecured network, such as the Internet.

Definition
SSH uses public-key cryptography to authenticate the remote computer and allow it to authenticate the user, if
necessary.[1] Anyone can produce a matching pair of different keys (public and private). The public key is placed on
all computers that must allow access to the owner of the matching private key (the owner keeps the private key
secret). While authentication is based on the private key, the key itself is never transferred through the network
during authentication.
SSH only verifies if the same person offering the public key also owns the matching private key. Hence, in all
versions of SSH it is important to verify unknown public keys, i.e. associate the public keys with identities, before
accepting them as valid. Accepting an attacker's public key without validation will authorize an unauthorized
attacker as a valid user.

Key management
On Unix-like systems, the list of authorized keys is stored in the home folder of the user that is allowed to log in
remotely, in the file ~/.ssh/authorized_keys.[3] This file is only respected by ssh if it is not writable by anything apart
from the owner and root. When the public key is present on one side and the matching private key is present on
another side, typing in the password is no longer required (some software like MPI stack may need this
password-less access to run properly). However, for additional security the private key itself can be locked with a
passphrase.
The private key can also be looked for in standard places, but its full path can also be specified as a command line
setting (the switch -i for ssh). The ssh-keygen utility produces the public and private keys, always in pairs.
SSH also supports password-based authentication that is encrypted by automatically generated keys. In this case the
attacker could imitate the legitimate side, ask for the password and obtain it (man-in-the-middle attack). However
this is only possible if the two sides have never authenticated before, as SSH remembers the key that the remote side
once used. Password authentication can be disabled.
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Usage
SSH is typically used to log into a remote machine and execute commands, but it also supports tunneling, forwarding
TCP ports and X11 connections; it can transfer files using the associated SSH file transfer (SFTP) or secure copy
(SCP) protocols.[1] SSH uses the client-server model.
The standard TCP port 22 has been assigned for contacting SSH servers,[4] though administrators frequently change
it to a non-standard port, believing it adds an additional security measure.
An SSH client program is typically used for establishing connections to an SSH daemon accepting remote
connections. Both are commonly present on most modern operating systems, including Mac OS X, most
distributions of GNU/Linux, OpenBSD, FreeBSD, Solaris and OpenVMS. Notably, Windows is one of the few
modern desktop/server OSs that does not include SSH by default. Proprietary, freeware and open source versions of
various levels of complexity and completeness exist.
SSH is important in cloud computing to solve connectivity problems, avoiding the security issues of exposing a
cloud-based virtual machine directly on the Internet. An SSH tunnel can provide a secure path over the Internet,
through a firewall to a virtual machine[5].

History and development

Version 1.x
In 1995, Tatu Ylönen, a researcher at Helsinki University of Technology, Finland, designed the first version of the
protocol (now called SSH-1) prompted by a password-sniffing attack at his university network. The goal of SSH was
to replace the earlier rlogin, TELNET and rsh protocols, which did not provide strong authentication nor guarantee
confidentiality. Ylönen released his implementation as freeware in July 1995, and the tool quickly gained in
popularity. Towards the end of 1995, the SSH user base had grown to 20,000 users in fifty countries.
In December 1995, Ylönen founded SSH Communications Security to market and develop SSH. The original
version of the SSH software used various pieces of free software, such as GNU libgmp, but later versions released by
SSH Secure Communications evolved into increasingly proprietary software.
It is estimated that, as of 2000, there were 2 million users of SSH.[6]

Notable vulnerabilities

In 1998 a vulnerability was described in SSH 1.5 which allowed the unauthorized insertion of content into an
encrypted SSH stream due to insufficient data integrity protection from CRC-32 used in this version of the
protocol.[7][8] A fix known as SSH Compensation Attack Detector[9] was introduced into most implementations.
Many of these updated implementations contained a new integer overflow vulnerability[10] that allowed attackers to
execute arbitrary code with the privileges of the SSH daemon, typically root.
In January 2001 a vulnerability was discovered that allows attackers to modify the last block of an IDEA-encrypted
session.[11] The same month, another vulnerability was discovered that allowed a malicious server to forward a client
authentication to another server.[12]

Since SSH-1 has inherent design flaws which make it vulnerable, it is now generally considered obsolete and should
be avoided by explicitly disabling fallback to SSH-1. Most modern servers and clients support SSH-2.
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Version 1.99
In January 2006, well after version 2.1 was established, RFC 4253 specified that an SSH server which supports both
2.0 and prior versions of SSH should identify its protoversion as 1.99.[13] This is not an actual version but a method
to identify backward compatibility.

OpenSSH and OSSH
In 1999, developers wanting a free software version to be available went back to the older 1.2.12 release of the
original SSH program, which was the last released under an open source license. Björn Grönvall's OSSH was
subsequently developed from this codebase. Shortly thereafter, OpenBSD developers forked Grönvall's code and did
extensive work on it, creating OpenSSH, which shipped with the 2.6 release of OpenBSD. From this version, a
"portability" branch was formed to port OpenSSH to other operating systems. As of 2005, OpenSSH was the single
most popular SSH implementation, coming by default in a large number of operating systems. OSSH meanwhile has
become obsolete.[14] OpenSSH continues to be maintained and now supports both 1.x and 2.0 versions.

Version 2.x
"Secsh" was the official Internet Engineering Task Force's (IETF) name for the IETF working group responsible for
version 2 of the SSH protocol.[15] In 2006, a revised version of the protocol, SSH-2, was adopted as a standard. This
version is incompatible with SSH-1. SSH-2 features both security and feature improvements over SSH-1. Better
security, for example, comes through Diffie-Hellman key exchange and strong integrity checking via message
authentication codes. New features of SSH-2 include the ability to run any number of shell sessions over a single
SSH connection.[16] Due to SSH-2's superiority and popularity over SSH-1, some implementations such as Lsh[17]

and Dropbear[18], only support SSH-2 protocol.

Vulnerabilities

In November 2008, a vulnerability was discovered for all versions of SSH which allowed recovery of up to 32 bits of
plaintext from a block of ciphertext that was encrypted using what was then the standard default encryption mode,
CBC.[19]

Internet standard documentation
The following RFC publications by the IETF "secsh" working group document SSH-2 as a proposed Internet
standard.
•• RFC 4250, The Secure Shell (SSH) Protocol Assigned Numbers
•• RFC 4251, The Secure Shell (SSH) Protocol Architecture
•• RFC 4252, The Secure Shell (SSH) Authentication Protocol
•• RFC 4253, The Secure Shell (SSH) Transport Layer Protocol
•• RFC 4254, The Secure Shell (SSH) Connection Protocol
•• RFC 4255, Using DNS to Securely Publish Secure Shell (SSH) Key Fingerprints
•• RFC 4256, Generic Message Exchange Authentication for the Secure Shell Protocol (SSH)
•• RFC 4335, The Secure Shell (SSH) Session Channel Break Extension
•• RFC 4344, The Secure Shell (SSH) Transport Layer Encryption Modes
•• RFC 4345, Improved Arcfour Modes for the Secure Shell (SSH) Transport Layer Protocol
It was later modified and expanded by the following publications.
•• RFC 4419, Diffie-Hellman Group Exchange for the Secure Shell (SSH) Transport Layer Protocol (March 2006)
•• RFC 4432, RSA Key Exchange for the Secure Shell (SSH) Transport Layer Protocol (March 2006)
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•• RFC 4462, Generic Security Service Application Program Interface (GSS-API) Authentication and Key
Exchange for the Secure Shell (SSH) Protocol (May 2006)

•• RFC 4716, The Secure Shell (SSH) Public Key File Format (November 2006)
•• RFC 5656, Elliptic Curve Algorithm Integration in the Secure Shell Transport Layer (December 2009)

Uses

Example of tunneling an X11 application over SSH: the user 'josh'
has SSHed from the local machine 'foofighter' to the remote machine

'tengwar' to run xeyes.

Logging into OpenWrt via SSH using PuTTY running on Windows.

SSH is a protocol that can be used for many
applications across many platforms including most
Unix variants (Linux, the BSD's including Apple's OS
X, & Solaris), as well as Microsoft Windows. Some of
the applications below may require features that are
only available or compatible with specific SSH clients
or servers. For example, using the SSH protocol to
implement a VPN is possible, but presently only with
the OpenSSH server and client implementation.

• For login to a shell on a remote host (replacing
Telnet and rlogin)

• For executing a single command on a remote host
(replacing rsh)

•• Secure file transfer
• In combination with rsync to back up, copy and

mirror files efficiently and securely
• For forwarding or tunneling a port (not to be

confused with a VPN, which routes packets between
different networks, or bridges two broadcast
domains into one).

• For using as a full-fledged encrypted VPN. Note that
only OpenSSH server and client supports this
feature.

• For forwarding X from a remote host (possible
through multiple intermediate hosts)

• For browsing the web through an encrypted proxy connection with SSH clients that support the SOCKS protocol.
• For securely mounting a directory on a remote server as a filesystem on a local computer using SSHFS.
•• For automated remote monitoring and management of servers through one or more of the mechanisms discussed

above.
•• For development on a mobile or embedded device that supports SSH.
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File transfer protocols using SSH
There are multiple mechanisms for transferring files using the Secure Shell protocols.
• Secure copy (SCP), which evolved from RCP protocol over SSH
• rsync, intended to be more efficient than SCP
• SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP), a secure alternative to FTP (not to be confused with FTP over SSH)
• Files transferred over shell protocol (a.k.a. FISH), released in 1998, which evolved from Unix shell commands

over SSH

Architecture

Diagram of the SSH-2 binary packet.

The SSH-2 protocol has an internal architecture
(defined in RFC 4251) with well-separated layers.
These are:
• The transport layer (RFC 4253). This layer handles

initial key exchange as well as server authentication,
and sets up encryption, compression and integrity
verification. It exposes to the upper layer an
interface for sending and receiving plaintext packets
with sizes of up to 32,768 bytes each (more can be
allowed by the implementation). The transport layer
also arranges for key re-exchange, usually after 1
GB of data has been transferred or after 1 hour has
passed, whichever is sooner.

• The user authentication layer (RFC 4252). This
layer handles client authentication and provides a number of authentication methods. Authentication is
client-driven: when one is prompted for a password, it may be the SSH client prompting, not the server. The
server merely responds to the client's authentication requests. Widely used user authentication methods include
the following:

• password: a method for straightforward password authentication, including a facility allowing a password to be
changed. This method is not implemented by all programs.

• publickey: a method for public key-based authentication, usually supporting at least DSA or RSA keypairs,
with other implementations also supporting X.509 certificates.

• keyboard-interactive (RFC 4256): a versatile method where the server sends one or more prompts to enter
information and the client displays them and sends back responses keyed-in by the user. Used to provide
one-time password authentication such as S/Key or SecurID. Used by some OpenSSH configurations when
PAM is the underlying host authentication provider to effectively provide password authentication, sometimes
leading to inability to log in with a client that supports just the plain password authentication method.

• GSSAPI authentication methods which provide an extensible scheme to perform SSH authentication using
external mechanisms such as Kerberos 5 or NTLM, providing single sign on capability to SSH sessions. These
methods are usually implemented by commercial SSH implementations for use in organizations, though
OpenSSH does have a working GSSAPI implementation.

• The connection layer (RFC 4254). This layer defines the concept of channels, channel requests and global
requests using which SSH services are provided. A single SSH connection can host multiple channels
simultaneously, each transferring data in both directions. Channel requests are used to relay out-of-band channel
specific data, such as the changed size of a terminal window or the exit code of a server-side process. The SSH
client requests a server-side port to be forwarded using a global request. Standard channel types include:
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• shell for terminal shells, SFTP and exec requests (including SCP transfers)
• direct-tcpip for client-to-server forwarded connections
• forwarded-tcpip for server-to-client forwarded connections

• The SSHFP DNS record (RFC 4255) provides the public host key fingerprints in order to aid in verifying the
authenticity of the host.

This open architecture provides considerable flexibility, allowing SSH to be used for a variety of purposes beyond a
secure shell. The functionality of the transport layer alone is comparable to Transport Layer Security (TLS); the user
authentication layer is highly extensible with custom authentication methods; and the connection layer provides the
ability to multiplex many secondary sessions into a single SSH connection, a feature comparable to BEEP and not
available in TLS.

Enhancements
These are intended for performance enhancements of SSH products:
• SSH-over-SCTP: support for SCTP rather than TCP as the connection oriented transport layer protocol.
• ECDSA: support for elliptic curve DSA rather than DSA or RSA for signing.
• ECDH: support for elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman rather than plain Diffie-Hellman for encryption key exchange.
• UMAC: support for UMAC rather than HMAC for MAC/integrity.
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[19] SSH CBC vulnerability (http:/ / www. kb. cert. org/ vuls/ id/ 958563), US-CERT
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Further reading
• Daniel J. Barrett, Richard E. Silverman, and Robert G. Byrnes, SSH: The Secure Shell (The Definitive Guide),

O'Reilly 2005 (2nd edition). ISBN 0-596-00895-3
• Michael Stahnke, Pro OpenSSH, Apress 2005 ISBN 1-59059-476-2
• Tatu Ylönen (12 July 1995). "Announcement: Ssh (Secure Shell) Remote Login Program" (http:/ / groups.

google. com/ group/ comp. security. unix/ msg/ 67079d812a19f499?dmode=source& hl=en). comp.security.unix.
Original announcement of Ssh

• Himanshu Dwivedi; Implementing SSH, Wiley 2003. ISBN 978-0-471-45880-7
• This article is based on material taken from the Free On-line Dictionary of Computing prior to 1 November 2008

and incorporated under the "relicensing" terms of the GFDL, version 1.3 or later.

External links
• Old homepage for IETF 'secsh' working group, which has concluded (http:/ / www. ietf. org/ html. charters/ OLD/

secsh-charter. html) (for SSH-2)
• SSH Protocols (http:/ / www. snailbook. com/ protocols. html)

WS-Management
Web Services-Management (WS-Management) is a DMTF open standard defining a SOAP-based protocol for the
management of servers, devices, applications and various Web services. The DMTF has published the standards
document DSP0226 with version v1.1.0 of 2010-03-03[1].
The specification is based on DMTF open standards and Internet standards for Web services. WS-Management was
originally developed by a coalition of vendors. The coalition started with AMD, Dell, Intel, Microsoft, Sun
Microsystems and expanded to a total of 13 members before being subjugated to the DMTF in 2005.
WS-Management provides a common way for systems to access and exchange management information across the
IT infrastructure. The specification is quite rich, supporting much more than get/set of simple variables, and in that it
is closer to WBEM or Netconf than to SNMP. A mapping of the DMTF-originated Common Information Model into
WS-Management was also defined.

Implementations and application support
• Microsoft has implemented the WS-Management standard in Windows Remote Management 1.1 (WinRM),[2]

available for Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008.
• Using WS-Management (WinRM 2.0), Windows PowerShell 2.0 allows scripts and cmdlets to be invoked on a

remote machine or a large set of remote machines.[3]

• Novell is working to develop an open source implementation of the WS-Management specification for SUSE
Linux Enterprise.[4]

• WinRM 2.0 for Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 was released on Oct 26, 2009.[5]

• A European research project (ITEA 2 programme, a strategic pan-European programme for advanced
pre-competitive R&D in Software-intensive Systems and Services), named SODA [6] (Service Oriented Device
and Delivery Architecture) developed several implementations of WS-Managament in ANSI C, Java, and for
OSGi. These implementations are specifically targeted to be used with an open web service protocol stack named
DPWS (Devices Profile for Web Services), and were optimized to be integrated in micro-devices with only
100kB of memory. These implementations are open source, and source code is available on the SOA4D forge [7].
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External links
• WS-Management specifications (http:/ / www. dmtf. org/ standards/ wsman)
• Openwsman: Open-source implementation of WS-Management (http:/ / www. openwsman. org/ )
• Wiseman: Open-source java implementation of WS-Management (https:/ / wiseman. dev. java. net/ )
• SOA4D (Service Oriented Architecture for Devices): Open-source C and Java implementation of DPWS stack

and WS-Management (http:/ / www. soa4d. org)
• A live WS-Management example for experimentation (http:/ / wsman. msft. net)
• WinRM (Windows Remote Management): a Microsoft Windows implementation of WS-Management Protocol

based on SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) (http:/ / msdn. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ aa384426. aspx)

Group Policy
Group Policy is a feature of the Microsoft Windows NT family of operating systems that control the working
environment of user accounts and computer accounts. Group Policy provides the centralized management and
configuration of operating systems, applications, and users' settings in an Active Directory environment.

Operation
Group Policy in part controls what users can and cannot do on a computer system, for example: to enforce a
password complexity policy that prevents users from choosing an overly simple password, to allow or prevent
unidentified users from remote computers to connect to a network share, to block access to the Windows Task
Manager or to restrict access to certain folders. A set of such configurations is called a Group Policy Object (GPO).
As part of Microsoft's IntelliMirror technologies, Group Policy aims to reduce the cost of supporting users.
IntelliMirror technologies relate to the management of disconnected machines or roaming users and include roaming
user profiles, folder redirection, and offline files.
Although Group Policy is more often seen in use for enterprise environments, it is also common in schools, smaller
businesses, and other kinds of smaller organizations.
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Enforcement
To accomplish the goal of central management of a group of computers, machines should receive and enforce GPOs.
A GPO that resides on a single machine only applies to that computer. To apply a GPO to a group of computers,
Group Policy relies on Active Directory (or third party products like ZENworks Desktop Management) for
distribution. Active Directory can distribute GPOs to computers that are part of a Windows domain.
By default, Microsoft Windows refreshes its policy settings every 90 minutes with a random 30 minutes offset. On
Domain controllers, Microsoft Windows does so every five minutes. During the refresh, it discovers, fetches and
applies all GPOs that apply to the machine and logged on user. Some settings, such as automated software
installation, drive mappings, startup scripts or logon scripts are only applied during startup or user logon. Since
Windows XP, a refresh of the group policy can be manually initiated by the user using the gpupdate command
from a command prompt.[1]

Group Policy Objects are processed in the following order (from top to bottom):[2]

1. Local - Any settings in the computer's local policy. Prior to Windows Vista, there was only one local group
policy stored per computer. Windows Vista and later Windows versions allow individual group policies per user
accounts.[3]

2. Site - Any Group Policies associated with the Active Directory site in which the computer resides. (An Active
Directory site is a logical grouping of computers that is meant to facilitate management of computers based on
their physical proximity.) If multiple policies are linked to a site, they are processed in the order set by the
administrator.

3. Domain - Any Group Policies associated with the Windows domain in which the computer resides. If multiple
policies are linked to a domain, they are processed in the order set by the administrator.

4. Organizational Unit - Group policies assigned to the Active Directory organizational unit (OU) in which the
computer or user are placed. (OUs are logical units that help organizing and managing a group of users,
computers or other Active Directory objects.) If multiple policies are linked to an OU, they are processed in the
order set by the administrator.

Inheritance
A policy setting inside a hierarchical structure is ordinarily passed from parent to children, and from children to
grandchildren, and so forth. This is termed inheritance. It can be blocked or enforced to control what policies are
applied at each level. If a higher level administrator (enterprise administrator) creates a policy that has inheritance
blocked by a lower level administrator (domain administrator), this policy will still be processed.
Where a Group Policy Preference Settings is configured and there is also an equivalent Group Policy Setting
configured, then the value of the Group Policy Setting will take precedence.

Filtering
WMI filtering is the process of customizing the scope of the GPO by choosing a Windows Management
Instrumentation (WMI) filter to apply.

Local Group Policy
Local Group Policy (LGP) is a more basic version of the Group Policy used by Active Directory. Prior to Windows
Vista, LGP could enforce a GPO for a single local computer, but could not make policies for individual users or
groups. Windows Vista allows setting local Group Policy for individual users.[4] LGP can be applied to a computer
on a domain, and it can be used on Windows XP Home Edition.
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Group Policy Preferences
There is a set of group policy setting extensions that were previously known as PolicyMaker. Microsoft bought
PolicyMaker and then integrated them with Windows Server 2008. Microsoft has since released a migration tool that
allows users to migrate PolicyMaker items to Group Policy Preferences.[5]

Group Policy Preferences adds a number of new configuration items. These items also have a number of additional
targeting options that can be used to granularly control the application of these setting items.
Group Policy Preferences are compatible with x86 and x64 versions of Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, and
Windows Vista with the addition of the Client Side Extensions (also known as CSE).[6][7][8][9][10][11]

Client Side Extensions are now included in Windows Server 2008, Windows 7, and Windows Server 2008 R2.

Group Policy Management Console
Originally, Group Polices were modified using the Group Policy Edit tool that was integrated with Active Directory
Users and Computers Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in, but it was later split into a separate MMC
snap-in called the Group Policy Management Console (GPMC). The GPMC is now a user component in Windows
Server 2008 and Windows Server 2008 R2 and is provided as a download as part of the Remote Server
Administration Tools for Windows Vista and Windows 7.[12][13][14][15]

Advanced Group Policy Management
Microsoft has also released a tool to make changes to Group Policy called Advanced Group Policy Management[16]

(a.k.a. AGPM). This tool available for any organisation that has licensed the Microsoft Desktop Optimization Pack
(a.k.a. MDOP). This advanced tool allows administrators to have a check in/out process for modification Group
Policy Objects, track changes to Group Policy Objects, and implement approval workflows for changes to Group
Policy Objects.
To use this software you must license all of your Windows Active Directory clients for MDOP.
AGPM consists of two parts - server and client. The server is a Windows Service that stores its Group Policy Objects
in an archive located on the same computer or a network share. The client is a snap-in to the Group Policy
Management Console, and connects to the AGPM server. Configuration of the client is performed via Group Policy.

Security
Group Policy settings are enforced voluntarily by the targeted applications. In many cases, this merely consists of
disabling the user interface for a particular function without disabling lower-level means of accessing it.[17]

Alternatively, a malevolent user can modify or interfere with the application so that it cannot successfully read its
Group Policy settings, thus enforcing potentially lower security defaults or even returning arbitrary values.[18]

Windows 8 Enhancements
Windows 8 introduced a new feature called Group Policy Update. This feature allows an administrator to force a
group policy update on all computers with accounts in a particular Organizational Unit. This update creates a
scheduled task on the computer and it will run the GPUPDATE command within 10 minutes with a random offset to
not over load the domain controller.
Group Policy Infrastructure Status which can report when any Group Policy Objects are not replicated correct
amongst domain controllers.[19]

Group Policy Results Report also has a new feature that times the execution of individual components when doing a
Group Policy Update.[20]
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External links
• Official website (http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ grouppolicy)
• Group Policy Team Blog (http:/ / blogs. technet. com/ grouppolicy)
• Group Policy Settings Reference for Windows and Windows Server (http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ download/ en/

details. aspx?displaylang=en& id=25250)
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System Center Configuration Manager

System Center Configuration Manager

Developer(s) Microsoft Corporation

Stable release Configuration Manager 2012 RTM / March 2012

Development status Active

Operating system Microsoft Windows

Platform x86 x64

Translation available Multilingual

Type Systems management

License MS-EULA

Website Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager [1]

System Center Configuration Manager (CM12 or CM07 or ConfigMgr or Configuration Manager), formerly
Systems Management Server (SMS), is a systems management software product by Microsoft for managing large
groups of Windows-based computer systems. Configuration Manager provides remote control, patch management,
software distribution, operating system deployment, network access protection, and hardware and software
inventory.
There have been three major iterations of SMS. The 1.x versions of the product defined the scope of control of the
management server (the site) in terms of the NT domain that was being managed. Since the 2.x versions, that site
paradigm has switched to a group of subnets that will be managed together. Since SMS 2003, the site could also be
defined as one or more Active Directory sites. The most frequently used feature is inventory management, which
provides both hardware and software inventory across a business enterprise.
The major difference between the 2.x product and SMS 2003 is the introduction of the Advanced Client. The
Advanced Client communicates with a more scalable management infrastructure, namely the Management Point. A
Management Point (MP) can manage up to 25000 Advanced Clients.
The Advanced Client was introduced to provide a solution to the problem that a managed laptop might connect to a
corporate network from multiple locations and should not always download content from the same place within the
enterprise (though it should always receive policy from its own site). When an Advanced Client is within another
location (SMS Site), it may use a local distribution point to download or run a program which can conserve
bandwidth across a WAN.
The current generation of the product, System Center Configuration Manager 2012, was initially released in March
2012.[2]

Version history
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Product Revision Released Service Pack Feature
Pack

Version/Build Notes

Systems Management
Server (SMS)

1.0 1994

Systems Management
Server (SMS)

1.1 1995

Systems Management
Server (SMS)

1.2 1996

Systems Management
Server (SMS)

2.0 1999

Systems Management
Server (SMS)

2003 2003

Systems Management
Server (SMS)

2003 R2 2006

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2007 2007 Beta 1 4.00.5135.0000

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2007 2007 RTM 4.00.5931.0000

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2007 2008
(May)

SP1 4.00.6221.1000

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2007 2010 SP1 KB977203 4.00.6221.1193[3] This update (KB 977203) may be
run against SP1 or SP2 clients.

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2007 2008 R2 no change The R2 feature add-on requires at
least SP1, and can be installed
after SP2.

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2007 2009 SP2 4.00.6487.2000

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2007 2010 SP2 KB977203 4.00.6487.2111[4] This update (KB 977203) may be
run against SP1 or SP2 clients.

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2007 2010[5] R3 4.00.6487.2157 The R3 update requires SP2
Client.

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2012
(Formerly
"v.Next")[6]

2010/05/26 Beta 1

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2012 2011/03/23 Beta 2 5.00.7561.0000

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2012 2011/10/28 Release
Candidate 1

5.00.7678.0000
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System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2012 2012/01/17 Release
Candidate 2[7]

5.00.7703.0000

System Center
Configuration Manager
(ConfigMgr)

2012 2012/03/31 RTM 5.00.7711.0000

External links
• System Center Configuration Manager homepage [1]

• Configuration Manager TechCenter on TechNet [8]

• myITforum.com [9]

• Windows Management User Group [10]

• FAQShop (FAQ specifically for SMS and for ConfigMgr) [11]

• SMSUG.ca User Group for SMS in Canada [12]

• The Configuration Manager Support Team Blog [13]

• Nexus SC: The System Center Team Blog [14]

• SCCM - System Center Configuration Manager Blog [15]

• Configuration Manager OSD Feature Team Blog [16]

• Managing Privileged Accounts from within System Center Configuration Manager (Product Datasheet from
Lieberman Software) [17]

• QMX natively extends the capabilities of SCCM to Non-Windows domain [18]

• Community of SCCM Smart Agents for: Applications, Hardware, Infrastructure, Network, Operating Systems,
Power, Printers, Security, Storage, Telecom, Virtualization and more. [19]
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[2] http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ en-us/ server-cloud/ system-center/ configuration-manager-2012. aspx
[3] http:/ / support. microsoft. com/ kb/ 977203
[4] http:/ / support. microsoft. com/ kb/ 977203
[5] http:/ / www. zdnet. com/ blog/ microsoft/ microsoft-messenger-connect-configuration-manager-2007-r3-no-longer-in-beta/ 7679
[6] http:/ / blogs. technet. com/ b/ systemcenter/ archive/ 2010/ 11/ 09/ announcing-configuration-manager-v-next-official-name. aspx
[7] http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ systemcenter/ en/ us/ configuration-manager/ cm-vnext-beta. aspx
[8] http:/ / technet. microsoft. com/ configmgr/ default. aspx
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[17] http:/ / www. liebsoft. com/ uploadedFiles/ wwwliebsoftcom/ MARCOM/ Solutions/ SCCM_Datasheet. pdf
[18] http:/ / www. quest. com/ management-xtensions-device-management-cm
[19] http:/ / communities. quest. com/ community/ management-extensions/ sccm
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User Accounts: Identities and Authentication

passwd (file)
In Unix-like operating systems the /etc/passwd file is a text-based database of information about users that may
login to the system or other operating system user identities that own running processes.
In many operating systems this file is just one of many possible back-ends for the more general passwd name
service.
The file's name originates from one of its initial functions as it contained the data used to verify passwords of user
accounts. However, on modern Unix systems the security-sensitive password information is instead often stored in a
different file using shadow passwords, or other database implementations.
The /etc/passwd file typically has file system permissions that allow it to be readable by all users of the system
(world-readable), although it may only be modified by the superuser or by using a few special purpose privileged
commands.

File format
The /etc/passwd file is a text file with one record per line, each describing a user account. Each record consists of
seven fields separated by colons.[1] The ordering of the records within the file is generally unimportant.
An example record may be:

jsmith:x:1001:1000:Joe Smith,Room 1007,(234)555-8910,(234)555-0044,email:/home/jsmith:/bin/sh

The fields, in order from left to right, are[2]:
1. The first field is the user name, i.e. the string a user would type in when logging into the operating system: the

logname. Each record in the file must have a unique user name field.
2. The second field stores information used to validate a user's password; however in most modern uses this field is

usually set to "x" (or some other indicator) with the actual password information being stored in a separate
shadow password file. Setting this field to an asterisk "*" is the typical way to deactivate an account to prevent it
being used.

3. The third field is the user identifier, the number that the operating system uses for internal purposes. It does not
have to be unique.

4. The fourth field is the group identifier. This number identifies the primary group of the user; all files that are
created by this user may initially be accessible to this group.

5. The fifth field, called the Gecos field, is commentary that describes the person or account. Typically, this is a set
of comma-separated values including the user's full name and contact details.

6. The sixth field is the path to the user's home directory.
7. The seventh field is the program that is started every time the user logs into the system. For an interactive user,

this is usually one of the system's command line interpreters (shells).
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External links
• Manual page from Unix First Edition describing /etc/passwd (http:/ / man. cat-v. org/ unix-1st/ 5/ passwd)

Shadow password
In computing, Unix-like operating systems use the shadow password database mechanism to increase the security
level of passwords by restricting all but highly privileged users' access to encrypted password data. Typically, that
data is kept in files owned by and accessible only by the super user (i.e., on Unix-like systems, the root user, and on
many others, the administrator account).

Design
Systems administrators can reduce the likelihood of brute force attacks by making the list of hashed passwords
unreadable by unprivileged users. The obvious way to do this is to make the passwd database itself readable only
by the root user. However, this would restrict access to other data in the file such as username-to-userid mappings,
which would break many existing utilities and provisions. One solution is a "shadow" password file to hold the
password hashes separate from the other data in the world-readable passwd file. For local files, this is usually
/etc/shadow on Linux and Unix systems, or /etc/master.passwd on BSD systems; each is readable only
by root. (Root access to the data is considered acceptable since on systems with the traditional "all-powerful root"
security model, the root user would be able to obtain the information in other ways in any case). Virtually all recent
Unix-like operating systems use shadowed passwords.
The shadow password file does not entirely solve the problem of attacker access to hashed passwords, as some
network authentication schemes operate by transmitting the encrypted password over the network (sometimes in
cleartext, eg: Telnet [1]), making it vulnerable to interception. Copies of system data, such as system backups written
to tape or optical media, can also become a means for illicitly obtaining hashed passwords. In addition, the functions
used by legitimate password-checking programs need to be written in such a way that malicious programs cannot
make large numbers of authentication checks at high rates of speed.

Usage
On a system without shadowed passwords (typically older Unix systems dating from before 1990 or so), the passwd
file holds the following user information for each user account:
•• Username
• Salt combined with the current hash of the user's password (usually produced from a cryptographic hash function)
•• Password expiration information
• User ID (UID)
• Default group ID (GID)
•• Full name
• Home directory path
•• Login shell
The passwd file is readable by all users so that name service switch can work (e.g., to ensure that user names are 
shown when the user lists the contents of a folder), but only the root user can write to it. This means that an attacker
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with unprivileged access to the system can obtain the hashed form of every user's password. Those values can be
used to mount a brute force attack offline, testing possible passwords against the hashed passwords relatively quickly
without alerting system security arrangements designed to detect an abnormal number of failed login attempts. Users
often select passwords vulnerable to such password cracking techniques.[2]

With a shadowed password scheme in use, the /etc/passwd file typically shows a character such as '*', or 'x' in
the password field for each user instead of the hashed password, and /etc/shadow usually contains the following
user information:
•• User login name
• salt and hashed password OR a status exception value e.g.:

• "$id$salt$encrypted", where "$id" is the hashing algorithm used (On GNU/Linux, "$1$" stands for MD5,
"$2$" is Blowfish, "$5$" is SHA-256 and "$6$" is SHA-512, crypt(3) manpage [3], other Unix may have
different values, like NetBSD [4]).

•• "NP" or "!" or null - No password, the account has no password.
•• "LK" or "*" - the account is Locked, user will be unable to log-in
•• "!!" - the password has expired

• Days since epoch of last password change
•• Days until change allowed
•• Days before change required
•• Days warning for expiration
•• Days before account inactive
•• Days since Epoch when account expires
•• Reserved
The format of the shadow file is simple, and basically identical to that of the password file, to wit, one line per user,
ordered fields on each line, and fields separated by colons. Many systems require the order of user lines in the
shadow file be identical to the order of the corresponding users in the password file.
To modify the contents of the shadow file on most systems, users generally invoke the passwd program, which in
turn largely depends on PAM. For example, the type of hash used is dictated by the configuration of the
pam_unix.so module. By default, the MD5 hash has been used, while current modules are also capable of
stronger hashes such as blowfish, SHA256 and SHA512.

History
Password shadowing first appeared in UNIX systems with the development of System V Release 3.2 in 1988 and
BSD4.3 Reno in 1990. But, vendors who had performed ports from earlier UNIX releases did not always include the
new password shadowing features in their releases, leaving users of those systems exposed to password file attacks.
System administrators may also arrange for the storage of passwords in distributed databases such as NIS and
LDAP, rather than in files on each connected system. In the case of NIS, the shadow password mechanism is often
still used on the NIS servers; in other distributed mechanisms the problem of access to the various user
authentication components is handled by the security mechanisms of the underlying data repository.
In 1987 the author of the original Shadow Password Suite, Julie Haugh, experienced a computer break-in and wrote
the initial release of the Shadow Suite containing the login, passwd and su commands. The original release,
written for the SCO Xenix operating system, quickly got ported to other platforms. The Shadow Suite was ported to
Linux in 1992 one year after the original announcement of the Linux project, and was included in many early
distributions, and continues to be included in many current Linux distributions.
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External links
• authconfig (http:/ / linux. die. net/ man/ 8/ authconfig), a command-line tool for controlling the use of shadow

passwords
• An example shadow file (http:/ / configuration. logfish. net/ index. php/ etc/ shadow), showing the general layout

of the file

Security Accounts Manager
The Security Accounts Manager (SAM) file in Windows XP, Windows Vista and Windows 7. It stores users'
passwords in a hashed format (in LM hash and NTLM hash). Since a hash function is one-way, this provides some
measure of security for the storage of the passwords.
In an attempt to improve the security of the SAM database against offline software cracking, Microsoft introduced
the SYSKEY function in Windows NT 4.0. When SYSKEY is enabled, the on-disk copy of the SAM file is partially
encrypted, so that the password hash values for all local accounts stored in the SAM are encrypted with a key
(usually also referred to as the "SYSKEY").
In the case of online attacks, it is not possible to simply copy the SAM file to another location. The SAM file cannot
be moved or copied while Windows is running, since the Windows kernel obtains and keeps an exclusive filesystem
lock on the SAM file, and will not release that lock until the operating system has shut down or a "Blue Screen of
Death" exception has been thrown. However, the in-memory copy of the contents of the SAM can be dumped using
various techniques, making the password hashes available for offline brute-force attack.

Removing LM hash
Most versions of Windows can be configured to disable the creation and storage of valid LM hashes when the user
changes their password. This is the default setting in Windows Vista, but was disabled by default in previous
versions of Windows. Note: enabling this setting does not immediately clear the LM hash values from the SAM, but
rather enables an additional check during password change operations that will instead store a "dummy" value in the
location in the SAM database where the LM hash is otherwise stored. (This dummy value has no relationship to the
user's password – it is the same value used for all user accounts.)
As well, LM hashes cannot be calculated when the user chooses a password of over fourteen characters in length.
Thus, when a user (or administrator) sets a password of fifteen characters or longer, the LM hash value is set to a
"dummy" value, which is not valid for authentication purposes.
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Related attacks
In Windows NT 3.51, NT 4.0 and 2000, an attack was devised to bypass the local authentication system. If the SAM
file is deleted from the hard drive (e.g. mounting the Windows OS volume into an alternate operating system), the
attacker could log in as any account with no password. This flaw was corrected with Windows XP, which shows an
error message and shuts down the computer. However there exist recently developed software utilities which, by the
aforementioned methodology of using either an emulated virtual drive, or boot disk (usually Unix/Linux) based
environment to mount the local drive housing the active NTFS partition, and using programmed software routines
and function calls from within assigned memory stacks to isolate the SAM file from the Windows NT system
installation directory structure (default: c:\windows\system32\config) and, depending on the particular
software utility being used, remove the password hashes stored for user accounts in their entirety, or in some cases,
modify the user account passwords directly from this environment.
This software has both a highly pragmatic and beneficial use as a password clearing or account recovering utility for
individuals who have lost or forgotten their windows account passwords, as well as a possible use as a malicious
software security bypassing utility. Essentially granting a user with enough ability, experience, and familiarity with
both the cracking utility software and the security routines of the Windows NT kernel (as well as offline and
immediate local access to the target computer) the capability to entirely bypass/remove the windows account
passwords from a potential target computer. Only recently, Microsoft released a utility called LockSmith, which is
part of MSDart. MSDart is not freely available to end-users, however.
This article is based on material taken from the Free On-line Dictionary of Computing prior to 1 November 2008 and
incorporated under the "relicensing" terms of the GFDL, version 1.3 or later.

Home directory
A Home directory is a file system directory on a multi-user operating system containing files for a given user of the
system. The specifics of the home directory (such as its name and location) is defined by the operating system
involved; for example, Windows systems between 2000 and 2003 keep home directories in a folder called
Documents and Settings.

Description
A user's home directory is intended to contain that user's files; including text documents, music, pictures or videos,
etc. It may also include their configuration files of preferred settings for any software they have used there and might
have tailored to their liking: web browser bookmarks, favorite desktop wallpaper and themes, passwords to any
external services accessed via a given software, etc. The user can install executable software in this directory, but it
will only be available to users with permission to this directory. The home directory can be organized further with
the use of sub-directories.
The content of a user's home directory is protected by file system permissions, and by default is only accessible to
that user and administrators. Any other user that has been granted administrator privileges has authority to access
any protected location on the filesystem including other users home directories.
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Benefits of Home Directories
Separating user data from system-wide data avoids redundancy and makes backups of important files relatively
simple. Furthermore, Trojan horses, viruses and worms running under the user's name and with their privileges will
in most cases only be able to alter the files in the user's home directory, and perhaps some files belonging to
workgroups the user is a part of, but not actual system files.

Default Home Directory per Operating System

System Path Variable

Microsoft Windows NT <root>\WINNT\Profiles\<username> %UserProfile%

Microsoft Windows 2000, XP and 2003 <root>\Documents and Settings\<username>

Microsoft Windows Vista and 7 <root>\Users\<username>

Unix-Based [1] <root>/home/<username> $HOME and ~/

Unix-Derived /var/users/<username>
/u01/<username>
/usr/<username>
/user/<username>
/users/<username>

SunOS / Solaris /export/home/<username>

Linux (FHS) /home/<username>

AT&T Unix (original version) <root>/usr/<username> $HOME

Mac OS X /Users/<username> $HOME and ~/, and path to home folder (in AppleScript)

OpenVMS <device>:[<username>] SYS$LOGIN

Other Features per Operating System

Unix
In Unix, a user will be automatically placed into their home directory upon login. The ~user shorthand variable
refers to a user's home directory (allowing the user to navigate to it from anywhere else in the filesystem, or use it in
other Unix commands). The ~ (tilde character) shorthand command refers to that particular user's home directory.
The Unix superuser has access to all directories on the filesystem, and hence can access home directories of all users.
The superuser's home directory on older systems was /, but on many newer systems it is located at /root (Linux,
BSD), or /var/root (Mac OS X).

VMS
In the OpenVMS operating system, a user's home directory is called the "root directory", and the equivalent of a
Unix/DOS/Windows/AmigaOS "root directory" is referred to as the "Master File Directory".

Contrast with Single-user Operating Systems
Single-user operating systems simply have a single directory or partitions for all users files, there is no individual
directory setup per user (though users can still setup and maintain directories inside this main working directory
manually).
• AmigaOS versions 2 and up have "System" and "Work" partitions on hard disks by default.
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• BeOS (and its successors) have a /home directory which contain the files belonging to the single user of the
system.

• Versions of Windows prior Windows 95 OEM Service Release 2 did not have a user folder, but since that release,
\My Documents became in effect the single user's home directory.

• NeXTSTEP and OPENSTEP in a single user, non-networked setup, /me is used, as well as /root when
logged in as superuser.

References
[1] "Home Directory Definition" (http:/ / www. linfo. org/ home_directory. html). Accessed on July 23, 2009

Microsoft Windows profile
Microsoft Windows profile refers to the user profile that is used by the Microsoft Windows operating system to
represent the characteristics of the user.

Windows XP

Profile creation
Establishing a user account on the computer (or on its parent domain) does not, in fact, create a profile for that user.
The profile is created the first time the user interactively logs on at the computer. Note that logging on across a
network to access shared folders does not create a profile.
At first logon, a folder will typically be created under "Documents and Settings" (standard folder on English version
of Windows 2000, XP and Windows Server 2003) matching the logon name of the user. Should a folder of that name
already exist, the profile-creation process will create a new one, typically named username.computername, on
workgroup computers, or username.domainname on Active Directory member computers.
Once a profile folder has been created, Windows will never automatically rename that folder. Thus if the username
itself is subsequently changed, the profile folder will remain as is, and the profile will no longer match the username,
which could lead to confusion. For this reason the administrator might want to avoid renaming user accounts if at all
possible, or rename the folder manually and edit the registry to reflect the changes.
The new profile is in fact created by making a copy of a special profile, named Default User. It is permissible to
modify this Default User profile (within certain guidelines) so as to provide a customised working environment for
each new user. Modification of the Default User profile should ideally be done from new, prior to any users
logging-on to the computer; if a user has already logged on once or more, the Default Profile has no effect
whatsoever for that user.

Profile contents
NTUSER.DAT - Within the root of the profile, a file named NTUSER.DAT contains the user's personalized settings
for the majority of software installed on the computer, including Windows itself. When the user logs on,
NTUSER.DAT becomes merged with the computer's registry, such that it appears as the HKEY_CURRENT_USER
branch of the registry tree. NTUSER.DAT is held open for writing (i.e., locked) whenever the user is logged on.
Paradoxically, that lock means that this file cannot be easily copied by its owner.
My Documents - This folder is intended to contain the user's work, and in Windows XP-aware programs, dialog
boxes will typically prompt the user to store documents here. 'My Documents' as a shortcut also appears on the
desktop, and in My Computer. It is here that these shortcuts point.
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Favorites, Cookies and History - These folders are used by Microsoft's Internet Explorer web browser to store
surfing data. They are not used by alternative browsers such as Firefox or Opera, which typically store their data
under "Application Data."
Nethood, Printhood - These folders contain the network shares and printers 'discovered' by the user with the My
Network Places applet, in the form of shortcuts.
Start Menu - This folder contains the shortcuts present on the same-named Desktop feature.
Desktop - Similarly, this folder contains files and shortcuts present on the user's desktop.
Application Data is provided mainly for the use of programmers, as a place to store data that is related to specific
software, but which does not fall into the category of documents that a user might open directly. This folder was
made necessary by Windows' 'good practice' programming guidelines, which now prohibit the storage of temporary
data of any kind in the Program Files folder.
Local Settings is functionally similar to Application Data, and in fact it contains a second subfolder of that name. It
also contains the temporary files generated by Windows programs themselves, and as a result of Internet Explorer's
online activities. For standalone computers the two folders are functionally similar, but on networks employing
Roaming profiles, the Local Settings folder is not included in the profile-synchronization process. Thus, data in the
Local Settings folder will not be copied between computers when the user roams.
Note: Some of these subfolders are hidden from the user's view in Explorer. To see them you must uncheck Hide
System Folders in the folder options.

Special profiles
Default User - Plays a role in the profile-creation process, see above.
All Users - This profile is present mainly to answer an issue related to software installation. It provides a way for
setup-programs to create desktop or start-menu shortcuts which will be visible to all users of the computer, not just
the user running the setup program. The Application Data section may also contain program-data common to all
users. All Users acts purely as an information-store, it is never loaded as an active profile.
Administrator - All versions of NT-based Windows have an administrator account and corresponding profile,
although on XP this account may only be visible on the log-on screen if the computer is started in safe mode. In
Windows Vista, it is disabled by default.

History and origin
Historically, the Windows 95/98 product line did not employ user-profiling as standard, with all users sharing the
same settings, although that feature could be activated in Control Panel.
The user-profiling scheme in force today owes its origins to Windows NT, which stored its profiles within the
system folder itself, typically under C:\WINNT\Profiles\. Windows 2000 saw the change to a separate "Documents
and Settings" folder for profiles, and in this respect is virtually identical to Windows XP and Windows Server 2003.

Recent developments
Windows Vista's profiles are functionally similar to those of Windows XP, but with some differences. Perhaps the
key difference is that they are stored in a "C:\Users" folder, instead of "C:\Documents and Settings." Therefore, to
cater for programs which are not Vista-ready, a symbolic link is also provided under the name of "Documents and
Settings" which invisibly redirects any attempted access of the latter to "C:\Users." The fact that the profile-root
folder appears twice in any folder-listing has adverse implications for any backup program. Backup software needs
to be aware of this Vista idiosyncrasy, or else it is possible to double the size of the backup by copying what appear
to be two separate folders, both potentially containing the bulk of the data on the computer.
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A second change in Vista is that the media-specific "My Pictures" and "My Music" folders are now outside of the
"My Documents" folder, instead of being subfolders (as well as removing the "My" Prefix - so My Documents
becomes Documents, for example).

References
• Vista Profile Guide [1]

• Microsoft on User Profiles [2]

• Changing the Windows User Profiles Directory via the registry [3]

• User Profile Structure [4]
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[2] http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ resources/ documentation/ windows/ xp/ all/ proddocs/ en-us/ userprofile_overview. mspx?mfr=true
[3] http:/ / www. neotitans. com/ resources/ changing-user-profiles-directory. html
[4] http:/ / technet. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ cc775560. aspx
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Roaming user profile

C:\Documents and Settings\{username}

Application Data

Cookies

Desktop

Favorites

Local Settings

Application Data

History

Temp

Temporary Internet Files

My Documents

My Music

My Pictures

My Videos

Recent

NetHood

PrintHood

SendTo

Start Menu

Templates

NTUSER.DAT

ntuser.dat.LOG

ntuser.ini

Folder layout of typical Windows 2000/XP user profile. Normally everything except the items within "Local Settings" are stored on
the file server as part of a roaming profile.

A roaming user profile is a concept in the Microsoft Windows NT family of operating systems (and now adopted
by Linux operating systems such as Ubuntu) that allows users with a computer joined to a Windows Server domain
to log on to any computer on the same network and access their documents and have a consistent desktop
experience, such as applications remembering toolbar positions and preferences, or the desktop appearance staying
the same.

Method of operation
All Windows operating systems since Windows 2000 are designed from the start to be able to support roaming 
profiles. Normally, a standalone computer stores the user's documents, desktop items, application preferences, and 
desktop appearance on the local computer in two divided sections, consisting of the portion that could roam plus an 
additional temporary portion containing items such as the web browser cache. The Windows registry is similarly 
divided to support roaming; there are System and Local Machine hives that stay on the local computer, plus a
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separate User hive (HKEY_CURRENT_USER) designed to be able to roam with the user profile.
When a roaming user is created, the user's profile information is instead stored on a centralized file server accessible
from any network-joined desktop computer. The login prompt on the local computer checks to see if the user exists
in the domain rather than on the local computer; no pre-existing account is required on the local computer. If the
domain login is successful, the roaming profile is copied from the central file server to the desktop computer, and a
local account is created for the user.
When the user logs off from the desktop computer, the user's roaming profile is copied from the local computer back
to the central file server, not including the temporary local profile items. Because this is a copy and not a
move/delete, the user's profile information remains on the local computer in addition to being copied to the network.
When the user logs in on a second desktop computer, this process repeats, copying the roaming profile from the
server to the second desktop computer, and then copying back from the desktop to the server when the user logs off.
When the user returns to the first desktop computer and logs in, the roaming profile is copied over the previous
profile information, replacing it. If profile caching is enabled, the server is capable of only copying the newest files
to the local computer, reusing the existing local files that have not changed since the last login, and thereby speeding
up the login process.

Profile copying limitations

Roaming reduces network performance

Due to the profile copying at login and logout, a roaming profile set up using the default configuration can be
extremely slow and waste considerable amounts of time for users with large amounts of data in their account.
When Microsoft designed Internet Explorer, the programmers made an explicit decision to store cookies and
favorites as tiny individual files less than a kilobyte each, rather than storing this data as a single large consolidated
file, such as the bookmark.html file used by Mozilla Firefox. Microsoft also stores shortcut files in the Recent profile
folder, linking to recently opened files and folders.
File servers tend to only transfer large files several megabytes in size at the fastest possible network speed. Hundreds
of very small files only a kilobyte per file can reduce network performance by 90%. As a profile ages and
accumulates hundreds to thousands of cookies, favorites, and Recent items, the login and logout times become
progressively slower, even though these files occupy only a few megabytes of profile data.
Local caching of the user profile on a desktop computer hard drive can reduce and improve login and logout times,
but at the penalty of cluttering up the hard drive with profile data from every cached user who logs in. Local caching
is more suitable where people tend to use the same computer every day. Local profile caching is not useful where
hundreds to thousands of students need to be able to use any computer across a school or university campus—the
cumulative cached data from so many different profiles can consume all available lab computer disk space.

Roaming profiles and WAN links

Users with a roaming profile can encounter crippling logon delays when logging in over a WAN. If connected to the
domain from a remote site, after authentication, Windows will attempt to pull the user's profile from the location
specified in Active Directory. If the location happens to be across a WAN link it can potentially slow the WAN
down to a crawl and cause the logon to fail (after a very lengthy delay).
Users with a roaming profile working from a remote site should login to the machine before connecting to the
network, (so that the machine uses its cached local copy) and connect to the network after logon has completed.
Another option is to remove the roaming profile path from Active Directory prior to their departure. This must be
done in enough time that the change is replicated to the relevant Domain Controller at the remote site.
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Not compatible with gigabytes of user files

DV video editing in a roaming profile generally results in unacceptably slow login times because the video file
segments are also copied back and forth from server to desktop. A one-hour 15 gigabyte DV file takes 20 minutes to
copy over a 100 megabit LAN connection. If this were present in a roaming profile it would take at least 20 minutes
for the user to login and 20 minutes to logout.
Even for small DV editing projects consisting of several short source clips, each clip still uses 250 megabytes per
minute, and typically the source clips are retained when creating the final DV movie project. A small project
consisting of four 5 minute clips to generate one 10 minute movie, totals 7.5 gigabytes of DV data, and requires at
least 10 minutes to transfer over a 100 megabit network connection before the user's desktop appears and they can
begin to do any work.
In a school environment where such editing projects are not mission-critical and do not absolutely need to be backed
up on an expensive tape archive system every night, the applications requiring such excessively large amounts of
user data are instead usually run on a stand-alone local account that does not roam, to bypass these network storage
and retrieval problems.

Third-party companies don't use it correctly

Many third-party companies do not understand the difference between the roaming part of the profile and the
non-roaming temporary section, and so will store their temporary files in the roaming portion, adding megabytes of
unnecessary data to the profile and increasing the roaming login and logout times. Some go as far as intentionally
storing data in the wrong location, as a method of encouraging the purchase of more expensive "enterprise" versions
of their software.[1]

Mass-user logins/logouts cause congestion

In a school environment, roaming can result in severe network congestion and slowness when an entire lab of
students log off of computers at the same time, and then within minutes are attempting to login in somewhere else.
Account data inconsistency problems can result if the students begin to login in the second location before the profile
uploading and logout from the first location has finished.

Misbehaving third-party programs don't exit

Some programs installed on desktop computers do not properly release control of the User registry during logoff,
and can result in corrupted profiles because the User registry copying never successfully completes. To deal with
this, Microsoft created a utility known as the User Profile Hive Cleanup Service which will forcefully remap the file
handles for these misbehaving programs so that the profile copying can finish successfully and the account logoff is
successful.[2] However, the hung program may remain on the local computer still holding the local cached copy of
the User registry in a busy state, until the computer is rebooted.

Roaming accounts don't backup until logoff

The most recent version of a file in a roaming profile without redirection is stored only on the local computer, and
stays there until the user logs off, whereupon it transfers to the server. If nightly server backups are done, and a
roaming user does not log off for days at a time, their roaming account documents are not being included in the
nightly backup.
Further, if a roaming user uses standby or hibernation to turn off the computer at night, their profile is still not copied
to the network. In this manner it is possible for a roaming account's documents to not be backed up for days to weeks
at a time, and there is the potential for considerable data loss if the local hard drive suffers a catastrophic failure
during these long periods of not logging off the roaming account from the local computer.
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Multiple logins can overwrite each other

Due to the underlying file copying mechanism from server to desktop, roaming assumes the user account is logged
on to only a single computer at a time. Documents in a roaming profile copied down to the local machine have no
network awareness of each other, and it is not possible to use file locking to alert the user that the file is already
open.
Logging onto multiple computers with one account, and opening the same document multiple times on each
computer can result in inconsistencies and loss of saved changes if the file is modified on two different computers at
the same time:
•• When the first computer with the modified document logs off, the changes are written to the network copy of the

profile.
•• When the second computer logs off, the different document version overwrites the previously saved changes

during profile logout.

Folder redirection to improve performance
To deal with these profile copying problems, it is possible to override the default operation of roaming, and set up
user accounts so that certain parts of the profile are accessed by the local computer directly on a central file server
rather than copying to the local computer first.[3] This requires that the central server and network be extremely
reliable and always available, because if the server is down, users can not access their files from a local cached copy.
To the end-user, folder redirection generally does not appear to function any differently from using a normal
standalone computer. Redirecting the user's My Documents and Desktop to be accessed directly on a file server are
the first two big steps for speeding up roaming profiles. However, as 3rd party software have begun to store more
and more data in the Application Data portion of the roaming profile, it has also become useful to redirect that to
also be accessed directly on the server.
The question may be raised as to why the entire roaming profile can not be accessed directly on the server, and no
copying needs to be done at all. The reasoning for this appears to be that certain Microsoft programs running all the
time on the client computer can not tolerate the sudden loss of their data folders if the server goes down or the
network is disconnected. Some portions must still be copied back and forth before the desktop appears so that these
folders are available if the network-redirected folders go down.

Limitations of redirection

Roaming folder redirection is not compatible with laptop users who take their computer home with them. Normally
the entire local cached copy of the profile would be available when the laptop is used away from the building
network, but with redirection the most important portions are not stored locally and so are unavailable when used
away from the network. Microsoft Direct Access system allows users to connect to the building network over a
WAN link transparently.
Redirecting Application Data and logging on multiple times running the same program on each computer can result
in corruption of the application settings, due to multiple programs trying to access the same settings files on the
server. Some programs such as OpenOffice.org will detect if the preferences are in use somewhere else and alert the
user.
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Redirection limitations of UNC paths

Some programs do not work properly with redirected profile folders that refer to a UNC file path on a server share:
\\server\share\username\Application Data

• Windows Command prompt cannot have a UNC working directory, so batch files usually fail.
• It is not possible to install Microsoft Office VSTO add ins on a UNC path. (ApData can be a natural place for

users to install addins without administration privilidges.)
• Adobe Reader has been incompatible with Application Data located on a UNC file path since at least version 9.0,

which would crash with a runtime error[4]. Adobe Reader X (10.0) is partially compatible but will not run in
document protection mode on a UNC path.

• Open Office 3.3 is similarly incompatible with Application Data on a UNC path, and the software crashes on
startup.[5] A fix has been developed and will be available in an upcoming release.

These problems with UNC paths can usually be fixed by having the folders redirected to a drive mapping for the
UNC share:
•• Drive N: (say) is mapped to \\server\share\userhomedir
•• AppDir folder redirection to user home directory:N:\Application Data
However, use of drive mappings is generally deprecated by Microsoft, and UNC-only redirection paths are the
preferred implementation.

Mandatory profiles

Folder redirection with mandatory profiles
Folder redirection may be used with mandatory profiles, and is useful in situations where it is desirable to "lock
down" the general desktop appearance but still allow users to save documents to the network. For example, this can
be used as a generic account for anyone to use without a password for temporary use.
Redirecting My Documents and the Desktop in a mandatory profile will allow documents to be saved, but at logoff,
any changes to the desktop appearance such as the desktop picture, Internet Explorer cookies, Favorites, and the
Recent documents opened list are reverted to the original state.[6]

Setup methods

Active Directory
A roaming user profile must first be set up on the domain controller to which client computers are joined. In
Windows 2000 and later versions, this is set using the Active Directory Users and Computers snap-in. Windows NT
4.0 and earlier used the User Manager for Domains program. A user profile location is set on the server and can be
customized, as required. When a user logs onto a domain, the roaming user profile is downloaded from the server
onto the local computer and applied. When the user logs off, the changes made to the roaming profile are transferred
back to the domain controller.
Although a roaming user profile may be stored in any shared folder of a computer available inside a local Microsoft
Windows network, using the domain controller is recommended because the profile data should be available at any
workstation the user tries to log on to. Should the server not be available, the user will still be able to log on using a
cached copy of the profile on his workstation, unless the profile is super-mandatory.
Enabling roaming profiles for a workstation running Windows NT 4.0, Windows 2000, Windows XP Professional, 
Windows Vista Business or Ultimate is done by specifying a location on the server where the users' profiles are 
located; this is done under User Manager for Domains in Windows NT 4.0 Server and Active Directory Users and 
Computers in Windows 2000 and later. Workstations running Windows 95, 98 or Me can also have roaming profiles,
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roaming profiles become available in Windows 9x when a home directory on the network is specified for the user
and multiple desktop settings have been enabled under the Passwords box in the Windows Control Panel.
Roaming profiles on Windows 95, 98 and Me are all compatible with each other so if a network has mixture of
Windows 95 and Windows 98 workstations the same user profile may be used for each workstation. This is also the
case with Roaming profiles between Windows NT 4.0, Windows 2000, Windows XP but there may be some
compatibility issues due to differences in each version of Windows. Roaming profiles in Windows Vista and
Windows 7 are compatible with each other but these versions are not compatible with earlier versions of Windows.
A separate profile folder with the extension .V2 will be created when using Roaming profiles with Windows Vista or
7. The easiest solution is to have all workstations running the same version of Windows. (see Compatibility section)

Novell eDirectory
For roaming to work with Novell servers, the Novell product "ZENworks Desktop Management" needs to be
installed on the server, and its associated workstation management package installed on each of the client computers.
Within the directory, a User Package object is created, which enables roaming, specifies where the roaming profile
is stored, and also stores any associated group policies for each version of Windows where users will login. The User
Package also enables Dynamic Local User, which functions similar to Active Directory, allowing an account created
in eDirectory to login on any desktop computer even if no local account exists in advance, and assigns local account
privileges such as User, Power User, or Administrator to the newly created local user account.
The User Package can be associated with a specific user account in the directory, or is associated with an
organizational unit that then applies to all user accounts within that OU. The User Package also enables additional
ZENworks Desktop Management functions, such as remote view and remote control of the desktop computer,
network printers that follow the user from one desktop to the next, and the scheduling of events that are to be run
wherever the user is logged in.

Windows 3.x
While Windows 3.x does not contain user profiles it was possible for users to have their own personalised desktop in
a business environment. Windows 3.x had an administrative setup option which network administrators could use by
typing setup.exe /a Windows could then be installed to a network share. Windows setup was then run from each
local machine to install a few local files making Windows 3.1 capable of being run over a network. The local files
could be saved to a user's home directory on a Novell or Windows NT Domain network allowing the user to have his
or her settings roam between machines, the local machine in this scenario did not require a hard drive and could have
been booted from a floppy or network card.

Advantages of roaming user profiles
•• Enforcement of administrative control by using mandatory user profiles which helps to protect the user's

environment from being damaged by the user himself/herself.
•• Users can access their data anywhere in the network with more reliability
•• Easier backup as most data is in one location on the server

Disadvantages of roaming user profiles
Each time a user logs into a workstation, all of the files and settings are transferred over the network; the result is
that the login process takes longer than if the user were to use a local profile. This is particularly the case if the
profile is large in size. The login time may be reduced if the profile is cached as some files can be loaded from the
local workstation and by using folder redirection to redirect folders that can grow to a large size, like My
Documents, to a network share.
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However, this limitation has been addressed in Windows Server 2008 Active Directory by allowing folder
redirection of virtually all folders that were previously stored in a user's profile (including My Music, Favorites, and
others) to a centralized and secured network share. This means that a user's roaming profile can easily be reduced to
size smaller than 20MB, thus eliminating the long login times that were experienced with previous versions of AD.
When using folder redirection and automatic caching of offline files, all of a user's files and preferences are available
offline and synced in a much more efficient manner than previously possible when the computer is reconnected to
the network using Remote Differential Compression (RDC).
Another problem is related to different set of applications installed on machines, applications stores information into
Local Settings and some into the registry, but only the registry is transferred across. It can corrupt application
functionality under roaming profile.

2000/XP and Vista/Win7 compatibility
While Windows XP and Windows 2000 profiles are basically similar, Windows Vista and its successor Windows 7
use an entirely different profile structure. Thus, a user who switches-desk between the two classes of OS cannot have
personal data transferred automatically, as would normally happen with roaming profiles. Instead, two distinct
server-side profiles are created for this user.
This is an important consideration for any site intending to introduce Vista or Windows 7 computers into an existing
Windows 2000/XP roaming-profile network. If possible it should be planned that users will not have to migrate
regularly between the two classes of OS.
Windows Vista and 7 will get their profile stored on the server with .V2 added (example:
\\server\profiles\username.V2)

Redirected folder sharing
Redirected network folders are able to override the separation between 2000/XP and Vista/Win7. For example, both
types of profiles can be redirected to use a single Documents folder, and a single Desktop folder, so that the user's
account documents are consistent between the two profiles, even if all other account settings will be different.
Redirected sharing of folders such as Application Data may lead to data corruption, since Microsoft did not intend
this for their application data to be shared between the different OS versions.

Alternatives
Mylogon - Allows any-user logon to a client computer whilst maintaining the same local settings. May be preferable
to Roaming Profiles for small-site networks, data-entry stations and the like.
[[AppSense [7]] User Virtualization] - Solution Description from official AppSense product overview document:
"User Virtualization is recognized as the most effective and scalable approach to managing the user component of
the desktop.
User Virtualization is an infrastructure technology solution that virtualizes, centralizes, manages and applies the user
environment on to a desktop as required. User Virtualization spans all desktops across multiple OS platforms,
desktop and application delivery mechanisms, devices and locations.
By separating the user from the desktop and managing it as a separate component, organizations can adopt
multi-platform/delivery mechanism desktop environments. AppSense simplifies desktop management overhead,
reduces operational costs, improves end user experience and ensure that user settings and corporate policy is applied
to set up, configure and personalize a desktop, no matter how that desktop is delivered or where it is hosted."
Liquidware Labs' User Virtualization Management Solution, ProfileUnity [8] - Solution description from official 
document - "ProfileUnity is a lightweight yet powerful user virtualization management solution. ProfileUnity runs
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without any software to install on end-point PCs or virtual machines. At logon a managed profile is synched with the
local user session in Windows own native format. No databases or additional servers are relied upon, thus keeping
cost and complexity low. The solution is scalable to hundreds of thousands of users in a single organization due to its
lightweight approach of compressing the user profile, registry, and settings while in storage yet fully uncompressing
it in native format on the end-point. Because ProfileUnity uses Windows native format, organizations can use the
solution for migration only or leave it installed for heterogeneous Windows desktops to exist."
RES Workspace Manager [9] - Excerpt from the official product description: "With RES Software, your IT team can
offer users a work environment that is location and time independent. You can even make the desktop user
independent—or better yet, make the user desktop-independent. By separating users from their physical desktop, you
can manage changes more easily and give them an optimal experience anytime, anywhere.
RES Workspace Manager lets you pick the level of management and control you want for your organization, today.
You can always upgrade as your organization grows or needs new features."
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Directory service
A directory service is the software system that stores, organizes and provides access to information in a directory.
In software engineering, a directory is a map between names and values. It allows the lookup of values given a name,
similar to a dictionary. As a word in a dictionary may have multiple definitions, in a directory, a name may be
associated with multiple, different pieces of information. Likewise, as a word may have different parts of speech and
different definitions, a name in a directory may have many different types of data.
Directories may be very narrow in scope, supporting only a small set of node types and data types, or they may be
very broad, supporting an arbitrary or extensible set of types. In a telephone directory, the nodes are names and the
data items are telephone numbers. In the DNS the nodes are domain names and the data items are IP addresses (and
alias, mail server names, etc.). In a directory used by a network operating system, the nodes represent resources that
are managed by the OS, including users, computers, printers and other shared resources. Many different directory
services have been used since the advent of the Internet but this article focuses mainly on those that have descended
from the X.500 directory service.

Introduction
A simple directory service called a naming service, maps the names of network resources to their respective network
addresses. With the name service type of directory, a user doesn't have to remember the physical address of a
network resource; providing a name will locate the resource. Each resource on the network is considered an object
on the directory server. Information about a particular resource is stored as attributes of that object. Information
within objects can be made secure so that only users with the available permissions are able to access it. More
sophisticated directories are designed with namespaces as Subscribers, Services, Devices, Entitlements, Preferences,
Content and so on. This design process is highly related to Identity management.
A directory service defines the namespace for the network. A namespace in this context is the term that is used to
hold one or more objects as named entries. The directory design process normally has a set of rules that determine
how network resources are named and identified. The rules specify that the names be unique and unambiguous. In
X.500 (the directory service standards) and LDAP the name is called the Distinguished name (DN) and is used to
refer to a collection of attributes (relative distinguished names) which make up the name of a directory entry.
A directory service is a shared information infrastructure for locating, managing, administering, and organizing
common items and network resources, which can include volumes, folders, files, printers, users, groups, devices,
telephone numbers and other objects. A directory service is an important component of a NOS (Network Operating
System). In the more complex cases a directory service is the central information repository for a Service Delivery
Platform. For example, looking up "computers" using a directory service might yield a list of available computers
and information for accessing them.
Replication and Distribution have very distinct meanings in the design and management of a directory service. The
term replication is used to indicate that the same directory namespace (the same objects) are copied to another
directory server for redundancy and throughput reasons. The replicated namespace is governed by the same
authority. The term distribution is used to indicate that multiple directory servers, that hold different namespaces, are
interconnected to form a distributed directory service. Each distinct namespace can be governed by different
authorities.
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Comparison with relational databases
There are a number of things that distinguish a traditional directory service from a typical relational database. Of
course there are exceptions, but in general:
•• directory information is read more often than it is written; this makes features related to transactions and rollback

less important.
•• data can be redundant if it helps performance.
Directory schemas are defined as object classes, attributes, name bindings and knowledge (namespaces), where an
object class has:
•• Must - attributes that each of its instances must have
•• May - attributes that can be defined for an instance, but can be omitted with the absence treated somewhat like

NULL in a relational database
•• Attributes are sometimes multi-valued allowing multiple naming attributes at one level such as machine type and

serial number concatenated or multiple phone numbers for "work phone".
• Attributes and object classes are standardized throughout the industry and formally registered with the IANA for

their object ID. Therefore directory applications seek to reuse much of the standard classes and attributes to
maximize the benefit of existing directory server software.

• Object instances are slotted into namespaces. That is, each object class inherits from its parent object class (and
ultimately from the root of the hierarchy) adding attributes to the must/may list.

• Directory services are often a central component in the security design of an IT system and have a
correspondingly fine granularity regarding access control: who may operate in which manner on what
information. Also see: ACLs

Implementations of directory services
Directory services were part of an Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) initiative to get everyone in the industry to
agree to common network standards to provide multi-vendor interoperability. In the 1980s, the ITU and ISO came up
with a set of standards - X.500, for directory services, initially to support the requirements of inter-carrier electronic
messaging and network name lookup. The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, LDAP, is based on the directory
information services of X.500, but uses the TCP/IP stack and a string encoding scheme of the X.500 protocol DAP,
giving it more relevance on the Internet.
There have been numerous forms of directory service implementations from different vendors. Systems developed
before the advent of X.500 include:
• Domain Name System: (DNS), the first directory service on the Internet, which is still used everywhere today.
• Hesiod: was based on DNS and used at MIT's Project Athena.
• Network Information Service: (NIS), originally named Yellow Pages (YP), was Sun Microsystems'

implementation of a directory service for Unix network environments. It served a similar role as Hesiod.
• NetInfo: was developed by NeXT in the late 1980s for NEXTSTEP. After being acquired by Apple, it was

released as open source and used as the directory service for Mac OS X before being deprecated in favor of the
LDAP-based Open Directory. Support for NetInfo was completely removed with the release of 10.5 Leopard.

• Banyan VINES: was the first scalable directory services offering.
• NT Domains: was developed by Microsoft to provide directory services for Windows machines prior to the

release the LDAP-based Active Directory in Windows 2000. Windows Vista continues to support NT Domains,
but only after relaxing the minimum authentication protocols it supports.

Among the LDAP/X.500 based implementations are:
• Active Directory: Microsoft's modern directory service for Windows, originating from the X.500 directory it 

created for use in Exchange Server, first shipped with Windows 2000 Server and is supported by successive
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versions of Windows.
• eDirectory: This is Novell's implementation of directory services. It supports multiple architectures including

Windows, NetWare, Linux and several flavours of Unix and has long been used for user administration,
configuration management, and software management. eDirectory has evolved into a central component in a
broader range of Identity management products. It was previously known as Novell Directory Services.

• eNitiatives ViewDS Directory Server: ViewDS[1][2][3] was originally developed by Telstra Research
Laboratories in Clayton Victoria Australia (previously Telecom Australia) as an X.500 Directory server known as
View500 to run on line White & Yellow Pages services. ViewDS was acquired by eNitiatives in 2000. It differs
from other X.500 Directory products in that it has an in built indexing engine capable of indexing all attributes
and also supports a range of different types of searching and matching on entries, such as word matching, stem
matching, synonym matching, acronym matching, component matching, misspelling matching, and sounds like
matching. This matching is available on multiple languages including Pinyin and Traditional Mandarin. ViewDS
is LDAPv3 compliant and is also the world's first Directory to support the XACML[4] standard for Policy Based
Access control onto all attributes stored in the directory, with an inbuilt combined Policy Decision Point (PDP)
and Policy Information Point (PIP) as well as two Policy Administration Tools (PAP). ViewDS is also CCEB
ACP133EdD (Military)[5] and IATA ATN-AMHS standards compliant, and supports the storage of XML objects,
data and schema in the Directory using the draft IETF XML Enabled Directory standard. It also supports
SPMLv2.0, DSMLv2 and SCIM 1.0. ViewDS is widely used in the Government,[6][7][8]Aviation, Health &
Defence sectors.

• Red Hat Directory Server: Red Hat released a directory service, that it acquired from AOL's Netscape Security
Solutions unit,[9] as a commercial product running on top of Red Hat Enterprise Linux called Red Hat Directory
Server and as the community supported 389 Directory Server project.

• Open Directory: Apple's Mac OS X Server uses a directory service named Open Directory, which implements
LDAP using a customized build of OpenLDAP and integrates support for both SASL and Kerberos
authentication. It uses a plugins architecture to work with other LDAPv3 directories, including proprietary
solutions like Active Directory and eDirectory.

• Apache Directory Server: Apache Software Foundation offers a directory service called ApacheDS.
• Oracle Internet Directory: (OID) is Oracle Corporation's directory service, which is compatible with LDAP

version 3.
• CA Directory: CA Directory contains pre-caching engine which can index all attributes that are used in LDAP

search filters, and caching all attributes returned in search results.
• Alcatel-Lucent Directory Server: CTIA 2009 - 4G Service Creation & Development Award Winner offering

enhanced performance, high availability and proven efficiencies[10]

• Sun Java System Directory Server: Sun Microsystems' current directory service offering[11]

• OpenDS: An open source directory service implementation from scratch in Java, backed by Sun
Microsystems[12]

• IBM Tivoli Directory Server It is a customized build of an old release of OpenLDAP.
• DirX Directory Server from Atos (ex-Siemens software)
• Windows NT Directory Services (NTDS), later renamed Active Directory, replaces the former NT Domain

system.
•• Critical Path Directory Server
• OpenLDAP Derived from the original University of Michigan reference LDAP implementation (as are the

Netscape/Red Hat/Fedora/Sun JSDS servers) but significantly evolved. It supports all current computer
architectures, including Unix and Unix derivatives, Linux, Windows, z/OS, and a variety of embedded/realtime
systems.

• Isode Limited: High performance and high availability LDAP and X.500 servers.
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• UnboundID Directory Server [13]: A commercial high-performance Directory Server product produced by
the UnboundID Corporation.

•• Lotus Domino
There are also plenty of open-source tools to create directory services, including OpenLDAP and the Kerberos
protocol, and Samba software which can act as a Windows Domain Controller with Kerberos and LDAP backends.
Administration is done using GOsa or Samba provided SWAT.

Using name services

Unix OSs
Name services on Unix systems are typically configured through nsswitch.conf. Information from name services can
be retrieved using getent.

Notes
[1] (http:/ / www. viewds. com)
[2] http:/ / ats. business. gov. au/ companies-and-technologies/ information-technology/ enterprise-software-and-systems/ eb2bcom
[3] http:/ / blogs. kuppingercole. com/ kuppinger/ category/ directory-services/
[4] http:/ / www. networkworld. com/ newsletters/ dir/ 2011/ 082911id2. html
[5] (http:/ / www. businesswire. com/ news/ home/ 20110111005269/ en/ Telos-Corporation-Partners-eNitiatives-Feature-ViewDS-AMHS)
[6] http:/ / www. directory. gov. au. com
[7] http:/ / www. vic. gov. au. com/ contactsandservices/ directory
[8] http:/ / www. directory. act. gov. au
[9] (http:/ / www. informationweek. com/ story/ showArticle. jhtml?articleID=48800390)
[10] "Alcatel-Lucent 8661 Directory Server" (http:/ / www. alcatel-lucent. com/ wps/ portal/ products/

detail?LMSG_CABINET=Solution_Product_Catalog& LMSG_CONTENT_FILE=Products/ Product_Detail_000558. xml).
Alcatel-lucent.com. . Retrieved 2012-01-09.

[11] "Oracle and Sun" (http:/ / www. sun. com/ software/ products/ directory_srvr_ee/ ). Sun.com. 2010-09-07. . Retrieved 2012-01-09.
[12] "Java.net" (http:/ / opends. dev. java. net/ ). Opends.dev.java.net. . Retrieved 2012-01-09.
[13] http:/ / www. unboundid. com
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Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP;   /ˈɛldæp/) is an application protocol for accessing and
maintaining distributed directory information services over an Internet Protocol (IP) network.[1] LDAP is defined in
terms of ASN.1 and transmitted using BER.
Directory services may provide any organized set of records, often with a hierarchical structure, such as a corporate
electronic mail directory. Similarly, a telephone directory is a list of subscribers with an address and a phone
number.
LDAP is specified in a series of Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Standard Track Requests for comments
(RFCs). The latest version is Version 3, published as RFC 4510.

Origin and influences
Telecommunication companies' understanding of directory requirements was well developed after some 70 years of
producing and managing telephone directories. These companies introduced the concept of directory services to
information technology and computer networking, their input culminating in the comprehensive X.500
specification,[2] a suite of protocols produced by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in the 1980s.
X.500 directory services were traditionally accessed via the X.500 Directory Access Protocol (DAP), which required
the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) protocol stack. LDAP was originally intended to be a lightweight
alternative protocol for accessing X.500 directory services through the simpler (and now widespread) TCP/IP
protocol stack. This model of directory access was borrowed from the DIXIE and Directory Assistance Service
protocols.
Standalone LDAP directory servers soon followed, as did directory servers supporting both DAP and LDAP. The
latter has become popular in enterprises, as LDAP removed any need to deploy an OSI network. Today, X.500
directory protocols including DAP can also be used directly over TCP/IP.
The protocol was originally created by Tim Howes of the University of Michigan, Steve Kille of Isode Limited, and
Wengyik Yeong of Performance Systems International, circa 1993. Mark Wahl of Critical Angle Inc., Tim Howes,
and Steve Kille started work in 1996 on a new version of LDAP, LDAPv3, under the aegis of the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF). LDAPv3, first published in 1997, superseded LDAPv2 and added support for
extensibility, integrated the Simple Authentication and Security Layer, and better aligned the protocol to the 1993
edition of X.500. Further development of the LDAPv3 specifications themselves and of numerous extensions adding
features to LDAPv3 has come through the IETF.
In the early engineering stages of LDAP, it was known as Lightweight Directory Browsing Protocol, or LDBP. It
was renamed with the expansion of the scope of the protocol beyond directory browsing and searching, to include
directory update functions. It was given its Lightweight name because it was not as network intensive as its DAP
predecessor and thus was more easily implemented over the internet due to its relatively modest bandwidth usage.
LDAP has influenced subsequent Internet protocols, including later versions of X.500, XML Enabled Directory
(XED), Directory Service Markup Language (DSML), Service Provisioning Markup Language (SPML), and the
Service Location Protocol (SLP).
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Protocol overview
A client starts an LDAP session by connecting to an LDAP server, called a Directory System Agent (DSA), by
default on TCP port 389. The client then sends an operation request to the server, and the server sends responses in
return. With some exceptions, the client does not need to wait for a response before sending the next request, and the
server may send the responses in any order.
The client may request the following operations:
• StartTLS — use the LDAPv3 Transport Layer Security (TLS) extension for a secure connection
• Bind — authenticate and specify LDAP protocol version
• Search — search for and/or retrieve directory entries
• Compare — test if a named entry contains a given attribute value
•• Add a new entry
•• Delete an entry
•• Modify an entry
• Modify Distinguished Name (DN) — move or rename an entry
• Abandon — abort a previous request
• Extended Operation — generic operation used to define other operations
• Unbind — close the connection (not the inverse of Bind)
In addition the server may send "Unsolicited Notifications" that are not responses to any request, e.g. before it times
out a connection.
A common alternative method of securing LDAP communication is using an SSL tunnel. This is denoted in LDAP
URLs by using the URL scheme "ldaps". The default port for LDAP over SSL is 636. The use of LDAP over SSL
was common in LDAP Version 2 (LDAPv2) but it was never standardized in any formal specification. This usage
has been deprecated along with LDAPv2, which was officially retired in 2003.[3]

Directory structure
The protocol accesses LDAP directories, which follow the 1993 edition of the X.500 model:
•• An entry consists of a set of attributes.
• An attribute has a name (an attribute type or attribute description) and one or more values. The attributes are

defined in a schema (see below).
• Each entry has a unique identifier: its Distinguished Name (DN). This consists of its Relative Distinguished Name

(RDN), constructed from some attribute(s) in the entry, followed by the parent entry's DN. Think of the DN as the
full file path and the RDN as its relative filename in its parent folder (e.g. if /foo/bar/myfile.txt were the DN, then
myfile.txt would be the RDN).

Be aware that a DN may change over the lifetime of the entry, for instance, when entries are moved within a tree. To
reliably and unambiguously identify entries, a UUID might be provided in the set of the entry's operational
attributes.
An entry can look like this when represented in LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF) (LDAP itself is a binary
protocol):

 dn: cn=John Doe,dc=example,dc=com

 cn: John Doe

 givenName: John

 sn: Doe

 telephoneNumber: +1 888 555 6789

 telephoneNumber: +1 888 555 1232
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 mail: john@example.com

 manager: cn=Barbara Doe,dc=example,dc=com

 objectClass: inetOrgPerson

 objectClass: organizationalPerson

 objectClass: person

 objectClass: top

"dn" is the distinguished name of the entry; it's neither an attribute nor a part of the entry. "cn=John Doe" is the
entry's RDN (Relative Distinguished Name), and "dc=example,dc=com" is the DN of the parent entry, where "dc"
denotes 'Domain Component'. The other lines show the attributes in the entry. Attribute names are typically
mnemonic strings, like "cn" for common name, "dc" for domain component, "mail" for e-mail address and "sn" for
surname.
A server holds a subtree starting from a specific entry, e.g. "dc=example,dc=com" and its children. Servers may also
hold references to other servers, so an attempt to access "ou=department,dc=example,dc=com" could return a
referral or continuation reference to a server that holds that part of the directory tree. The client can then contact the
other server. Some servers also support chaining, which means the server contacts the other server and returns the
results to the client.
LDAP rarely defines any ordering: The server may return the values of an attribute, the attributes in an entry, and the
entries found by a search operation in any order. This follows from the formal definitions - an entry is defined as a
set of attributes, and an attribute is a set of values, and sets need not be ordered.

Operations
Expand discussion of referral responses to various operations, especially modify, for example where all
modifies must be directed from replicas to a master directory.

Add
The ADD operation is used to insert a new entry into the directory server database.[4] If the distinguished name in the
add request already exists in the directory, then the server will not add a duplicate entry but will set the result code in
the add result to decimal 68, "entryAlreadyExists".[5]

•• LDAP-compliant servers will never dereference the distinguished name transmitted in the add request when
attempting to locate the entry, that is, distinguished names are never de-aliased.

•• LDAP-compliant servers will ensure that the distinguished name and all attributes conform to naming standards
•• The entry to be added must not exist, and the immediate superior must exist.

dn: uid=user,ou=people,dc=example,dc=com

changetype: add

objectClass: top

objectClass: person

uid: user

sn: last-name

cn: common-name

userPassword: password

In the above example, uid=user,ou=people,dc=example,dc=com must not exist, and
ou=people,dc=example,dc=com must exist.
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Bind (authenticate)
When an LDAP session is created, that is, when an LDAP client connects to the server, the authentication state of
the session is set to anonymous. The BIND operation establishes the authentication state for a session.
Simple BIND and SASL PLAIN can send the user's DN and password in plaintext, so the connections utilizing either
Simple or SASL PLAIN should be encrypted using Transport Layer Security (TLS). The server typically checks the
password against the userPassword attribute in the named entry. Anonymous BIND (with empty DN and
password) resets the connection to anonymous state.
SASL (Simple Authentication and Security Layer) BIND provides authentication services through a wide range of
mechanisms, e.g. Kerberos or the client certificate sent with TLS.[6]

BIND also sets the LDAP protocol version. The version is an integer and at present must be either 2 (two) or 3
(three), although the standard supports integers between 1 and 127 (inclusive) in the protocol. If the client requests a
version that the server does not support, the server must set the result code in the BIND response to the code for a
protocol error. Normally clients should use LDAPv3, which is the default in the protocol but not always in LDAP
libraries.
BIND had to be the first operation in a session in LDAPv2, but is not required in LDAPv3 (the current LDAP
version). In LDAPv3, each successful BIND request changes the authentication state of the session and each
unsuccessful BIND request resets the authentication state of the session.

Delete
To delete an entry, an LDAP client transmits a properly formed delete request to the server.[7]

•• A delete request must contain the distinguished name of the entry to be deleted
•• Request controls may also be attached to the delete request
•• Servers do not dereference aliases when processing a delete request
• Only leaf nodes (entries with no subordinates) may be deleted by a delete request. Some servers support an

operational attribute hasSubordinates whose value indicates whether an entry has any subordinate entries,
and some servers support an operational attribute numSubordinates[8] indicating the number of entries
subordinate to the entry containing the numSubordinates attribute.

Delete requests are subject to access controls, that is, whether a connection with a given authentication state will be
permitted to delete a given entry is governed by server-specific access control mechanisms.

Search and Compare
The Search operation is used to both search for and read entries. Its parameters are:
baseObject

The name of the base object entry (or possibly the root) relative to which the search is to be performed.
scope

What elements below the baseObject to search. This can be BaseObject (search just the named entry,
typically used to read one entry), singleLevel (entries immediately below the base DN), or
wholeSubtree (the entire subtree starting at the base DN).

filter
Criteria to use in selecting elements within scope. For example, the filter 
(&(objectClass=person)(|(givenName=John)(mail=john*))) will select "persons" 
(elements of objectClass person) where the matching rules for givenName and mail determine whether 
the values for those attributes match the filter assertion. Note that a common misconception is that LDAP data 
is case-insensitive, whereas in fact matching rules and ordering rules determine matching, comparisons, and
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relative value relationships. If the example filters were required to match the case of the attribute value, an
extensible match filter must be used, for example,
(&(objectClass=person)(|(givenName:caseExactMatch:=John)(mail:caseExactSubstringsMatch:=john*)))

derefAliases
Whether and how to follow alias entries (entries that refer to other entries),

attributes
Which attributes to return in result entries.

sizeLimit, timeLimit
Maximum number of entries to return, and maximum time to allow search to run. These values, however,
cannot override any restrictions the server places on size limit and time limit.

typesOnly
Return attribute types only, not attribute values.

The server returns the matching entries and potentially continuation references. These may be returned in any order.
The final result will include the result code.
The Compare operation takes a DN, an attribute name and an attribute value, and checks if the named entry contains
that attribute with that value.

Modify
The MODIFY operation is used by LDAP clients to request that the LDAP make changes to an existing entries.[9]

Attempts to modify entries that do not exist will fail. MODIFY requests are subject to access controls as
implemented by the server.
The MODIFY operation requires that the distinguished name (DN) of the entry be specified, and a sequence of
changes. Each change in the sequence must be one of:
•• add (add a new value, which must not already exist in the entry)
•• delete (delete an existing value)
•• replace (replace an existing value with a new value)
LDIF example of adding a value to an attribute:

dn: dc=example,dc=com

changetype: modify

add: cn

cn: the-new-cn-value-to-be-added

To replace the value of an existing attribute, Use the replace keyword. If the attribute is multi-valued, the client
must specify the value of the attribute to delete.
To delete an attribute from an entry, use the keyword delete and the changetype designator modify. If the
attribute is multi-valued, the client must specify the value of the attribute to delete.
There is also a modify-increment extension which allows an incrementable attribute value to be incremented by a
specified amount. The modify-increment extension uses object identifier 1.3.6.1.1.14. The following example
using LDIF increments employeeNumber by 5:

dn: uid=user.0,ou=people,dc=example,dc=com

changetype: modify

increment: employeeNumber

employeeNumber: 5
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When LDAP servers are in a replicated topology, LDAP clients should consider using the post-read control to verify
updates instead of a search after an update.[10] The post-read control is designed so that applications need not issue a
search request after an update – it is bad form to retrieve an entry for the sole purpose of checking that an update
worked because of the replication eventual consistency model. An LDAP client should not assume that it connects to
the same directory server for each request because architects may have placed load-balancers or LDAP proxies or
both between LDAP clients and servers.

Modify DN
Modify DN (move/rename entry) takes the new RDN (Relative Distinguished Name), optionally the new parent's
DN, and a flag that says whether to delete the value(s) in the entry that match the old RDN. The server may support
renaming of entire directory subtrees.
An update operation is atomic: Other operations will see either the new entry or the old one. On the other hand,
LDAP does not define transactions of multiple operations: If you read an entry and then modify it, another client
may have updated the entry in the meantime. Servers may implement extensions[11] that support this, though.

Extended operations
The Extended Operation is a generic LDAP operation that can define new operations that were not part of the
original protocol specification. StartTLS is one of the most significant extensions. Other examples include the
Cancel and Password Modify.

StartTLS

The StartTLS operation establishes Transport Layer Security (the descendant of SSL) on the connection. It can
provide data confidentiality (to protect data from being observed by third parties) and/or data integrity protection
(which protects the data from tampering). During TLS negotiation the server sends its X.509 certificate to prove its
identity. The client may also send a certificate to prove its identity. After doing so, the client may then use
SASL/EXTERNAL. By using the SASL/EXTERNAL, the client requests the server derive its identity from
credentials provided at a lower level (such as TLS). Though technically the server may use any identity information
established at any lower level, typically the server will use the identity information established by TLS.
Servers also often support the non-standard "LDAPS" ("Secure LDAP", commonly known as "LDAP over SSL")
protocol on a separate port, by default 636. LDAPS differs from LDAP in two ways: 1) upon connect, the client and
server establish TLS before any LDAP messages are transferred (without a StartTLS operation) and 2) the LDAPS
connection must be closed upon TLS closure.
It should be noted that some "LDAPS" client libraries only encrypt communication, they do not check the host name
against the name in the supplied certificate[12]

LDAPS was used with LDAPv2, because the StartTLS operation had not yet been defined. The use of LDAPS is
deprecated, and modern software should only use StartTLS.
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Abandon
The Abandon operation requests that the server abort an operation named by a message ID. The server need not
honor the request. Unfortunately, neither Abandon nor a successfully abandoned operation send a response. A
similar Cancel extended operation does send responses, but not all implementations support this.

Unbind
The Unbind operation abandons any outstanding operations and closes the connection. It has no response. The name
is of historical origin, and is not the opposite of the Bind operation.[13]

Clients can abort a session by simply closing the connection, but they should use Unbind.[14] Unbind allows the
server to gracefully close the connection and free resources that it would otherwise keep for some time until
discovering the client had abandoned the connection. It also instructs the server to cancel operations that can be
canceled, and to not send responses for operations that cannot be canceled.[15]

LDAP URLs
An LDAP URL format exists, which clients support in varying degrees, and servers return in referrals and
continuation references (see RFC 4516):

ldap://host:port/DN?attributes?scope?filter?extensions

Most of the components described below are optional.
• host is the FQDN or IP address of the LDAP server to search.
• port is the network port (default port 389) of the LDAP server.
• DN is the distinguished name to use as the search base.
• attributes is a comma-separated list of attributes to retrieve.
• scope specifies the search scope and can be "base" (the default), "one" or "sub".
• filter is a search filter. For example (objectClass=*) as defined in RFC 4515.
• extensions are extensions to the LDAP URL format.
For example, "ldap://ldap.example.com/cn=John%20Doe,dc=example,dc=com" refers to all user
attributes in John Doe's entry in ldap.example.com, while
"ldap:///dc=example,dc=com??sub?(givenName=John)" searches for the entry in the default server
(note the triple slash, omitting the host, and the double question mark, omitting the attributes). As in other URLs,
special characters must be percent-encoded.
There is a similar non-standard ldaps: URL scheme for LDAP over SSL. This should not be confused with
LDAP with TLS, which is achieved using the StartTLS operation using the standard ldap: scheme.

Schema
The contents of the entries in a subtree are governed by a schema known as a directory information tree (DIT).
The schema of a Directory Server defines a set of rules that govern the kinds of information that the server can hold.
It has a number of elements, including:
• Attribute Syntaxes—Provide information about the kind of information that can be stored in an attribute.
• Matching Rules—Provide information about how to make comparisons against attribute values.
• Matching Rule Uses—Indicate which attribute types may be used in conjunction with a particular matching rule.
• Attribute Types—Define an object identifier (OID) and a set of names that may be used to refer to a given

attribute, and associates that attribute with a syntax and set of matching rules.
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• Object Classes—Define named collections of attributes and classify them into sets of required and optional
attributes.

• Name Forms—Define rules for the set of attributes that should be included in the RDN for an entry.
• Content Rules—Define additional constraints about the object classes and attributes that may be used in

conjunction with an entry.
• Structure Rule—Define rules that govern the kinds of subordinate entries that a given entry may have.
Attributes are the elements responsible for storing information in a directory, and the schema defines the rules for
which attributes may be used in an entry, the kinds of values that those attributes may have, and how clients may
interact with those values.
Clients may learn about the schema elements that the server supports by retrieving an appropriate subschema
subentry.
The schema defines object classes. Each entry must have an objectClass attribute, containing named classes defined
in the schema. The schema definition of the classes of an entry defines what kind of object the entry may represent -
e.g. a person, organization or domain. The object class definitions also define the list of attributes that must contain
values and the list of attributes which may contain values.
For example, an entry representing a person might belong to the classes "top" and "person". Membership in the
"person" class would require the entry to contain the "sn" and "cn" attributes, and allow the entry also to contain
"userPassword", "telephoneNumber", and other attributes. Since entries may have multiple ObjectClasses values,
each entry has a complex of optional and mandatory attribute sets formed from the union of the object classes it
represents. ObjectClasses can be inherited, and a single entry can have multiple ObjectClasses values that define the
available and required attributes of the entry itself. A parallel to the schema of an objectClass is a class definition and
an instance in Object-oriented programming, representing LDAP objectClass and LDAP entry, respectively.
Directory servers may publish the directory schema controlling an entry at a base DN given by the entry's
subschemaSubentry operational attribute. (An operational attribute describes operation of the directory rather than
user information and is only returned from a search when it is explicitly requested.)
Server administrators can add additional schema entries in addition to the provided schema elements. A schema for
representing individual people within organizations is termed a white pages schema.

Variations
A lot of the server operation is left to the implementor or administrator to decide. Accordingly, servers may be set up
to support a wide variety of scenarios.
For example, data storage in the server is not specified - the server may use flat files, databases, or just be a gateway
to some other server. Access control is not standardized, though there has been work on it and there are commonly
used models. Users' passwords may be stored in their entries or elsewhere. The server may refuse to perform
operations when it wishes, and impose various limits.
Most parts of LDAP are extensible. Examples: One can define new operations. Controls may modify requests and
responses, e.g. to request sorted search results. New search scopes and Bind methods can be defined. Attributes can
have options that may modify their semantics.
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Other data models
As LDAP has gained momentum, vendors have provided it as an access protocol to other services. The
implementation then recasts the data to mimic the LDAP/X.500 model, but how closely this model is followed
varies. For example, there is software to access SQL databases through LDAP, even though LDAP does not readily
lend itself to this.[16] X.500 servers may support LDAP as well.
Similarly, data previously held in other types of data stores are sometimes moved to LDAP directories. For example,
Unix user and group information can be stored in LDAP and accessed via PAM and NSS modules. LDAP is often
used by other services for authentication.
An example of such data model is the GLUE Schema,[17] which is used in a distributed information system based on
LDAP that enable users, applications and services to discover which services exist in a Grid infrastructure and
further information about their structure and state.

Usage
An LDAP server may return referrals to other servers for requests that it cannot fulfill itself. This requires a naming
structure for LDAP entries so one can find a server holding a given DN or distinguished name, a concept defined in
the X.500 Directory and also used in LDAP. Another way of locating LDAP servers for an organization is a DNS
server resource record (SRV).
An organization with the domain example.org may use the top level LDAP DN dc=example,dc=org (where dc
means domain component). If the LDAP server is also named ldap.example.org, the organization's top level LDAP
URL becomes ldap://ldap.example.org/dc=example,dc=org.
Primarily two common styles of naming are used in both X.500 [2008] and LDAPv3. These are documented in the
ITU specifications and IETF RFCs. The original form takes the top level object as the country object, such as c=US,
c=FR. The domain component model uses the model described above. An example of country based naming could
be c=FR, o=Some Organization, ou=Some Organizational Unit L=Locality, or in the US: c=US, st=CA, o=Some
Organization ou=Organizational Unit, L=Locality, and CN=Common Name.
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RFCs
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• RFC 4519 - LDAP: Schema for User Applications (Obsoletes RFC 2256, Updates RFC 2247, RFC 2798 & RFC
2377)

The following RFCs detail LDAP-specific Best Current Practices:
•• RFC 4520 (also BCP 64) - Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) Considerations for the Lightweight

Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) (replaced RFC 3383)
•• RFC 4521 (also BCP 118) - Considerations for Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) Extensions
The following is a partial list of RFCs specifying LDAPv3 extensions:
• RFC 2247 - Use of DNS domains in distinguished names (Updated by RFC 4519 & RFC 4524)
• RFC 2307 - Using LDAP as a Network Information Service
•• RFC 2589 - LDAPv3: Dynamic Directory Services Extensions
•• RFC 2649 - LDAPv3 Operational Signatures
•• RFC 2696 - LDAP Simple Paged Result Control
• RFC 2798 - inetOrgPerson LDAP Object Class (Updated by RFC 3698, RFC 4519 & RFC 4524)
•• RFC 2830 - LDAPv3: Extension for Transport Layer Security
• RFC 2849 - The LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF)
•• RFC 2891 - Server Side Sorting of Search Results
•• RFC 3045 - Storing Vendor Information in the LDAP root DSE
•• RFC 3062 - LDAP Password Modify Extended Operation
•• RFC 3296 - Named Subordinate References in LDAP Directories
•• RFC 3671 - Collective Attributes in LDAP
•• RFC 3672 - Subentries in LDAP
•• RFC 3673 - LDAPv3: All Operational Attributes
•• RFC 3687 - LDAP Component Matching Rules
•• RFC 3698 - LDAP: Additional Matching Rules
•• RFC 3829 - LDAP Authorization Identity Controls
•• RFC 3866 - Language Tags and Ranges in LDAP
•• RFC 3909 - LDAP Cancel Operation
•• RFC 3928 - LDAP Client Update Protocol
•• RFC 4370 - LDAP Proxied Authorization Control
•• RFC 4373 - LBURP
•• RFC 4403 - LDAP Schema for UDDI
•• RFC 4522 - LDAP: Binary Encoding Option
•• RFC 4523 - LDAP: X.509 Certificate Schema
•• RFC 4524 - LDAP: COSINE Schema (replaces RFC 1274)
•• RFC 4525 - LDAP: Modify-Increment Extension
•• RFC 4526 - LDAP: Absolute True and False Filters
•• RFC 4527 - LDAP: Read Entry Controls
•• RFC 4528 - LDAP: Assertion Control
•• RFC 4529 - LDAP: Requesting Attributes by Object Class
•• RFC 4530 - LDAP: entryUUID
•• RFC 4531 - LDAP Turn Operation
•• RFC 4532 - LDAP Who am I? Operation
•• RFC 4533 - LDAP Content Sync Operation
•• RFC 4876 - Configuration Profile Schema for LDAP-Based Agents
•• RFC 5020 - LDAP entryDN Operational Attribute
LDAPv2 was specified in the following RFCs:
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•• RFC 1777 - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (replaced RFC 1487)
•• RFC 1778 - The String Representation of Standard Attribute Syntaxes (replaced RFC 1488)
•• RFC 1779 - A String Representation of Distinguished Names (replaced RFC 1485)
LDAPv2 was moved to historic status by the following RFC:
•• RFC 3494 - Lightweight Directory Access Protocol version 2 (LDAPv2) to Historic Status
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LDAP Data Interchange Format

LDIF

Filename extension .ldif

Type of format Data interchange

Standard(s) RFC 2849

The LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF) is a standard plain text data interchange format for representing
LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) directory content and update requests. LDIF conveys directory
content as a set of records, one record for each object (or entry). It represents update requests, such as Add, Modify,
Delete, and Rename, as a set of records, one record for each update request.
LDIF was designed in the early 1990s by Tim Howes, Mark C Smith, and Gordon Good while at the University of
Michigan. LDIF was updated and extended in the late 1990s for use with Version 3 of LDAP. This later version of
LDIF is called version 1 and is formally specified in RFC 2849, an IETF Standard Track RFC. RFC 2849, authored
by Gordon Good, was published in June 2000 and is currently a Proposed Standard.
A number of extensions to LDIF have been proposed over the years. One extension has been formally specified by
the IETF and published. RFC 4525, authored by Kurt Zeilenga, extended LDIF to support the LDAP
Modify-Increment extension. It is expected that additional extensions will be published by the IETF in the future.

Content Record Format
Each content record is represented as a group of attributes, with records separated from one another by blank lines.
The individual attributes of a record are represented as single logical lines (represented as one or more multiple
physical lines via a line-folding mechanism), comprising "name: value" pairs. Value data that do not fit within a
portable subset of ASCII characters are marked with '::' after the attribute name and encoded into ASCII using
base64 encoding. The content record format is a subset of the Internet Directory Information type.RFC 2425 [1]

Tools that employ LDIF
The OpenLDAP utilities include tools for exporting data from LDAP servers to LDIF content records
(ldapsearch), importing data from LDIF content records to LDAP servers (ldapadd), and applying LDIF
change records to LDAP servers (ldapmodify).
LDIF is one of the formats for importing and exporting address book data that the address books in Netscape
Communicator and in the Mozilla Application Suite support. Yahoo! Mail does not encode certain characters
properly when one exports their Yahoo! address book in LDIF format. For example, ampersand (&) is encoded as an
HTML Extended Character (&amp;) instead of the ampersand character. As a result, when the LDIF file is imported
into Thunderbird, for example, a text phrase like "John & Jane Doe" comes out in one's address book as "John
&amp; Jane Doe". The only corrective means at the moment is manually editing the address book after an Import.
Microsoft Windows 2000 Server and Windows Server 2003 include an LDIF based command line tool named
LDIFDE for importing and exporting information in Active Directory.
JXplorer is a cross platform open source java application that can browse and do basic editing of LDIF files.
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LDIF fields
dn: distinguished name

This refers to the name that uniquely identifies an entry in the directory.

   dc: domain component

This refers to each component of the domain. For example www.google.com would be written as
DC=www,DC=google,DC=com

   ou: organizational unit

This refers to the organizational unit (or sometimes the user group) that the user is part of. If the user is part of more
than one group, you may specify as such, e.g., OU= Lawyer,OU= Judge.

   cn: common name

This refers to the individual object (person's name; meeting room; recipe name; job title; etc.) for whom/which you
are querying.

Examples of LDIF
This is an example of a simple directory entry with several attributes, represented as a record in LDIF:

dn: cn=The Postmaster,dc=example,dc=com

objectClass: organizationalRole

cn: The Postmaster

This is an example of an LDIF record that modifies multiple single-valued attributes for two different directory
entries (this format is used by Microsoft's LDIFDE tool):

dn: CN=John Smith,OU=Legal,DC=example,DC=com

changetype: modify

replace:employeeID

employeeID: 1234

-

replace:employeeNumber

employeeNumber: 98722

-

replace: extensionAttribute6

extensionAttribute6: JSmith98

-

dn: CN=Jane Smith,OU=Accounting,DC=example,DC=com

changetype: modify

replace:employeeID

employeeID: 5678

-

replace:employeeNumber

employeeNumber: 76543

-

replace: extensionAttribute6
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extensionAttribute6: JSmith14

-

Note: the "-" character between each attribute change is required. Also note that each directory entry ends with a "-"
followed by a blank line. The final "-" is required.
This is an example of an LDIF file that adds a telephone number to an existing user:

dn: cn=Peter Michaels, ou=Artists, l=San Francisco, c=US

changetype: modify

add: telephonenumber

telephonenumber: +1 415 555 0002

An example of LDIF containing a control:

version: 1

dn: o=testing,dc=example,dc=com

control: 1.3.6.1.1.13.1 false cn

changetype: add

objectClass: top

objectClass: organization

o: testing

RFCs
• RFC 2849 — The LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF) - Technical Specification
• RFC 4510 — Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP): Technical Specification Road Map
• RFC 4525 — LDAP Modify-Increment Extension

External links
• MSDN : Windows 2003 : Using the LDIFDE Tool [2]

• MSDN : Active Directory : LDIF Scripts [3]
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Kerberos (protocol)

Stable release krb5-1.10.1 / March 8, 2012

Website web.mit.edu/kerberos/ [1]

Kerberos (   /ˈkɛərbərəs/) is a computer network authentication protocol which works on the basis of "tickets" to
allow nodes communicating over a non-secure network to prove their identity to one another in a secure manner. Its
designers aimed primarily at a client–server model, and it provides mutual authentication—both the user and the
server verify each other's identity. Kerberos protocol messages are protected against eavesdropping and replay
attacks. Kerberos builds on symmetric key cryptography and requires a trusted third party, and optionally may use
public-key cryptography by utilizing asymmetric key cryptography during certain phases of authentication.[2]

Kerberos uses port 88 by default.

History and development
MIT developed Kerberos to protect network services provided by Project Athena. The protocol was named after the
character Kerberos (or Cerberus) from Greek mythology which was a monstrous three-headed guard dog of Hades.
Several versions of the protocol exist; versions 1–3 occurred only internally at MIT.
Steve Miller and Clifford Neuman, the primary designers of Kerberos version 4, published that version in the late
1980s, although they had targeted it primarily for Project Athena.
Version 5, designed by John Kohl and Clifford Neuman, appeared as RFC 1510 in 1993 (made obsolete by RFC
4120 in 2005), with the intention of overcoming the limitations and security problems of version 4.
MIT makes an implementation of Kerberos freely available, under copyright permissions similar to those used for
BSD. In 2007, MIT formed the Kerberos Consortium to foster continued development. Founding sponsors include
vendors such as Oracle, Apple Inc., Google, Microsoft, Centrify Corporation and TeamF1 Inc., and academic
institutions such as KTH-Royal Institute of Technology, Stanford University, MIT and vendors such as CyberSafe
offering commercially supported versions.
Authorities in the United States classified Kerberos as auxiliary military technology and banned its export because it
used the DES encryption algorithm (with 56-bit keys). A non-US Kerberos 4 implementation, KTH-KRB developed
at the Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden, made the system available outside the US before the US changed its
cryptography export regulations (circa 2000). The Swedish implementation was based on a limited version called
eBones. eBones was based on the exported MIT Bones release (stripped of both the encryption functions and the
calls to them) based on version Kerberos 4 patch-level 9.
Windows 2000 and later use Kerberos as their default authentication method. Some Microsoft additions to the
Kerberos suite of protocols are documented in RFC 3244 "Microsoft Windows 2000 Kerberos Change Password and
Set Password Protocols". RFC 4757 documents Microsoft's use of the RC4 cipher. While Microsoft uses the
Kerberos protocol, it does not use the MIT software.
Many UNIX and UNIX-like operating systems, including FreeBSD, Apple's Mac OS X, Red Hat Enterprise Linux,
Oracle's Solaris, IBM's AIX, HP's OpenVMS, Univention's Univention Corporate Server and others, include
software for Kerberos authentication of users or services. Embedded implementation of the Kerberos V
authentication protocol for client agents and network services running on embedded platforms is also available from
companies such as TeamF1, Inc.
As of 2005, the IETF Kerberos working group is updating the specifications. Recent updates include:
•• Encryption and Checksum Specifications" (RFC 3961).
• Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) Encryption for Kerberos 5 (RFC 3962).
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•• A new edition of the Kerberos V5 specification "The Kerberos Network Authentication Service (V5)" (RFC
4120). This version obsoletes RFC 1510, clarifies aspects of the protocol and intended use in a more detailed and
clearer explanation.

• A new edition of the GSS-API specification "The Kerberos Version 5 Generic Security Service Application
Program Interface (GSS-API) Mechanism: Version 2." (RFC 4121).

Protocol

Description
The client authenticates itself to the Authentication Server (AS) which forwards the username to a Key Distribution
Center (KDC). The KDC issues a Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT), which is time stamped, encrypts it using the user's
password and returns the encrypted result to the user's workstation. If successful, this gives the user desktop access.
When the client needs to communicate with another node ("principal" in Kerberos parlance) it sends the TGT to the
Ticket Granting Service (TGS), which shares the same host as the KDC. After verifying the TGT is valid and the
user is permitted to access the requested service, the TGS issues a Ticket and session keys, which are returned to the
client.
The client then sends the Ticket and keys to the service server (SS).

Kerberos negotiations

Here is another description.
The client authenticates to the AS once using a long-term shared secret
(e.g. a password) and receives a Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT) from
the AS. Later, when the client wants to contact some SS, it can (re)use
this ticket to get additional tickets from TGS, for SS, without resorting
to using the shared secret. The latter tickets can be used to prove
authentication to the SS.

The phases are detailed below.

User Client-based Logon

1. A user enters a username and password on the client machines.
2. The client performs a one-way function (hash usually) on the entered password, and this becomes the secret key

of the client/user.

Client Authentication

1. The client sends a cleartext message of the user ID to the AS requesting services on behalf of the user. (Note:
Neither the secret key nor the password is sent to the AS.) The AS generates the secret key by hashing the
password of the user found at the database (e.g. Active Directory in Windows Server).

2.2. The AS checks to see if the client is in its database. If it is, the AS sends back the following two messages to the
client:
• Message A: Client/TGS Session Key encrypted using the secret key of the client/user.
• Message B: Ticket-Granting-Ticket (which includes the client ID, client network address, ticket validity

period, and the client/TGS session key) encrypted using the secret key of the TGS.
3. Once the client receives messages A and B, it attempts to decrypt message A with the secret key generated from 

the password entered by the user. If the user entered password does not match the password in the AS database, 
the client's secret key will be different and thus unable to decrypt message A. With a valid password and secret 
key the client decrypts message A to obtain the Client/TGS Session Key. This session key is used for further 
communications with the TGS. (Note: The client cannot decrypt Message B, as it is encrypted using TGS's secret
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key.) At this point, the client has enough information to authenticate itself to the TGS.

Client Service Authorization

1.1. When requesting services, the client sends the following two messages to the TGS:
•• Message C: Composed of the TGT from message B and the ID of the requested service.
• Message D: Authenticator (which is composed of the client ID and the timestamp), encrypted using the

Client/TGS Session Key.
2.2. Upon receiving messages C and D, the TGS retrieves message B out of message C. It decrypts message B using

the TGS secret key. This gives it the "client/TGS session key". Using this key, the TGS decrypts message D
(Authenticator) and sends the following two messages to the client:
• Message E: Client-to-server ticket (which includes the client ID, client network address, validity period and

Client/Server Session Key) encrypted using the service's secret key.
• Message F: Client/Server Session Key encrypted with the Client/TGS Session Key.

Client Service Request

1.1. Upon receiving messages E and F from TGS, the client has enough information to authenticate itself to the SS.
The client connects to the SS and sends the following two messages:
• Message E from the previous step (the client-to-server ticket, encrypted using service's secret key).
• Message G: a new Authenticator, which includes the client ID, timestamp and is encrypted using Client/Server

Session Key.
2. The SS decrypts the ticket using its own secret key to retrieve the Client/Server Session Key. Using the sessions

key, SS decrypts the Authenticator and sends the following message to the client to confirm its true identity and
willingness to serve the client:
• Message H: the timestamp found in client's Authenticator plus 1, encrypted using the Client/Server Session

Key.
3. The client decrypts the confirmation using the Client/Server Session Key and checks whether the timestamp is

correctly updated. If so, then the client can trust the server and can start issuing service requests to the server.
4.4. The server provides the requested services to the client.

Drawbacks and Limitations
•• Single point of failure: It requires continuous availability of a central server. When the Kerberos server is down,

no one can log in. This can be mitigated by using multiple Kerberos servers and fallback authentication
mechanisms.

• Kerberos has strict time requirements, which means the clocks of the involved hosts must be synchronized within
configured limits. The tickets have a time availability period and if the host clock is not synchronized with the
Kerberos server clock, the authentication will fail. The default configuration per MIT [3] requires that clock times
are no more than five minutes apart. In practice Network Time Protocol daemons are usually used to keep the host
clocks synchronized.

• The administration protocol is not standardized and differs between server implementations. Password changes
are described in RFC 3244 [4].

• Since all authentication is controlled by a centralized KDC, compromise of this authentication infrastructure will
allow an attacker to impersonate any user.
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Related Requests For Comments
• RFC 2712 — Addition of Kerberos Cipher Suites to Transport Layer Security (TLS)
• RFC 4120 — The Kerberos Network Authentication Service (V5)
• RFC 4537 — Kerberos Cryptosystem Negotiation Extension
• RFC 4556 — Public Key Cryptography for Initial Authentication in Kerberos (PKINIT)
• RFC 4752 — The Kerberos V5 (GSSAPI) Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) Mechanism
• RFC 6111 — Additional Kerberos Naming Constraints
• RFC 6112 — Anonymity Support for Kerberos
• RFC 6113 — A Generalized Framework for Kerberos Pre-Authentication
• RFC 6251 — Using Kerberos Version 5 over the Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol

References
[1] http:/ / web. mit. edu/ kerberos/
[2][2] RFC 4556, abstract
[3] http:/ / web. mit. edu/ Kerberos/ krb5-1. 5/ krb5-1. 5. 4/ doc/ krb5-admin/ Clock-Skew. html
[4] http:/ / www. ietf. org/ rfc/ rfc3244. txt

Notes
• SDK Team. "Microsoft Kerberos (Windows)" (http:/ / msdn. microsoft. com/ en-us/ library/ aa378747(VS. 85).

aspx). MSDN Library.
• B. Clifford Neuman and Theodore Ts'o (September 1994). "Kerberos: An Authentication Service for Computer

Networks" (http:/ / gost. isi. edu/ publications/ kerberos-neuman-tso. html). IEEE Communications 32 (9): 33–8.
doi:10.1109/35.312841.

• John T. Kohl, B. Clifford Neuman, and Theodore Y. T'so (1994). "The Evolution of the Kerberos Authentication
System" (ftp:/ / athena-dist. mit. edu/ pub/ kerberos/ doc/ krb_evol. PS). In Johansen, D.; Brazier, F. M. T.
(Postscript). Distributed open systems. Washington: IEEE Computer Society Press. pp. 78–94.
ISBN 0-8186-4292-0.

• Cisco Systems Kerberos Overview- An Authentication Service for Open Network Systems (http:/ / www. cisco.
com/ en/ US/ tech/ tk59/ technologies_white_paper09186a00800941b2. shtml)

External links
• How Kerberos Authentication Works (http:/ / learn-networking. com/ network-security/

how-kerberos-authentication-works)
• Kerberos page (http:/ / web. mit. edu/ kerberos/ ) at MIT
• Kerberos Working Group at IETF (http:/ / www. ietf. org/ html. charters/ krb-wg-charter. html)
• Kerberos Consortium (http:/ / www. kerberos. org/ ) at MIT
• White Papers (http:/ / www. kerberos. org/ software/ whitepapers. html) at MIT
• Vendor Documentation and Specifications (http:/ / www. kerberos. org/ docs/ links. html) at MIT
• Kerberos How-to (http:/ / www. kerberos. org/ software/ adminkerberos. pdf)
• The Kerberos FAQ (http:/ / www. faqs. org/ faqs/ kerberos-faq/ general/ ) (last modified 8/18/2000)
• Shishi, a free Kerberos implementation for the GNU system (http:/ / josefsson. org/ shishi/ )
• Designing an Authentication System: A Dialogue in Four Scenes. Humorous play concerning how the design of

Kerberos evolved. (http:/ / web. mit. edu/ kerberos/ www/ dialogue. html)
• Description of Kerberos 5 in the SPORE library (http:/ / www. lsv. ens-cachan. fr/ spore/ kerberos. html)
• Kerberos Authentication in Windows Server 2003 (http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ windowsserver2003/

technologies/ security/ kerberos/ default. mspx)
• Kerberos Tutorial (http:/ / www. kerberos. org/ software/ tutorial. html)
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• Novell Inc's Comment to the Proposed Settlement between Microsoft and the Department of Justice - Microsoft
purposefully breaks Kerberos interoperability (http:/ / www. usdoj. gov/ atr/ cases/ ms_tuncom/ major/
mtc-00029523. htm)

• Kerberos in FreeBSD (http:/ / www. freebsd. org/ doc/ en/ books/ handbook/ kerberos5. html)
• Embedded Kerberos Implementation (http:/ / teamf1. com/ home/ product/ authagent-kerberos/ ) by TeamF1
• Heimdal, an implementation of Kerberos 5 (http:/ / www. h5l. org/ )

User account policy
User Account Policy is a document which outlines the requirements for requesting and maintaining an account on
computer systems or networks, typically within an organization. It is very important for large sites where users
typically have accounts on many systems. Some sites have users read and sign an Account Policy as part of the
account request process.

Policy Content
•• Should state who has the authority to approve account requests.
•• Should state who is allowed to use the resources (e.g., employees or students only)
•• Should state any citizenship/resident requirements.
•• Should state if users are allowed to share accounts or if users are allowed to have multiple accounts on a single

host.
• Should state the users’ rights and responsibilities.
•• Should state when the account should be disabled and archived.
•• Should state how long the account can remain inactive before it is disabled.
•• Should state password construction and aging rules.

Example
Some example wording: “Employees shall only request/receive accounts on systems they have a true business need
to access. Employees may only have one official account per system and the account ID and login name must follow
the established standards. Employees must read and sign the acceptable use policy prior to requesting an account.”

External links
• National Institute for Standards and Technology [1]

References
[1] http:/ / csrc. nist. gov/
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Monitoring

Nagios

Nagios

Screenshot of the Nagios web interface
Original author(s) Ethan Galstad and others [1]

Initial release March 14, 1999[2]

Stable release 3.4.1 / May 15, 2012[3]

Operating system Unix-like

Type Network monitoring

License GNU General Public License

Website www.nagios.org [4]

Nagios (   /ˈnɑːɡiːoʊs/) is a popular open source computer system monitor, network monitoring and infrastructure
monitoring software application. Nagios offers complete monitoring and alerting for servers, switches, applications,
and services and is considered the defacto industry standard in IT infrastructure monitoring. It watches hosts and
services. It alerts users when things go wrong and alerts them again when those wrong things get better/resolved.
Nagios, originally created under the name NetSaint, was written and is currently maintained by Ethan Galstad, along
with a group of developers actively maintaining both official and unofficial plugins. N.A.G.I.O.S. is a recursive
acronym: "Nagios Ain't Gonna Insist On Sainthood",[5] "Sainthood" being a reference to the original name NetSaint,
which was changed in response to a legal challenge by owners of a similar trademark.[6] "Agios" is also a
transliteration of the Greek word άγιος which means "saint".
Nagios was originally designed to run under Linux, but also runs well on other Unix variants. It is free software,
licensed under the terms of the GNU General Public License version 2 as published by the Free Software
Foundation.
In a 2006 survey among the nmap-hackers mailing list, 3243 people responded when asked for their favorite network
security tools. Nagios came in 67th overall and 5th among traffic monitoring tools. Nmap itself was excluded from
the list. Update: The 2011 list has been released and Nagios is listed at #69. [7]
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Overview
Nagios is Open Source Software licensed under the GNU GPL V2.
• Monitoring of network services (SMTP, POP3, HTTP, NNTP, ICMP, SNMP, FTP, SSH)
• Monitoring of host resources (processor load, disk usage, system logs) on a majority of network operating

systems, including Microsoft Windows with the NSClient++ [8] plugin or Check MK.
•• Monitoring of anything else like probes (temperature, alarms...) which have the ability to send collected data via a

network to specifically written plugins
• Monitoring via remotely-run scripts via Nagios Remote Plugin Executor
• Remote monitoring supported through SSH or SSL encrypted tunnels.
• Simple plugin design that allows users to easily develop their own service checks depending on needs, by using

the tools of choice (shell scripts, C++, Perl, Ruby, Python, PHP, C#, etc.)
• Plugins available for graphing of data (Nagiosgraph [9], PNP4Nagios [10], Splunk for Nagios [11], and others

available)
•• Parallelized service checks available
•• Ability to define network host hierarchy using "parent" hosts, allowing detection of and distinction between hosts

that are down and those that are unreachable
• Contact notifications when service or host problems occur and get resolved (via e-mail, pager, SMS, or any

user-defined method through plugin system)
•• Ability to define event handlers to be run during service or host events for proactive problem resolution
• Automatic log file rotation
• Support for implementing redundant monitoring hosts
•• Optional web-interface for viewing current network status, notifications, problem history, log files, etc.
•• Data storage is done in text files rather than database

Nagios Agents

NRPE
Nagios Remote Plugin Executor (NRPE) is a Nagios agent that allows remote systems monitoring using scripts that
are hosted on the remote systems. It allows for monitoring resources such as disk usage, system load or number of
users currently logged in. Nagios periodically polls the agent on the remote system using the check_nrpe plugin.

NRDP
Nagios Remote Data Processor (NDRP) is a Nagios agent with a flexible data transport mechanism and processor. It
is designed with an architecture that allows it to be easily extended and customized. NRDP uses standard ports and
protocols (HTTP(S) and XML) and can be implemented as a replacement for NSCA.
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NSClient++
This program is mainly used to monitor Windows machines. Being installed on a remote system NSClient++ listens
to port TCP 1248. Nagios plugin that is used to collect information from this addon is called check_nt. As NRPE,
NSClient++ allows to monitor the so called "private services" (memory usage, CPU load, disk usage, running
processes, etc.)
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• Nagwin - Nagios for Windows (http:/ / www. itefix. no/ i2/ nagwin)

Comparison of network monitoring systems
This is a comparison of some notable network monitoring systems.
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Legend
Product Name

The name of the software, linked to its Wikipedia article.
IP SLAs Reports

Features reports on IP SLAs.
Logical Grouping

Supports arranging the hosts or devices it monitors into user-defined groups.
Trending

Provides trending of network data over time.
Trend Prediction

The software features algorithms designed to predict future network statistics.
Auto Discovery

The software automatically discovers hosts or network devices it is connected to.
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Agent
The product relies on a software agent that must run on hosts it is monitoring, so that data can be pushed back
to a central server. "Supported" means that an agent may be used, but is not mandatory. An SNMP daemon
does not count as an agent.

SNMP
Able to retrieve and report on SNMP statistics.

Syslog
Able to receive and report on Syslogs.

Plugins
Architecture of the software based on a number of 'plugins' that provide additional functionality.

Triggers/Alerts
Capable of detecting threshold violations in network data, and alerting the administrator in some form.

WebApp
Runs as a web-based application.

•• No: There is no web-based frontend for this software.
•• Viewing: Network data can be viewed in a graphical web-based frontend.
•• Acknowledging: Users can interact with the software through the web-based frontend to acknowledge alarms

or manipulate other notifications.
•• Reporting: Specific reports on network data can be configured by the user and executed through the web-based

frontend.
•• Full Control: ALL aspects of the product can be controlled through the web-based frontend, including

low-level maintenance tasks such as software configuration and upgrades.
Distributed Monitoring

Able to leverage more than one server to distribute the load of network monitoring.
Inventory

Keeps a record of hardware and/or software inventory for the hosts and devices it monitors.
Data Storage Method

Main method used to store the network data it monitors.
License

License released under (e.g. GPL, BSD license, etc.).
Maps

Features graphical network maps that represent the hosts and devices it monitors, and the links between them.
Access Control

Features user-level security, allowing an administrator to prevent access to certain parts of the product on a
per-user or per-role basis.

IPv6
Supports monitoring IPv6 hosts and/or devices, receiving IPv6 data, and running on an IPv6-enabled server.
Supports communication using IPv6 to the SNMP agent via an IPv6 address.
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Network File Systems

Network File System
Network File System (NFS) is a distributed file system protocol originally developed by Sun Microsystems in
1984,[1] allowing a user on a client computer to access files over a network in a manner similar to how local storage
is accessed. NFS, like many other protocols, builds on the Open Network Computing Remote Procedure Call (ONC
RPC) system. The Network File System is an open standard defined in RFCs, allowing anyone to implement the
protocol.

Versions and variations

Original NFS version
The implementation details are defined in RFC 1094. Sun used version 1 only for in-house experimental purposes.
When the development team added substantial changes to NFS version 1 and released it outside of Sun, they decided
to release the new version as v2, so that version interoperation and RPC version fallback could be tested.[2]

NFSv2
Version 2 of the protocol (defined in RFC 1094, March 1989) originally operated entirely over UDP. Its designers
meant to keep the protocol stateless, with locking (for example) implemented outside of the core protocol. People
involved in the creation of NFS version 2 include Rusty Sandberg, Bob Lyon, Bill Joy, and Steve Kleiman.
NFSv2 only allowed the first 2 GB of a file to be read.

NFSv3
Version 3 (RFC 1813, June 1995) added:
•• support for 64-bit file sizes and offsets, to handle files larger than 2 gigabytes (GB);
•• support for asynchronous writes on the server, to improve write performance;
•• additional file attributes in many replies, to avoid the need to re-fetch them;
• a READDIRPLUS operation, to get file handles and attributes along with file names when scanning a directory;
•• assorted other improvements.
At the time of introduction of Version 3, vendor support for TCP as a transport-layer protocol began increasing.
While several vendors had already added support for NFS Version 2 with TCP as a transport, Sun Microsystems
added support for TCP as a transport for NFS at the same time it added support for Version 3. Using TCP as a
transport made using NFS over a WAN more feasible.
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NFSv4
Version 4 (RFC 3010, December 2000; revised in RFC 3530, April 2003), influenced by AFS and CIFS, includes
performance improvements, mandates strong security, and introduces a stateful protocol.[3] Version 4 became the
first version developed with the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) after Sun Microsystems handed over the
development of the NFS protocols.
NFS version 4.1 (RFC 5661, January 2010) aims to provide protocol support to take advantage of clustered server
deployments including the ability to provide scalable parallel access to files distributed among multiple servers
(pNFS extension).

Other extensions
WebNFS, an extension to Version 2 and Version 3, allows NFS to integrate more easily into Web-browsers and to
enable operation through firewalls. In 2007, Sun Microsystems open-sourced their client-side WebNFS
implementation.[4]

Various side-band protocols have become associated with NFS, including:
• The byte-range advisory Network Lock Manager (NLM) protocol (added to support UNIX System V file locking

APIs).
• The remote quota reporting (RQUOTAD) protocol (to allow NFS users to view their data-storage quotas on NFS

servers).
NFS over RDMA is an adaptation of NFS that uses RDMA as a transport.[5][6]

Platforms
NFS is often used with Unix operating systems (such as Solaris, AIX and HP-UX) and Unix-like operating systems
(such as Linux and FreeBSD). It is also available to operating systems such as the classic Mac OS, OpenVMS,
Microsoft Windows, Novell NetWare, and IBM AS/400. Alternative remote file access protocols include the Server
Message Block (SMB, also known as CIFS), Apple Filing Protocol (AFP), NetWare Core Protocol (NCP), and
OS/400 File Server file system (QFileSvr.400). SMB and NetWare Core Protocol (NCP) occur more commonly than
NFS on systems running Microsoft Windows; AFP occurs more commonly than NFS in Macintosh systems; and
QFileSvr.400 occurs more commonly in AS/400 systems.

Typical implementation
Assuming a Unix-style scenario in which one machine (the client) requires access to data stored on another machine
(the NFS server):
1. The server implements NFS daemon processes (running by default as nfsd) in order to make its data generically

available to clients.
2. The server administrator determines what to make available, exporting the names and parameters of directories

(typically using the /etc/exports configuration file and the exportfs command).
3. The server security-administration ensures that it can recognize and approve validated clients.
4. The server network configuration ensures that appropriate clients can negotiate with it through any firewall

system.
5. The client machine requests access to exported data, typically by issuing a mount command. (The client asks

the server (rpcbind) which port the NFS server is using, the client connects to the NFS server (nfsd), nfsd passes
the request to mountd)

6. If all goes well, users on the client machine can then view and interact with mounted filesystems on the server
within the parameters permitted.
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Note that automation of the NFS mounting process may take place — perhaps using /etc/fstab and/or
automounting facilities.

Protocol development versus competing protocols

1980s
NFS and ONC figured prominently in the network-computing war between Sun Microsystems and Apollo
Computer, and later the UNIX wars (ca 1987-1996) between AT&T and Sun on one side, and Digital Equipment,
HP, and IBM on the other.
During the development of the ONC protocol (called SunRPC at the time), only Apollo's Network Computing
System (NCS) offered comparable functionality. Two competing groups developed over fundamental differences in
the two remote procedure call systems. Arguments focused on the method for data-encoding — ONC's External Data
Representation (XDR) always rendered integers in big-endian order, even if both peers of the connection had
little-endian machine-architectures, whereas NCS's method attempted to avoid byte-swap whenever two peers shared
a common endianness in their machine-architectures. An industry-group called the Network Computing Forum
formed (March 1987) in an (ultimately unsuccessful) attempt to reconcile the two network-computing environments.
Later, Sun and AT&T announced that the two firms would jointly develop AT&T's next version of UNIX: System V
Release 4. This caused many of AT&T's other licensees of UNIX System V to become concerned that this would put
Sun in an advantaged position, and it ultimately led to Digital Equipment, HP, IBM, and others forming the Open
Software Foundation (OSF) in 1988. Ironically, Sun and AT&T had previously competed over Sun's NFS versus
AT&T's Remote File System (RFS), and the quick adoption of NFS over RFS by Digital Equipment, HP, IBM, and
many other computer vendors tipped the majority of users in favor of NFS.
OSF solicited the proposals for various technologies, including the remote procedure call (RPC) system and the
remote file access protocol. In the end, proposals for these two requirements, called respectively, the Distributed
Computing Environment (DCE), and the Distributed File System (DFS) won over Sun's proposed ONC and NFS.
DCE derived from a suite of technologies, including NCS and Kerberos. DFS used DCE as the RPC and derived
from the Andrew File System (AFS).

1990s
Sun Microsystems and the Internet Society (ISOC) reached an agreement to cede "change control" of ONC RPC so
that ISOC's engineering-standards body, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), could publish standards
documents (RFCs) documenting the ONC RPC protocols and could extend ONC RPC. OSF attempted to make DCE
RPC an IETF standard, but ultimately proved unwilling to give up change control. Later, the IETF chose to extend
ONC RPC by adding a new authentication flavor based on GSSAPI, RPCSEC GSS, in order to meet IETF's
requirements that protocol standards have adequate security.
Later, Sun and ISOC reached a similar agreement to give ISOC change control over NFS, although writing the
contract carefully to exclude NFS version 2 and version 3. Instead, ISOC gained the right to add new versions to the
NFS protocol, which resulted in IETF specifying NFS version 4 in 2003.
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2000s
By the 21st century, neither DFS nor AFS had achieved any major commercial success as compared to CIFS or NFS.
IBM, which had previously acquired the primary commercial vendor of DFS and AFS, Transarc, donated most of the
AFS source code to the free software community in 2000. The OpenAFS project lives on. In early 2005, IBM
announced end of sales for AFS and DFS.

Present
NFSv4.1 adds the Parallel NFS pNFS [7] capability, which enables data access parallelism. The NFSv4.1 protocol
defines a method of separating the filesystem meta-data from the location of the file data; it goes beyond the simple
name/data separation by striping the data amongst a set of data servers. This is different from the traditional NFS
server which holds the names of files and their data under the single umbrella of the server. There exist products
which are multi-node NFS servers, but the participation of the client in separation of meta-data and data is limited.
The NFSv4.1 client can be enabled to be a direct participant in the exact location of file data and avoid solitary
interaction with the single NFS server when moving data.
The NFSv4.1 pNFS server is a collection of server resources or components; these are assumed to be controlled by
the meta-data server.
The pNFS client still accesses a single meta-data server for traversal or interaction with the namespace; when the
client moves data to and from the server it may be directly interacting with the set of data servers belonging to the
pNFS server collection.
In addition to pNFS, NFSv4.1 provides Sessions, Directory Delegation and Notifications, Multi-server Namespace,
ACL/SACL/DACL, Retention Attributions, and SECINFO_NO_NAME.
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• Christopher Smith (2006-05-02). "Linux NFS-HOWTO" (http:/ / nfs. sourceforge. net/ nfs-howto/ index.
html). Retrieved 2010-12-16.

• IBM: NFSv4 delivers seamless network access (http:/ / www-128. ibm. com/ developerworks/ linux/ library/
l-nfsv4. html?ca=dgr-lnxw06NFSv4SeamlessNetAccess)

• NFS operation explained with sequence diagrams (http:/ / www. eventhelix. com/ RealtimeMantra/ Networking/
NFS_Protocol_Sequence_Diagram. pdf)

Server Message Block
In computer networking, Server Message Block (SMB), also known as Common Internet File System (CIFS,
/ˈsɪfs/) operates as an application-layer network protocol[1] mainly used for providing shared access to files, printers,
serial ports, and miscellaneous communications between nodes on a network. It also provides an authenticated
inter-process communication mechanism. Most usage of SMB involves computers running Microsoft Windows,
where it was known as "Microsoft Windows Network" before the subsequent introduction of Active Directory.
Corresponding Windows services are the "Server Service" (for the server component) and "Workstation Service"
(for the client component).
The Server Message Block protocol can run atop the Session (and lower) network layers in several ways:
• directly over TCP, port 445;[2]

• via the NetBIOS API, which in turn can run on several transports:[3]

• on UDP ports 137, 138 & TCP ports 137, 139 — see NetBIOS over TCP/IP;
• on several legacy protocols such as NBF (incorrectly referred to as NetBEUI).

History
Barry Feigenbaum originally designed SMB at IBM with the aim of turning DOS "Interrupt 33" (21h) local file
access into a networked file system[4]. Microsoft has made considerable modifications to the most commonly used
version. Microsoft merged the SMB protocol with the LAN Manager product which it had started developing for
OS/2 with 3Com circa 1990, and continued to add features to the protocol in Windows for Workgroups (circa 1992)
and in later versions of Windows.
SMB was originally designed to run on top of the NetBIOS/NetBEUI API (typically implemented with NBF,
NetBIOS over IPX/SPX, or NBT). Since Windows 2000, SMB runs, by default, with a thin layer, similar to the
Session Message packet of NBT's Session Service, on top of TCP, using TCP port 445 rather than TCP port 139 — a
feature known as "direct host SMB".[2]

At around the time when Sun Microsystems announced WebNFS,[5] Microsoft launched an initiative in 1996 to
rename SMB to Common Internet File System (CIFS), and added more features, including support for symbolic
links, hard links, larger file sizes, and an initial attempt at supporting direct connections over TCP port 445 without
requiring NetBIOS as a transport (a largely experimental effort that required further refinement). Microsoft
submitted some partial specifications as Internet-Drafts to the IETF,[6] though these submissions have expired.
The Samba project originated with the aim of reverse engineering the SMB protocol and implementing an SMB
server to allow MS-DOS clients to use SMB to access files on Sun Microsystems machines.[7] Because of the
importance of the SMB protocol in interacting with the widespread Microsoft Windows platform, Samba became a
popular free implementation of a compatible SMB client and server for interoperating with non-Microsoft operating
systems.
Microsoft introduced SMB2 with Windows Vista in 2006, and later improved on it in Windows 7.
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Implementation

Client-server approach
SMB works through a client-server approach, where a client makes specific requests and the server responds
accordingly. One section of the SMB protocol specifically deals with access to filesystems, such that clients may
make requests to a file server; but some other sections of the SMB protocol specialize in inter-process
communication (IPC). The Inter-Process Communication (IPC) share or ipc$ is a network share on computers
running Microsoft Windows. This virtual share is used to facilitate communication between processes and computers
over SMB, often to exchange data between computers that have been authenticated.
Developers have optimized the SMB protocol for local subnet usage, but users have also put SMB to work to access
different subnets across the Internet—exploits involving file-sharing or print-sharing in MS Windows environments
usually focus on such usage.
SMB servers make their file systems and other resources available to clients on the network. Client computers may
want access to the shared file systems and printers on the server, and in this primary functionality SMB has become
best-known and most heavily used. However, the SMB file-server aspect would count for little without the NT
domains suite of protocols, which provide NT-style domain-based authentication at the very least. Almost all
implementations of SMB servers use NT Domain authentication to validate user-access to resources.

Samba
Samba is a free software re-implementation of the SMB/CIFS networking protocol, originally developed by Andrew
Tridgell. As of version 3, Samba provides file and print services for Microsoft Windows clients and can integrate
with a Windows NT 4.0 server domain, either as a Primary Domain Controller (PDC) or as a domain member.
Samba4 installations can act as an Active Directory domain controller or member server, at Windows 2008 domain
and forest functional levels.[8]

Performance issues

NetBIOS

The use of the SMB protocol has often correlated with a significant increase in broadcast traffic on a network.
However the SMB itself does not use broadcasts—the broadcast problems commonly associated with SMB actually
originate with the NetBIOS service location protocol. By default, a Microsoft Windows NT 4.0 server used NetBIOS
to advertise and locate services. NetBIOS functions by broadcasting services available on a particular host at regular
intervals. While this usually makes for an acceptable default in a network with a smaller number hosts, increased
broadcast traffic can cause problems as the size of the network increases. The implementation of name resolution
infrastructure in the form of Windows Internet Naming Service (WINS) or Domain Name System (DNS) resolves
this problem. WINS was a proprietary implementation used with Windows NT 4.0 networks, but brought about its
own issues and complexities in the design and maintenance of a Microsoft network.
Since the release of Windows 2000, the use of WINS for name resolution has been deprecated by Microsoft, with
hierarchical Dynamic DNS now configured as the default name resolution protocol for all Windows operating
systems. Resolution of (short) NETBIOS names by DNS requires that a DNS client expand short names, usually by
appending a connection-specific DNS suffix to its DNS lookup queries. WINS can still be configured on clients as a
secondary name resolution protocol for interoperability with legacy Windows environments and applications.
Further, Microsoft DNS servers can forward name resolution requests to legacy WINS servers in order to support
name resolution integration with legacy (pre-Windows 2000) environments that do not support DNS.
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WAN performance issues

Network designers have found that latency has a significant impact on the performance of the SMB 1.0 protocol, that
it performs more poorly than other protocols like FTP. Monitoring reveals a high degree of "chattiness" and a
disregard of network latency between hosts.[9] For example, a VPN connection over the Internet will often introduce
network latency. Microsoft has explained that performance issues come about primarily because SMB 1.0 is a
block-level rather than a streaming protocol, that was originally designed for small LANs; it has a block size that is
limited to 64K, SMB signing creates an additional overhead and the TCP window size is not optimized for WAN
links.[10] Solutions to this problem include the updated SMB 2.0 protocol, Offline Files, TCP window scaling and
WAN acceleration devices from various network vendors that cache and optimize SMB 1.0.[11]

Microsoft's modifications
Microsoft added several extensions to its own SMB implementation. For example, it added NTLM, then NTLMv2
authentication protocols in order to address security weakness in the original LanMan authentication. LanMan
authentication derived from the original legacy SMB specification's requirement to use IBM "LanManager"
passwords, but implemented DES in a flawed manner that allowed passwords to be cracked.[12] Later, Kerberos
authentication was also added. The NT 4.0 Domain logon protocols initially used 40-bit encryption outside of the
United States of America, because of export restrictions on stronger 128-bit encryption[13] (subsequently lifted in
1996 when President Bill Clinton signed Executive Order 13026[14]). Opportunistic locking support has changed
with each server release.

Opportunistic locking
In the SMB protocol, opportunistic locking is a file locking mechanism designed to improve performance by
controlling caching of network files by the client. Contrary to the traditional locks, OpLocks are not used in order to
provide mutual exclusion. The main goal of OpLocks is to provide synchronization for caching. There are three
types of opportunistic locks:

Batch Locks

Batch OpLocks were created originally to support a particular behavior of MS-DOS batch file execution operation in
which the file is opened and closed many times in a short period, which is a performance problem. To solve this, a
client may ask for a OpLock of type "batch". In this case, the client delays sending the close request and if a
subsequent open request is given, the two requests cancel each other.

Exclusive Locks

When an application opens in "shared mode" a file hosted on an SMB server which is not opened by any other
process (or other clients) the client receives an exclusive OpLock from the server. This means that the client may
now assume that it is the only process with access to this particular file, and the client may now cache all changes to
the file before committing it to the server. This is a performance improvement, since fewer round-trips are required
in order to read and write to the file. If another client/process tries to open the same file, the server sends a message
to the client (called a break or revocation) which invalidates the exclusive lock previously given to the client. The
client then flushes all changes to the file.
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Level 2 OpLocks

If an exclusive OpLock is held by a client and a locked file is opened by a third party, the client has to relinquish its
exclusive OpLock to allow the other client's write/read access. A client may then receive a "Level 2 OpLock" from
the server. A Level 2 OpLock allows the caching of read requests, but excludes write caching.

Breaks

In contrast with the SMB protocol's "standard" behavior, a break request may be sent from server to client. It informs
the client that an OpLock is no longer valid. This happens, for example, when another client wishes to open a file in
a way that invalidates the OpLock. The first client is then sent an OpLock break and required to send all its local
changes (in case of batch or exclusive OpLocks), if any, and acknowledge the OpLock break. Upon this
acknowledgment the server can reply to the second client in a consistent manner.

SMB2
Microsoft introduced a new version of the Server Message Block (SMB) protocol (SMB 2.0 or SMB2) with
Windows Vista in 2006.[15] Although the protocol is proprietary, its specification has been published to allow other
systems to interoperate with Microsoft operating systems that use the new protocol.[16]

SMB2 reduces the 'chattiness' of the SMB 1.0 protocol by reducing the number of commands and subcommands
from over a hundred to just nineteen.[] It has mechanisms for pipelining, that is, sending additional requests before
the response to a previous request arrives, thereby improving performance over high latency links. It adds the ability
to compound multiple actions into a single request, which significantly reduces the number of round-trips the client
needs to make to the server, improving performance as a result.[9] SMB1 also has a compounding mechanism —
known as AndX — to compound multiple actions, but Microsoft clients rarely use AndX. It also introduces the
notion of "durable file handles": these allow a connection to an SMB server to survive brief network outages, as are
typical in a wireless network, without having to incur the overhead of re-negotiating a new session.
SMB2 includes support for symbolic links. Other improvements include caching of file properties, improved
message signing with HMAC SHA-256 hashing algorithm and better scalability by increasing the number of users,
shares and open files per server among others.[9] The SMB1 protocol uses 16-bit data sizes, which amongst other
things, limits the maximum block size to 64K. SMB2 uses 32 or 64-bit wide storage fields, and 128 bits in the case
of file-handles, thereby removing previous constraints on block sizes, which improves performance with large file
transfers over fast networks.[9]

Windows Vista and later operating systems use SMB2 when communicating with other machines running Windows
Vista or later. SMB1 continues in use for connections with older versions of Windows, as well as systems like
Samba and various vendors' NAS solutions. Samba 3.5 also includes experimental support for SMB2.[17] Samba 3.6
fully supports SMB2, except the modification of user quotas using the Windows quota management tools.[18]

SMB2 brings a number of benefits to third party implementers of SMB protocols. SMB1, originally designed by
IBM, was reverse engineered, and later became part of a wide variety of non-Windows operating systems such as
Xenix, OS/2 and VMS (Pathworks). X/Open standardised it partially; it also had draft IETF standards which lapsed.
(See http:/ / ubiqx. org/ cifs/ Intro. html for historical detail.) SMB2 is also a relatively clean break with the past.
Microsoft's SMB1 code has to work with a large variety of SMB clients and servers. SMB1 features many versions
of information for commands (selecting what structure to return for a particular request) because features such as
Unicode support were retro-fitted at a later date. SMB2 involves significantly reduced compatibility-testing for
implementers of the protocol. SMB2 code has considerably less complexity since far less variability exists (for
example, non-Unicode code paths become redundant as SMB2 requires Unicode support).
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SMB 2.1
SMB 2.1, introduced with Windows 7 and Server 2008 R2, introduced minor performance enhancements with a new
opportunistic locking mechanism.[19]

SMB 3.0
SMB 3.0 (previously named SMB 2.2)[20] will be introduced with Windows 8[20] and Windows Server 2012.[20] It
will bring several significant changes that are aimed to add functionality and improve SMB2 performance, notably in
virtualized data centers like SMB2 RDMA Transport Protocol and multichannel.[21]

Features
The SMB "Inter-Process Communication" (IPC) system provides named pipes and was one of the first inter-process
mechanisms commonly available to programmers that provides a means for services to inherit the authentication
carried out when a client first connected to an SMB server.
Some services that operate over named pipes, such as those which use Microsoft's own implementation of DCE/RPC
over SMB, known as MSRPC over SMB, also allow MSRPC client programs to perform authentication, which
over-rides the authorization provided by the SMB server, but only in the context of the MSRPC client program that
successfully makes the additional authentication.
Since Windows domain controllers use SMB to transmit policies at login, they have packet-signing enabled by
default to prevent man-in-the-middle attacks; the feature can also be turned on for any server running Windows NT
4.0 Service Pack 3 or later.[22] The design of Server Message Block version 2 (SMB2) aims to mitigate this
performance-limitation by coalescing SMB signals into single packets.
SMB supports opportunistic locking — a special type of locking-mechanism — on files in order to improve
performance.
SMB serves as the basis for Microsoft's Distributed File System implementation.

Security
Over the years, there have been many security vulnerabilities in Microsoft's implementation of the protocol or
components that it directly relies on,[23][24][25] with the most recent vulnerability (at time of writing) involving the
SMB2 implementation.[26]

Specifications for SMB and SMB2 Protocols
The specifications for the SMB are proprietary and were originally closed, thereby forcing other vendors and
projects to reverse-engineer the protocol in order to interoperate with it. The SMB 1.0 protocol was eventually
published some time after it was reverse engineered, whereas the SMB 2.0 procotol was made available from
Microsoft's MSDN Open Specifications Developer Center from the outset.[27] There are a number of specifications
that are relevant to the SMB protocol:
• MS-CIFS [28] MS-CIFS is a recent replacement (2007) for the draft-leach-cifs-v1-spec-02.txt a document widely

used to implement SMB clients, but also known to have errors of omission and commission.
• MS-SMB [29] Specification for Microsoft Extensions to MS-CIFS
• MS-SMB2 [30] Specification for the SMB 2 protocol
• MS-FSSO [31] Describes the intended functionality of the Windows File Access Services System, how it

interacts with systems and applications that need file services, and how it interacts with administrative clients to
configure and manage the system.
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External links
• Hertel, Christopher (2003). Implementing CIFS — The Common Internet FileSystem (http:/ / www. ubiqx. org/

cifs/ Book. html). Prentice Hall. ISBN 0-13-047116-X. (Text licensed under the Open Publication License, v1.0
or later, available from the link above.)

• Technical details about SMB/CIFS (http:/ / ubiqx. org/ cifs/ )
• Common Internet File System (CIFS) File Access Protocol (http:/ / www. microsoft. com/ downloads/ details.

aspx?FamilyID=c4adb584-7ff0-4acf-bd91-5f7708adb23c& displaylang=en) - Technical details from Microsoft
Corporation

• the NT LM 0.12 dialect of SMB (http:/ / www. samba. org/ samba/ ftp/ specs/ smb-nt01. doc). In Microsoft Word
format

• Samba development information (http:/ / devel. samba. org/ )
• Introduction to the Common Internet File System (CIFS): Leverage the Power of this Popular Network File

Sharing Protocol (http:/ / www. embeddedcomponents. com/ marketplace/ makers/ visualitynq/ intro/ ) Online
introduction to CIFS: Lecture/blog by Ron Fredericks

• Zechner, Anton (2007). "Source-code of a free SMB server for small embedded systems" (http:/ / members.
inode. at/ anton. zechner/ az/ AzSmb. en. htm)

• Description of the update that implements Extended Protection for Authentication in the Server service (http:/ /
support. microsoft. com/ kb/ 2345886)

• Post about SMB3 in the Windows Server Blog (http:/ / blogs. technet. com/ b/ windowsserver/ archive/ 2012/ 04/
19/ smb-2-2-is-now-smb-3-0. aspx)
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Samba

Initial release 1992 [1]

Stable release 3.6.5 / April 30, 2012

Development status active

Operating system Multiplatform

Type Network file system

License GNU General Public License version 3

Website www.samba.org [2]

Samba is a free software re-implementation of the SMB/CIFS networking protocol, originally developed by Andrew
Tridgell. As of version 3, Samba provides file and print services for various Microsoft Windows clients and can
integrate with a Windows Server domain, either as a Primary Domain Controller (PDC) or as a domain member. It
can also be part of an Active Directory domain.
Samba runs on most Unix and Unix-like systems, such as GNU/Linux, Solaris, AIX and the BSD variants, including 
Apple's Mac OS X Server (which was added to the Mac OS X client in version 10.2). Samba is standard on nearly all 
distributions of Linux and is commonly included as a basic system service on other Unix-based operating systems as 
well. Samba is released under the GNU General Public License. The name Samba comes from SMB (Server
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Message Block), the name of the standard protocol used by the Microsoft Windows network file system.

Early history
Andrew Tridgell developed the first version of Samba Unix in December 1991 and January 1992, as a PhD student
at the Australian National University, using a packet sniffer to do network analysis of the protocol used by DEC
Pathworks server software. At the time of the first releases, versions 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0, all from the first half of
January 1992, it did not have a proper name, and Tridgell just called it "a Unix file server for Dos Pathworks". At the
time of version 1.0, he realized that he "had in fact implemented the netbios protocol" and that "this software could
be used with other PC clients".
With a focus on interoperability with Microsoft's LAN Manager, Tridgell released "netbios for unix", nbserver,
version 1.5 in December 1993. This release was the first to include client-software as well as a server. Also, at this
time GPL2 was chosen as license.
Midway through the 1.5-series, the name was changed to smbserver. However, Tridgell got a trademark notice from
the company "Syntax", who sold a product named TotalNet Advanced Server and owned the trademark for
"SMBserver". The name "Samba" was derived by running the Unix command grep through the system dictionary
looking for words that contained the letters S, M, and B, in that order (i.e. grep -i '^s.*m.*b'

/usr/share/dict/words).[3]

Versions 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9 followed relatively quickly, with the latter being released in January 1995. Tridgell
considers the adoption of CVS in May 1996 to mark the birth of the Samba Team, though there had been
contributions from other people, especially Jeremy Allison, previously.[4]

Version 2.0.0 was released in January 1999, and version 2.2.0 in April 2001.

Version History
Note: *** All users of versions 3.6.3 and previous releases should look to upgrading due to a serious issues with
alert CVE-2012-1182 [5] (Contributors please provide updates, literally millions of Samba hardware devices
implemented in the last decade could be rendered obsolete) ***
Version 3.0.0, released on 23 September 2003, was a major upgrade. Samba gained the ability to join Active
Directory as a member, though not as a domain controller.[6] Subsequent point-releases to 3.0 have added minor new
features. Currently, the latest release in this series is 3.0.37, released 1 October 2009, and shipped on a voluntary
basis.[7] The 3.0.x series officially reached end-of-life on 5 August 2009.[7]

Version 3.1 was used only for development.
With version 3.2, the project decided to move to time-based releases. New major releases, such as 3.3, 3.4, etc. will
appear every 6 months. New features will only be added when a major release is done, point-releases will be only for
bug fixes.[8] Also, 3.2 marked a change of license from GPL2 to GPL3, with some parts released under LGPL3.[9]

The main technical change in version 3.2 was to autogenerate much of the DCE/RPC-code that used to be
handcrafted. Version 3.2.0 was released on 1 July 2008.[10] It will be updated on an as-needed basis for security
issues only[11] and its current release is 3.2.15 from 1 October 2009. The 3.2.x series officially reached end-of-life on
1 March 2010.[11]

Version 3.3.0 was released 27 January 2009 and is now at version 3.3.16 in this branch.[12]

Version 3.4.0 was released 3 July 2009. This was the first release to include both Samba 3 and Samba 4 source
code.[13]

Version 3.4.14 was released 26 July 2011. It is the latest stable release of the Samba 3.4 series.[14]

Version 3.5.0 was released 1 March 2010. This was the first release to include experimental support for SMB2.[15]

Version 3.5.11 was released on 4 August 2011. It is the latest stable release of the Samba 3.5 series.[16][17]
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Version 3.6.0 was released on 9 August 2011. This is the first branch which includes full support for SMB2.[18]

Version 4.0 is planned as a major rewrite that will enable Samba to be an Active Directory domain controller. After
three years of development, the first technical preview (4.0.0TP1) was released in January 2006.[19] Subsequently,
new previews and then alphas have followed regularly. Beta 3 was released on 2nd July 2012 .[20]

Features
Samba allows file and print sharing between computers running Windows and computers running Unix. It is an
implementation of dozens of services and a dozen protocols, including:
• The NetBIOS over TCP/IP (NBT)
•• SMB
• CIFS (an enhanced version of SMB)
• DCE/RPC or more specifically, MSRPC, the Network Neighborhood suite of protocols
• A WINS server also known as a NetBIOS Name Server (NBNS)
•• The NT Domain suite of protocols which includes NT Domain Logons
•• Secure Accounts Manager (SAM) database
•• Local Security Authority (LSA) service
• NT-style printing service (SPOOLSS), NTLM and more recently Active Directory Logon which involves a

modified version of Kerberos and a modified version of LDAP.
All these services and protocols are frequently incorrectly referred to as just NetBIOS or SMB. The NetBIOS and
WINS protocols are deprecated on Windows.
Samba sets up network shares for chosen Unix directories (including all contained subdirectories). These appear to
Microsoft Windows users as normal Windows folders accessible via the network. Unix users can either mount the
shares directly as part of their file structure using the smbmount command or, alternatively, can use a utility,
smbclient (libsmb) installed with Samba to read the shares with a similar interface to a standard command line FTP
program. Each directory can have different access privileges overlaid on top of the normal Unix file protections. For
example: home directories would have read/write access for all known users, allowing each to access their own files.
However they would still not have access to the files of others unless that permission would normally exist. Note that
the netlogon share, typically distributed as a read only share from /etc/samba/netlogon, is the logon directory
for user logon scripts.
Samba services are implemented as two daemons:
•• smbd, which provides the file and printer sharing services, and
•• nmbd, which provides the NetBIOS-to-IP-address name service. NetBIOS over TCP/IP requires some method for

mapping NetBIOS computer names to the IP addresses of a TCP/IP network.
Samba configuration is achieved by editing a single file (typically installed as /etc/smb.conf or
/etc/samba/smb.conf). Samba can also provide user logon scripts and group policy implementation through
poledit.
Samba is included in most Linux distributions and is started during the boot process. On Red Hat, for instance, the
/etc/rc.d/init.d/smb script runs at boot time, and starts both daemons. Samba is not included in Solaris 8,
but a Solaris 8-compatible version is available from the Samba website.
Samba includes a web administration tool called Samba Web Administration Tool (SWAT).[21][22][23]
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Samba TNG

Samba TNG

Developer(s) Samba TNG team

Stable release 0.5-rc1 / December 3, 2009

Development status Unmaintained

Operating system Cross-platform

Type Microsoft networking

License GNU General Public License

Website www.samba-tng.org [24]

Samba TNG (The Next Generation) was forked in late 1999, after disagreements between the Samba Team leaders
and Luke Leighton about the directions of the Samba project. They failed to come to an agreement on a development
transition path which allowed the research version of Samba he was developing (known at the time as
Samba-NTDOM) to slowly be integrated into Samba.[25]

Since the project started, development has been minimal, due to a lack of developers. As such the Samba TNG team
frequently recommends to people who are unsure of which program to use to try Samba instead, as they have more
developers and are able to support more platforms and situations.[26]

One of the key goals of the Samba TNG project is to rewrite all of the NT Domains services as FreeDCE projects.[27]

Making this rewriting goal difficult is the fact that services were all developed manually through network
reverse-engineering, with limited or no reference to DCE/RPC documentation.
The key differences between the two programs are in the implementation of the NT Domains suite of protocols and
MSRPC services. Samba makes all the NT Domains services available from a single place, whereas Samba TNG has
separated each service into its own program.
ReactOS has started using Samba TNG services for its SMB implementation. The developers of both projects were
interested in seeing the Samba TNG design used to help get ReactOS talking to Windows networks. They have been
working together to adapt the network code and build system. The multi-layered and modular approach made it easy
to port each service to ReactOS.[28]
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Distributed file system
In computing, a distributed file system or network file system is any file system that allows access to files from
multiple hosts sharing via a computer network.[1] This makes it possible for multiple users on multiple machines to
share files and storage resources.
The client nodes do not have direct access to the underlying block storage but interact over the network using a
protocol. This makes it possible to restrict access to the file system depending on access lists or capabilities on both
the servers and the clients, depending on how the protocol is designed.
In contrast, in a shared disk file system all nodes have equal access to the block storage where the file system is
located. On these systems the access control must reside on the client.
Distributed file systems may include facilities for transparent replication and fault tolerance. That is, when a limited
number of nodes in a file system go offline, the system continues to work without any data loss.
The difference between a distributed file system and a distributed data store can be vague, but DFSes are generally
geared towards use on local area networks.

History and examples
The first file servers were developed in the 1970s. In 1976 Digital Equipment Corporation created the File Access
Listener (FAL), an implementation of the Data Access Protocol as part of DECnet Phase II which became the first
widely used network file system. In 1985 Sun Microsystems created the file system called "Network File System"
(NFS) which became the first widely used Internet Protocol based network file system. Other notable network file
systems are Andrew File System (AFS), Apple Filing Protocol (AFP), NetWare Core Protocol (NCP), and Server
Message Block (SMB) which is also known as Common Internet File System (CIFS).

Transparency
Transparency is usually built into distributed file systems, so that files accessed over the network can be treated the
same as files on local disk by programs and users. The multiplicity and dispersion of servers and storage devices are
thus made invisible. It is up to the network file system to locate the files and to arrange for the transport of the data.

Performance
A common performance measurement of a network file system is the amount of time needed to satisfy service
requests. In conventional systems, this time consists of a disk-access time and a small amount of CPU-processing
time. But in a network file system, a remote access has additional overhead due to the distributed structure. This
includes the time to deliver the request to a server, the time to deliver the response to the client, and for each
direction, a CPU overhead of running the communication protocol software. The performance of a network file
system can be viewed as one dimension of its transparency; to be fully equivalent, it would need to be comparable to
that of a local disk.
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Concurrent file updates
Concurrency control becomes an issue when more than one person or client is accessing the same file and want to
update it. Hence updates to the file from one client should not interfere with access and updates from other clients.
Concurrency control or locking may either be built into the file system or provided by an add-on protocol.
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Email Servers

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) is an Internet standard for electronic mail (e-mail) transmission across
Internet Protocol (IP) networks. SMTP was first defined by RFC 821 (1982, eventually declared STD 10),[1] and last
updated by RFC 5321 (2008)[2] which includes the extended SMTP (ESMTP) additions, and is the protocol in
widespread use today. SMTP uses TCP port 25. The protocol for new submissions (MSA) is effectively the same as
SMTP, but it uses port 587 instead. SMTP connections secured by SSL are known by the shorthand SMTPS, though
SMTPS is not a protocol in its own right.
While electronic mail servers and other mail transfer agents use SMTP to send and receive mail messages, user-level
client mail applications typically only use SMTP for sending messages to a mail server for relaying. For receiving
messages, client applications usually use either the Post Office Protocol (POP) or the Internet Message Access
Protocol (IMAP) or a proprietary system (such as Microsoft Exchange or Lotus Notes/Domino) to access their mail
box accounts on a mail server.

History
Various forms of one-to-one electronic messaging were used in the 1960s. People communicated with one another
using systems developed for specific mainframe computers. As more computers were interconnected, especially in
the US Government's ARPANET, standards were developed to allow users of different systems to e-mail one
another. SMTP grew out of these standards developed during the 1970s.
SMTP can trace its roots to two implementations described in 1971, the Mail Box Protocol, which has been disputed
to actually have been implemented,[3] but is discussed in RFC 196 and other RFCs, and the SNDMSG program,
which, according to RFC 2235, Ray Tomlinson of BBN "invents" for TENEX computers the sending of mail across
the ARPANET.[4][5][6] Fewer than 50 hosts were connected to the ARPANET at this time.[7]

Further implementations include FTP Mail [8] and Mail Protocol, both from 1973.[9] Development work continued
throughout the 1970s, until the ARPANET converted into the modern Internet around 1980. Jon Postel then
proposed a Mail Transfer Protocol in 1980 that began to remove the mail's reliance on FTP.[10] SMTP was published
as RFC 788 in November 1981, also by Postel.
The SMTP standard was developed around the same time as Usenet, a one-to-many communication network with
some similarities.
SMTP became widely used in the early 1980s. At the time, it was a complement to Unix to Unix Copy Program
(UUCP) mail, which was better suited for handling e-mail transfers between machines that were intermittently
connected. SMTP, on the other hand, works best when both the sending and receiving machines are connected to the
network all the time. Both use a store and forward mechanism and are examples of push technology. Though
Usenet's newsgroups are still propagated with UUCP between servers,[11] UUCP mail has virtually disappeared[12]

along with the "bang paths" it used as message routing headers.
The article about sender rewriting contains technical background info about the early SMTP history and source
routing before RFC 1123.
Released with 4.1cBSD, right after RFC 788, Sendmail was one of the first (if not the first) mail transfer agents to 
implement SMTP.[13] Over time, as BSD Unix became the most popular operating system on the Internet, sendmail 
became the most common MTA.[14] Some other popular SMTP server programs include Postfix, qmail, Novell
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GroupWise, Exim, Novell NetMail, Microsoft Exchange Server, Sun Java System Messaging Server.
Message submission (RFC 2476) and SMTP-AUTH (RFC 2554) were introduced in 1998 and 1999, both describing
new trends in e-mail delivery. Originally, SMTP servers were typically internal to an organization, receiving mail for
the organization from the outside, and relaying messages from the organization to the outside. But as time went on,
SMTP servers (Mail transfer agents), in practice, were expanding their roles to become message submission agents
for Mail user agents, some of which were now relaying mail from the outside of an organization. (e.g. a company
executive wishes to send e-mail while on a trip using the corporate SMTP server.) This issue, a consequence of the
rapid expansion and popularity of the World Wide Web, meant that SMTP had to include specific rules and methods
for relaying mail and authenticating users to prevent abuses such as relaying of unsolicited e-mail (spam).
As this protocol started out purely ASCII text-based, it did not deal well with binary files, or characters in many
non-English languages. Standards such as Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) were developed to encode
binary files for transfer through SMTP. Mail transfer agents (MTAs) developed after Sendmail also tended to be
implemented 8-bit-clean, so that the alternate "just send eight" strategy could be used to transmit arbitrary text data
(in any 8-bit ASCII-like character encoding) via SMTP. Mojibake was still a problem due to differing character set
mappings between vendors, although the email addresses themselves still allowed only ASCII. 8-bit-clean MTAs
today tend to support the 8BITMIME extension, permitting binary files to be transmitted almost as easily as plain
text. Recently the SMTPUTF8 extension was created to support UTF-8 text, allowing international content and
addresses in non-Latin scripts like Cyrillic or Chinese.
Many people contributed to the core SMTP specifications, among them Jon Postel, Eric Allman, Dave Crocker, Ned
Freed, Randall Gellens, John Klensin, and Keith Moore.

Mail processing model

Blue arrows can be implemented using SMTP variations.

Email is submitted by a mail client (MUA,
mail user agent) to a mail server (MSA, mail
submission agent) using SMTP on TCP port
587. Most mailbox providers still allow
submission on traditional port 25. From
there, the MSA delivers the mail to its mail
transfer agent (MTA, mail transfer agent).
Often, these two agents are just different
instances of the same software launched
with different options on the same machine.
Local processing can be done either on a
single machine, or split among various
appliances; in the former case, involved
processes can share files; in the latter case, SMTP is used to transfer the message internally, with each host
configured to use the next appliance as a smart host. Each process is an MTA in its own right; that is, an SMTP
server.

The boundary MTA has to locate the target host. It uses the Domain name system (DNS) to look up the mail
exchanger record (MX record) for the recipient's domain (the part of the address on the right of @). The returned MX
record contains the name of the target host. The MTA next connects to the exchange server as an SMTP client. (The
article on MX record discusses many factors in determining which server the sending MTA connects to.)
Once the MX target accepts the incoming message, it hands it to a mail delivery agent (MDA) for local mail 
delivery. An MDA is able to save messages in the relevant mailbox format. Again, mail reception can be done using 
many computers or just one —the picture displays two nearby boxes in either case. An MDA may deliver messages
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directly to storage, or forward them over a network using SMTP, or any other means, including the Local Mail
Transfer Protocol (LMTP), a derivative of SMTP designed for this purpose.
Once delivered to the local mail server, the mail is stored for batch retrieval by authenticated mail clients (MUAs).
Mail is retrieved by end-user applications, called email clients, using Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP), a
protocol that both facilitates access to mail and manages stored mail, or the Post Office Protocol (POP) which
typically uses the traditional mbox mail file format or a proprietary system such as Microsoft Exchange/Outlook or
Lotus Notes/Domino. Webmail clients may use either method, but the retrieval protocol is often not a formal
standard.
SMTP defines message transport, not the message content. Thus, it defines the mail envelope and its parameters,
such as the envelope sender, but not the header or the body of the message itself. STD 10 and RFC 5321 define
SMTP (the envelope), while STD 11 and RFC 5322 define the message (header and body), formally referred to as
the Internet Message Format.

Protocol overview
SMTP is a connection-oriented, text-based protocol in which a mail sender communicates with a mail receiver by
issuing command strings and supplying necessary data over a reliable ordered data stream channel, typically a
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection. An SMTP session consists of commands originated by an SMTP
client (the initiating agent, sender, or transmitter) and corresponding responses from the SMTP server (the listening
agent, or receiver) so that the session is opened, and session parameters are exchanged. A session may include zero
or more SMTP transactions. An SMTP transaction consists of three command/reply sequences (see example below.)
They are:
1. MAIL command, to establish the return address, a.k.a. Return-Path, 5321.From, mfrom, or envelope sender. This

is the address for bounce messages.
2. RCPT command, to establish a recipient of this message. This command can be issued multiple times, one for

each recipient. These addresses are also part of the envelope.
3. DATA to send the message text. This is the content of the message, as opposed to its envelope. It consists of a

message header and a message body separated by an empty line. DATA is actually a group of commands, and the
server replies twice: once to the DATA command proper, to acknowledge that it is ready to receive the text, and
the second time after the end-of-data sequence, to either accept or reject the entire message.

Besides the intermediate reply for DATA, each server's reply can be either positive (2xx reply codes) or negative.
Negative replies can be permanent (5xx codes) or transient (4xx codes). A reject is a permanent failure by an SMTP
server; in this case the SMTP client should send a bounce message. A drop is a positive response followed by
message discard rather than delivery.
The initiating host, the SMTP client, can be either an end-user's email client, functionally identified as a mail user
agent (MUA), or a relay server's mail transfer agent (MTA), that is an SMTP server acting as an SMTP client, in the
relevant session, in order to relay mail. Fully capable SMTP servers maintain queues of messages for retrying
message transmissions that resulted in transient failures.
A MUA knows the outgoing mail SMTP server from its configuration. An SMTP server acting as client, i.e.
relaying, typically determines which SMTP server to connect to by looking up the MX (Mail eXchange) DNS
resource record for each recipient's domain name. Conformant MTAs (not all) fall back to a simple A record in case
no MX record can be found. Relaying servers can also be configured to use a smart host.
An SMTP server acting as client initiates a TCP connection to the server on the "well-known port" designated for
SMTP: port 25. MUAs should use port 587 to connect to an MSA. The main difference between an MTA and an
MSA is that SMTP Authentication is mandatory for the latter only.
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SMTP vs mail retrieval
SMTP is a delivery protocol only. It cannot pull messages from a remote server on demand. Other protocols, such as
the Post Office Protocol (POP) and the Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) are specifically designed for
retrieving messages and managing mail boxes. However, SMTP has a feature to initiate mail queue processing on a
remote server so that the requesting system may receive any messages destined for it (see Remote Message Queue
Starting below). POP and IMAP are preferred protocols when a user's personal computer is only intermittently
powered up, or Internet connectivity is only transient and hosts cannot receive message during off-line periods.

Remote Message Queue Starting
Remote Message Queue Starting is a feature of SMTP that permits a remote host to start processing of the mail
queue on a server so it may receive messages destined to it by sending the TURN command. This feature however
was deemed insecure[15] and was extended in RFC 1985 with the ETRN command which operates more securely
using an authentication method based on Domain Name System information.

On-Demand Mail Relay
On-Demand Mail Relay (ODMR) is an SMTP extension standardized in RFC 2645 that allows e-mail to be relayed
to an authenticated recipient.

Internationalization
Many users whose native script is not Latin based have had difficulty with the Latin email address requirement.
Often this leads to meaningless, but easy to type, locale addresses.
RFC 6531 was created to solve that problem, providing internationalization features for SMTP, the SMTPUTF8
extension. RFC 6531 provides support for multi-byte and non-ASCII characters in email addresses, such as
Pelé@live.com (simple diacritic), δοκιμή@παράδειγμα.δοκιμή, and 测 试@测 试.测 试. Current support is
limited, but there is strong interest in broad adoption of RFC 6531 and the related RFCs in countries like China that
have a large user base where Latin (ASCII) is a foreign script.

Outgoing mail SMTP server
An e-mail client needs to know the IP address of an SMTP server and this has to be given as part of its configuration
(usually given as a DNS name). The server will deliver outgoing messages on behalf of the user.

Outgoing mail server access restrictions
Server administrators need to impose some control on which clients can use the server. This enables them to deal
with abuse, for example spam. Two solutions have been in common use:
• In the past, many systems imposed usage restrictions by the location of the client, only permitting usage by clients

whose IP address is one that the server administrators control. Usage from any other client IP address is
disallowed.

• Modern SMTP servers typically offer an alternative system that requires authentication of clients by credentials
before allowing access.
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Restricting access by location

Under this system, an ISP's SMTP server will not allow access by users who are 'outside the ISP's network'. More
precisely, the server may only allow access to users with an IP address provided by the ISP, which is equivalent to
requiring that they are connected to the Internet using that same ISP. A mobile user may often be on a network other
than that of their normal ISP, and will then find that sending email fails because the configured SMTP server choice
is no longer accessible.
This system has several variations. For example, an organisation's SMTP server may only provide service to users on
the same network, enforcing this by firewalling to block access by users on the wider Internet. Or the server may
perform range checks on the client's IP address. These methods were typically used by corporations and institutions
such as universities which provided an SMTP server for outbound mail only for use internally within the
organisation. However, most of these bodies now use client authentication methods, as described below.
By restricting access to certain IP addresses, server administrators can readily recognise the IP address of any abuser.
As it will be a meaningful address to them, the administrators can deal with the rogue machine or user.
Where a user is mobile, and may use different ISPs to connect to the internet, this kind of usage restriction is
onerous, and altering the configured outbound email SMTP server address is impractical. It is highly desirable to be
able to use email client configuration information that does not need to change.

Client authentication

Modern SMTP servers typically require authentication of clients by credentials before allowing access, rather than
restricting access by location as described earlier. This more flexible system is friendly to mobile users and allows
them to have a fixed choice of configured outbound SMTP server.

Open relay

A server that is accessible on the wider Internet and does not enforce these kinds of access restrictions is known as
an open relay. This is now generally considered a bad practice worthy of blacklisting.

Ports
Server administrators choose whether clients use TCP port 25 (SMTP) or port 587 (Submission), as formalized in
RFC 6409 (previously RFC 2476), for relaying outbound mail to a mail server. The specifications and many servers
support both. Although some servers support port 465 for legacy secure SMTP in violation of the specifications, it is
preferable to use standard ports and standard ESMTP commands[16] according to RFC 3207 if a secure session needs
to be used between the client and the server.
Some servers are set up to reject all relaying on port 25, but valid users authenticating on port 587 are allowed to
relay mail to any valid address.
Some Internet service providers intercept port 25, redirecting traffic to their own SMTP server regardless of the
destination address. This means that it is not possible for their users to access an SMTP server outside the ISP's
network using port 25.
Some SMTP servers support authenticated access on an additional port other than 25 to allow users to connect to
them even if port 25 is blocked.
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SMTP transport example
A typical example of sending a message via SMTP to two mailboxes (alice and theboss) located in the same mail
domain (example.com or localhost.com) is reproduced in the following session exchange. (In this example, the
conversation parts are prefixed with S: and C:, for server and client, respectively; these labels are not part of the
exchange.)
After the message sender (SMTP client) establishes a reliable communications channel to the message receiver
(SMTP server), the session is opened with a greeting by the server, usually containing its fully qualified domain
name (FQDN), in this case smtp.example.com. The client initiates its dialog by responding with a HELO command
identifying itself in the command's parameter with its FQDN (or an address literal if none is available).[2]

S: 220 smtp.example.com ESMTP Postfix

C: HELO relay.example.org

S: 250 Hello relay.example.org, I am glad to meet you

C: MAIL FROM:<bob@example.org>

S: 250 Ok

C: RCPT TO:<alice@example.com>

S: 250 Ok

C: RCPT TO:<theboss@example.com>

S: 250 Ok

C: DATA

S: 354 End data with <CR><LF>.<CR><LF>

C: From: "Bob Example" <bob@example.org>

C: To: "Alice Example" <alice@example.com>

C: Cc: theboss@example.com

C: Date: Tue, 15 January 2008 16:02:43 -0500

C: Subject: Test message

C:

C: Hello Alice.

C: This is a test message with 5 header fields and 4 lines in the message body.

C: Your friend,

C: Bob

C: .

S: 250 Ok: queued as 12345

C: QUIT

S: 221 Bye

{The server closes the connection}

The client notifies the receiver of the originating email address of the message in a MAIL FROM command. In this
example, the email message is sent to two mailboxes on the same SMTP server: one each for each recipient listed in
the To and Cc header fields. The corresponding SMTP command is RCPT TO. Each successful reception and
execution of a command is acknowledged by the server with a result code and response message (e.g., 250 Ok).
The transmission of the body of the mail message is initiated with a DATA command after which it is transmitted
verbatim line by line and is terminated with an end-of-data sequence. This sequence consists of a new-line
(<CR><LF>), a single full stop (period), followed by another new-line. Since a message body can contain a line with
just a period as part of the text, the client sends two periods every time a line starts with a period; correspondingly,
the server replaces every sequence of two periods at the beginning of a line with a single one. Such escaping method
is called dot-stuffing.
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The server's positive reply to the end-of-data, as exemplified, implies that the server has taken the responsibility of
delivering the message. A message can be doubled if there is a communication failure at this time, e.g. due to a
power shortage: Until the sender has received that 250 reply, it must assume the message was not delivered. On the
other hand, after the receiver has decided to accept the message, it must assume the message has been delivered to it.
Thus, during this time span, both agents have active copies of the message that they will try to deliver.[17] The
probability that a communication failure occurs exactly at this step is directly proportional to the amount of filtering
that the server performs on the message body, most often for anti-spam purposes. The limiting timeout is specified to
be 10 minutes.[18]

The QUIT command ends the session. If the second recipient were located elsewhere, the client would QUIT and
connect to the appropriate SMTP server after the first message had been queued. The information that the client
sends in the HELO and MAIL FROM commands are added (not seen in example code) as additional header fields to
the message by the receiving server. It adds a Received and Return-Path header field, respectively.

Optional extensions
Although optional and not shown in this example, many clients ask the server for the SMTP extensions that the
server supports, by using the EHLO greeting of the extended SMTP specification (RFC 1870). Clients fall back to
HELO only if the server does not respond to EHLO.
Modern clients may use the ESMTP extension keyword SIZE to query the server for the maximum message size
that will be accepted. Older clients and servers may try to transfer excessively sized messages that will be rejected
after consuming network resources, including connect time to network links that is paid by the minute.
Users can manually determine in advance the maximum size accepted by ESMTP servers. The client replaces the
HELO command with the EHLO command.

S: 220 smtp2.example.com ESMTP Postfix

C: EHLO bob.example.org

S: 250-smtp2.example.com Hello bob.example.org [192.0.2.201]

S: 250-SIZE 14680064

S: 250-PIPELINING

S: 250 HELP

Thus smtp2.example.com declares that it will accept a fixed maximum message size no larger than 14,680,064 octets
(8-bit bytes). Depending on the server's actual resource usage, it may be currently unable to accept a message this
large. In the simplest case, an ESMTP server will declare a maximum SIZE with only the EHLO user interaction.

Security and spamming
The original SMTP specification did not include a facility for authentication of senders. Subsequently, the
SMTP-AUTH extension was defined by RFC 2554.[19] The SMTP extension (ESMTP) provides a mechanism for
email clients to specify a security mechanism to a mail server, authenticate the exchange, and negotiate a security
profile (Simple Authentication and Security Layer, SASL) for subsequent message transfers.
Microsoft products implement the proprietary Secure Password Authentication (SPA) protocol through the use of the
SMTP-AUTH extension.
However, the impracticality of widespread SMTP-AUTH implementation and management means that E-mail
spamming is not and cannot be addressed by it.
Modifying SMTP extensively, or replacing it completely, is not believed to be practical, due to the network effects of
the huge installed base of SMTP. Internet Mail 2000 was one such proposal for replacement.
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Spam is enabled by several factors, including vendors implementing MTAs that are not standards-compliant, which
make it difficult for other MTAs to enforce standards, security vulnerabilities within the operating system (often
exacerbated by always-on broadband connections) that allow spammers to remotely control end-user PCs and cause
them to send spam, and a lack of "intelligence" in many MTAs.
There are a number of proposals for sideband protocols that will assist SMTP operation. The Anti-Spam Research
Group (ASRG) of the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) is working on a number of E-mail authentication and
other proposals for providing simple source authentication that is flexible, lightweight, and scalable. Recent Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) activities include MARID (2004) leading to two approved IETF experiments in
2005, and DomainKeys Identified Mail in 2006.

Related Requests For Comments
• RFC 1123 – Requirements for Internet Hosts—Application and Support (STD 3)
• RFC 1870 – SMTP Service Extension for Message Size Declaration (оbsoletes: RFC 1653)
• RFC 2505 – Anti-Spam Recommendations for SMTP MTAs (BCP 30)
• RFC 2920 – SMTP Service Extension for Command Pipelining (STD 60)
• RFC 3030 – SMTP Service Extensions for Transmission of Large and Binary MIME Messages
• RFC 3207 – SMTP Service Extension for Secure SMTP over Transport Layer Security (obsoletes RFC 2487)
• RFC 3461 – SMTP Service Extension for Delivery Status Notifications (obsoletes RFC 1891)
• RFC 3463 – Enhanced Status Codes for SMTP (obsoletes RFC 1893 )
• RFC 3464 – An Extensible Message Format for Delivery Status Notifications (obsoletes RFC 1894)
•• RFC 3798 - Message Disposition Notification
• RFC 3834 – Recommendations for Automatic Responses to Electronic Mail
• RFC 4952 – Overview and Framework for Internationalized E-mail
• RFC 4954 – SMTP Service Extension for Authentication (obsoletes RFC 2554)
• RFC 5068 – E-mail Submission Operations: Access and Accountability Requirements (BCP 134)
• RFC 5321 – The Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (obsoletes RFC 821 aka STD 10, RFC 974, RFC 1869, RFC

2821)
• RFC 5322 – Internet Message Format (obsoletes RFC 822 aka STD 11, and RFC 2822)
•• RFC 5336 - SMTP Extension for Internationalized Email Addresses (updates RFC 2821, RFC 2822, and RFC

4952)
•• RFC 5504 - Downgrading Mechanism for Email Address Internationalization
• RFC 6409 – Message Submission for Mail (obsoletes RFC 4409, RFC 2476)
• RFC 6522 – The Multipart/Report Content Type for the Reporting of Mail System Administrative Messages

(obsoletes RFC 3462, and in turn RFC 1892)
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Internet Message Access Protocol
Internet message access protocol (IMAP) is one of the two most prevalent Internet standard protocols for e-mail
retrieval, the other being the Post Office Protocol (POP).[1] Virtually all modern e-mail clients and mail servers
support both protocols as a means of transferring e-mail messages from a server.

E-mail protocols
The Internet Message Access Protocol (commonly known as IMAP) is an Application Layer Internet protocol that
allows an e-mail client to access e-mail on a remote mail server. The current version, IMAP version 4 revision 1
(IMAP4rev1), is defined by RFC 3501 [2]. An IMAP server typically listens on well-known port 143. IMAP over
SSL (IMAPS) is assigned well-known port number 993.
IMAP supports both on-line and off-line modes of operation. E-mail clients using IMAP generally leave messages
on the server until the user explicitly deletes them. This and other characteristics of IMAP operation allow multiple
clients to manage the same mailbox. Most e-mail clients support IMAP in addition to POP to retrieve messages;
however, fewer e-mail services support IMAP.[3] IMAP offers access to the mail storage. Clients may store local
copies of the messages, but these are considered to be a temporary cache.
Incoming e-mail messages are sent to an e-mail server that stores messages in the recipient's e-mail box. The user
retrieves the messages with an e-mail client that uses one of a number of e-mail retrieval protocols. Some clients and
servers preferentially use vendor-specific, proprietary protocols, but most support the Internet standard protocols,
SMTP for sending e-mail and POP and IMAP for retrieving e-mail, allowing interoperability with other servers and
clients. For example, Microsoft's Outlook client uses a proprietary protocol to communicate with a Microsoft
Exchange Server server as does IBM's Notes client when communicating with a Domino server, but all of these
products also support POP, IMAP, and outgoing SMTP. Support for the Internet standard protocols allows many
e-mail clients such as Pegasus Mail or Mozilla Thunderbird (see comparison of e-mail clients) to access these
servers, and allows the clients to be used with other servers (see list of mail servers).

History
IMAP was designed by Mark Crispin in 1986 as a remote mailbox protocol, in contrast to the widely used POP, a
protocol for retrieving the contents of a mailbox.[4]

IMAP was previously known as Internet Mail Access Protocol, Interactive Mail Access Protocol (RFC 1064),
and Interim Mail Access Protocol.[5]

Original IMAP
The original Interim Mail Access Protocol was implemented as a Xerox Lisp machine client and a TOPS-20 server.
No copies of the original interim protocol specification or its software exist. Although some of its commands and
responses were similar to IMAP2, the interim protocol lacked command/response tagging and thus its syntax was
incompatible with all other versions of IMAP.
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IMAP2
The interim protocol was quickly replaced by the Interactive Mail Access Protocol (IMAP2), defined in RFC 1064
(in 1988) and later updated by RFC 1176 (in 1990). IMAP2 introduced command/response tagging and was the first
publicly distributed version.

IMAP3
IMAP3 is an extinct and extremely rare variant of IMAP.[6] It was published as RFC 1203 in 1991. It was written
specifically as a counter proposal to RFC 1176, which itself proposed modifications to IMAP2.[7] IMAP3 was never
accepted by the marketplace.[8][9] The IESG reclassified RFC1203 "Interactive Mail Access Protocol - Version 3" as
a Historic protocol in 1993. The IMAP Working Group used RFC1176 (IMAP2) rather than RFC1203 (IMAP3) as
its starting point.[10][11]

IMAP2bis
With the advent of MIME, IMAP2 was extended to support MIME body structures and add mailbox management
functionality (create, delete, rename, message upload) that was absent in IMAP2. This experimental revision was
called IMAP2bis; its specification was never published in non-draft form. An internet draft of IMAP2bis was
published by the IETF IMAP Working Group in October 1993. This draft was based upon the following earlier
specifications: unpublished IMAP2bis.TXT document, RFC1176, and RFC1064 (IMAP2).[12] The IMAP2bis.TXT
draft documented the state of extensions to IMAP2 as of December 1992.[13] Early versions of Pine were widely
distributed with IMAP2bis support[6] (Pine 4.00 and later supports IMAP4rev1).

IMAP4
An IMAP Working Group formed in the IETF in the early 1990s took over responsibility for the IMAP2bis design.
The IMAP WG decided to rename IMAP2bis to IMAP4 to avoid confusion with a competing IMAP3 proposal from
another group that never got off the ground. The expansion of the IMAP acronym also changed to the Internet
Message Access Protocol

Advantages over POP

Connected and disconnected modes of operation
When using POP, clients typically connect to the e-mail server briefly, only as long as it takes to download new
messages. When using IMAP4, clients often stay connected as long as the user interface is active and download
message content on demand. For users with many or large messages, this IMAP4 usage pattern can result in faster
response times.
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Multiple clients simultaneously connected to the same mailbox
The POP protocol requires the currently connected client to be the only client connected to the mailbox. In contrast,
the IMAP protocol specifically allows simultaneous access by multiple clients and provides mechanisms for clients
to detect changes made to the mailbox by other, concurrently connected, clients. See for example RFC3501 section
5.2 which specifically cites "simultaneous access to the same mailbox by multiple agents" as an example.

Access to MIME message parts and partial fetch
Usually all Internet e-mail is transmitted in MIME format, allowing messages to have a tree structure where the leaf
nodes are any of a variety of single part content types and the non-leaf nodes are any of a variety of multipart types.
The IMAP4 protocol allows clients to separately retrieve any of the individual MIME parts and also to retrieve
portions of either individual parts or the entire message. These mechanisms allow clients to retrieve the text portion
of a message without retrieving attached files or to stream content as it is being fetched.

Message state information
Through the use of flags defined in the IMAP4 protocol, clients can keep track of message state; for example,
whether or not the message has been read, replied to, or deleted. These flags are stored on the server, so different
clients accessing the same mailbox at different times can detect state changes made by other clients. POP provides
no mechanism for clients to store such state information on the server so if a single user accesses a mailbox with two
different POP clients (at different times), state information—such as whether a message has been accessed—cannot
be synchronized between the clients. The IMAP4 protocol supports both pre-defined system flags and client defined
keywords. System flags indicate state information such as whether a message has been read. Keywords, which are
not supported by all IMAP servers, allow messages to be given one or more tags whose meaning is up to the client.
Adding user created tags to messages is an operation supported by some web-based e-mail services, such as Gmail.

Multiple mailboxes on the server
IMAP4 clients can create, rename, and/or delete mailboxes (usually presented to the user as folders) on the server,
and copy messages between mailboxes. Multiple mailbox support also allows servers to provide access to shared and
public folders. The IMAP4 Access Control List (ACL) Extension (RFC 4314) may be used to regulate access rights.

Server-side searches
IMAP4 provides a mechanism for a client to ask the server to search for messages meeting a variety of criteria. This
mechanism avoids requiring clients to download every message in the mailbox in order to perform these searches.

Built-in extension mechanism
Reflecting the experience of earlier Internet protocols, IMAP4 defines an explicit mechanism by which it may be
extended. Many extensions to the base protocol have been proposed and are in common use. IMAP2bis did not have
an extension mechanism, and POP now has one defined by RFC 2449.

Disadvantages
While IMAP remedies many of the shortcomings of POP, this inherently introduces additional complexity. Much of
this complexity (e.g., multiple clients accessing the same mailbox at the same time) is compensated for by
server-side workarounds such as Maildir or database backends.
The IMAP specification has been criticised for being insufficiently strict and allowing behaviours that effectively 
negate its usefulness. For instance, the specification states that each message stored on the server has a "unique id" to 
allow the clients to identify the messages they have already seen between sessions. However, the specification also
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allows these UIDs to be invalidated with no restrictions, practically defeating their purpose.[14]

Unless the mail storage and searching algorithms on the server are carefully implemented, a client can potentially
consume large amounts of server resources when searching massive mailboxes.
IMAP4 clients need to maintain a TCP/IP connection to the IMAP server in order to be notified of the arrival of new
mail. Notification of mail arrival is done through in-band signaling, which contributes to the complexity of
client-side IMAP protocol handling somewhat.[15] A private proposal, push IMAP, would extend IMAP to
implement push e-mail by sending the entire message instead of just a notification. However, push IMAP has not
been generally accepted and current IETF work has addressed the problem in other ways (see the Lemonade Profile
for more information).
Unlike some proprietary protocols which combine sending and retrieval operations, sending a message and saving a
copy in a server-side folder with a base-level IMAP client requires transmitting the message content twice, once to
SMTP for delivery and a second time to IMAP to store in a sent mail folder. This is remedied by a set of extensions
defined by the IETF LEMONADE Working Group for mobile devices: URLAUTH (RFC 4467) and CATENATE
(RFC 4469) in IMAP and BURL (RFC 4468) in SMTP-SUBMISSION. POP servers don't support server-side
folders so clients have no choice but to store sent items on the client. Many IMAP clients can be configured to store
sent mail in a client-side folder, or to BCC oneself and then filter the incoming mail instead of saving a copy in a
folder directly. In addition to the LEMONADE "trio", Courier Mail Server offers a non-standard method of sending
using IMAP by copying an outgoing message to a dedicated outbox folder.
Like POP, IMAP is an e-mail only protocol. As a result, items such as contacts, appointments or tasks cannot be
managed or accessed using IMAP.
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Electronic mailing list
An electronic mailing list is a special usage of email that allows for widespread distribution of information to many
Internet users. It is similar to a traditional mailing list — a list of names and addresses — as might be kept by an
organization for sending publications to its members or customers, but typically refers to four things — a list of
email addresses, the people ("subscribers") receiving mail at those addresses, the publications (email messages) sent
to those addresses, and a reflector, which is a single email address that, when designated as the recipient of a
message, will send a copy of that message to all of the subscribers.

How automated electronic mailing lists work
Electronic mailing lists are usually fully or partially automated through the use of special mailing list software and a
reflector address that are set up on a server capable of receiving email. Incoming messages sent to the reflector
address are processed by the software, and, depending on their content, are acted upon internally (in the case of
messages containing commands directed at the software itself) or are distributed to all email addresses subscribed to
the mailing list. Depending on the software, additional addresses may be set up for the purpose of sending
commands.
Many electronic mailing list servers have a special email address in which subscribers (or those that want to be
subscribers) can send commands to the server to perform such tasks as subscribing and unsubscribing, temporarily
halting the sending of messages to them, or changing available preferences. The common format for sending these
commands is to send an email that contains simply the command followed by the name of the electronic mailing list
the command pertains to. Examples: subscribe anylist or subscribe anylist John Doe. Some list servers also allow
people to subscribe, unsubscribe, change preferences, etc. via a website.
Electronic mailing list servers can be set to forward messages to subscribers of a particular mailing list either 
individually as they are received by the list server or in digest form in which all messages received on a particular
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day by the list server are combined into one email that is sent once per day to subscribers. Some mailing lists allow
individual subscribers to decide how they prefer to receive messages from the list server (individual or digest).

Types

Announcement list
One type of electronic mailing list is an announcement list, which is used primarily as a one-way conduit of
information and can only be "posted to" by selected people. This may also be referred to by the term newsletter.
Newsletter and promotional emailing lists are employed in various sectors as parts of direct marketing campaigns.

Discussion list
Another type of electronic mailing list is a discussion list, in which any subscriber may post. On a discussion list, a
subscriber uses the mailing list to send messages to all the other subscribers, who may answer in similar fashion.
Thus, actual discussion and information exchanges can happen. Mailing lists of this type are usually topic-oriented
(for example, politics, scientific discussion, joke contests), and the topic can range from extremely narrow to
"whatever you think could interest us". In this they are similar to Usenet newsgroups, and share the same aversion to
off-topic messages. The term discussion group encompasses both these types of lists and newsgroups.

List security
On both discussion lists and newsletter lists precautions are taken to avoid spamming.
Discussion lists often require every message to be approved by a moderator before being sent to the rest of the
subscribers, although higher traffic lists typically only moderate messages from new subscribers, and only then for a
time. Companies sending out promotional newsletters have the option of working with whitelist mail distributors,
which agree to standards and high fines from ISPs should any of the opt-in subscribers complain. In exchange for
their compliance and agreement to prohibitive fines, the emails sent by whitelisted companies are not blocked by
spam filters, which can often reroute these legitimate, non-spam emails.[1]

Subscription
Some mailing lists are open to anyone who wants to join them, while others require an approval from the list owner
before one can join. Joining a mailing list is called "subscribing" and leaving a list is called "unsubscribing".

Archives
A mailing list archive is a collection of past messages from one or more electronic mailing lists. Such archives often
include searching and indexing functionality. Many archives are directly associated with the mailing list, but some
organizations like Gmane collect archives from multiple mailing lists hosted at different organizations; thus, one
message sent to one popular mailing list can end up in many different archives. Gmane had archives of over 9000
mailing lists as of 16 January 2007. Some popular free software programs for collecting mailing list archives are
Hypermail, MHonArc and FUDforum.
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Comparison of mail servers
This is a comparison of mail servers: mail transfer agents, mail delivery agents, and other computer software which
provide e-mail services.
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Hexamail

Server
Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? No Yes Yes No No Yes No

Proprietary

hMailServer No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
V 5.0 V

5.0
Yes No

V

5.0
Yes No Yes No No

GNU GPL (V5.0

Proprietary)

IBM Lotus

Domino
Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Proprietary

IndiMail Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes No Open Source/GPLv3

Ipswitch IMail

Server
No Yes No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? No Yes Yes Yes No Yes No

Proprietary

JMail Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Proprietary

Kerio Connect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Proprietary

Kolab Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Free Software/GPLv3

MagicMail Yes No No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Proprietary

MailSite

Fusion
No Yes No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Proprietary

Mailtraq No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Proprietary

MDaemon

Mail Server
No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Yes

[Requires

one time

fee] 
[3]

Yes

[Requires

one time

fee]

Yes No

Proprietary

Meldware Mail

Server
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? ? Yes Yes No Yes Yes No

Open source/LGPL

Mercury Mail

Transport

System

No Yes No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? No Yes Yes No No Yes No

Proprietary/donationware

Microsoft

Exchange

Server

No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
[4][5] Yes Yes

Yes (2007

sp1

onwards)
[6]

Yes Yes Yes Yes ESE only
Yes (up to

2003

only)
[7]

Yes

Proprietary

EULA

Mirapoint Yes No No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Proprietary

NetMail Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? ? Yes Yes No Yes No No Proprietary

Open-Xchange Yes No No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? ? Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Dual license (GPL)

Oracle

Communications

Messaging

Server

Yes No No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? No Yes Yes No Yes Yes No

Proprietary

Postfix Yes No Yes Yes No No No Yes No Yes No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes
Open source/IBM Public

License

qmail Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No ? ? No No No No Yes No Public domain
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Qpopper Yes
via

Cygwin
Yes No Yes No No No Yes ? No Yes No No No Yes Yes

BSD-style

Sendmail Yes No Yes Yes No No No Yes No Yes No Yes No No
?

Yes
? Open source/Sendmail

License

SparkEngine Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No ? No Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Proprietary

SurgeMail Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Proprietary (Free 5 user)

Synovel

Collabsuite
Yes No No Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? ? Yes Yes No Yes Yes

? Open Source/Proprietary

UW IMAP Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No Yes ? No Yes
WebPine

No
Yes

(Indexes)
Yes No

Open Source/Apache

license

WinGate No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No No Yes No Proprietary

Xeams Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ? Yes Yes ? No Yes No No No Yes No
Proprietary/Free with

support option

Zarafa Yes No No External
[8] Yes Yes Yes External

[8] Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Open Source/Proprietary

Zimbra Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Open Source/Proprietary

Mail server Linux/Unix Windows Mac

OS X

SMTP POP3 IMAP IMAP

IDLE

SMTP

over TLS

POP

over

TLS

IPv6 NNTP SSL Webmail ActiveSync Database Filesystem Other License

Server OS support Features Storage

Authentication

Mail server SMTP
AUTH

POP
before
SMTP

APOP Filesystem Database LDAP Other

agorum core Yes No No No Yes Yes PLAIN, LOGIN, CRAM-MD5, NTLM

Apache James Yes ? ? ? Yes Yes PLAIN, LOGIN

Atmail Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes PLAIN, LOGIN, CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5, Active
Directory, any LDAP-compatible source

Axigen Yes No Yes No No Yes GSSAPI, CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5, APOP,
CLRTXT, LOGIN, PLAIN, LDAP, Internal

CommuniGate
Pro

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
CLRTXT, CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5, APOP,
GSSAPI, NTLM, MSN, SESSIONID, External

Authentication Plug-in

Courier Mail
Server

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Managed by Courier authentication library [9] which can
use PAM, Userdb, PostgreSQL(beta), MySQL, LDAP,

and EXTERNAL.

Cyrus IMAP No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Supports all Cyrus SASL authentication methods. Also

supports X.509 PKI auth via STARTTLS and
EXTERNAL.
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Cyrus SASL
Library

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Berkeley DB, GDBM, or NDBM (sasldb), PAM,
MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite, LDAP, Active

Directory(LDAP), DCE, Kerberos 4 and 5, proxied
IMAP auth, getpwent, shadow, SIA, Courier

Authdaemon, httpform, APOP and SASL mechanisms:
ANONYMOUS, CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5,
EXTERNAL, GSSAPI, LOGIN, NTLM, OTP,

PASSDSS, PLAIN, SRP

Digital
Integration
iMail5

Yes No Yes No No No

Dovecot No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Not an SMTP server, but offers SASL to MTAs. [10]
[11] POP-before-SMTP via DRAC plugin. PAM,

MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite, LDAP, Active
Directory(LDAP), Kerberos 5, proxied IMAP auth,

getpwent, shadow, SIA, BSDauth, Vpopmail. APOP and
SASL mechanisms: ANONYMOUS, PLAIN, LOGIN,

CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5, SCRAM-SHA1,
EXTERNAL, GSSAPI, NTLM, OTP, SKEY, RPA.

Eudora Internet
Mail Server

Yes No Yes Yes No No CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5, PLAIN, LOGIN

Exim Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Cyrus SASL, Dovecot SASL, CRAM-MD5, PLAIN,
LOGIN, SPA

FirstClass Yes ? ? Yes Yes Yes

Gordano
Messaging Suite

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes PLAIN, LOGIN, CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5, APOP,
ODBC, Active Directory, NT Domain

GroupWise Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes eDirectory, Any LDAPv3-compliant source

Hexamail Server Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes CLRTXT, CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5, APOP,
GSSAPI, NTLM, MSN, SESSIONID

IndiMail Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

CLRTXT, PLAIN, LOGIN, CRAM-MD5,
CRAM-SHA1, CRAM-RIPEMD, DIGEST-MD5,

APOP, Checkpassword, authindi, authldap, Pluggable
Authentication Modules, Name Service Switch

Ipswitch IMail
Server

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Active Directory, Windows authentication,
CRAM-MD5, PLAIN, LOGIN

JMail Yes No Yes No No No CRAM-MD5, PLAIN, LOGIN, APOP, HTTP DIGEST.
Authentication through a JID system

Kolab Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Kolab employs Cyrus and Postfix and thus supports all

Cyrus SASL authentication methods and X.509 PKI auth
via STARTTLS and EXTERNAL.

Kerio Connect Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Active Directory, Apple Open Directory, ActiveSync,
Pluggable Authentication Modules

MagicMail Yes No No Yes Yes No ?

MailSite Fusion Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes NT Domain, Active Directory, PLAIN, LOGIN, NTLM,
SCRAM-MD5, CRAM-MD5

Mailtraq Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes NT Domain, Active Directory, Local Directory

MDaemon Mail
Server

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Active Directory, PLAIN, CRAM-MD5, LOGIN

Meldware Mail
Server

Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes ?
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Mercury Mail
Transport System

Yes Yes Yes Yes No ? Internal, LOGIN, PLAIN, CRAM-MD5, Netware,
LDAP?, partial NT Domain

Microsoft
Exchange Server

Yes ? Yes No No Yes Active Directory, PLAIN, NTLM

Mirapoint Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Plaintext, LDAP, NTLM, APOP, Kerberos_v4,
Kerberos_v5, Radius, Sessionid

NetMail Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes eDirectory, LDAP

Oracle
Communications
Messaging Server

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Plain, Login, CRAM-MD5, Digest-MD5, Certificate

Postfix Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Supports all Cyrus SASL authentication methods except
for APOP.

Qpopper No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Pluggable Authentication Modules,GSSAPI,

CRAM-MD5, DIGEST-MD5, APOP, PLAIN, LDAP,
CMU SASL library [12], Kerberos

qmail ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

Sendmail Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Supports all Cyrus SASL authentication methods except

for APOP. Also supports X.509 PKI auth via
STARTTLS and EXTERNAL.

SurgeMail Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Internal, LDAP, PAM, MYSQL, ODBC, Unix
Password, Windows Domain or external protocol

WinGate Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No NT Domain, Active Directory, CRAM-MD5, SASL
PLAIN, SASL LOGIN

Zarafa Yes Yes ? Yes Yes Yes Internal, Active Directory, any LDAP-compatible
source, Unix

Zimbra Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Internal, LDAP, Open LDAP, Active Directory

Mail server SMTP
AUTH

POP
before
SMTP

APOP Filesystem Database LDAP Other

Antispam Features

Mail Server DNSBL SURBL Spamtraps Greylisting SPF Tarpit Bayesian
filters

Regular
expressions

Embedded
Antivirus

Embedded
Antispam

agorum core No No No No No No No Yes No No

Apache James ? ? ? ? ? ? Yes ? ? ?

Atmail Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
ClamAV

Yes
SpamAssassin

and Exim
ACLs

Axigen Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes, in
SpamAssassin Yes Yes

Commtouch
Yes

SpamAssassin

Citadel Yes Yes No No Optional (via
SpamAssassin) No Optional (via

SpamAssassin) No Optional
(ClamAV)

Optional
(SpamAssassin)

CommuniGate
Pro

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Optional Yes Optional Optional
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Courier Mail
Server

Yes ? Yes Yes[13] Yes Yes Yes[13] Yes[13] Yes Clamav Yes[13]

Digital
Integration
iMail5

Yes No No Yes No No No
Optional

(GWAVA)
Optional

(GWAVA)
Proprietary,

Optional
(GWAVA)
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Microsoft Exchange Server

Microsoft Exchange Server

Developer(s) Microsoft Corporation

Initial release April 11, 1993

Stable release Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 SP2[1] / December 4, 2011

Development status Active

Programming language used C and C++

Operating system Microsoft Windows

Platform x86-64 (64-bit)

Translation available Multilingual

Type Collaborative software

License Proprietary (MS-EULA)

Website www.microsoft.com/exchange [2]

Microsoft Exchange Server is the server side of a client–server, collaborative application product developed by
Microsoft. It is part of the Microsoft Servers line of server products and is used by enterprises using Microsoft
infrastructure products. Exchange's major features consist of electronic mail, calendaring, contacts and tasks; that
work with Microsoft Outlook on PC and Mac, wireless synchronization of email, calendar, contacts with major
mobile devices and browser-based access to information; and support for data storage.
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History
Planning the migration from Microsoft's internal "legacy XENIX-based messaging system" to the Exchange Server
environment began in April 1993,[3] and the process was completed in the late 1996 when the last XENIX server on
the MS corporate backbone had been removed.[4]

Exchange 1.0

Microsoft Exchange 1.0

Developer(s) Microsoft

Stable release 4.00.835.1374 (version 5.0) / October 14, 1996

Operating system Microsoft Windows

Type E-mail client

License Proprietary EULA

Website Exchange update for Windows 95 [5]

Windows Messaging, initially called Microsoft Exchange, is an e-mail client that was included with Windows 95
(beginning with OSR2), Windows 98, and Windows NT 4.0. (In Windows 98, it is not installed by default, but
available as a separate program in the setup CD.) Microsoft Exchange gained wider usage with the release of
Windows 95, as this was the only e-mail client that came bundled with it. Exchange was included throughout later
releases of Windows up until the initial release of Windows 98, which by then also included Outlook Express 4.0.
• The original version lacked support of Internet mail (SMTP and POP3). They are only available with the separate

Microsoft Plus! pack.
•• HTML e-mail was shown in such a way that the message contained an *.ATT or *.htm attachment, which had to

be saved and then viewed in a browser, as MS Exchange did not have support for HTML-formatted messages.
Similarly, e-mail that did not use traditional message formatting was delivered in the form of text attachments
with the *.ATT extension, which could be opened through Notepad. These files were in turn saved in the active
Temp directory and some sensitive e-mail could therefore have been made available for other users to see.

•• International characters were unsupported. Some e-mail that was sent with a non-ASCII or non-7/8-bit character
set, was shown in the form of text attachments, which had to be saved and then read in a web browser, with the
browser's text encoding set for a specified code page.

• Microsoft Fax, also called Microsoft at Work Fax (AWF), was the fax component to provide Send-and-Receive
Fax capability; sent and received faxes were stored in the same .pst file as other messages, a first attempt at
unified messaging by Microsoft. It also provided the ability to act as a fax server,[6] a capacity not available in
later versions of Windows until Windows Vista.

In 1996, Microsoft Exchange was renamed to Windows Messaging, because of Microsoft's release of another
Exchange product which was meant for servers. Windows Messaging had two branches of successors:
• In software bundled with Windows itself, these were Internet Mail and News in Windows 95 (and bundled with

Internet Explorer 3), which was succeeded by Outlook Express 4.0 in Windows 98 (bundled with Internet
Explorer 4.0 in Windows 95) and throughout newer Windows systems. These did not use the .pst file type.[7]

• Microsoft Outlook became the professional-grade and more direct successor of MS Exchange Client, which still 
uses the .pst file type. Because Microsoft Outlook used the same basic Windows Messaging profile, account, and 
e-mail settings (MAPI), Microsoft Exchange users not familiar with it may have thought that Outlook duplicated 
those settings and made copies of all their mail while they were trying out the new Microsoft Outlook 97. Thus, 
some MS Exchange users could have unknowingly deleted all their e-mail, thinking it was a copy, as Microsoft
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Outlook did not have any front-end feature to notify users that it was actually using the same MS Exchange /
Windows Messaging account.

Exchange Server 4.0
Microsoft began a preliminary planning of the Exchange 4.0 migration in April 1993.[4] In January 1995, 500 users
were running on Exchange Beta 1, 5,000+ users running on Exchange Beta 2A in September 1995, and finally all
32,000 Microsoft mailboxes successfully migrated to Exchange and Microsoft Exchange shipped in April 1996.[8]

Microsoft IT Group actually migrated all Microsoft employees to the Exchange platform before the product had the
official Release status.[4]

Exchange Server 4.0, released on April, 1996,[9] was the original version of Exchange Server sold to the public,
positioned as an upgrade to Microsoft Mail 3.5. The original version of Microsoft Mail (written by Microsoft) had
been replaced, several weeks after Lotus acquired cc:Mail, by a package called Network Courier, acquired during the
purchase of Consumer Software Inc. in April 1991.[10] Exchange Server was however an entirely new X.400-based
client–server mail system with a single database store that also supported X.500 directory services. The directory
used by Exchange Server eventually became Microsoft's Active Directory service, an LDAP-compliant directory
server. Active Directory was integrated into Windows 2000 as the foundation of Windows Server domains.

Exchange Server 5.0
On May 23, 1997, Exchange Server 5.0 was released, which introduced the new Exchange Administrator console,
as well as opening up "integrated" access to SMTP-based networks for the first time. Unlike Microsoft Mail (which
required a standalone SMTP relay), Exchange Server 5.0 could, with the help of an add-in called the Internet Mail
Connector, communicate directly with servers using SMTP. Version 5.0 also introduced a new Web-based e-mail
interface called Exchange Web Access, which was rebranded as Outlook Web Access in a later Service pack. Along
with Exchange Server version 5.0, Microsoft released version 8.01 of Microsoft Outlook, version 5.0 of the
Microsoft Exchange Client and version 7.5 of Microsoft Schedule+ to support the new features in the new version of
Exchange Server.

Exchange Server 5.5

Introduced November 1997, was sold in two editions, Standard and Enterprise. They differ in database store size,
mail transport connectors and clustering capabilities. The Standard Edition had the same 16 GB database size
limitation as earlier versions of Exchange Server, while the Enterprise Edition had an increased limit of 16 TB
(although Microsoft's best practices documentation recommends that the message store not exceed 100 GB). The
Standard Edition includes the Site Connector, MS Mail Connector, Internet Mail Service (previously "Internet Mail
Connector"), and Internet News Service (previously "Internet News Connector"), as well as software to interoperate
with cc:Mail, Lotus Notes and Novell GroupWise. The Enterprise Edition adds an X.400 connector, and
interoperability software with SNADS and PROFS. The Enterprise Edition also introduced two node clustering
capability. Exchange Server 5.5 introduced a number of other new features including a new version of Outlook Web
Access with Calendar support, support for IMAP4 and LDAP v3 clients and the Deleted Item Recovery feature.
Exchange Server 5.5 was the last version of Exchange Server to have separate directory, SMTP and NNTP services.
There was no new version of Exchange Client and Schedule+ for version 5.5, instead version 8.03 of Microsoft
Outlook was released to support the new features of Exchange Server 5.5.
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Exchange 2000 Server
Exchange 2000 Server (v6.0, code name Platinum), released on November 29, 2000, overcame many of the
limitations of its predecessors. For example, it raised the maximum sizes of databases and increased the number of
servers in a cluster from two to four. However, many customers were deterred from upgrading by the requirement for
a full Microsoft Active Directory infrastructure to be in place, as unlike Exchange Server 5.5, Exchange 2000 Server
had no built-in Directory Service, and had a dependency upon Active Directory. The migration process from
Exchange Server 5.5 did not have any in-place upgrade path, and necessitated having the two systems online at the
same time, with user-to-mailbox mapping and a temporary translation process between the two directories. Exchange
2000 Server also added support for instant messaging, but that capability was later spun off to Microsoft Office Live
Communications Server.

Exchange Server 2003

Microsoft Exchange Server 2003

Developer(s) Microsoft

Stable release Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 SP2 (1.0) / October 19, 2005

Operating system Microsoft Windows

Type Server Client

Exchange Server 2003 (v6.5, code name Titanium) debuted on September 28, 2003. Exchange Server 2003
(currently at Service Pack 2) can be run on Windows 2000 Server (only if Service Pack 4 is first installed) and 32-bit
Windows Server 2003, although some new features only work with the latter. Like Windows Server 2003, Exchange
Server 2003 has many compatibility modes to allow users to slowly migrate to the new system. This is useful in
large companies with distributed Exchange Server environments who cannot afford the downtime and expense that
comes with a complete migration.
The June 2, 2003, release of Exchange Server 2003 made the migration from pre-2000 versions of Exchange
significantly easier (although still involved the same basic steps), and many users of Exchange Server 5.5 waited for
the release of Exchange Server 2003 to upgrade. The upgrade process also required upgrading a company's servers to
Windows 2000. Some customers opted to stay on a combination of Exchange Server 5.5 and Windows NT 4.0, both
of which are no longer supported by Microsoft.
One of the new features in Exchange Server 2003 is enhanced disaster recovery [11] which allows administrators to
bring the server online more quickly. This is done by allowing the server to send and receive mail while the message
stores are being recovered from backup. Some features previously available in the Microsoft Mobile Information
Server 2001/2002 products have been added to the core Exchange Server product, like Outlook Mobile Access and
server-side Exchange ActiveSync, while the Mobile Information Server product itself has been dropped. Better
anti-virus and anti-spam protection have also been added, both by providing built-in APIs that facilitate filtering
software and built-in support for the basic methods of originating IP address, SPF ("Sender ID"), and DNSBL
filtering which were standard on other open source and *nix-based mail servers. Also new is the ability to drop
inbound e-mail before being fully processed, thus preventing delays in the message routing system. There are also
improved message and mailbox management tools, which allow administrators to execute common chores more
quickly. Others, such as Instant Messaging and Exchange Conferencing Server have been extracted completely in
order to form separate products. Microsoft now appears to be positioning a combination of Microsoft Office,
Microsoft Office Live Communications Server, Live Meeting and Sharepoint as its collaboration software of choice.
Exchange Server is now to be simply e-mail and calendaring.
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Exchange Server 2003 added several basic filtering methods to Exchange Server. They are not sophisticated enough
to eliminate spam, but they can protect against DoS and mailbox flooding attacks. Exchange Server 2000 supported
the ability to block a sender's address, or e-mail domain by adding '*@domain.com', which is still supported in
Exchange Server 2003. Added filtering methods in Exchange Server 2003 are:
Connection filtering

Messages are blocked from DNS RBL lists[12] or from manually specified IP addresses/ranges
Recipient filtering

Messages blocked when sent to manually specified recipients on the server (for intranet-only addresses) or to
any recipients not on the server (stopping spammers from guessing addresses)

Sender ID filtering
Sender ID, a form of Sender Policy Framework (SPF)

Intelligent Message Filter
A free Microsoft add-on that uses heuristic message analysis to block messages or direct them to the "Junk
E-Mail" folder in Microsoft Outlook clients.[13]

Exchange 2003 mainstream support ended on April 14, 2009.[14]

Editions

Exchange Server 2003 is available in two versions, Standard Edition and Enterprise Edition. Standard Edition
supports up to two storage groups (with one of the storage groups, called the recovery storage group, being reserved
for database recovery operations) and a maximum of 2 databases per storage group. Each database is limited to a
maximum size of 16GB.[15] Beginning with the release of Service Pack 2, Standard Edition allows a maximum
database size of 75 GB, but only supports 16 GB by default; larger sized databases have to be updated-in with a
registry change.[16] Enterprise Edition allows a 16 TB maximum database size, and supports up to 4 storage groups
with 5 databases per storage group for a total of 20 databases per server.[17]

Exchange Server 2003 is included with both Microsoft Small Business Server 2003 Standard and Premium editions
and is 32-bit only, and will not install on the various 64-bit versions of Windows Server 2003.

Exchange Server 2007

Microsoft Exchange Server 2007

Developer(s) Microsoft

Stable release Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 SP3 (8.03.0083.006) / June 20, 2010

Operating system Microsoft Windows

Type Server Client

Exchange Server 2007 (currently at Service Pack 3) was released on November 30, 2006, to business customers as
part of Microsoft's roll-out wave of new products. It includes new clustering options, 64-bit support for greater
scalability, voice mail integration, better search and support for Web services, better filtering options, and a new
Outlook Web Access interface. Exchange 2007 also dropped support for Exchange 5.50 migrations, routing groups,
admin groups, Outlook Mobile Access, X.400, and some API interfaces, amongst other features.[18]

Exchange Server 2007 (v8, code name E12, or with SP1 v8.1) runs only on 64-bit x86-64 versions of Windows 
Server. This requirement applies to supported production environments only; a 32-bit trial version is available for 
download and testing. Hence, companies currently running Exchange Server on 32-bit hardware will be required to 
replace or migrate hardware if they wish to upgrade to the new version. Companies that are currently running
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Exchange Server on 64-bit capable hardware are still required to migrate from their existing Exchange 2000/2003
servers to a new 2007 server since in-place upgrades are not supported in 2007.
The first beta of Exchange Server 2007 (then named "Exchange 12" or E12) was released in December 2005 to a
very limited number of beta testers. A wider beta was made available via TechNet Plus and MSDN subscriptions in
March 2006 according to the Microsoft Exchange team blog.[19] On April 25, 2006, Microsoft announced that the
next version of Exchange Server would be called Exchange Server 2007.
Exchange server 2007 comes in two editions, Exchange Server 2007 Standard edition and Exchange Server 2007
Enterprise edition. Standard edition can have 5 databases in up to 5 storage groups, while in Enterprise edition this is
extended to 50 databases in up to 50 storage groups.
SCC and CCR are not supported in standard edition but LCR and SCR is supported. While in Exchange 2007
Enterprise Edition SCC, LCR, CCR and SCR are supported.
Exchange Server 2007 is an integrated part of the Innovative Communications Alliance products.[20]

New features

The principal enhancements, as outlined by Microsoft, are:[21]

•• Protection: anti-spam, antivirus, compliance, clustering with data replication, improved security and encryption
•• Improved Information Worker Access: improved calendaring, unified messaging, improved mobility, improved

web access
• Improved IT Experience: 64-bit performance & scalability, command-line shell & simplified GUI, improved

deployment, role separation, simplified routing
• Exchange Management Shell: a new command-line shell and scripting language for system administration (based

on Windows PowerShell). Shell users can perform every task that can be performed in the Exchange Server
graphical user interface plus additional tasks, and can program often-used or complex tasks into scripts that can be
saved, shared, and re-used. The Exchange Management Shell has over 375 unique commands to manage features
of Microsoft Exchange Server 2007.[22]

•• "Unified Messaging" that lets users receive voice mail, e-mail, and faxes in their mailboxes, and lets them access
their mailboxes from cell phones and other wireless devices. Voice commands can be given to control and listen
to e-mail over the phone (and also send some basic messages, like "I'll be late")

• Increased the database maximum size limit. Database size is now limited to 16TB per database[23]

•• Increased the maximum number of storage groups and mail databases per server, to 5 each for Standard Edition
(from 1 each in Exchange Server 2003 Standard), and to 50 each for Enterprise Edition (from 4 groups and 20
databases in Exchange Server 2003 Enterprise).

• You can configure Outlook Anywhere (formerly known as RPC over HTTP) to provide external access to
Microsoft Exchange Server 2007 for your clients. If you want Microsoft Office Outlook 2007 user profiles to be
automatically configured to connect to Exchange 2007, configure the Autodiscover service. This also provides
external URLs for Exchange services such as the Availability service and offline address book.

Exchange Server 2010
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Microsoft Exchange 2010

Developer(s) Microsoft

Stable release Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 SP2 Update Rollup 3 (14.2.309.2) / May 29, 2012

Operating system Microsoft Windows

Type Server Client

License Proprietary EULA

Website [24]

Microsoft reached the RTM (Release To Manufacturing) milestone for Exchange Server 2010 on May, 2009, and it
was officially launched on November 9, 2009.[25] A 120 day trial is downloadable from Microsoft.[24] Exchange
Server 2010 (currently at Service Pack 2) is available in two server editions; Standard edition and Enterprise edition.
Major changes from previous versions of Exchange Server include:
•• The high availability options for Mailbox Databases (SCC: Single Copy Clustering, CCR: Clustered Continuous

Replication and LCR: Local Continuous Replication) and site resiliency functionality (SCR: Standby Continuous
Replication) have been replaced by Database Availability Groups (DAGs) in Exchange Server 2010. Major DAG
benefits include providing database level high availability (as opposed to server level), support for up to sixteen
(16) copies of each database, and flexible configuration (databases copies may be added / removed at will without
requiring major server reconfiguration). Each server that runs the Enterprise edition of Exchange Server 2010 can
host up to 100 database copies.

•• High availability for the Client Access Server role in Exchange Server 2010 is provided by using Client Access
Server (CAS) arrays. A CAS array can contain multiple Client Access Servers in an Active Directory site and
provide a single name endpoint for client connections. CAS arrays cannot span multiple Active Directory sites.

•• In Exchange Server 2007, a clustered mailbox server could not be combined with any other roles. In Exchange
Server 2010, the Mailbox Server Role may be combined with the Client Access Server and/or Hub Transport
roles, regardless of whether or not the mailbox server participates in a Database Availability Group. (However,
since Database Availability Groups use Windows Failover Clustering, and Microsoft does not support the
combination of Windows Failover Clustering and Windows Network Load Balancing on the same server, a
multi-role deployment will require the use of a 3rd party load balancer to provide load balancing and fault
tolerance for the Client Access Server role).

•• With the introduction of the RPC Client Access service, all Outlook clients access their mailbox database through
the Client Access Server role. This abstraction layer allows for improved load balancing and redundancy and
minimal client impact in the event of a database level *-over ("switchover" or "failover") event.

•• Exchange Server 2010 provides cost savings in required hardware. Storage performance requirements (measured
in IOPS: Input/Output operations Per Second) have been reduced by approximately 70% over Exchange Server
2007, and by approximately 90% over Exchange Server 2003. According to a case study, Microsoft IT was able
to reduce hardware costs by 75% during the migration from Exchange Server 2007 to Exchange Server 2010.

•• Exchange Server 2010 extends the large mailbox support introduced in Exchange Server 2007, and also
introduces a Personal Archive feature to allow messages to be retained longer without the need for a 3rd party
archival system. The Personal Archive is implemented as a secondary mailbox for archive-enabled users, and in
Exchange Server 2010 Service Pack 1, the Personal Archive may be located on a different database than the
primary mailbox, which may reside on a different disk if desired.
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•• The compliance and legal search features have been enhanced. What was formerly known as the "Dumpster" in
previous versions of Exchange (a special storage area for messages which have been deleted from the Deleted
Items folder or "permanently deleted" from a regular folder, such as the Inbox) has been evolved into the
Recoverable Items folder in Exchange Server 2010. If configured appropriately, the Recoverable Items folder
allows for a "tamper proof" storage area (users cannot circumvent the Recoverable Items folder to bypass legal
discovery), which also provides a revision history of any modified items.

•• Administration delegation can now be performed at a granular level due to Exchange Server 2010's
implementation of Role Based Access Control (RBAC). Users and administrators can be given extremely fine
grained abilities for functions provided both within the Exchange Management Console or Exchange
Management Shell and in Outlook Web App. For example, a compliance officer may be given the ability to
perform cross mailbox discovery searches within Outlook Web App; a help desk technician may be granted the
ability to set an Out Of Office message for other employees within the company, or a branch administrator in a
remote office may be granted the permission to perform specific Exchange Management Shell commands that
pertain only to the Exchange server in their branch office.

•• Outlook Web App includes improvements (including, for example, the ability for users to track their sent
messages and printable calendar views) and the "Premium" experience is now available across multiple browsers
(including Safari and Firefox).

•• Distribution groups can now be "moderated", meaning that distribution groups can now be configured to allow
users to join at will or only with a group moderator's permission, and individual messages sent to distribution
groups can now be approved or denied by a moderator.

•• Exchange Server 2010 introduces a transport concept called "Shadow Redundancy" which protects e-mail
messages while they are in transit. If a Hub Transport server or an Edge Transport server fails after it has received
a message for processing, but before it was able to deliver it to the next "hop" server, the server which sent the
message to that transport server is now able to detect the failure and redeliver the message to a different Hub
Transport or Edge Transport server for processing.

In January 2011, Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 won InfoWorld's 2011 Technology of the Year Award for Best
Mail Server.

Clustering and high availability
Exchange Server Enterprise Edition supports clustering of up to 4 nodes when using Windows 2000 Server, and up
to 8 nodes with Windows Server 2003. Exchange Server 2003 also introduced active-active clustering, but for
two-node clusters only. In this setup, both servers in the cluster are allowed to be active simultaneously. This is
opposed to Exchange's more common active-passive mode in which the failover servers in any cluster node cannot
be used at all while their corresponding home servers are active. They must wait, inactive, for the home servers in
the node to fail. Subsequent performance issues with active-active mode have led Microsoft to recommend that it
should no longer be used.[26] In fact, support for active-active mode clustering has been discontinued with Exchange
Server 2007.
Exchange's clustering (active-active or active-passive mode) has been criticized because of its requirement for
servers in the cluster nodes to share the same physical data. The clustering in Exchange Server provides redundancy
for Exchange Server as an application, but not for Exchange data.[27] In this scenario, the data can be regarded as a
single point of failure, despite Microsoft's description of this set up as a "Shared Nothing" model.[28] This void has
however been filled by ISV's and storage manufacturers, through "site resilience" solutions, such as geo-clustering
and asynchronous data replication.[29] Exchange Server 2007 introduces new cluster terminology and configurations
that address the shortcomings of the previous "shared data model".[30]

Exchange Server 2007 provides built-in support for asynchronous replication modeled on SQL Server's "Log 
shipping"[31] in CCR (Cluster Continuous Replication)[32] clusters, which are built on MSCS MNS (Microsoft
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Cluster Service—Majority Node Set) clusters, which do not require shared storage. This type of cluster can be
inexpensive and deployed in one, or "stretched" across two datacenters for protection against site-wide failures such
as natural disasters. The limitation of CCR clusters is the ability to have only two nodes and the third node known as
"voter node" or file share witness[33] that prevents "split brain"[33] scenarios, generally hosted as a file share on a
Hub Transport Server.[34] The second type of cluster is the traditional clustering that was available in previous
versions, and is now being referred to as SCC (Single Copy Cluster). In Exchange Server 2007 deployment of both
CCR and SCC clusters has been simplified and improved; the entire cluster install process takes place during
Exchange Server installation. LCR or Local Continuous Replication[34] has been referred to as the "poor man's
cluster". It is designed to allow for data replication to an alternative drive attached to the same system and is intended
to provide protection against local storage failures. It does not protect against the case where the server itself fails.
In November 2007, Microsoft released SP1 for Exchange Server 2007. This service pack includes an additional
high-availability feature called SCR (Standby Continuous Replication). Unlike CCR which requires that both servers
belong to a Windows cluster, typically residing in the same datacenter, SCR can replicate data to a non-clustered
server, located in a separate datacenter.
With Exchange Server 2010, Microsoft introduced the concept of the Database Availability Group (DAG). A DAG
contains Mailbox servers that become members of the DAG. Once a Mailbox server is a member of a DAG, the
Mailbox Databases on that server can be copied to other members of the DAG. When you add a Mailbox server to a
DAG, the Failover Clustering Windows role is installed on the server and all required clustering resources are
created.

Licensing
Like Windows Server products, Exchange Server requires Client Access Licenses, which are different from
Windows CALs. Corporate license agreements, such as the Enterprise Agreement, or EA, include Exchange Server
CALs. It also comes as part of the Core CAL. Just like Windows Server and other server products from Microsoft,
you can choose to use User or Device CALs. Device CALs are assigned to a device (workstation, laptop or PDA).
User CALs, are assigned to a user or employee (not a mailbox). User CALs allow a user to access Exchange e-mail
from any device. User and Device CALs are the same price, however cannot be used interchangeably. For Service
Providers looking to host Microsoft Exchange, there is an SPLA (Service Provider License Agreement) available
whereby Microsoft receives a monthly service fee in the place of the traditional Client Access Licenses. Two types
of Exchange CAL are available: Exchange CAL Standard and Exchange CAL Enterprise. The Enterprise CAL is an
add-on license to the Standard CAL.

Exchange Hosting
Microsoft Exchange Server can also be purchased as a hosted service from a number of providers.[35] Though
Exchange Hosting has been around for more than 10 years, it is only recently that many providers have been
marketing the service as "Cloud Computing" or Software-as-a-Service. Exchange Hosting allows for Microsoft
Exchange Server to be running in the Internet also called the Cloud and managed by a "Hosted Exchange Server
provider" instead of building and deploying the system in-house.

Exchange Online
Microsoft Exchange Online is an email, calendar and contacts solution delivered as a cloud service, hosted by
Microsoft. It is essentially the same service offered by hosted Exchange providers and it is built on the same
technologies as Microsoft Exchange Server. Exchange Online provides end users with a familiar email experience
across PCs, the Web and mobile devices, while giving IT administrators or small businesses and professionals
web-based tools for managing their online deployment.[36]
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Microsoft Exchange is available both as on-premises software and as a hosted service with Exchange Online.
Customers can also choose to combine both on-premises and online options in a hybrid deployment.

History
Exchange Online was first provided as a hosted service in dedicated customer environments in 2005 to select pilot
customers.[37] Microsoft launched a multi-tenant version of Exchange Online as part of the Business Productivity
Online Standard Suite in November 2008.[38] In June 2011, as part of the commercial release of Microsoft Office
365, Exchange Online was updated with the capabilities of Exchange Server 2010.
Exchange Server 2010 was developed concurrently as a server product and for the Exchange Online service.

Clients
Microsoft Exchange Server uses a proprietary RPC protocol, MAPI/RPC,[39] that was designed to be used by the
Microsoft Outlook client. Clients capable of using the proprietary features of Exchange Server include Microsoft
Outlook and Novell Evolution. Exchange Web Services (EWS), an alternative to the MAPI protocol, is a
documented SOAP based protocol introduced with Exchange Server 2007 which significantly reduces
synchronization time between the server vs. WebDAV, which is used by Exchange Server 2003. Exchange Web
Services is used by the latest version of Microsoft Entourage for Mac and Microsoft Outlook for Mac. Also, since
the release of Mac OS X v10.6 (also known as Mac OS X Snow Leopard), Mac computers running OS X include
some support for this technology via Apple's Mail application. Built-in support with Mac OS X 10.6 requires the
Exchange organization to be running Exchange Server 2007 SP1/SP2 or Exchange Server 2010.
Mac users wishing to access Exchange e-mail running on Exchange Server 2000 or 2003 must use Microsoft's
Entourage client versions X, 2004 or 2008. Alternatively a limited version of Outlook Web Access is available to
Mac users using a web browser. Entourage X, 2004 and 2008 do not support synchronizing tasks and notes with
Exchange Servers 2000, 2003, 2007 or 2010. However Entourage 2008 "Web Services Edition", which is a free
download from Microsoft for users of Office 2008, does support synchronizing tasks and notes with Exchange
Server 2007 SP1 rollup update 4 or later (including Exchange 2010). Microsoft Outlook for Mac 2011 has replaced
Entourage "Web Services Edition" but also requires Exchange Server 2007 or later.
E-mail hosted on an Exchange Server can also be accessed using SMTP, POP3 and IMAP4 protocols, using clients
such as Outlook Express, Mozilla Thunderbird, and Lotus Notes. (These protocols must be enabled on the server.
Recent versions of Exchange Server turn them off by default.)
Exchange Server mailboxes can also be accessed through a web browser, using Outlook Web Access (OWA), called
Outlook Web App in Exchange Server 2010. Exchange Server 2003 also featured a version of OWA for mobile
devices, called Outlook Mobile Access (OMA).
DavMail Gateway [40] allows any email client to connect to a Microsoft Outlook server with Outlook Web Access
(OWA).
GNOME Evolution project can be used to Connect to MS-Exchange (in OWA mode for Exchange 2000/2003, native
mode for Exchange 2007).[41] Evolution is now also available for Windows.[42][43]

ActiveSync
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ActiveSync
A component of Microsoft

Windows

ActiveSync 4.5 on Windows XP

Details

Replaced by Windows Mobile Device Center

Microsoft ActiveSync

Initial release 1.0 / September 10, 1996

Stable release 4.5 / February 13, 2007

License EULA

Website ActiveSync 4.5 download
[44]

MSDN: ActiveSync [45]

Support for Exchange ActiveSync was added to Microsoft Exchange Server 2003. Exchange ActiveSync, in the
context of Exchange Server, allows a compliant device such as a Windows Mobile device to securely synchronize
mail, contacts and other data directly with an Exchange server. Since its inception, ActiveSync has become a popular
mobile access standard for businesses due to cross-platform support from companies like Nokia and Apple Inc.[46] as
well as its advanced device security and compliance features.
Support for Push E-mail was added to Exchange Server 2003 with Service Pack 2. Windows Mobile 5.0 requires the
"Messaging and Security Feature Pack (MSFP)", later versions of the mobile operating system, such as Windows
Phone 7, have the capability built in.[47] Many other devices now support ActiveSync push e-mail, such as the
iPhone and Android Phones.[48]

Exchange Server 2007 and Exchange Server 2010 support the use of Exchange ActiveSync Policies. By using
Exchange ActiveSync Policies, administrators can secure the devices that connect to the organization or remotely
deactivate features on the devices. Administrators or users can also remotely wipe a lost mobile device.
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